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Forward
The Fifteenth Advanced International Conference on Telecommunications (AICT 2019), held
between July 28, 2019 and August 02, 2019 in Nice, France, continued a series of events covering a
variety of challenging telecommunication topics ranging from background fields like signals, traffic,
coding, communication basics up to large communication systems and networks, fixed, mobile and
integrated, etc. Applications, services, system and network management issues also received significant
attention.
The spectrum of 21st Century telecommunications is marked by the arrival of new business models,
new platforms, new architectures and new customer profiles. Next generation networks, IP multimedia
systems, IPTV, and converging network and services are new telecommunications paradigms.
Technology achievements in terms of co-existence of IPv4 and IPv6, multiple access technologies, IP
MPLS network design driven methods, multicast and high speed require innovative approaches to
design and develop large scale telecommunications networks.
Mobile and wireless communications add profit to large spectrum of technologies and services. We
witness the evolution 2G, 2.5G, 3G and beyond, personal communications, cellular and ad hoc networks,
as well as multimedia communications.
Web Services add a new dimension to telecommunications, where aspects of speed, security, trust,
performance, resilience, and robustness are particularly salient. This requires new service delivery
platforms, intelligent network theory, new telecommunications software tools, new communications
protocols and standards.
We are witnessing many technological paradigm shifts imposed by the complexity induced by the
notions of fully shared resources, cooperative work, and resource availability. P2P, GRID, Clusters, Web
Services, Delay Tolerant Networks, Service/Resource identification and localization illustrate aspects
where some components and/or services expose features that are neither stable nor fully guaranteed.
Examples of technologies exposing similar behavior are WiFi, WiMax, WideBand, UWB, ZigBee, MBWA
and others.
Management aspects related to autonomic and adaptive management includes the entire arsenal of
self-ilities. Autonomic Computing, On-Demand Networks and Utility Computing together with Adaptive
Management and Self-Management Applications collocating with classical networks management
represent other categories of behavior dealing with the paradigm of partial and intermittent resources.
The conference included academic, research, and industrial contributions. It had the following
tracks:
 Wireless technologies
 Ad Hoc, autonomic and sensor networks
 Trends on telecommunications features and services
 Architectures and communication technologies for 4G and 5G wireless networks
 New telecommunications technologies
 Future applications and services
 Edge and IoT Application Deployment for 5G Networks
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the AICT 2019 technical program
committee, as well as all the reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference program would
not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors who dedicated

much of their time and effort to contribute to AICT 2019. We truly believe that, thanks to all these
efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.
We also thank the members of the AICT 2019 organizing committee for their help in handling the
logistics and for their work that made this professional meeting a success.
We hope that AICT 2019 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and results
between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the field of telecommunications. We
also hope that Nice, France provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved
some time to enjoy the charm of the city.
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A Novel Synchronization Algorithm for Hybrid Inter-Satellite Link Establishment

Alexandru Crisan, Cristian Anghel, Remus Cacoveanu
Telecommunications Department
University Politehnica of Bucharest
Bucharest, Romania
e-mail: alexandru.crisan@ceospacetech.pub.ro; cristian.anghel@upb.ro; remus.cacoveanu@upb.ro

Abstract—This paper presents a new synchronization
algorithm proposed to establish an inter-satellite link in a
system with two satellites flying in tandem. The complete
system is described, including both the master and the
companion satellite. The proposed physical layer is a
customization of the one from Long Term Evolution (LTE)
telecommunications systems, based on the Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technology with
Time Division Duplexing (TDD) approach. The proposed
synchronization algorithm uses two preamble-symbols per
radio frame. Simulation results for different frequency
deviations are provided.
Keywords-synchronization; OFDM; preamble; frequency
offset; inter-satellite link.

I.

INTRODUCTION

When it comes to data relay satellites or constellation and
formation flying missions, the Inter-Satellite Link (ISL) is a
topic that has been intensively discussed [1]. The ISL is
needed not only to support the communication function, but
also to enable the formation acquisition and formation
control through precise relative positioning using intersatellite metrology consisting in ranging and Line of Sight
(LoS) determination. Having to fulfill the complex
requirements of both the selected communication system and
the navigation module, the ISL is the key in finding the
tradeoff between ensuring the data bandwidth and the data
transfer quality on the communication path, and providing
the accurate measurements and inputs for the navigation
algorithms.
The Hybrid Inter-Satellite Link (H-ISL) is the new
terminology used for a system which shall be able to ensure
relative navigation (range and LoS estimation) between two
spacecraft flying in formation, and also data exchange using
the communication link. Thus, the H-ISL system architecture
involves two spacecraft, namely the master satellite and the
companion satellite. Both the quality of the link, measured as
Bit Error Rate (BER), and the accuracy of the Navigation
(NAV) commends are highly dependent on the
synchronization algorithm results in terms of frequency
alignment (for the two clock references used on the two
satellites) and time synchronization (the correct radio frame
start shall be identified by the receiver). On the other hand,
the total cost of the system, the power consumption and the
physical dimensions are to be considered as well.

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2019.
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Synchronization techniques for Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) waveforms are based on
either received signal autocorrelation or cross-correlation of
a training symbol with a local replica. The autocorrelation is
robust to large carrier frequency offsets (CFO) and exploits
some form of redundancy built in the transmitted signal, for
example the cyclic prefix (CP) [2] or a training symbol with
two identical halves [3]. The main disadvantage of
autocorrelation is that timing synchronization is only coarse
and a fine-timing estimation stage is also required. On the
other hand, cross-correlation techniques [4] provide accurate
timing, but are very sensitive to large CFO values. Thus, the
common approach is to have a coarse estimation stage for
timing and fractional CFO, followed by a fine estimation
stage for timing and integer frequency offset (IFO). Based on
this approach, a two-stage synchronization algorithm is
presented in [5]. Synchronization for downlink (DL) Long
Term Evolution (LTE) is proposed in [6]. Coarse timing and
fractional CFO is estimated using the CP technique, then fine
timing consists in identifying the specific synchronization
signals and a frequency-domain estimation of the IFO. The
residual offset is also tracked. The method developed in [7]
exploits the properties of constant amplitude zero
autocorrelation sequences to achieve synchronization. In [8]
a cross-correlation based joint timing and frequency
synchronization scheme based on Zadoff-Chu (ZC)
sequences is presented. The technique also uses a two-stage
approach and optimizes the ZC sequence parameter selection
based on the shift of the cross-correlation peak to allow for
coarse timing and CFO estimation.
In this context, a novel synchronization algorithm for HISL scenario has been proposed. It is based on the one used
in the LTE communications systems, with customizations
specific to spatial radio link. Our approach has the advantage
of achieving fine timing synchronization without the need for
a coarse stage and frequency-domain IFO estimation is not
required.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides the system description, with both the digital part
(including the 3 main modules MAC, PHY and NAV) and
the analog part (RF daughter board plus additional analog
circuits). Section III describes the proposed synchronization
algorithm, highlighting the changes made compared with the
one used in the LTE communication systems. Section IV
provides the obtained results, exemplifying the time
alignment and the frequency corrections generated by the
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algorithm in real-life conditions. The acknowledgement and
conclusions close the article.
II.
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A. The hardware platform selection
The NAV requirements in terms of information input and
resolution set mainly the system architecture. The master
satellite, the one on which the NAV algorithm runs, has 3
antennas, placed in a square triangle pattern, with the master
antenna corresponding to the intersection of the catetes. This
solution with 3 antennas allows the master satellite to
compute the LoS, i.e., the vector from the companion
spacecraft transmitter to the master spacecraft receiver. The
navigation module takes into account measurements coming
from the triplet of antennas. The 3 antennas create 2
perpendicular antenna baselines and provide path differences
measurements on the two baselines. For navigation purposes
H-ISL shall use two frequency bands, 100-200 MHz apart.
The two frequencies allocated for navigation purposes are
used as carrier frequencies for data communication as well.
In this context, the hardware platform selection is
restricted by these constraints and requirements. Several
solutions were studied, the final decision being based on a
Xilinx ZCU102 board [9] for the digital part, called
motherboard, and Analog Devices FMComms5 [10] for the
RF part, named daughter board.
The digital part includes the Zynq UltraScale XCZU9EG
[11] SoC, which contains a Quad-Core ARM Cortex A-53
for the Application Processor Unit (APU), a Dual-Core
ARM Cortex R5 for the Real Time Processor Unit (RTPU),
and a Xilinx's 16nm FinFET+ programmable logic fabric
(specific to Xilinx 7 families).

J110 J210

AD-FMComms5 (2xAD9361)
CLK
FMC1 (P401)

FMC2 (P402)

J301

HPC0 (J5)

HPC1 (J4)

J79

PHY

PL
MEM

ARM Cortex
A53
MAC

ARM Cortex
A53
NAV
ETH

PS
ZCU9EG

PC

Figure 2. Block scheme of the companion satellite.

This internal structure allows the MAC and NAV
modules to run on Processing System (PS), while the PHY
is implemented on (Programmable Logic) PL side. The
connections between PS and PL is made via AXI interfaces
[12], using shared RAMs.
The RF part includes two AD9361 devices [13], each of
them supporting 2 × 2 RF transceivers with integrated 12-bit
DACs and ADCs.
The connection between the motherboard and the
daughter board is made via two FPGA Mezzanine Cards
(FMCs) connectors, as depicted in Figure 1 for the master
satellite, respectively Figure 2 for the companion satellite.
Additionally, in the two above-mentioned figures, one can
observe also the extra analog circuitry needed to support the
co-existing of the two used frequencies and the duplexing
technique.

AD-FMComms5 (2xAD9361)
REF_CLK
FMC1 (P401)

FMC2 (P402)

J301

HPC0 (J5)

HPC1 (J4)

J79

PHY

PL
MEM

ARM Cortex
A53
MAC

ARM Cortex
A53
NAV
ETH

PS
ZCU9EG

PC

Figure 1. Block scheme of the master satellite.
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B. The PHY parameters
In order to clearly describe the proposed synchronization
algorithm, the PHY parameters should be first presented.
The starting point for their values selection was the LTE
standard. We consider a TDD duplexing, with radio frames
of 10 ms, the DL and uplink (UL) parts being balanced 1:1.
The OFDM technology is used, with 1024 sub-carriers
spaced at 15 kHz for a channel of 10 MHz.
Normal CP of 72 samples is added to each OFDM symbol
of 1024 samples. The resulted sampling frequency is 15.36
MHz. The maximum throughput computation can be done
having in mind that the two OFDM symbols on each DL/UL
sub-frame are allocated to the preambles used by the
synchronization algorithm. The 1096 samples-long OFDM
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where N is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The timing
offset can by finding the peak of R[m] :

FRAME #n+1

FRAME #n
10 ms
MASTER

Rx_UL UL

Tx_DL

Tx_DL

n0 arg max{ R[m]}
Rx_DL

COMPANION

Tx_UL

(3)

Rx_DL

10 ms

FRAME #n+1

FRAME #n
10 ms
MASTER

UL Rx_UL

Tx_DL

Rx_DL

COMPANION

Tx_DL

Tx_UL

Rx_DL

10 ms

Figure 3. Frame structure for a) short distance between the satelites b)
long distance between the satelites

symbol (including the CP) lasts 71.3 us at the indicated
sampling frequency, this leading to a targeted number of 64
OFDM symbols per DL/UL. In conclusion, excluding the
two symbols for synchronization, a maximum DL/UL
throughput of around 2 Mbps can be achieved when BPSK
modulation is used, with a channel coding rate of 1/3. The
rest of a radio frame is split between the Transmit Time Gap
(TTG) and the Receive Time Gap (RTG). Figure 3 depicts
the timing expected when the two limit scenarios are
considered, i.e, the two satellites being very close to each
other, respectively very far.
III.

PROPOSED SYNCHRONIZATION ALGORITHM

The first step in establishing the ISL consists in time and
frequency synchronization at the companion satellite. Time
synchronization is necessary in order to ensure that the
receiver window encompasses the entire DL sub-frame and
to identify the boundaries of the received OFDM symbols.
Frequency synchronization must be performed to eliminate
the inter-carrier interference and to prevent loss of subcarrier orthogonality.
In an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel,
the baseband signal received by the companion can be
expressed as [2]:
y[n] x[nn0 ]e

j 2 n

f c
Fs

w[n]

(1)

yl [n]x[n]e

where x[n] is the transmitted DL preamble symbol, n0 is the
timing offset in samples, f c is the CFO, Fs is the sampling
frequency and w[n] is the AWGN. The training symbol is
BPSK-modulated in frequency domain and is constructed as
an extension of the Secondary Synchronization Signal (SSS)
in LTE.
Firstly, the timing offset must be estimated so that the
receiver window can be positioned correctly. To achieve
this, the received signal is cross-correlated with a local,
time-synchronized replica of the training symbol:
N 1

R[m] x*[n] y[mn]
n0
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In practical systems, R[m] is normalized with a factor
that depends on the energy of the received signal. Although
the cross-correlation provides very accurate timing, it is
very sensitive to CFO. For CFO values that are close to or
exceed the sub-carrier spacing (15 kHz for LTE signals), the
cross-correlation peak can no longer be identified.
In order to overcome this effect, our novel approach
consists in performing the cross-correlation between
y[n] and a set of training symbols that incorporate certain
CFO values untill the cross-correlation peak exceeds a
preset threshold. More specifically, at the companion we
store seven versions of the training symbol with the
following CFOs: 0, ±5, ±10 and ±15 kHz. Moreover, in
order to allow for faster computation, the received signal is
split into batches of equal length and the cross-correlation
theorem is exploited: the spectrum of the batch is multiplied
with the spectrum of the complex-conjugated training
symbol on a point-to-point basis and then the inverse FFT
(IFFT) is computed to obtain the time-domain values.
Our approach ensures fine timing sychronization and
allows for joint coarse CFO estimation. The coarse CFO is
used to adjust the reference frequency source of the
companion satellite. Since there are actually two training
symbols in the preamble, the cross-correlation will yield two
peaks at n0 and n1 .
Once timing synchronization has been achieved and the
reference frequency has been coarsely adjusted, the
remaining, uncorrected frequency offset is estimated using
the redundancy of the two training symbols. Let f cr be the
uncorrected offset. The received training symbols in the
preamble can be expressed as:

(2)

j 2

fcr
[ n( l 1)( N  Ncp )]
Fs

wl [n]

(4)

where l1, 2 is the symbol index and N cp is the CP length.
f cr can be estimated as follows:

f cr 

Fs
 N 1

angle  y1* [n] y2 [n]
2 ( N  Ncp )
 n0


(5)

Considering the approach presented above, the
synchronization steps are detailed in the following
paragraphs.
Since the DL preamble is transmitted every radio frame,
at the companion 10 ms worth of samples must be
processed. This amounts to 153600 samples. The received
samples are split into batches of equal length with a 50%
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overlap between adjacent batches. The data is processed as
follows:
Step 1: Set the training symbol CFO index i=0
(corresponding to a training symbol with 0 CFO).
Step 2: The energy of each batch is computed. Store the
minimum energy value (corresponding to noise) in bmin and
the maximum energy value (corresponding to noise+useful
signal) in bmax . If the ratio bmax /bmin 1.5 , then the preamble
is located in the set of the 153600 samples. Proceed to step
3.
If the energy threshold is not met, the current radio frame is
discarded. A new set of 153600 samples is recorded and
step 2 is repeated.
Step 3: Calculate the normalization factor as a weighted
difference between bmax and bmin :

L  bmax bmin bx

(6)

where bx is the energy of the reference training symbol x[n] .
L is designed such that after normalization, the amplitude of
the cross-correlation peak varies only with the CFO.
Step 4:The cross-correlation between each batch and
xi [n] is calculated (by applying the cross-correlation
theorem).
Step 5: Find the peak value for each batch and apply the
normalization L. If the normalized peak exceeds the fixed
threshold pxc , then store the peak index.
Step 6: If no peaks are identified, increment i and repeat the
process starting with step 4. If two peaks have been
identified, then adjust the receiver window with the
following correction value cr :

 n0 n1 N 3N cp 2 
cr round 

2



f cr is estimated on every received preamble and the
reference frequency is readjusted periodically.
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IV.

OBTAINED RESULTS

Our first set of results is focused on the effect that the
proposed normalization coefficient L has on the amplitude of
the cross-correlation peak. To this end, the CFO is set to 0
and the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is varied from 0 to 30
dB. The results, plotted in Figure 4, illustrate that the
normalized amplitude of the peak is relatively constant
across a wide range of SNR values. Therefore, the use of a
fixed threshold pxc regardless of operating SNR is justified.
The second set of results is focused on the performances of
the synchronization algorithm. The CFO is set to 18 kHz, the
threshold pxc is 0.8 and a delay of 1500 samples is added to
the transmitted preamble. Table I shows the effect of
adjusting the receiver window; over 3 iterations the
correction value cr converges towards 0 and timing
synchronization is achieved.

(7)

The correction cr is designed such that the receiver window
converges towards correct positioning ( cr =0) over the
course of a few iterations.
Step 7: Correct the coarse CFO depending on the current
value of i. Proceed to step 8.
r
Step 8: Estimate the uncorrected CFO f c with (5).
By strategic selection of pxc it can be ensured that:
- The peaks are always identified before exhausting
the set of stored training symbols;
- No undesired peaks (not related to the training
symbols) are obtained;
f cr is limited to ±5 kHz.
Once timing synchronization and coarse CFO correction
has been achieved, then the values of cr and i should be 0.
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Timing resynchronization is necessary due to oscillator
drifts and variations in distance between the satellites or if
the ISL is lost. In normal functioning conditions, since the
reference frequency is adjusted periodically, only the
distance variations would cause significant loss of timing.
Considering an inter-satellite relative speed of 1 m/s, at the
sampling rate of 15.36 MHz a timing error of one sample
would occur approximately every 19.53 seconds. In order to
compensate this effect, timing resynchronization is carried
out once every 10 seconds or immediately after the radio
link is interrupted.

Figure 4. Variation of the normalized peak amplitude vs. SNR

Figure 5. RMSE of CFO estimations vs. SNR in AWGN channel

TABLE I.

ADJUSTING THE RECEIVER WINDOW

Iteration

1

2

3

cr

1226

2394

0
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Figure 5 shows the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of
the CFO estimations against SNR in an AWGN channel. At
0 dB, the accuracy is approximately 84 Hz.
V.

[3]

[4]

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a novel synchronization algorithm
proposed to be used in an H-ISL system. The starting point is
the model used in the LTE communication systems. The new
preamble structure and its positioning in the DL sub-frame,
correlated with the new proposed method of computation,
provide good results in terms of timing alignment and
frequency synchronization. The presented simulation results
demonstrate the algorithm performance.
A real test-bench is under preparation and several real
test-cases will be executed on the presented setup. The
obtained results will be presented in future work.
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[7]
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Abstract—Multi-User
Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output
(MIMO) transmission is one of the key technologies for
achieving the ambitious targets for coverage and throughput
in modern cellular networks. It allows us to take advantage
of the large number of transmission elements possible in the
radio-heads or eNodeB and allow users to share a channel.
A key challenge in the deployment of multi-user MIMO is
the problem of cross-user interference due to mutual nonorthogonality within the shared channel. The transmitter must
select an optimal transmit precoding so as to eliminate this
cross-user interference, since the receivers cannot coordinate
and jointly decode the transmission. In this paper, we propose
a novel algorithm for multi-user MIMO precoding over a
shared channel. Our algorithm is a combination of ideas
both from Dirty Paper Coding as well as the more recent
Interference Alignment techniques. We demonstrate that we
can achieve better performance than zero-forcing and that
our algorithm is practical to implement within the framework
of existing 4th and upcoming 5th generation systems, being
realizable in linear time.
Keywords—Multi-user MIMO; Dirty Paper Coding; Interference Alignment; Shared channel; Block Cholesky decomposition.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Fourth and fifth generation cellular networks are distinguished by the rapid and widespread deployment of multiple antenna systems. These systems can be deployed in
various ways; multiple antenna deployed at a single tower,
multiple distributed antenna installations under the control
of a single centralized Radio Access Node (cRAN), or
even multiple cooperating eNodeBs (this is known as a
Coordinated Multipoint or CoMP deployment). The initial
deployment of multiple antenna transmission was in the
single user MIMO systems [1], where a single eNodeB and
a single User Terminal (UT) communicate over a dedicated
channel using multiple receive and transmit elements. These
have been commercially deployed for about a decade, with
mixed results ; in practical environments, achieving more
than 2 simultaneous streams per channel has proven to be
difficult. Advances in radio technology are pushing multiuser MIMO (MuMIMO) as a replacement to single user
MIMO. MuMIMO [2] consists of a single eNodeB with
a large number of antennas to simultaneously transmit to
multiple MIMO-capable UTs each equipped with a smaller
number of antennas, over a common shared channel (Figure
1). The promise of MuMIMO is in the increase of the number
of simultaneous streams per channel, hence increasing both
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Figure 1. Deployment of MuMIMO

the throughput and coverage at both cell-center and celledge. The primary advantage is that it is easier to put
larger numbers of antenna elements on an eNodeB than on
a UT (due to the form factor) and independent UTs with
geographical separation have a higher spatial diversity than
that of large number of antennas on a single receiver. This
spatial diversity leads to a corresponding independence in
channel matrices which is the basis of the gains of MIMO
transmission.
MuMIMO has been supported in 4th generation cellular
networks (Long Term Evolution (LTE)) standards since Release 10 and is increasingly seeing commercial deployment.
As we move towards the fifth generation, the number of
antenna on the wireless network nodes (Remote Radio Heads
or eNodeBs) is also increasing manifold (Massive MIMO).
More complex modes of deployment, such as cooperative
MuMIMO and multi-user CoMP are being proposed, especially to support the cell-edge (Figure 2) [3]. Over the
last few years, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project has
rapidly pushed the MuMIMO transmission modes into the
mainstream of cellular access networks [4], standardizing the
relevant operating modes, associated sounding and dedicated
reference signals etc. The 5G New Radio standard (5G-NR)
recognizes the importance of MuMIMO and has introduced
further enhancements to the existing LTE standards to support
more complex and efficient deployments [5]. This includes
the use of comb-structures and cyclic shifts to support a
higher number of orthogonal training signals, to support up
to 32 simultaneous layers. The specifications also allow for
flexible deployment of training signals, so as to support
very low-latency decoding and adaptation for high-doppler
environments.
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of interference channels and provide a survey of previous
work, organized in terms of the two main approaches, Dirty
Paper Coding (II-A) and Interference Alignment (II-B). In
Section III, we give a detailed mathematical framework for
our problem, followed by the description of the algorithm in
Subsection III-A. In Section IV, we provide some simulation
results comparing our approach against the baseline ZeroForcing approach. Finally, in Section V, we conclude the
paper by proposing future directions in our research.
II. M ULTI - USER I NTERFERENCE C HANNELS -

THEORY

AND PREVIOUS WORK
Figure 2. Cooperative MuMIMO

In contrast to the single-user MIMO, where the computation of optimal precoding matrix is well understood,
optimal/near-optimal precoding/decoding for MuMIMO is
relatively complex and has been the subject of much recent
research. MuMIMO performance is limited by co-user interference over a complex shared medium; the individual channels of the individual UTs cause interference between each
other in a manner which is tied to the mutual information in
the channel. While the network can fully anticipate the crossuser interference, the UTs have only knowledge of their own
channel and cannot coordinate with each other. This creates
an interesting problem of optimal multi-user encoding at the
network, which is the subject of this paper.
The contribution of this paper is as follows. We propose a
novel MuMIMO transmit precoding scheme for a transmitter
with N ∗ K, N, K > 1 antenna transmitting to N receivers,
each with K antenna elements. In the existing literature
(Section III) there are two main approaches to the MuMIMO
precoding problem. The earlier research was based on the
technique of Dirty Paper Coding (DPC) [6], which is an
elegant approach to solving the known interference issue, but
is however, difficult to scale to a large number of users due
to the need to solve a difficult joint optimization problem.
On the other hand, in recent years, much work has taken
place using the technique of Interference Alignment(IA) [7],
which was primarily designed for the shared cross-channel
environment, i.e., K transmitters and K receivers on a
single channel. Our Successive interference Compensation
(SiC) algorithm is a mixture of both approaches. We use
the block diagonalization approach of DPC and join it with
the sub-space reduction technique of interference alignment.
We show that the resultant algorithm is fast, easy to implement and provides an intuitive outer bound of the K
user MuMIMO bounds. We note that the K user MIMO
case is relatively less addressed in the interference alignment
literature as well as the older DPC literature, in terms of
theoretical upper bounds for achievable rate. This shall be
described in more detail in Subsection II-B.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we describe the problem in context of the generic theory
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Our problem involves the multi-user shared channel in a
generic LTE Time Division Duplex (TDD) cellular network.
A single eNodeB with N × K antennas is controlling a cell
in which there are N UTs with K receive antennas each. The
eNodeB has to transmit simultaneously to all N UTs during
each transmission frame over a shared good quality (high
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)) Gaussian channel, varying
stochastically from frame to frame. The eNodeB has perfect
Channel State Information (CSI) for all UTs because it is a
TDD network. It can also control the exact decoding matrix
to be used by each UT, by embedding appropriate reference
signals in each frame. The UTs have knowledge only of their
own channels. Our aim is to design an algorithm by which
the single eNodeB, given the knowledge of the complete set
of channels for all N receivers, can near-optimally choose
the transmission precoding matrix, so as to maximize the
aggregate capacity for the channel. The aggregate capacity is
a function of the number of layers transmitted, the number of
UTs transmitted to and the Bit Error Rate (BER) for each UT.
Because the system is operating in a high SNR environment,
the system performance i.e. BER is constrained by the crossuser interference rather than the external noise.
The most generic case of a shared channel is the crosschannel case, which supports K transceiver pairs over a
common channel. The broadcast channel case, on the other
hand, has a single transmitter with K receivers. The common
thread among both these cases is that the system performance
(aggregate rate capacity) is limited by co-channel interference
and the individual agents are cooperative, as pointed out
by the authors in [8]. The problem of rate maximizing for
selfish users is an open problem. In the most generic model
of the distributed cross channel, neither the receivers nor
the transmitters can coordinate with each other in realtime
[9]. In other words, the individual receivers and transmitters
have to individually process their own signals for precoding/
decoding. In such a system, the individual transmitters and
receivers may agree on common parameters such as the
precoding/decoding matrices and the operating codebook,
but cannot share their processing in real-time; each will
have to work on their own copy of the signal (transmit
or receive) once the system is activated. Clearly, MuMIMO
and Coordinated Multipoint systems are both special cases
of the shared channel. MuMIMO is a broadcast channel
case where there is a single transmitter, but multiple non-
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communicating users. The CoMP case is a variant of the
cross-channel, as there are multiple transmitters with limited
ability to coordinate with each other.
Interest in the problem of shared channel transmission
dates back at least 15 years starting from the two-user
broadcast channel. The theoretical background is much older,
dating back to the 1970s. The research question is as follows;
how do we configure the transmitters and receivers in a
shared channel so as to maximize the aggregate transmission
rate. There are at least four parameters for optimization. The
obvious ones are the transmit and receive filters (precoding/decoding matrices in MIMO terms). Alternately, one can
design appropriate code-books, or decompose the code-book
into separate subsets and reserve one for each transceiver pair.
Finally, there exists user selection/scheduling. An associated
problem is the need is to estimate the theoretical achievable
rate capacity of such a channel in terms of the covariance
between the channel matrices of individual users [10].
Over the years, there have been two major approaches to
the shared channel rate optimization problem. The first is the
DPC approach [6] as applied to the wireless channel, as is
seen in the works of [11] and others. This approach works on
the theory of pre-compensation; how to adjust the transmit
signal so as to null out the effect of the known interference
at the receiver. The second, which has garnered enormous
interest of late, is the technique of interference alignment
[12]. This technique (and its predecessor, Zero-Forcing(ZF))
works on the basis of one-time optimal precoding.
A. Dirty Paper Coding
Dirty Paper Coding originated in the work of Costa [6].
It solves the problem of transmitting a signal s to a receiver
on top of a known (to the transmitter) interference vector
z and a random noise term n. The problem is to construct
an encoding operation T (z, n) based on the knowledge of
z and r and a corresponding decoding operation R, which
can be used without knowledge of the interference term z.
The original paper shows that the problem is solvable by
proving the existence of an alphabet to encode s, z jointly
and a corresponding pair of operations T , R, which can
be used independently at either end of the channel for
the encoding/decoding operations. A simple realization of
DPC is Tomlinson Harashima Precoding (THP) [13][14], first
introduced to solve a problem of self-interference due to
cross-talk in cabled environments. In this work, T and R
are modulo operations on the transmit symbol.
In the context of wireless and broadband MIMO, the early
research in DPC focussed on the two receiver broadcast
channel [15].The achievable rate for a two user broadcast
channel have been extensively studied [16]–[18], culminating
in the Marton’s upper bound for two user broadcast channels.
In [15, Slepian Wolf Theorem], it is shown that the ratecapacity of the two user channel is limited only by the
mutual information between the two signal-spaces and hence,
achievable using a DPC method. The same result has been
proven in different contexts by [19] and others.
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Yu and Cioffi propose an alternate technique to achieve
Marton’s rate capacity in a two user broadcast system,
using a decision feedback equalizer from the precoder output
[11][20]. Published literature on practical DPC techniques for
the shared wireless channel is relatively sparse, especially
in the multiple user (N > 2) case. Much of the available
literature uses Tomlinson Harashima precoding (or similar
techniques) as a means of constrained interference suppression [21]. In [22], the authors pair the THP approach with
a decision feedback filter to meet the power constraints on
a per symbol basis. In [23], the authors implement a robust
form of the THP for a decision feedback structure. Similar
work is presented in [24]–[26].
B. Interference alignment
Interference alignment(IA) [9][12][27] works by decomposing a single channel into multiple sub-spaces, each corresponding to one of the degrees of freedom of each individual
user. The key idea is that of trading degrees of freedom
for interference [28]. In a standard IA realization, one of
the subspaces is selected as the designated ’interference’
subspace and all transmitters have to select an encoding
such that the interference vector generated by that transmitter
lies in the designated interference sub-space. This makes the
other sub-spaces available for use for interference-free signal
transmission. IA is a more efficient successor for the earlier
zero-forcing (ZF) approach [29][30], as ZF requires each user
to choose a separate interference sub-space, which is the nullspace of the complement channel. The simplest case of IA
is a K-user Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) interference channel [8], where K pairs of users sacrifice half the
available degrees of freedom for interference free operation.
Over the last ten years, an enormous corpus of literature
has been created for interference alignment as a interference
nulling technique in multiple contexts [7]. The theoretical
work on interference alignment addresses the cross-channel
case in two modes. In [12][27] we have two transmitters
and two receivers sharing a single channel and both the
transmitter and the receiver has multiple antenna. A specific
subcase of the cross channel case is given in Section 10 of
[12], which is the cognitive transmitter case; here, the two
transmitters are able to share the transmit message that each
intends to transmit to the other. In these enviroments, IA has
been proposed as a distributed optimization problem [8][28]
extended to the generic multi-antenna case in [31]. The
other application of IA is in the K-user MISO cross-channel
case [8], where we have a single transmitter transmitting to
N users, each equipped with a single antenna. These IA
techniques maybe adapted to the K user MuMIMO broadcast
channel but are very complex to implement. This is both due
to the full CSI requirement as well as the need to implement
multiple matrix optimization passes for each frame. Practical
algorithms mostly involve some version of ZF using rankreduction technique [32][33]. Alternately, the somewhat more
realizable alternating minimization algorithm in [34] can be
used iteratively.
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III. S UCCESSIVE I NTERFERENCE C OMPENSATION
B LOCK D IAGONALIZATION

WITH

In this section, we present a simple to implement algorithm for precoding a MuMIMO transmission over a known
broadcast channel with N receivers (UTs). The novelty of
our solution is in that approaches interference compensation
as in the DPC approach, using diagonalization to linearize
the problem. It then uses the rank-reduction technique of interference alignment in order to compensate the interference
vector without violating the transmit power norm. This idea
of trading off between power and degrees of freedom is an
adaptation of the theoretical work in [10].
As is standard in LTE cellular networks, the UTs are not
aware that they are part of a MuMIMO cohort. They simply
obey the eNodeB instructions as encoded in the reference
signals to decode the transmitted symbols. In LTE Release
12 and onwards, this is achieved by an appropriately encoded
Demodulation Reference Signals (DMRS) embedded in the
transmission frame, which can be used both to control both
the decoding matrix the UT will use and the number of
streams each UT should decode. The UTs can only act as
per the subset of information they have and cannot anticipate
what the eNodeB is going to do. The eNodeB, however,
requires full CSI information for all UTs. In a TDD network,
this is directly available from the uplink. In an Frequency
Division Duplex (FDD) network, this has to be signaled and
has the additional complexity of quantization error. For the
purpose of this paper, we assume that the CSI information for
all user channels are available at the eNodeB with arbitrarily
small error, as is achievable in a standard TDD network.
The SiC algorithm is computationally simple as it is singlepass and only involves matrix operations of size K × K.
The inversion of a Hermitian matrix required in the first
block diagonalization stage is easily computed from the
singular value decomposition. In contrast, the ZF approach
requires us to implement Gram-Schmidt orthogonolization of
an assymetric N.(K − 1) × N.K matrix, this operation being
repeated N times per frame. Standard IA algorithms are even
more complex, because the optimal matrix search requires
multiple iterative passes, each of which require quadratic
operations on the entire N.K × N.K transmission matrix.
In the rest of the paper, we use the following conventions. We number matrix/vector rows and columns from 1
to N . Variables denoted by capital letters, i.e., A, B, C...
are considered to be elements of MN.K×N.K the set of
matrices of N.K rows and columns. Variables of the form
Ãm,n , B̃m,n , C̃m,n represent the sub-matrix of size K ×K of
the corresponding matrix A, B, C etc, starting from the row
position (m−1)×K and column position (n−1)×K. Vectors
are denoted by lower case letters x, y, etc. Uppercase greek
letters (Υ, Γ, etc.) are used exclusively to denote diagonal or
block-diagonal matrices and Υ̃m,n , Γ̃m,n their K × K size
submatrices as defined above. Vector norms are denoted by
|x|. For the equuivalent matrix norms, we utilize the trace
function, which is given by |X| = Tr(X) . x∗ and X ∗
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represent the complex transpose of the vector x and the
conjugate transpose of the matrix X respectively. The square
root of a Hermitian semidefinite matrix S is obtained by
taking the Singular Value Decomposition S = V ΣV ∗ and
then constructing the root S 1/2 = V Σ1/2 V ∗ . S −1 is the
matrix inverse.
A. Algorithm description
The SiC algorithm is implemented in two steps. In the first
step (Subsection III-B), we block diagonalize the channel and
hence separate the interference and signal space for each user.
In the second step (Subsection III-C), we add a compensating
vector for each user to cancel the effect of the causal noise
and simultaneously reduce the number of transmitted streams
so as to normalize the transmit power.
The interference compensation step can be interpreted both
in the DPC sense and in the IA sense. In the DPC sense, we
are successively modifying the space of code-words for each
user to take into account the code-word transmitted by the
previous user. If we see this in the sense of the formulation
provided in [10], we are essentially choosing a transmit codeword from a modified dictionary W, which maps to a subset of valid receiver code-words, but can cancel interference
without violating the power transmit norm. In the IA sense,
we can view the rank reduction step as a tradeoff between
the degrees of freedom in the spatial sense to reduce the
overlap between the users, without fully orthonormalizing
them. This trade-off frees up some power so that we can add
the additional compensating vector to cancel out interference.
Thus, we are considering the combination of power and
MIMO spatial sub-channels as a joint resource within which
the optimal operating configuration has to be found.
Our algorithm improves upon the performance of standard
MIMO IA algorithms, which are completely driven by the
condition number of the aggregate channel matrix. If the
condition number is large, i.e., the individual channel matrices are strongly correlated, IA algorithms provide poor
results for all the UTs. This is because the act of subspace
decomposition forces each user into a very poor channel,
in order to achieve orthogonalization with respect to the
common channel. Consider the worst case where there are
two users, both with the exact same channel. The nullspace
of one is the nullspace of the other, and neither will achieve
any transmission in the IA case. In the SiC algorithm, at
least one of the users will get through with no interference
whatsover (the one which is encoded first), at the cost of the
subsequent users.
B. Block Decomposition of a Composite Channel Matrix
The Block Cholesky decomposition (BLDL) technique has
been used for DPC of the MuMIMO channel because it
converts a multi-variate optimization problem to an stepwise
optimization problem [35][36]. It allows us to decompose
each UT’s channel into a simple K × K effective channel,
independent of the other UTs. For a symmetric matrix,
the K × K block decomposition is computationally simple,
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because the diagonal matrices can be easily inverted. We let
the channel matrix between the eNodeB and the M UTs, each
with K antenna be written as a composite H ∈ MMK×MK
as in (1).

 

H̃1,1 H̃1,2 . . . H̃1,M
H̃1
 H̃2   H̃2,1 H̃2,2 . . . H̃2,M 
 (1)
 
H=

 ...  =  ...
...
... ...
H̃M,1 H̃M,2 . . . H̃M,M
H̃M
The matrix H̃j represents the channel between the j UT
and the eNodeB. Each H̃j,k is a K × K matrix within the
composite matrix, where the diagonal terms represent the
interference free channel and the off-diagonal terms represent
the covariance between the different UTs. In the first step, we
carry out Block Cholesky decomposition composite matrix
HH∗ in the form given in (2), where the size of each submatrix is K × K.
HH∗ = GΣG ∗
Σ= diag[S̃1 , S̃2 , . . . , S̃M ]

I
0
0
 G̃2,1 I
0
G= 
 ...
...
...
G̃M,1 G̃M,2 . . .
X
H̃k,k =
G̃k,p S̃p G̃∗k,p + Sk,k


... 0
... 0 

0
0 
I

A particularly useful feature of the BLDL decomposition
is that the amount of interference at each stage (the power
norm of the interference vector) is computable step-wise
from the sub-matrices of the block diagonalized channel
matrix. Further, the total co-channel interference
in the Block
P
Diagonalization is upper bounded by p |H̃p,p − S̃p,p |. We
can verify this as follows. Assume that the individual transmit
blocks z̃k are of unit norm. The interference vector for the
k-th user is given as ik from (7). By triangle inequality, we
get upper bound of ik as in (6).
X
X
1/2
|ik | ≤
|Gk,p−1 ∆p−1 z̃p | ≤
|Gk,p−1 Sp−1 G∗k,p−1 |
p≤k

|

X

p≤k

Gp,p−1 Sp−1 Gp,p−1 | = |H̃k,k − S̃k,k |

p≤k

⇒ |ik | ≤ |H̃k,k − S̃k,k |

(6)

Intuitively, we can check the result from the fact that each
receiver has K antennas and can thus coherently decode
K streams. This means that the energy of the K streams
can be removed from the interference seen by the system
as a whole. Each submatrix Gk,j , k 6= j then captures the
mutual information between the k-th and the j-th user. If the
sum of the off-diagonal terms of HH∗ were negligible, (i.e.,
P
p H̃j,p H̃p,j ≡ 0) in (2), then the inter-receiver co-channel
interference terms would also vanish.

p<k

H̃j,k<j =

X

C. Cancelling the co-channel interference vector

G̃j,p S̃p G̃∗k,p + G̃j,k Sk,k

p<k

(2)
Note that Sk , 1 ≤ k ≤ N is a sequence of symmetric
positive semi-definite matrices. We can write the singular
value decomposition of Sk as in (3), where U is once again
a unitary matrix of size K × K
S̃k = Ũk ∆˜k Ũk∗

(3)

The eNodeB precodes the transmission by the precoding
matrix given in (4) choosing λk so as to meet the transmit
norm ||P || = 1.


Ũ1 λ1
0
...
0
 0
Ũ2 λ2
0
... 
 (4)
P = H∗ G 

 ...
. . . ŨM−1 λM−1
0
...
...
0
ŨM λM
The precoding is implemented on an appropriately chosen
transmit vector z comprising of a block of K size transmit
vectors z̃k , each k-th block targetted to the k-th receiver (5).
λk is the power loading term.


(5)
z = z̃1 z̃2 . . . z̃M
−1/2

In the rest of this paper, we have assumed that λk = ∆k
which essentially ensures that the eNodeB has a fixed power
output (N K)2 |z|. The composite signal after passing through
the channel is given as the vector r in (8).
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Because of the nature of the precoding, the co-channel
interference also takes a particular form, in that each i-th
user is only affected by the interference generated by the
previous users. We can verify this by formally deriving the
interference vector ik from the structure of the receive vector
given in (7).
1/2

y1 = ∆1 z̃1
1/2

1/2

y2 = U2∗ G2,1 U1 ∆1 z̃1 + ∆2 z̃2
...
X
˜ 1/2 Ũj z̃j + ∆˜k 1/2 z̃k
yk = Ũk∗
Gk,j ∆
j

j<k

1/2
= ik + ∆˜k z̃k

(7)

We will now compensate for this interference. To each
transmit vector zm , we shall add an additional compensating
vector ζm , so that the combination, after precoding will
counteract the effect of im , the known interference vector
for this, the m-th user. While this step will cancel the
interference vector completely, it may cause the combined
output vector zm + ζm to exceed the power norm. To take
care of this, we shall truncate the transmit block as shown
in (9). The output vector will have zero co-user interference,
but some of the streams will be nulled out. We interpret this
as a reduction in the degrees of freedom available for this
particular channel. The only impact on the receiver is that
it has to discard the last Lk symbols it receives. We repeat
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r= HP ẑ = HH∗ G 



1
 G̃2,1
= λ
 ...
G̃M,1

−1/2


0
...
0

−1/2
Ũ2 ∆2
0
...


−1/2

...
ŨM−1 ∆M−1 λM−1
0
−1/2
...
0
ŨM ∆M λM

1/2
˜
0
...
0
Ũ1 ∆
... 0
1

1/2
˜

0
...
0
Ũ2 ∆2
0 ... 

˜ 1/2
0 ... 
0
...
...
ŨM−1 ∆
M−1
1 ...
˜ 1/2
...
...
0
ŨM ∆
M

Ũ1 ∆1
0
...
...

0
1
1
G̃M−1,1

this step successively for the (k + 1)-th and then the (k + 2)th user, as long as the impact of the interference is more
than the reduction of throughput due to truncation. We note
that the interference vector (i)k has to be updated after the
compensation is completed for the (k − 1)-th user, because
it is dependent on the compensated output as well. For each
user, the crucial task, hence, is to minimize the value of Lk ,
the number of streams that the k-th user has to reduce.


zk,1
zk,2
···





 zk,K−Lk


···
zk,K











→







zk,1
zk,2 + ζk,2
···
zk,K−Lk + ζk,K−Lk
···
0










(10)

We knowthat U is a 
unitary matrix, so |U ∗ ik | = εk . If we
˜ −1 then y = x. However, by triangle
set ζ = −U ∗ ik ∆
inequality
|x + ζ| ≤ |x| +

εk
˜
|∆|

(11)

Hence, our modified transmit vector x + ζ may violate the
k
transmit power norm by an amount up to |ε∆|
˜ . To solve this
problem, we reduce the number of spatial streams from K to
K−L. Hence we only wish to find a ζ whereby the first K−L
entries in y match K − L entries in x. The remaining entries
in ζ are set to zero. The equation in (10) is then modified to
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(8)

that of (12), where T (S, k) is the truncation operator when
truncates the matrix S to its first k rows and columns.
˜ −1
ζ= −U ∗ η ∆


x1
x2
...





∗ ˜ −1
y= U ik ∆ + 
 xK−L

0

 ...
0





ζ1
ζ2
...

 
 
 
 
 +  ζK−L
 
  0
 
  ...
0











(12)

(9)

1) Truncation step: We consider the problem of transmission of a vector z̃k through a channel with matrix Hk ∈ MK
with a known interference vector ik with norm εk . We can
find an interference compensating vector ζk which we can
add to z̃k to get ẑk with K −L non-zero spatial streams, such
that T (z̃k , K − L) = T (ẑk + ik ), K − L), where T (A, n) is
the truncation operator. The receive vector y is given by the
equation (10), where the eNodeB uses the precoding matrix
˜ −1 , where V comes from the SVD of H, H = U ∆V ∗ .
V∆
˜ −1 + (x + ζ)
y = U ∗ ik ∆


z̃1
z̃2 

... 
z̃M

z̃1

  z̃2

 ...
z̃M

D. Aggregate Rate
We now come to the problem of estimating the aggregate
rate we achieve by the SiC algorithm. We recall that for a
MIMO transmission, the aggregate rate for a given user is
the sum of the eigen-values of the effective channel matrix
for that user, corresponding to each stream or layer chosen
for transmission. In our case, we have deliberately truncated
the effective precoding matrix; this is the cost incurred for
mitigating cross-user interference. From the expression in
(12) we can estimate the number of streams Lk which the kth user has to sacrifice in order to achieve the null interference
condition. The aggregate simply becomes the throughput of
remaining streams, as in (13)
X
log2 (1 + αλi / ρ)
(13)
i∈K

K is the set of streams which are retained for transmission
and ρ is the wide-band Gaussian (non-causal) noise in the
system. For a given k-th user facing the interference vector
ik as given in (6), the number of streams which have to
be reduced is given by L in the equation (14). Note that if
1/2
|i| ≈ |∆˜k |, we get L = K/2 which is the MISO case.
L=K

|i|
|Σk | + |i|

(14)

Consider the vector zk with known interference vector k. For
each stream that we reduce, we reduce the norm of the interference vector by at least 1/K. We also allow for the addition
of a compensating vector ζk of norm 1/K. To achieve null
interference condition, we have to allow the norm of the
compensating vector to match the worst case norm of the
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M
X

Lk =

k=2

X
k

˜ − S̃k |
|H
k
|H̃k − S̃k | + |S̃k |

(15)

E. Optimal ordering

50

45

40

35

30

The expression in (2) also gives us a useful heuristic
for ordering the UTs prior to the block-diagonalization
stage. Let us assume that we are scheduling a set of UTs
whose indices are given in U . If we compute the relative
orthogonality of the k-th channel to the rest in terms of
∗
R(k, U ) = mink6=j,j∈U |Hj,k Hj,k
|, then ordering the UTs
in descending order of R(k, U ) improves the aggregate
capacity. The initial UTs get the best transmission rate, since
their interference vectors are relatively low. The UTs which
may interfere with the others are further down the list. We
can demonstrate this by a simple example. Consider a 3 UT
system, where the UTs have channel matrices H1 , H2 and
αH1 +(1−α)H2 , where H1 and H2 are perfectly orthogonal
to each
 channel matrix is
 other. If we organize the composite
H̃ = H1 H2 αH1 + (1 − α)H2 , then the cross user
interference vectors are 0, 0 and α2 + (1 − α)2 . On the other
hand, if we
 the 3rd UTs,
 flip the positions of the 2nd and
i.e., H̃ = H1 αH1 + (1 − α)H2 H2 , then the cross
user interference vectors are 0, α2 and 1 respectively. As we
can see, the second ordering has lower rate capacity though
the first one is less fair. In general, we find the ordering in
terms of descending R(k, u) gives good results as we shall
see in Section IV below.
A scheduling algorithm to balance ordering and capacity
is currently under study.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we present some simulation results. We
have simulated a system comprising of a single eNodeB
with 64 transmit antenna (an 8x8 antenna configuration) and
multiple UTs; only the basic downlink shared channel is
implemented and the DMRS and other reference signals are
communicated directly to the UTs. The entire simulation
code is written in C and the key elements of the transmit
and receive chain are implemented using the Gnu Scientific
Library (GSL). The channel matrices are randomly generated
(using the GSL random number generator) with full rank
and condition number 0.5. At each frame, the eNodeB
creates a transmit vector for transmission to the N users
simultaneously, with K symbols per UT, from a standard
16-QAM constellation. All transmit vectors are normalized
to a unit norm; hence, the power saved by decimating any
of the spatial streams is distributed over the rest of the
spatial streams. The channel matrices are then randomly
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interference vector. Hence, we get |i|(K − L/K) = L/K.
Simplifying for L we get the result above.
From the above result and the overall upper bound on the
interference given in (7), we get an upper bound on the total
number of streams that have to be sacrificed to achieve the
null interference condition. The total number of streams to
be reduced over the entire cohort of M receivers is given by
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Figure 3. Relative performance of the successive interference cancellation
algorithm vs full coordination

generated and then the algorithm given in is implemented
at the simulated eNodeB. The resultant precoded transmit
vector is passed through the random composite channel with
AWGN noise added to it and handed over to the UTs. At each
UT, the decoding chain is implemented using the signaled
decoding matrix and SNR computed individually. Figure 3
show the combined bit-rate achieved for four cases; 2 UTs
of 32 antenna each, 4 UTs of 16 antenna each, 8 UTs of
8 antenna each, 16 UTs of 4 antenna each and finally, 32
UTs of 2 antenna each. For each configuration, we have run
the simulation 500 times. As we can see in Figure 3, as the
number of antenna increase, the total bitrate asymptotically
approaches the best case performance. The gap in between
is equivalent to the coordination penalty described by [37].
In Figure 4, we compare the performance of the system
against a reference case. The reference for us is the zeroforcing algorithm as implemented in [29]. Zero-forcing worsk
by setting the precoding matrix for each user to Pi = Hii Ṽii ,
where Ṽi,i lies in the nullspace of the complementary vector
((16).


H̃i,i = Hi,1 Hi,2 . . . Hi,i−1 Hi,i+1 . . . (16)
We chose ZF as the baseline algorithm, because as of now it
remains the most practical algorithm in the N >> 1, K > 2
case, being implementable in approximately linear time. As
mentioned earlier, MuMIMO implementations of existing
IA or DPC algorithms, or more sophisticated lattice coding algorithms remain prohibitively expensive to implement
since they scale super-linearly in N for large values of K.
Further, multi-pass algorithms as suggested in literature are
not realizable in current cellular networks, given that the
corresponding signaling mechanisms don’t exist. As we have
previously indicated, the SiC algorithm should substantially
outperform the ZF algorithm when the condition number of
the aggregate channel matrix is high. The chart in Figure
5 shows the relative performance of the two algorithms for
different channel condition numbers.
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network, operating in TDD mode, using standard linear
operations. We have implemented it in cloud RAN settings
relatively easily, because the matrix operations are straightforward to implement and all the algorithms are linear, with
no requirement for complex iterative optimization procedures. We have demonstrated its performance with respect to
the existing standards of zero-forcing. The future extension
of the SiC algorithm is to the CoMP case, which has to
take into account the limitations of how much information
can be shared between the cooperating eNodeBs. We have
considered one case where we have two eNodeBs (configured
in master-slave mode) and N UTs, where the slave eNodeB is
dedicated to generating the interference compensation vector
for the block diagonalized transmission of the master . In this
case, we have to share just the interference vector (as known
to the master) between the two eNodeBs. The slave, based on
its own knowledge of the channel can use the interference
vector can do interference cancellation. This allows us to
extend the successive interference compensation to multiple
eNodeBs, without requiring full CSI. This will be further
explored in the future. Another area which we are pursuing
is the optimal scheduling algorithm for all users, so as to
guarantee minimum guaranteed QoS rates, while maintaining
maximum aggregate rate capacity. This shall be published in
future work.
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Our first Figure 3 shows the expected performance of the
SIC as the number of users reduce and the number of antenna
per user goes up. As the users have larger and larger numbers
of receive antenna, the amount of signal energy which gets
converted to interference drops off asymptotically. Further,
the interference per user is now spread over a larger number
of streams and hence is easier to eliminate. Figure 4 shows
that there is a substantial gain of the Successive Interference
Compensation algorithm versus the standard zero-forcing
case. As argued earlier, this is because of the very large
penalty in the zero-forcing case due to full orthonormalization of all channels, whereas the SiC algorithm trades off
transmit power for overlap. In the last chart, we can see that
performance in the ZF case flat-lines at low
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an algorithm for MuMIMO transmission over the shared channel from a single
transmitter (eNodeB) to multiple UTs. The SiC algorithm
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Abstract – This work introduces a mathematical
relationship linking Quality of Experience (QoE) and Quality
of Service (QoS) in Voice over Long Term Evolution (VoLTE)
services, validated through an OPNET simulation model.
Moreover, a real world test is reported that confirms the
simulation validation. Besides its academic interest,
knowledge of the relationship can provide Long Term
Evolution (LTE) network management a way to predict the
QoE offered to VoLTE users, by simply knowing the
measurements of the network QoS.
Keywords – QoE; QoS; User Experience; LTE; VoLTE;
OPNET simulation model.

I.
INTRODUCTION
In the network management process, it is of interest to
the network operator to focus on user satisfaction, by
continuously monitoring the user QoE and, if necessary,
adjust the QoE by operating on the network QoS.
In order to do this, it is essential to establish a link
between QoE perceived by the user and QoS offered by the
network. QoS defines the network quality and it is measured
by quantitative parameters named Key Performance
Indicators (KPI), such as packet loss, delay and jitter [1][4]. On the other hand, QoE defines the quality subjectively
perceived by the end-user, and gives information on how
well the network meets the user’s needs. QoE is measured
by qualitative parameters, named Key Quality Indicators
(KQI), such as "very good", "good", "poor"[5]-[8].
If the relationship between QoE and QoS is known, the
network operator may measure the network KPIs and adjust
them to obtain satisfactory KQIs for the end-user. So, it is
important to make such a relationship known.
The LTE standard assures to deliver high performance
and quality IP services, like voice call, but only focuses on
the definition of network performance (QoS), without
giving its relationship with the QoE [9]-[13].
However, the network operator needs to exploit such a
relationship in order to meet the Service Level Agreement
(SLA) established with the end-user. By knowing this
relationship, the network operator may predict the QoE that
can be offered simply based on QoS measurements.
The scope of this paper is thus to mathematically
express this relationship in network scenarios delivering
VoLTE services.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the basic mathematics to evaluate the VoLTE QoE. Section
III introduces the related works. Section IV introduces
proposed relationship between QoE and QoS in VoLTE and
Section V validates such a relationship in simulated
scenarios.
II.

BASIC ANALYTICS FOR THE VOLTE QOE

VoLTE is the voice service delivered in LTE all-IP
Packet-Switched domain, in which the network operator
provides the service by means of its own network, so that
he can manage all phases of the service.
VoLTE calls provisioning is made possible by specific
architectural elements composing the so called Internet
Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), standardized by Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) in [14][15].
In considering the User Plane, some remarks are
necessary in understanding the VoLTE procedure. For what
concerns the protocol stack, the User Equipment (UE) and
the IMS entities that terminate the User Plane must use the
Real Time Protocol (RTP) at Application Layer [16]. So,
voice streams of the same voice call follow the same RTP
flow. However, VoLTE is delivered in a packet switched
domain, where IP packets of the same RTP flow can reach
the destination by means of different network paths, and
consequently with different delays.
This phenomenon is measured by a KPI, also known as
network jitter or packet delay variation, that can be
calculated in real-time as the floating average of differences
between the timestamps, contained in the RTP protocol
header, of consecutively received packets [17][18].
Jitter can affect heavily the perceived quality of a voice
call, and for this reason, at the receiver side, de-jitter buffers
are implemented, with the aim of re-establishing the right
order of IP packets, by adding to each packet a proper delay.
If the end-to-end delay of a packet is greater than dejitter buffer dimension, the packet is discarded. The
consequence of this operation is a degradation of voice
quality [19][20].
Concerning VoLTE QoE, the most relevant KQI is the
Mean Opinion Score (MOS), an adimensional subjective
parameter for the evaluation of voice call quality, with
values in the range between 1 and 5 [19][20].
MOS can be estimated by the E-Model algorithm,
whose output is the R-Factor, defined in [21]-[24]. Table I
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below illustrates the matching between R-factor and MOS
values.
The R-factor can be expressed as follows, according to
[21]:
(1)

𝑅 = 𝑅0 − 𝐼𝑠 − 𝐼𝑑 − 𝐼𝑒,𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝐴.

where:
- R0 is the Signal to Interference Ratio;
- Is is a combination of impairment factors, occurring
simultaneously or not in the voice session;
- Id is an impairment factor due to talk and listener echo,
and delay contributions;
- A is known as Expectation or Advantage Factor, with
values from 0 to 20, as shown in table 2/G.107 in [18];
- Ie,eff stands for Equipment Factor, and represents the
impairment caused by low bit rate CODEC, and packet
loss. In the ITU-T G.107 recommendation [21], this
parameter has been expressed by:
𝐼𝑒,𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐼𝑒 + (95 − 𝐼𝑒 )

𝑃𝑝𝑙
𝑃𝑝𝑙 +𝐵𝑝𝑙

.

(2)

where Ie and Bpl are parameters that can assume values
as indicated in the recommendation, and Ppl is the packet
loss, in a range of values between 0 and 1, calculated as:
𝑚

(3)

𝑃𝑝𝑙 = 1 − .
𝑛

where m is the number of RTP packets received and n
is the number of RTP packets sent, with uncorrelated losses
[21]. Packet loss is an important KPI to take into account,
as seen further on.
III. RELATED WORKS
The analysis of User Experience in real time services
like Voice over IP (VoIP), VoLTE and Video over LTE
(ViLTE) has been the object of several studies in literature,
taking into account voice services delivered over an IP core
network, and a radio access network that can be LTE access
network or Wi-Fi and WiMAX one.
In [25] the impact of QoS parameters (such as packet
loss and packet delay) on the QoE of ViLTE is evaluated by
using a test-bed integrating the real network with an UE
under test.

In [26], the MOS is used to adaptively control the QoE
of VoIP services periodically determined by means of a
modified version of E-Model.
In [27], by using an OPNET simulation model, MOS,
delay and jitter have been observed in a VoIP application,
with a network scenario in which the radio access system is
either Wi-Fi or WiMAX.
In [28], simulation results are presented that show the
improvements that can be obtained in the VoLTE MOS by
use of a closed-loop power control algorithm applied to the
downlink of the VoLTE radio bearer for an indoor scenario
served by small cells.
In [29], the MOS of VoIP services in 3G mobile
networks is evaluated in applications like Line and Skype.
QoS parameters as jitter and packet loss were measured and
the QoE was derived using the QoS versus QoE tables
defined by the G.107 ITU-T [21].
In [30], a dynamic adaptation algorithm of joint sourcechannel code rate is used to improve the VoLTE QoE. The
wideband E-Model is used to assess the voice quality.
All mentioned works perform QoE measurements on
actual platforms.
Unfortunately, QoE measurements are to be performed
on the user devices (rather than on the network), but the
measurements of this type need expensive user test
equipment.
For this reason, this paper approach is to mathematically
derive QoE from QoS, since QoS measurements can be
easily obtained directly on the network, by use of standard
equipment.
In literature, a series of studies can be found that derive
the QoE from QoS by use of a mathematical relationship
holding between the two [31]-[33].
However, such studies refer to VoIP services, while in this
paper the mathematical relationship holding for VoLTE is
derived.
IV. THE VOLTE QOE MODEL
A mathematical relationship between QoS and QoE
holding for VoIP has been introduced in [32][33]. This
relationship is known as the IQX Hypothesis (exponential
interdependency of Quality of Experience and Quality of
Service).
In such a relationship, QoE depends on only one QoS
parameter, and it is expressed as follows:

TABLE I. R-FACTOR MOS MATCHING [18]
User Satisfaction Level

R-Factor

MOS

Maximum using G.711
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Some users satisfied
Many users dissatisfied
Nearly all users dissatisfied
Not recommended

93
90-100
80-90
70-80
60-70
50-60
Less than 50

4.4
4.3-5
4-4.3
3.6-4
3.1-3.6
2.6-3.1
1-2.6

𝑄𝑜𝐸 = 𝛼𝑒 −𝛽𝑄𝑜𝑆 + 𝛾.

(4)

where α, β and γ in (4) are calculated by means of nonlinear regression. An example of regression result is as
follows:
𝑓(𝑝𝐿 ) = 2.861𝑒 −29.816𝑝𝐿 + 1.134.

(5)

where the QoE, in MOS, is indicated with f(pL) and the
QoS parameter is packet loss [32][33].
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The IQX hypothesis has been drawn up for an IP
context, and it is related to a particular service, the voice
call, so it can represent a good starting point in establishing
QoE/QoS relationship for VoLTE.
The IQX hypothesis deals with voice application and
with a QoE/QoS relationship based on only one QoS
parameter (either jitter or packet loss). In this paper, instead,
the QoE of voice application is assessed by basing the
relationship on two QoS parameters (both jitter and packet
loss).
To this scope, in the model presented here, the strict
packet loss expression (3) will be replaced by an expression
that includes the contribution of packet loss and jitter,
known as effective packet loss Ppl,eff , defined in [31]:
𝑃𝑝𝑙,𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 1 − (1 − 𝑃𝑝𝑙 )(1 − 𝑃𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 ).

(6)

where Ppl remains the packet loss from (3), and jitter is
expressed as a Pareto probability by writing:
1

𝑃𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 = (1 −
2

0.1𝑥 20
𝜎

) .

(7)

where x is the jitter buffer dimension and σ is network
jitter delay, both expressed in [ms].
The Ppl,eff in (6) can be considered as a further KPI
resulting from the combination of two original KPIs,
network jitter and packet loss [20].
By replacing (6) in the exponent of (4), the expression
for MOS becomes:
𝑀𝑂𝑆 = 𝛼𝑒 −𝛽𝑃𝑝𝑙,𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝛾.

(8)

Apart from its academic interest, the equation (8) could
be useful for the network operator to predict the User
Experience starting from the variation of the combined jitter
and packet-loss parameters. The next Section provides the
necessary validation of (8) in the VoLTE context.
V.

VALIDATION OF THE QOE VERSUS QOS
RELATIONSHIP FOR VOLTE SERVICES

The use of simulation is the first step for the
comprehension of network mechanisms that can affect
performances and services. A well done simulation model
can help to get the perspective view of the network, without
turning to expensive ad hoc experimental solutions, used in
real scenarios.
In this research, OPNET Modeler [34] has been used to
simulate an LTE network with the IMS section, since
OPNET offers a plurality of modules and network nodes
compliant with the 3GPP LTE standard. Moreover, OPNET
also allows to monitor the network performance by placing
probing points on the simulated network.
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An OPNET simulation model gives in output KPIs like
jitter and packet loss and system KQIs like MOS. These
parameters are evaluated at application level.
Simulation parameters such as number of simulation
runs or initial bias removal are taken care of internally by
OPNET, in order to guarantee the statistical significance of
the results.
Figure 1 gives the geographical overview of the
simulated scenario. The IMS, (see Sect. II), using Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP) application signaling protocol, is
responsible for initiating, maintaining and terminating
VoLTE call set-up in LTE.
In the model, IMS is physically located in Milan and it
is composed of standardized nodes Proxy Call Session
Control Function (P-CSCF), Serving Call Session Control
Function (S-CSCF) and Interrogating Call Session Control
Function (I-CSCF), simulated by means of proxy servers,
linked to Gtwy2 by a 1000BaseX link [14][15].
The Gtwy2 and IP_Backbone are linked via the
PPP_DS1, and the IP_Backbone is linked to Gtwy1 by a
similar link. Gtwy1 and Gtwy2 are simulated by an OPNET
Ethernet4_slip8_gtwy, i.e., a router with 4 Ethernet and 8
IP interfaces.
A “Campus Network” node, physically located in
Rome, and detailed in Figure 2, is linked to Gtwy1 via a
1000BaseX link. The Campus Network is a LTE network,
with physical dimension of 10x10 Km, composed of
various OPNET elements:
 An Evolved Packet Core (EPC) node, fully
compliant with the standard;
 Two eNodeB nodes.
 Eight mobile workstations (UE_1_1, UE_1_2,
UE_1_3_t and UE_1_3_t2 attached to eNB_1;
and UE_2_1, UE_2_2, UE_2_3_t, UE_2_3_t2
attached to eNB_2), to represent eight User
equipment generating and receiving IP traffic.
 A File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server.
 An Application Definition Node, for the
characterization of application parameters.
 A Profile Definition Node, creating the profiles
that generate the traffic in a specific temporal
order, by means of the applications defined with
the Application Definition Node.
 An LTE Configuration Node, setting physical
LTE configurations and EPS Bearer specification.
 An IP QoS Node, for the definition of scheduling
policies.
The connections between the two eNodeBs and the
EPC, and between the EPC and the FTP server simulate a
1000BaseX link (44.736 Mbps).
The propagation settings of the radio interface section
between UEs and eNodeBs simulate a typical urban
scenario.
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Figure 1. Geographical overview of the simulated scenario.

VI.

THE SIMULATED TRAFFIC LOAD

In order to simulate a realistic network scenario, in
addition to VoLTE traffic, background traffic has also been
generated. It consists of FTP, Voice over IP and Video
Streaming applications.
The application protocols taken into account are RTP
for VoLTE and VoIP over LTE, and Real Time Streaming
Protocol (RTSP) for Video Streaming.
For what concerns FTP, it consists of a file transfer from
a server to the UE, so the transport protocol is User
Datagram Protocol (UDP).
The characteristics of monitored and background
applications are:


VoLTE (monitored application)
Codec: RTP Adaptive Multi Rate (AMR) 12.2K
Frame size: 10 ms
Code rate: 64 kbps
Uplink Guaranted Bit Rate: 1 Mbps
Downlink Guaranted Bit Rate: 1 Mbps
ToS: Interactive Voice - 6
QoS Class Identifier (QCI): 1



Allocation and Retention Priority (ARP) = 1
FTP application (background traffic)
Packet dimension: 1000 byte
FTP get, UE download file from FTP server
Type of Service (ToS): Best Effort - 0
ARP = 5
Voice application (background traffic)
Codec: RTP AMR 12.2K
Frame size: 10 ms
Code rate: 64 kbps
ToS: Interactive Multimedia - 5
ARP = 2
Video Streaming application (background traffic)
ToS: Interactive Multimedia - 5
ARP = 4

The simulated run time was for 800 sec. The VoLTE
application starts 170 sec after the simulation begins, and it
remains active until simulation ends.
The FTP application starts 135 sec after the simulation
begins, and it is composed of 2 active blocks of 120 sec
each, with an inter-repetition time of 300 sec between the
blocks.
The Voice and Video Streaming applications both start
170 sec after the simulation begins, and they remain active
until the simulation ends.
The VoLTE application runs between UE_1_1 (the
caller) and UE_2_1 (the called).
The FTP application runs between UE_1_2, UE_2_2,
and the FTP server.
The Voice application runs between UE_1_3_t (the
caller) and UE_2_3_t (the called).
The Video Streaming application runs between
UE_1_3_t2 and UE_2_3_t2.

Figure 2. Campus network in detail
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VII. ANALYSIS OF THE SIMULATION OUTPUT
OPNET has been used to investigate the trend of the QoE
(MOS) versus increasing values of jitter and packet loss. To
obtain variations in the VoLTE jitter and packet loss, various
changes in the above described four traffic loads have been
operated.
By setting the timing of such traffic loads, the VoLTE traffic
has been monitored, and performance parameters have been
collected.
Several scenarios have been simulated versus increasing
values of jitter and packet loss and simulation results have been
extracted by means of probes placed on the network nodes and
interfaces.

Figure 3. Behavior of VoLTE MOS versus network jitter.

The values of the network KPIs (VoLTE network jitter and
VoLTE packet loss) and the KQI (VoLTE MOS) obtained from
simulation have been analyzed with the Matlab regression
toolbox in order to estimate the α, β and γ parameters holding
for VoLTE.
In a first approach, simulation has been used to check under
which condition the IQX Hypothesis in (4), originally
introduced for VoIP, could also hold for VoLTE. To this
purpose, the behavior of the VoLTE MOS was plot versus the
network jitter first, and then versus the packet loss Ppl defined in
(3).
Figure 3 gives the plot of MOS versus network jitter and
shows that its mathematical regression (with a coefficient of
correlation 0.998) well complies with the exponential behavior
of (4). This proves that relationship (4), originally introduced for
VoIP, also holds for VoLTE services.
Figure 4 instead shows that no exponential relationship holds
between the VoLTE MOS and packet loss. In other words, the
IQX Hypothesis can be extended to VoLTE, under condition
that the QoS parameter appearing in the exponent of (4) is
network jitter, while no extension holds in case the exponent is
packet loss Ppl.
The question then arises: what happens if, in place of the Ppl
defined in (3), the Ppl,eff defined in (6) is instead used in the
exponent, i.e. if a combination of jitter and packet loss is used?
In other words, what happens if the VoLTE MOS is expressed
by (8)?
Figure 5 shows that the mathematical regression of the
simulation MOS versus Ppl,eff well complies with the exponential
behavior of (8) and this gives the expected validation of formula
(8) for the VoLTE context. To strengthen such a proof, the
VoLTE MOS produced from simulation was plot versus Pjitter
defined in (7) and versus the standard packet loss Ppl defined in
(3), taken separately.

Figure 4. Behavior of VoLTE MOS versus packet loss Ppl.

Figure 5. Behavior of VoLTE MOS versus effective packet loss Ppl,eff.

The result can be seen in Figure 6 where the simulation
output is compared with the mathematical 3D regression
obtained using the two QoS parameters separately. The
exponential relationship is shown to hold.
This completes the simulation validation of model (8). Such
validation has been confirmed by real world tests performed on
the VoLTE national scenario, in cooperation with the TIM
telecommunication company, on the occasion of a patent filing
[35].
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Figure 6. Behavior of VoLTE MOS versus packet loss Ppl and Pjitter.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The LTE standard only focuses on the definition of network
QoS, without giving its relationship with the QoE. In this paper,
a hypothesis relationship was introduced and proved valid for
VoLTE services by use of an OPNET simulation model.
Validation was confirmed by real world tests performed in
cooperation with the telecommunication company TIM, on the
VoLTE national scenario.
Knowing this relationship, the network management can
adjust the network KPIs (packet loss and jitter) to continuously
meet the QoE expected from the SLA negotiated with the enduser.
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Abstract— The networking world is undergoing a radical
change to support innovative use cases and new market
verticals. International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has
defined three categories of these use cases – Enhanced Mobile
Broadband (eMBB), Ultra-Reliable and Low Latency
Communications (UR-LLC) and Massive Machine Type
Communication (mMTC). 5G is considered a harbinger for
achieving high data rates, high connection density and ultra-low
latency essential to realize these use cases. Emerging
technologies, such as Software Defined Networking (SDN),
Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) and Multi-Access
Edge Computing (MEC), are needed to accomplish the desired
performance, scalability and agility. Standardization bodies,
like 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF), and the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) are working in
synergy towards defining standards around 5G and these
supporting technologies. This survey article summarizes the key
enablers added in 5G standards, to support the edge and
Internet of Things (IoT) applications. The article also annotates
standardization activities around the deployment of
virtualization in all segments of the network. Finally, it explores
standards around edge deployments and how they leverage
these virtualized infrastructures to realize the services
envisioned by future 5G Networks, for IoT applications.
Keywords- Edge Computing; Standardization; 3GPP; Internet
of Things.

I.

INTRODUCTION

5G is proving to be the next major iteration in cellular
technology. 5G promises to offer peak data rate of 20 Gbps in
downlink and 10 Gbps in uplink, one way latency at the access
side of about 1 millisecond, and connection density of the
order of one million device per square km area to support the
massive scale of IoT devices expected in the near future [40]
[9].
Enterprises and service providers are offering a plethora of
applications to end customers, e.g., IoT, Virtual Reality (VR),
industrial control, ubiquitous on-demand coverage, as well as
the opportunity to meet customized market needs. Each
application differs in terms of expected data rates, latency,
reliability and availability. Hence, they need different
treatments by the underlying cellular networks.
This kind of network transformation involves changes at
radio access, core and transport, how network softwarization
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at each layer helps, how emerging technologies, like Network
Function Virtualization and Software defined Networking,
help in network softwarization of the cellular network, how
innovative ideas, like computing at the edge or network slicing
can help improve application performance.
With the enormous number of IoT enabled devices, the
amount of data they generate and the latency they expect,
cloud computing is no more an option to deliver the promised
Quality of Experience (QoE). Edge Computing brings the
cloud resources (i.e., compute storage and networking) closer
to the user.
Compute intensive or latency sensitive
applications can be hosted on these edge resources to realize
the stringent 5G requirements. 5G networks need to serve a
diverse set of applications. Network slicing allows creating
multiple, logically isolated, virtual networks over the same
physical infrastructure. Each network slice can be configured
separately as per the requirements of the application it serves.
In May 2015, the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU)
conceptualized
the
International
Mobile
Communications (IMT)-2020 standard (IMT-2020) [9], to
analyze how emerging 5G technologies will interact in future
networks, as a preliminary study into the networking
innovations required to support the development of 5G
systems. The work involved defining requirements from the
5G network, the architecture reference models, the procedures
and flows needed in the 5G system, adding network
softwarization using NFV/SDN and augmentations, like Edge
Computing to realize the desired efficiency.
This is where multiple standardization bodies have
stepped in – each one trying to resolve one piece of this 5G
puzzle. ITU, 3GPP, ETSI and IETF consortiums have been
working cohesively for developing the specifications for IMT
2020. This article surveys specifications released by these
consortiums and how they address some of the practical
challenges foreseen when trying to adapt to 5G cellular
networks and using them for emerging applications. This
article is structured as follows: Section II covers the
contributions from ITU and 3GPP who are focusing on the 5G
requirements, frameworks, reference architectures, procedural
flows, management and control planes. Section III covers the
ETSI focus on NFV specifications, NFV being projected as a
key technology enabler for many use cases defined in IMT2020. To cover the use cases from ultra-low latency services
to massive Internet of Things, ETSI established MEC Industry
Specification Group (ISG), contributing the edge reference
architecture, its APIs and use cases. This is covered in Section
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IV. Section V discusses a few open source initiatives
conceptualized around these specifications, which will work
as building blocks for 5G cellular networks. The article finally
concludes on the convergence of these activities towards
developing standards in 5G for MEC and IoT.
II.

5G STANDARDIZATION UNDER ITU, ETSI AND
3GPP

ITU is responsible for coordinating the international
standardization of 5G systems. In 2015, ITU shared a
recommendation document ITU-R M.2083-0 [9] stating
diverse usage scenarios and applications foreseen in next
generation networks. It categorizes the usage scenarios
broadly into three categories: Enhanced Mobile Broadband
(eMBB), Ultra-Reliable and Low Latency Communications
(UR-LLC) and Massive Machine Type Communication
(mMTC). Different usage scenarios result in diverse
requirements. This ITU recommendation further states the
kind of capabilities required to handle these requirements
under eight parameters – peak data rate, user experienced data
rate, latency, mobility, connection density, energy efficient,
spectrum efficiency and area traffic capacity.
ITU recommendation ITU-T Y.3101 [10] states the
general principles expected from the 5G networks in terms of
service diversity, QoS diversity, diversity of mobility levels,
user data types and most crucially in terms of flexibility and
programmability needed in such networks. The
recommendation, then goes into the detailed requirements
from service point of view (eMBB, UR-LLC and mMTC) and
from networking point of view. The networking requirements
state the need for programmability of network functions,
separation of control and user plane, network slicing
requirements, interworking among multiple heterogeneous
access networks, support the exposure of network capabilities,
etc.
3GPP started working on the requirements of IMT2020/5G and came up with a document 3GPP TS 22.261 [11]
summarizing the complete set of requirements that define a
5G system – these high level requirements served as guidance
for the architectural study. The requirements focused on the
need of network softwarization and a complete re-architecture
of cellular networks – to support separation of control and user
plane, to leverage SDN and NFV technologies to improve on
operational efficiency and increase flexibility, to support
network slicing allowing the operators to provide customized
networks, to support network capability exposure to trusted
3rd party applications (for instance, MEC applications) in a
Service Hosting Environment to improve user experience, to
allow Interoperability with legacy 3GPP systems, etc.
The 3GPP specification on system architecture 3GPP TS
23.501 [1], covers the 5G architecture reference models,
interworking between 5G system and EPS, architectural
enablers for virtualized deployments, support for end to end
network slicing and support for Edge Computing. Further, the
specification 3GPP TS 23.502 [2] highlights the procedures
and Network Function services for the 5G system in terms of
end-to-end information flows and the NF service operations
of these flows for the communication within the 5G core.
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5G system supports a service based representation, where
network functions, e.g., Access and Mobility Management
Function (AMF), Session Management Function (SMF), User
Plane Function (UPF), Network Exposure Function (NEF)
and Policy Control Function (PCF), within the Control Plane
enable other authorized network functions to access their
services. The specification 3GPP TS 23.501 [1] emphasizes
on separation of user plane and control plane to allow
independent scalability and flexible deployments (e.g.,
centralized or distributed edge) locations of the network
functions. This feature along with the concurrent access
support to local/centralized services, enables the flexible
deployment of UPF for MEC use cases.
To support virtualized deployments of 5G core, each
instance of 5G core network functions need to be deployed as
fully distributed, fully redundant, stateless, and fully scalable.
The specification 3GPP TS 23.501 [1] explains the kind of
interactions executed by the network functions to support the
centralization of state information and statelessness of the
network functions.
3GPP also highlights the network slicing concepts to serve
a particular service category or customer. This is crucial for
the MEC and IoT use cases which have different requirements
with respect to bandwidth, guaranteed QoS, security level and
latency. Specification 3GPP TS 23.501 [1] introduces a new
network function “Network Slice Selection Function” which
helps in selection of the set of Network Slice instances for a
User Equipment (UE). For establishing global interoperability
for slicing, this specification introduces Standardized
Slice/Service Type (SST) values for eMBB, UR-LLC and
mMTC (Massive IoT). The specification also explains the
signalling interactions among the 5G core network functions
to configure the availability of a Network Slice in a tracking
area, on trigger from the operator. Another 3GPP specification
3GPP TR 28.801 [12] explains the management and
orchestration of end-to-end network slice by demarcating the
slice management at three levels - Communication Service
Management Function (service instance layer), Network Slice
Management Function (network slice instance layer),
Network Slice Subnet Management Function (resource layer).
The specification 3GPP TS 23.501 [1] dedicates a separate
section to the MEC enablers in 5G. This includes concurrent
access to centralized and local servers using multiple PDU
session anchors, Application Function (AF) to trigger UPF
(re)selection and traffic routing, session and service continuity
for UE and application mobility, support for local area data
network and lastly the NEF to provide information or accept
configuration from external 3rd party applications (MEC
applications or functional entities). This NEF interface can be
used by the edge applications to provide policies or trigger
traffic routing via the 5G core. The specification 3GPP TS
23.502 [2] details out the procedural flows between AF and
other 5G core network functions for handling the AF requests
for these traffic routing scenarios. ETSI specification ETSI TS
129 522 [6] introduces the NEF northbound interface between
5G NEF and the AF. It specifies the RESTful APIs (e.g.,
TrafficInfluence API), leveraged by the AF to access the
services and capabilities of the 3GPP network entities. It also
defines the data models for each API.
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MEC use cases require de-centralization of UPF functions
and could lead to an exponential increase in number of UPF
instances. In addition, handling massive number of devices
could lead to a high demand which is not evenly distributed –
thus address allocation in response to the UE demand may
exhaust IP Address/Prefixes allocation in one function while
low demand elsewhere in the network may leave unused IP
Addresses/Prefixes in other functions. Thus, basic SMF
allocation methods will not work in these complex cases. The
3GPP specification 3GPP TR 23.726 [13] highlights some of
these key issues around the SMF and UPF interactions and
suggests corresponding solutions for these issues. For
instance, one such solution is the UPF allocating the IPv4
address/IPV6 prefix to be used by a PDU Session over N6
interface, instead of SMF.
III.

NFV STANDARDIZATION UNDER ETSI, IETF
AND 3GPP

ETSI released new use cases in context of NFV relating to
the 5G features, like network slicing and IoT virtualization in
its existing specification ETSI GR NFV 001 [16]. The
“Network slicing” use case in this specification states how
network slicing can leverage virtualization – network
functions of the slice may be virtualized, or the network
slicing management and orchestration entities may be
virtualized. The use case also gives explains the possible
realization and provisioning of network slices, explaining the
life cycle of the network slice and entities participating in this
life cycle. Another use case that the specification introduced
is “Virtualization of Internet of Things” – IoT is a leading use
case of 5G as per NGMN Alliance [40]. The specification
explains how virtualization can help in augmenting efficiency
and achieve desired agility for the IoT applications/services.
It explains how the IoT service providers can leverage the
NFV infrastructure to offer services for collection, storage,
management and processing of the IoT data and how one can
design more services based on these processed data. It
introduces the various actors in this complete ecosystem.
To handle the scalability, resilience and performance
requirement of IoT and edge applications, 3GPP specification
3GPP TS 23.501 [1] enlists some design principles for 5G
core architecture – separation of control and user plane,
modularity, minimal dependencies between AN and CN,
stateless network functions, etc. These design principles push
towards a cloud-native implementation for the 5G core, the
5G core network functions being implemented as Virtual
Network Function (VNFs). ETSI standardized the
classification of Cloud Native VNF implementations in ETSI
GS NFV-EVE 011 [17]. It states the non-functional
parameters for classification of cloud-native VNFs, e.g.,
resiliency, scaling, VNF design for location independence,
use of containers, etc. With each parameter, it states the
requirements of that parameter to be considered while
designing the VNF as cloud-native. Taking an example,
parameter “VNF design for location independence” states a
requirement that the components of the cloud-native VNF
shall be deployed independent of location if resource
constraints (hardware acceleration capabilities) or placement
constraints (affinity/anti-affinity rules) are met.
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Massive deployment of virtualization technologies in the
5G networks signifies the need of service function chaining in
mobile networks. IETF draft [39] discusses the kinds of
service functions expected in 4G/5G networks. It also
mentions the varied instantiation of 5G protocol stack –
different instances can be physically located in different
entities of the network based on requirements of the
implemented service, the radio characteristics and the
transport network capacity. For example, all the VNFs
belonging to vehicular communications should be located
close to the transmission point to ensure low latency. But the
broadband access users can have their network functions in
core network. This requires the concurrent execution of
different instantiations of the 5G protocol stack on the same
physical infrastructure. Service function chaining allows the
deployment of different chains across such dynamic cloud
infrastructure setups.
Acknowledging the importance of network slicing in 5G
deployments handling the edge/IoT applications, ETSI
dedicated a separate specification ETSI GR NFV-EVE 012
[18] identifying the changes needed in the NFV systems to
support network slicing use cases. This specification mapped
NFV and 3GPP network slicing concepts – 3GPP
specification 3GPP TR 28.801 [12] states a network slice to
be a concatenation of network slice subnets, each having one
or more network functions. The ETSI specification ETSI GR
NFV-EVE 012 [18] deciphers these network functions as
VNFs or PNFs. Thus, NFV defined network service could be
regarded as a resource-centric of a 3GPP network slice – each
instance of a slice is basically a combination of one or more
VNFs. The specification mentions the functional requirements
for supporting Network Services over multi-site/multi
Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure Point of
Presence (NFVI-PoPs), to represent the network slice
spanning multiple administrative domains. The specification
also mentions the need for a functional interface between NFV
Management and Orchestration (NFV-MANO) and Network
Slice Management function (NSMF) to support resource
orchestration of the network service supporting the network
slice, in virtualized deployments. As per the IETF draft
specification IETF draft-flinck-slicing-management-00 [19],
NSMF is a part of Operational Support Systems / Business
Support Systems (OSS/BSS) and sits above the NFV
orchestrator (NFVO) of ETSI NFV framework architecture.
IV.

MULTI-ACCESS EDGE COMPUTING (MEC)
STANDARDIZATION UNDER ETSI

The core objective of Multi-access Edge Computing
(MEC) is, to reap the IT cloud like benefits in telco
environment, by providing cloud computing benefits within
the radio access network. Close proximity to the user and
receiving local radio-network contextual information aids in
achieving extremely low latency, better QoE optimizations
and efficient usage of the network bandwidth. ETSI has a
dedicated ISG to develop standards around MEC, to create a
standardized, open environment which will allow efficient
and seamless integration of applications from vendors, service
providers, and third-parties across multi-vendor MEC
platforms.
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The first relevant specification around this standard, ETSI
GS MEC 002 [20] starts with some generic principles for
MEC. It mentions the significance of aligning the MEC
platforms with existing NFV platforms – MEC is expected to
use a virtualization platform for running the user applications
at the edge and NFV already provides such a virtualization
platform. The specification also defines the MEC framework
requirements (MEC system leveraging NFV and its
interoperability with the 5G core network), requirements with
respect to application lifecycle and its runtime environment,
and service requirements in terms of platform services offered
to the MEC applications.
A. MEC Service scenarios & Requirements
To support the new era of services in the operator’s
network, ETSI categorized the applications into three broad
categories: consumer-oriented services, Operator and third
party services, Network performance and QoE improvements.
ETSI GS MEC 002 [20] enlists different use cases under each
category and elaborates on the capabilities needed in the MEC
system to support those use cases. Latest version of the
specification has been augmented with interesting use cases,
like ‘Factories of the future’, ‘Flexible deployment with
containers’, ‘Multi-RAT (Radio Access Technology)
application computation offloading’, etc. One new use case
‘MEC System deployment in 5G environment’, explores the
requirements for interaction with the 5G core network, to
support the applications running on a MEC system deployed
in a 5G environment.
By providing service delivery at a closer proximity to the
actual terminal devices MEC can significantly benefit the IoT
applications. ETSI GS MEC-IEG 004 [21] introduces some
service scenarios directly related to IoT. The scenario
‘Assistance for intensive computation’, mentions the use of
MEC servers to perform high performance computations on
behalf of remote devices – can improve the performance and
battery life of low processing power devices/sensors in the IoT
domain. The specification also mentions ‘IoT gateway service
scenario’, where the MEC servers can be used to aggregate
various IoT device messages connected through the mobile
network close to the devices. This will provide an analytics
processing capability closer to the devices and a low latency
response time.
The use cases identified in ETSI GS MEC 002 [20] and
service scenarios defined in ETSI GS MEC-IEG 004 [21]
expect MEC to optimize the network and services, reduce
latency, and support creating personalized and contextualized
services. This requires the identification of metrics for these
services/applications which can validate the optimization
requirements promised by MEC. The specification ETSI GS
MEC-IEG 006 [22] identifies several key performance
indicators for these services and applications, based on the 5G
service requirements defined by NGMN or 3GPP. Latency,
energy efficiency, network throughput, system resource
footprint
and
objective/subjective
service
dependent/independent quality metrics are the key metrics
defined in this specification. It further elaborates on the
measurement methodology of each metric – whether it should
be computed in a standalone or an integrated environment,
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what measurement approaches can be taken, should it be done
using a dedicated service monitoring tool or using common
service monitoring, etc.
B. MEC Framework
Based on the framework requirements mentioned in ETSI
GS MEC 002 [20], ETSI defined a framework and reference
architecture in ETSI GS MEC 003 [3], which describes a
MEC system that enables the MEC applications to run in a
multi-access network. It starts with the MEC framework
dividing the MEC system into different components - MEC
system level management, MEC host level management and
the MEC host (containing the MEC platform services, the
virtualization infrastructure and the MEC applications
running on it). The specification further identifies the different
functional elements of each component and the reference
points between them. It also mentions the platform services
(radio
network
information,
location,
bandwidth
management) provided by the MEC system. These services
are essential to fulfil the use-cases driven requirements
defined in ETSI GS MEC 002 [20]. The message flows and
the data models for each service is defined in its respective
specification - ETSI GS MEC 012 [24] for Radio Network
Information service (RNIS), ETSI GS MEC 013 [25] for
location service and ETSI GS MEC 015 [26] for Bandwidth
Management service.
In continuation to ETSI GS MEC 002 [20] which
highlights the need to align the MEC deployments with
existing NFV infrastructures, the specifications ETSI GS
MEC 003 [3] and ETSI GR MEC 017 [23] elaborate on the
deployment of MEC in an NFV environment. This
deployment instantiates the MEC applications and the
existing/new NFV VNFs on the same virtualization
infrastructure. MEC platform and the MEC applications are
treated as VNFs and hence the existing ETSI NFV MANO
components can be used for MEC management and
orchestration. ETSI introduces a functional component, MEC
Application Orchestrator (MEAO), responsible for
management and orchestration of the MEC applications.
MEAO uses a NFV orchestrator (NFVO) for orchestration of
MEC application VNFs. Likewise, ETSI GS MEC 003 [3] and
ETSI GR MEC 017 [23] define the new reference points for
all such interactions between the MEC functional entities and
existing NFV MANO components. ETSI GR MEC 017 [23]
also identifies the key architectural issues in using a NFV
environment for MEC deployments and suggests the
normative work required to be performed in ETSI NFV ISG
and ETSI MEC ISG to resolve these issues. For instance,
using a network service to model Mobile Edge (ME) platform
VNFs and ME app VNFs, the network service concept in NFV
ISG might require re-work to support the association between
each ME app VNF and associated ME platform VNF. This
will require changes to the network service descriptor formats.
C. Lifecycle Management of MEC Applications
The specification ETSI GS MEC 010-2 [5] defines the
complete lifecycle management of the MEC applications. It
starts with the requirements on the reference points between
the OSS, the Mobile edge orchestrator and the mobile edge
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platform manager. It then defines the message flows for
application on-boarding, application instantiation and
application termination. It defines the information model for
application descriptors which includes the application
requirement and rules. Based on these requirements and rules,
the Mobile edge orchestrator can choose the optimal MEC
host and then, the steering of traffic to this MEC host is
triggered.
Though the mobile edge orchestrator can choose an
optimal host based on the application descriptor, UE mobility
in the underlying network might require a need to move the
MEC application instance to a different ME host, to respect
the optimality constraints. ETSI GR MEC 018 [8] signifies the
need to support ME service continuity in such application
mobility cases. The specification mentions the detailed
message flow between the MEC functional entities for the
application instance or application context re-location.
ETSI GR MEC 018 [8] also identifies some key issues in
supporting ME mobility cases. For instance, MEC system
needs to keep the connectivity between the UE App and the
MEC application instance on the MEC host even after there is
a change in the UE IP address since the UE is now served by
a new UPF in the 5G network. To support this, ETSI GR MEC
018 [8] suggests passing the UE-ID and the UE IP address to
the mobile edge platform during the application instantiation.
Then, the mobile edge platform can use this UE ID to bind the
application instance to the new IP context. Another issue that
ETSI GR MEC 018 [8] highlights is the traffic steering to the
target mobile edge host after application re-location. ETSI GR
MEC 018 [8] indicates multiple options to trigger this traffic
steering update. The source mobile edge platform might
trigger this update towards the target edge platform based on
radio network information it receives from the platform
services or based on the trigger from mobile edge application
orchestrator.
D. Upcoming initiatives
ETSI Work Programme portal [27] also mentions some inprogress specifications relevant to the MEC and IoT
deployments. Work item ‘DGR/MEC-0027ContainerStudy’
explores the additional support needed in MEC for running
applications in containers.
Work item ‘DGR/MEC0024NWslicing’ will work on support needed in MEC for
network slicing. It will identify the new interfaces needed, the
data models and changes needed in application descriptors, for
the deployment of the MEC functions in combination with
network slicing. Lastly, the work item ‘DGS/MEC0033IoTAPI’ will define the APIs and the data models needed
for device provisioning, configuration of the associated
components and applications requiring connection to the IoT
and MTC devices in a MEC environment.
V.

OPEN INITIATIVES FOR 5G AND MEC AT 5G
PPP

The 5G Infrastructure PPP (5G PPP) is a joint initiative
between the European Commission and the European
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) industry.
Its initiatives are divided into three phases: research,
deployment/optimization and large scale trials. It aims to
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deploy 5G around 2020. Phase 1 [28] included 19 projects
targeting the research around technical challenges in the 5G
deployments to cope up with future demands by year 2020.
Some interesting projects of this phase were – 5GNORMA,
SEASAME and SONATA.
5G NORMA (5G NOVEL RADIO MULTISERVICE
ADAPTATIVE NETWORK ARCHITECTURE) [29] aims
to develop a new mobile network architecture using
SDN/NFV concepts, leading to flexible base stations,
software-based centralized controllers and software-based
RAN elements. The multi-service, multi-tenancy and context
aware network functions developed by 5G NORMA will be
resource efficient and enable dynamic sharing and distribution
of network resources between operators.
SEASAME (Small Cell coordination for Multi-tenancy
and Edge Services) [32] proposes the concept of CloudEnabled Small Cell (CESC), a new multi-operator enabled
Small Cell - Light Data Center (Light DC) with low-power
processors and hardware accelerators for time critical
operations, used to build a highly manageable clustered Edge
Computing infrastructure. It leverages logically isolated
‘slices’ to accommodate multiple operators under the same
infrastructure, satisfying the profile and requirements of each
operator separately.
Scope of SONATA (Service Programming and
Orchestration for Virtualized Software Networks) [33] ranges
from programmability of the networks to supporting service
function chaining and orchestration. It aims to add a Software
Development Kit (SDK) for service development, an
orchestration framework and a DevOps model to integrate
operators with external networks. Multi-access Edge
Computing is one of the key cases focused in this project.
Phase 2 of 5G PPP [34] focused on the 5G architectures,
pre-standardizations, applicability of SDN/NFV to Wired and
Wireless Networks, including networking Clouds, IoT
Services, etc. Some interesting projects of phase 2 are 5G
ESSENCE, 5G-Transformer and MATILDA.
5G ESSENCE (Embedded Network Services for 5G
Experiences) [35] is particularly focused on Edge Cloud
computing and Small Cell-as-a-Service. It defines the
interfaces for the provisioning of a cloud-integrated multi tenant SC network and a programmable Radio Resources
Management controller; development of the centralized SDRAN (Software-Defined Radio Access Network) controller to
program the radio resources usage in a unified way for all the
CESCs (Cloud-Enabled Small Cells); development of
orchestrator’s enhancements for the distributed service
management, etc.
5G-Transformer (5G Mobile Transport Platform for
Verticals) [36] aims to transform the current mobile transport
network into a SDN/NFV based Mobile Transport and
Computing Platform (MTP). It particularly focuses on
‘Network Slicing’ paradigm in the mobile transport networks
– it introduces a ‘vertical slicer’ for different verticals to
request the creation of their respective transport slices. The
project aims to demonstrate in verticals, like Automotive,
eHealth and Media & Entertainment.
MATILDA [37] provides a framework for the design,
development and orchestration of the 5G-ready applications
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and network services over sliced programmable
infrastructure. It offers multi-site management of the Edge
Computing and IoT resources using a multi -site virtualized
infrastructure manager. It is particularly useful for Smart City
Intelligent Lighting Systems, Remote Control and Monitoring
of Automobile Electrical Systems, Industry 4.0 Smart
Factory, etc.
Phase 3 of 5G PPP is focused towards Infrastructure
projects, automotive projects and advanced 5G validation
trials across multiple vertical industries. One interesting
project in the phase 3 is 5G EVE (5G European Validation
platform for Extensive trials) [38]. The 5G-EVE end-to-end
facility, consisting of the interconnection of four 5G-sitefacilities, will be used to conduct experiments with Mobile
Edge Computing, backhaul, core/service technologies and
means
for
site-interworking
and
multisite/domain/technology slicing/orchestration.
VI.
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AI Based Beam Management for 5G (mmWave) at Wireless Edge: Opportunities
and Challenges
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Abstract—Fast and efficient beam management mechanism is
the key enabler in 5G (millimeter wave) to achieve low latency
and high data rate requirements. Recent advances in Artificial
Intelligence (AI) have shown that Machine Learning (ML) and
Deep Learning (DL) based techniques can play a significant
role in efficient beam management. These techniques can
continuously learn and adapt themselves based on the highly
varying traffic and channel conditions. For effective operation,
it is essential that the ML and DL based beam management
algorithm should be deployed at the place in network where all
the relevant input parameters needed for beam management
are available continuously, as well as the output of the beam
management can be applied instantly. In this paper,
advantages along with challenges of deploying ML and DL
based beam management techniques at the wireless edge of 5G
networks are explored.
Keywords-mmWave;
beam
intelligence; wireless edge.
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The millimeter wave (mmWave) frequencies offer the
availability of huge bandwidths to provide unprecedented
data rates to meet the demand for Fifth Generation (5G)
applications. However, mmWave links are highly susceptible
to rapid channel variations and suffer from severe free space
pathloss and atmospheric absorption. To address these
challenges, base stations and mobile terminals use highly
directional antennas to achieve enough link budget in wide
area networks. Directional links, however, require fine
alignment of the transmitter and receiver beams, achieved
through a set of operations known as beam management.
They are fundamental to the performance of a variety of
control tasks including (i) Initial Access (IA) for idle users,
which allows a mobile User Equipment (UE) to establish a
physical link connection with a gNB (5G base station), and
(ii) Beam tracking, for connected users, which enables
beam adaptation schemes, or handover, path selection and
radio link failure recovery procedures [1][2]. Figure 1
captures the details of the beam management procedure for
5G Stand Alone (SA) scheme. In existing Long-Term
Evolution (LTE) systems (using spectrum in 3-5 GHz), these
control procedures are performed using omnidirectional
signals, and beamforming or other directional transmissions
can only be performed after a physical link is established, for
data plane transmissions. On the other hand, in the mmWave
bands, it is essential to exploit the antenna gains even during
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initial access and, in general, for control operations. Hence,
there is a need for precise alignment of the transmitter and
the receiver beams.

RACH Preamble

Figure 1. 5G Stand Alone beam management procedure

The initial access in 5G millimeter wave is a timeconsuming search to determine suitable directions of
transmission and reception. In the cell discovery phase, one
approach is sequential beam sweeping by the base station
that requires a brute force search through many beam-pair
combinations between UE and gNB to find the optimum
beam-pair i.e., the one with the highest Reference Received
Signal Power (RSRP) level, as shown in Figure 2. The
sequential search may result in a large access delay and low
initial access efficiency. It also consumes a fair amount of
energy in the receiver, which makes it unsuitable for energy
constrained receivers, such as Internet of Things (IoT)
endpoints.

#3

UE’s Beams
gNB’s Beams
Figure 2. Sequential Beam Sweeping
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In existing LTE systems, DL channel quality is estimated
from an omnidirectional signal called the Cell Reference
Signal (CRS) [3] for beam alignment and selection in
connected state. CRS is regularly monitored by each UE in
connected state to create a wideband channel estimate that
can be used both for demodulating downlink transmissions
and for estimating the channel quality [4]. In 5G mmWave
networks, in addition to the rapid variations of the channel,
CRS-based estimation is challenging due to the directional
nature of the communication, thus requiring the network and
the UE to constantly monitor the direction of transmission of
each potential link. Tracking changing directions can
decrease the rate at which the network can adapt and can be a
major obstacle in providing robust and ubiquitous service in
the face of variable link quality. In addition, UE and gNB
may only be able to listen to one direction at a time, thus
making it hard to receive the control signaling necessary to
switch paths.
From the above description, it is apparent that 5G
networks should support a mechanism by which the users
and the infrastructure can quickly determine the best
directions to establish the mmWave links. These are
particularly important issues in 5G networks and motivate
the need to extend current LTE control procedures with
innovative mmWave-aware beam management algorithms
and methods.
In this paper, we explore various traditional as well as
upcoming ML and DL based techniques for minimizing the
latency and the overhead of the initial communication
process. It has been observed that online DL based
techniques give better performance than offline DL based
techniques. Online DL techniques efficiently adapt
themselves to support high mobility in mmWave systems.
Deployment strategies for the training of these deep learning
algorithms are explored in this paper and we propose that the
wireless edge is the appropriate place for the deployment of
these DL based algorithm for beam management.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II discusses the literature survey of traditional (nonML/DL) beam management techniques, as well as ML/DL
based mean management techniques. Section III discusses in
detail different ML/DL based beam management techniques.
Section IV discusses the deployment strategy of the deep
learning-based beam forming algorithm and Section V
presents the conclusions.
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

In this section, work related to traditional (Non-ML/DL)
and ML/DL based beam management is presented.
Traditional (Non-ML/DL) based beam management:
Several approaches for directional based schemes have been
proposed in the literature to enable efficient control
procedures for both the idle and the connected mobile
terminals. Most literature on Initial Access and tracking
refers to challenges that have been analyzed in the past at
lower frequencies in ad hoc wireless network scenarios or,
more recently, referred to the 60 GHz IEEE 802.11ad
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WLAN and WPAN scenarios (e.g., [5]-[7]). However, most
of the proposed solutions are unsuitable for next-generation
cellular network requirements and present many limitations
(e.g., they are appropriate for short range, static and indoor
scenarios, which do not match well the requirements of 5G
systems). In [8][9], the authors propose an exhaustive
method that performs directional communication over
mmWave frequencies by periodically transmitting
synchronization signals to scan the angular space. The result
of this approach is that the growth of the number of antenna
elements at either the transmitter or the receiver provides a
large performance gain compared to the case of an
omnidirectional antenna. However, this solution leads to a
long duration of the Initial Access with respect to LTE, and
poorly reactive tracking.
Similarly, in [10], measurement reporting design options
are compared, considering different scanning and signaling
procedures, to evaluate access delay and system overhead.
The channel structure and multiple access issues are also
considered. The analysis demonstrates significant benefits of
low-resolution fully digital architectures in comparison to
single stream analog beamforming. More sophisticated
discovery techniques are reported in [11][12] to alleviate the
exhaustive search delay through the implementation of a
multi-phase hierarchical procedure based on the access
signals being initially sent in few directions over wide
beams, which are iteratively refined until the communication
is sufficiently directional. In [13], a low-complexity beam
selection method by low-cost analog beamforming is derived
by exploiting a certain sparsity of mmWave channels. It is
shown that beam selection can be carried out without explicit
channel estimation, using the notion of compressive sensing.
The issue of designing efficient beam management solutions
for mmWave networks is addressed in [14], where the author
designs a mobility-aware user association strategy to
overcome the limitations of the conventional power-based
association schemes in a mobile 5G scenario.
Other relevant papers on this topic include [15], in which
the authors propose smart beam tracking strategies for fast
mmWave link establishment. The algorithm proposed in [16]
takes into account the spatial distribution of nodes to allocate
the beam width of each antenna pattern in an adaptive
fashion and satisfy the required link budget criterion. Since
the proposed algorithm minimizes the collisions, it also
minimizes the average time required to transmit a data
packet from the source to the destination through a specific
direction. In 5G scenarios, papers [8][9][11] give some
insights on trade-offs among different beamforming
architectures in terms of user communication quality.
Articles [17][18] evaluate the mmWave cellular network
performance while accounting for the beam training,
association overhead and beamforming architecture. The
results show that, although employing wide beams, initial
beam training with full pilot reuse is nearly as good as
perfect beam alignment.
ML/DL based beam management: The recent progress
in Machine learning and Deep Learning has raised interest in
applying these techniques to communication system related
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problem [19] – [25]. On the same line of thought as
traditional beam management approaches, data-driven Deep
Learning-based approaches have been used for efficient
beam management. The key idea is that ML/DL is used to
make recommendations of promising beam pairs based on
the various system parameters as well as past beam
measurements.
Papers [26] - [28] propose beam alignment techniques
using Machine Learning. Position-aided beam prediction was
proposed in [26][27]. Decision tree learning was used in
[26], and a learning to rank method was used in [27]. The
work in [26] - [28] shows that machine learning is valuable
for mmWave beam prediction. A more exhaustive survey is
provided in the next section.
III.

INSIGHT OF ML/DL BASED BEAM MANAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES

This section captures the detailed analysis of challenges
related to Beam sweeping, Beam alignment and Beam
selection using ML/DL based techniques.
A.

Beam Sweeping
There are various papers which focus on predicting the
proposed Beam sweeping pattern based on the dynamic
distribution of user traffic. In [29], a form of Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs) called a Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) has been proposed. In this paper, the spatial
distribution of users is inferred from data in Call Detail
Records (CDRs) of the cellular network. Results show that
the user’s spatial distribution and their approximate location
(direction) can be accurately predicted based on CDRs data
using Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), which is then used to
calculate the sweeping pattern in the angular domain during
cell search. In [30] beam sweeping pattern based on GRU is
compared with random starting point sweeping to measure
the synchronization delay distribution. Results shows that
this deep learning beam sweeping pattern prediction enables
the UE to initially assess the gNB in approximately 0.41 of a
complete scanning cycle with probability 0.9 in a sparsely
distributed UE scenario.
Figure 3 shows that, in the sparsely distributed UE
scenario, DL based techniques can help to reduce the number
of beams to be traversed during beam sweeping. As a result,
it will reduce the sweeping time drastically.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Beam Sweeping in Sparsely distributed UE Scenario
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B. Beam Alignment and Selection
Position-Aided: Position information may be leveraged
for fast beam alignment in mmWave systems. Inverse
fingerprinting is one approach to exploit position
information [31], which works in Non-Line-of-Sight
(NLOS) channels. There are multiple research papers [32][34] which focus on using machine learning to propose
beam pairs based on the location of the UE position relative
to the gNB and past beam measurements. The UE location
and past beam measurements can be input into a learning
algorithm that learns to rank promising beam directions. By
prioritizing beam training in top-ranked directions, the
training overhead can be reduced. Figure 4 shows the steps of
beam management based on Position Information.

Position Info

Beam Pair
Selection

Recommended
Beam Pairs

Figure 4. Beam Management based on Position Information

Paper [34] proposes UE positions-based beam alignment
in the context of vehicular communication. The authors state
that this inverse fingerprinting method is efficient. However,
these approaches have some limitations. First, the approach
is offline, which means its use is delayed until the database
is collected. Second, also due to being offline, its
performance depends entirely on the accuracy of the
collected database, which may become stale over time. To
overcome these shortcoming, online approaches have been
proposed. In the online approaches, it has been proposed to
keep collecting new observations during operation, making
it possible to improve the database.
Situational Awareness: Machine learning tools
combined with awareness of the proximity situation have
been proposed in [35] to learn the beam information (power,
optimal beam index, etc.) from past observations. In this
paper, situational awareness that is specific to the vehicular
setting including the locations of the receiver and the
surrounding vehicles has been considered. The result shows
that situational awareness along with machine learning can
largely improve the prediction accuracy and the model can
achieve throughput with little performance loss and almost
zero overhead.
Coordinated
Beamforming:
A
coordinated
beamforming solution using deep learning was proposed in
[36]. In this paper, the received training signals via omni
reception at a set of coordinating Base Stations (BSs) are
used as the input to a deep learning model that predicts the
beamforming vectors at those BSs to serve a single user.
These coordinated beamforming deep learning techniques
are based on supervised learning techniques, which assume
an offline learning setting and require a separate training
data collection phase. However, there are papers which
focus on online learning algorithms using the Multi Armed
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Bandit (MAB) framework, which is a special class of
Reinforcement Learning (RL).
IV.

Central/Cloud Processing Unit

DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY AT WIRELESS EDGE

From the above studies we can see that ML/DL
leverages a large amount of data samples (e.g., radio
signals) to acquire accurate knowledge of the RF
environment to have optimum beam management. However,
the majority of the works presented above focus on
centralized ML/DL (as shown in Figure 5), whose goal is to
improve the communication performance assuming a welltrained ML model as well as full access to a global dataset.
It also assumes massive amounts of storage and computing
power are available.
Central/Cloud Processing Unit

Base
Station 1

Base
Station 2

Base
Station 3

Mobile
Station

Figure 5. Centralized Deployment of ML/DL Algorithms

However, these approaches have overlooked the
additional latency induced by the prior training process and
the posterior inference latency. Along with that, for highly
varying channel conditions, we need to regularly provide the
updated input information to the ML/DL based model.
In this paper, we propose a deployment of ML/DL based
algorithm for optimal beam management as a distributed
solution, leveraging the Mobile Edge architecture. As we
shall show, there will be numerous advantages if we deploy
the ML/DL model in a more distributed way (i.e. at
Wireless Edge) instead of centralized ML/DL (i.e. at the
cloud), as captured in Figure 6.
In this deployment, we have assumed that the Wireless
Edge will be present near to gNB. As a result, Wireless Edge
will have immediate access to all the relevant data i.e. RF
related data, Channel specific data, Cell specific data and
User specific data. This will help to use the online learning
model which will continuously train itself based on the latest
UE and channel information received.
gNBs interact with each other and can have access to
relevant information from the neighboring gNBs. These
inputs will boost the performance of situational based and
coordinated DL/ML model deployed at the wireless edge, as
these models can make decisions based on the overall
environmental conditions i.e., interference as well as other
neighboring gNB parameters. The wireless edge can interact
with central/cloud processing unit for exchanging the
common information to all the gNBs.
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Edge
Base
Station 1

Edge

Edge

Base
Station 2

Base
Station 3

Mobile
Station
Figure 6. Deployment of ML/DL Algorithms at Wireless Edge

Based on the above description, some of the key
advantages of the deployment of a DL\ML based algorithm
at wireless edge are as follows:
(i) Performing inference at wireless edge reduces latency
and cost of sending data to the cloud for prediction.
(ii) Rather than sending all data to the cloud for performing
ML inference, inference is run directly at the wireless Edge
device, and data is sent to the cloud only when additional
processing is required.
(iii) Every wireless edge entity will have access to a fraction
of the data and training and inference are carried out
collectively. Moreover, edge devices communicate and
exchange their locally trained models, instead of exchanging
their private data.
(iv) Since inference results will be available with very low
latency, better beam management performance will be
achieved in highly mobile and dynamically changing
environment conditions.
(v) Since data is present locally at the edge and not going to
the cloud, it will enhance the overall reliability as well as
privacy.
(vi) Higher inference accuracy can be achieved by training
with a wealth of user-generated data e.g., location history,
network operational status, etc.
However, there are certain challenges in deploying the
ML/DL based algorithms at wireless edge, as follows:
(i) There is a lack of authentic set of data from real
communication systems or prototype platforms in actual
physical environments. So far, simulations results
[32][33][36] prove that the recently proposed DL-based
communication algorithms demonstrate a competitive
performance. However, due to the lack of standardized data,
benchmarking the performance is a real challenge.
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(ii) In the wireless edge-based ML/DL deployment, training
data might be distributed at different wireless edge nodes
and a given wireless edge node might have access to a
fraction of the training data. Hence, in wireless edge based
deployment, each edge device first trains the local model
using its own data samples, and then exchanges the trained
local model parameters among other wireless edges. Also, it
is difficult to characterize the convergence behavior as well
as model performance (i.e., whether the trained model is
overfitted or underfitted) due to the distributed nature of the
data. As a result, the complexity of networks and training
phases will be increased in edge-based ML/DL deployment.
CONCLUSION
From the analysis mentioned above, we can say that
emerging DL/ML based techniques can be used for efficient
beam management in 5G mmWave. These AI based
algorithms deployed at wireless edge can help in providing
high performing networks and services that can handle data
in a much more secure and faster way for 5G.
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Abstract— Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) uses the edge
of the network to bring computing closer to consumers and the
data generated by applications, which reduces latency and
increases connection speeds. 5G is the next generation of
mobile networks that promises to have estimated network
speeds as fast as 10 Gb/s and ultra-reliable low latency
communication. Both MEC and 5G are considered disrupting
technologies on their own, but combined, they will become a
powerful force in the world of computing. Connected Vehicles
and especially Connected Autonomous Driving (CAD) vehicles
bring a whole new ecosystem with new requirements on the
network architecture to support and to satisfy the real-time
service requirements. This paper provides an overview of the
automotive use cases, some of the key challenges and how
MEC and 5G can play a vital role in overcoming these
challenges.
Keywords-Edge Computing; 5G; Autonomous Vehicles;
DSRC; C-V2X.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The automotive industry is evolving towards connected
and autonomous vehicles that offer many benefits, such as
improved safety, less traffic congestion, less environmental
impacts and lower capital expenditure. A key enabler of this
evolution is vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication,
which allows a vehicle to communicate with other vehicles,
pedestrians, road-side equipment and the Internet. With
V2X, critical information can be exchanged among vehicles
to improve situation awareness and thus avoid accidents.
Furthermore, V2X provides reliable access to the vast
information available in the cloud. For example, real time
traffic, sensor and high-definition mapping data can be made
available, which is useful not only for today’s drivers, but
will be essential for navigating self-driving vehicles in the
future.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II provides an
overview of the V2X communication and use cases, Section
III describes the current status of V2X implementation using
the standard IEEE 802.11p. Section IV describes the Cellular
V2X and the associated use cases. In Section V, we propose
the application of V2X using MEC-based architecture
support in the 5G infrastructure. It provides insights into how
emerging 5G technologies will accelerate the realization of
advanced V2X communication to improve transportation
experience and quality of life. For example, 5G-based V2X
is expected to enable very high throughput, high reliability,
low latency and accurate position determination use cases.
Some of the use cases will involve 5G working in tandem
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with other technologies including cameras, radar and lidar.
Cellular V2X Communications Towards 5G [3] describes
these use cases, starting with the advanced driving categories
identified in 3GPP, including ranging/positioning, extended
sensors, platooning and remote driving. The paper
conclusion is that a combination of these technologies can be
helpful in achieving the strict requirements of the V2X
communication. It also summarizes how mobile network
operators, vehicle manufacturers, cloud service providers and
regulatory bodies can work together to deliver a brand-new
experience for drivers, travelers and other road users in the
near future.
II.

OVERVIEW OF V2X

V2X, which stands for 'vehicle to everything', is the
umbrella term for the car's communication system, where
information from sensors and other sources travels via highbandwidth, low-latency, high-reliability links, paving the
way to fully autonomous driving.
There are several components of V2X, including vehicleto-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), vehicle-topedestrian
(V2P),
and
vehicle-to-network
(V2N)
communications. In this multifaceted ecosystem, cars will
talk to other cars, to infrastructure such as traffic lights or
parking spaces, to smartphone-toting pedestrians and
cyclists, and to data centers via cellular networks. Different
use cases will have different sets of requirements, which the
communications system must handle efficiently and costeffectively.
Figure 1 illustrates some examples of V2X
communication [1]. It is implied that these communications
are generally bidirectional.

Figure 1. Types of V2X Communication

V2V technology consists of wireless data transmissions
between motor vehicles. The primary purpose of this
communication is to prevent possible accidents, allowing
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vehicles in transit to transfer data on their position and their
speed within an ad-hoc mesh network. It uses a decentralized
connection system, which may provide either a fully
connected mesh topology or a partially connected mesh
topology.
Depending on how the technology is developed, the
driver of a vehicle can receive a warning in the event of an
accident risk or the vehicle itself can independently take
preventive actions, such as emergency braking, if it is
designed to carry out safety interventions.
Unlike the V2V communication model, which allows the
exchange of information only among vehicles, the V2I
enables vehicles in transit to interface with the road system.
These components include RFID readers, traffic lights,
cameras, lane markers, street lamps, signage, and parking
meters.
V2P involves direct communications between a vehicle
and one or multiple pedestrians within close proximity. In
addition, communication can be to other vulnerable road
users, such as cyclists. V2P is conducted directly or through
the use of network infrastructure. It will facilitate warnings
to be provided to the pedestrian of an approaching vehicle,
and warnings to the vehicle of vulnerable road users.
V2N enables both broadcast and unicast communications
to take place between vehicles and the V2X management
system and also the V2X AS (Application Server). This is
achieved by making use of the Cellular network
infrastructure. Vehicles are able receive broadcasted alerts
regarding accidents further down the road or warnings of
congestion or queues on the planned route.
V2V and V2P transmission are based on primarily
broadcast capability between vehicles or between vehicles
and vulnerable road users (e.g., pedestrian, cyclist), such as
for providing information about location, velocity and
direction to avoid accidents.
The 5G Automotive Association (5GAA) categorizes a
comprehensive list of connected vehicle applications [1] [2],
categorized in four main groups of use cases:
 Safety,
 Convenience,
 Advanced Driving Assistance and
 Vulnerable Road User (VRU).
To maximize the benefit that connected vehicles can
bring, fast, secure and reliable wireless communications are
required.
Various vehicular communication standards have been
proposed over the years with the dominant standard known
as IEEE 802.11p. IEEE 802.11p defines only the lower
layers of the communication system. The upper layers are
defined in separate standards: in the US this is IEEE 1609
while in Europe this is ITS-G5.
III.

V2X BASED ON IEEE 802.11P

The original V2X standard is based on a Wi-Fi
offshoot, IEEE 802.11p (part of the IEEE's WAVE, or
Wireless Access for Vehicular Environments program),
running in the unlicensed 5.9GHz frequency band. IEEE
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802.11p, which was finalized in 2012, underpins Dedicated
Short-Range Communications (DSRC) in the US, and ITSG5 in the European Cooperative Intelligent Transport
Systems (C-ITS) initiative.
V2X communication via 802.11p goes beyond line-ofsight-limited sensors such as cameras, radar and LIDAR, and
covers V2V and V2I use cases such as collision warnings,
speed limit alerts, and electronic parking and toll payments.
The DSRC system transmits a basic safety message
(BSM) between vehicles [3] [4]. The BSM includes
information such as exact vehicle location and direction of
travel, speed, braking status, and some other useful and
relevant data. The driver doesn’t see it, but the BSM
provides safety warnings and could trigger action such as
automatic braking or other collision avoidance maneuvers or
warnings. The BSM is updated and transmitted 10 times per
second [5] [6].
Another proposed function of DSRC is V2I
communications. The vehicle links up with roadside access
points that can provide additional useful information, such as
traffic or road conditions, weather, construction and traffic
light status. A V2N connection is also possible for other
services to be determined.
However, DSRC has several limitations. There is no
apparent path for continued evolution of the radio standard to
meet changing technological and consumer needs.
Additionally, as it was designed for rapid transmission of
short-range basic safety messages, it is unable to meet the
higher bandwidth demands of V2N applications such as
autonomous driving, multimedia services. DSRC also
doesn’t have the bandwidth necessary to transmit the raw
vehicle sensor data that will become increasingly common in
automated vehicles [3]. DSRC also has limited range: about
300 m.
DSRC would require the deployment of tens of
thousands of RoadSide Units (RSUs) embedded or attached
to roadway infrastructure to enable an effective network
along the nation’s roads [3].
In summary, there are several challenges present with
DSRC. First, the system relies on RSUs, which are not
currently deployed. Secondly, at the physical layer, several
inefficiencies arise due to the asynchronous nature of the
system, resulting in reduced performance, such as range. The
worst packet delay in DSRC is unbounded and it also lacks
deterministic Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees. Due to
the ad hoc nature of DSRC, it is difficult to bind the worst
case CSMA backoff time for MAC scheduling. Finally, there
is currently no evolutionary path (or IEEE 802.11 standards
activities) to allow for improvements in the DSRC
physical/MAC layers with respect to range, robustness and
reliability [1].
However, a complementary technology, LTE and 5G
cellular systems, has the potential to support existing DSRC
use cases [7] [8]. In addition to that, low latency, high
reliability and high bandwidth offered by the cellular systems
can play a pivotal role in supporting advanced, futuristic and
more challenging features and use cases [9] [10].
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IV.

CELLULAR V2X

A challenger to DSRC for V2X has emerged from the
cellular industry: it is called C-V2X and it is designed to
complement and extend existing cellular capabilities.
Cellular V2X is an umbrella term for 3GPP-defined V2X
technologies, encompassing both LTE- and forthcoming 5Gbased V2X systems.
LTE cellular networks are already deployed and cover
most parts of the world. With the planned deployment of 5G
in 2020, it will further enhance the network capabilities.
C-V2X can be used in many possible different ways to
improve road safety, while making more efficient use of
transport networks and infrastructure. The Intelligent
Transportation Systems (TIS) services can be broadly
categorized into safety-related services and non-safety
related services. This section gives examples of the many use
cases in which C-V2X can help to enhance safety and
improve user experience [11]:
1) Vehicle Status Warning. The Vehicle Status Warning
use case includes vehicle detection of abnormal safety
conditions and signaling the associated danger to others.
2) Traffic Hazard Warning. The Traffic Hazard Warning
use case includes vehicle or road infrastructure alerting other
approaching vehicles of immobilized vehicles (e.g., an
accident, a breakdown, etc.) or current roadwork. This use
case prevents collisions by helping vehicles to avoid a
dangerously immobilized vehicle situation or roadwork.
3) Collision Risk Warning. The Collision Risk Warning
use case includes informing a vehicle of approaching
vehicles intending to turn across traffic. This feature
mitigates the risk of collision at an intersection by warning
vehicles in the affected area. A RSU detects and alerts two or
more vehicles.
4) Traffic Condition Warning. The Traffic Condition
Warning use case allows vehicles and roadside stations to
signal to other vehicles of current traffic conditions. This
function helps drivers to choose the best route and leads to
less traffic congestion and brings environmental benefits by
reducing energy consumption.
5) Queue warning. Roadside infrastructure can also use
C-V2X to warn vehicles of queues or road works ahead of
them, so they can slow down smoothly and avoid hard
braking. More broadly, the roadside infrastructure can use CV2X to help vehicles retain a consistent speed and reduce the
number of so-called phantom traffic jams caused by the
ripple effect caused by sudden braking and lane changes on
motorways.
6) Avoiding collisions. Each vehicle on the road could
use C-V2X to broadcast its identity, position, speed and
direction. An on-board computer could combine that data
with that from other vehicles to build its own real time map
of the immediate surroundings and determine whether any
other vehicle is on a potential collision trajectory. The
vehicles involved could then take an evasive action, such as
braking or accelerating, that will enable a collision to be
avoided. In cases where a human driver is about to cause an
accident, the information collected by C-V2X could be used
to over-ride the manual controls. For example, if a driver is
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about to pull out at a junction into the path of another
vehicle, the on-board computer could automatically apply
the brakes and prevent the car from moving forward.
7) Automated overtake. Fully-automated vehicles will
need to perform overtake maneuvers on two-way roads. Such
maneuvers may be dangerous as a quickly approaching
oncoming vehicle may be out-of-range of vehicle sensors.
Vehicles thus need to cooperate to allow a safe overtake
without a risk of collision.
See through sensors enable the exchange of video
information between a vehicle and the one behind it. For
instance, a vehicle behind a truck receives a video stream
coming from the camera at the front of the truck. This will
give the driver an extended vision of the environment, thus
allowing safer decision making (e.g. when the vehicle
decides to overtake the truck). Such use cases require a high
reliability, availability and data rate, as well as a low latency.
8) High Definition Map (HDMap) download. In fully
autonomous driving, the use of usual 2D digital roadmaps is
not enough. Indeed, autonomous vehicles require precise
information about their complex environment. HDMaps
represent a new generation of maps that could be used for
this purpose. Such maps have high precision at centimeter
level accuracy, but require high data rate to be downloaded
by vehicles.
9) Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC). The
CACC use case uses unicast V2X cooperative awareness
messages to obtain lead vehicle dynamics and general traffic
ahead of a vehicle.This allows the vehicle to enhance the
performances of its existing ACC.
10) Platooning refers to the formation of a convoy in
which the vehicles are much closer together than can be
safely achieved with human drivers. Such automated
convoys make better use of road space, save fuel and make
the transport of goods more efficient. C-V2X can be used to
enable communications between up to three vehicles in the
platoon, so that they all slow down or speed up
simultaneously. C-V2X could also be used to signal the
presence of the platoon to other vehicles and roadside
infrastructure. Platoons will be flexible in that they will
typically be established on a motorway, then broken up when
a vehicle leaves the motorway. For platoons of more than
three vehicles, relaying information between vehicles takes
too long to enable synchronous braking. Therefore, platoons
of more than three vehicles will also need to make use of the
low latency cellular network infrastructure that will be
deployed with 5G [12].
11) Out-of-Coverage Operation. C-V2X can operate
outside of network coverage using direct communication
without requiring provisioning of a Universal Subscriber
Identity Module (USIM). To enable USIM-less
communication,
automobile
Original
Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs) will pre-configure the vehicle device
with parameters necessary for out-of-network operation [4],
including:
 Authorization to use V2X.
 A list of authorized application classes and the
frequencies to use for them.
 Radio parameters for use on direct links.
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Configuration for receiving V2X messages via
cellular broadcast, for example, Multimedia
Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS).
Direct USIM-less communication allows C-V2X to
support critical safety services when network coverage is
unavailable or if the vehicle does not have an active cellular
subscription. These parameters can also be securely updated,
if needed, by the OEM, just like any other updates. Vehicle
OEMs and mobile operators can work together to ensure the
parameters they each provision are compatible, resulting in
harmonious operation of various vehicle devices using the
direct link in an area.
There are two modes of LTE V2X operation: direct and
via the network [13].
Direct communication uses the LTE PC5 interface,
which is based on Release 12’s proximity services
communications (“ProSe”) feature [14]. It also has
enhancements to accommodate high speeds/high doppler,
high vehicle density, improved synchronization and
decreased message transfer latency. This mode is suitable for
proximal direct communications (hundreds of meters) and
for V2V safety applications that require low latency, for
example Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS),
situational awareness, etc. This mode can work both in and
out of network coverage.
Network-based communication uses the LTE Uu
interface from the UE located in the vehicle and the eNBs.
UEs send unicast messages via the eNB to an application
server, which, in turn, broadcasts them via evolved
Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (eMBMS) for all
UEs in the relevant geographical area to receive. This mode
uses the existing LTE Wide Area Network (WAN) and is
suitable for more latency-tolerant use cases (e.g., situational
awareness, mobility services).
With widely deployed infrastructure in major countries,
LTE has proven its reliability in bandwidth and coverage
area. In spite of such convenience, LTE is still only trusted
with non-time critical and non-safety critical communication
such as hyperlocal weather, road conditions, traffic data, etc.
The main concern comes from the centralized LTE
architecture. On the data plane, we have eNodeB (eNB), the
Serving Gateway (S-Gw), and the Packet Gateway (P-Gw).
eNBs are normally distributed across the nation providing
radio access to User Equipment (UE), while S-Gw and P-Gw
are part of the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) located at highly
centralized data centers. Since the P-Gw anchors all UEs IP
addresses, all user plane packets must cross a large backbone
network to reach P-Gw of EPC before being routed towards
their destination. The actual end to end LTE packet delay
could be as high as 60-100 ms, exceeding the designed 20
ms user plane latency. Therefore, current cellular networks
become unsuitable for time critical safety messaging [15].
To decrease latency, LTE-D2D and LTE-V are
developed, where user devices communicate directly to their
target rather than going through a base station and the core
networks. However, they share similar issues with most
distributed communication. If the wireless access channels
are managed by the LTE scheduler, we can only
communication between two stationary devices under the
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same cell coverage, otherwise the mobility issue could also
be challenging.
Since V2X must be deployed in the near term and should
be extended to the future, it must offer the necessary high
performance to meet use cases, e.g., intersection movement
assistance, emergency electronic brake light, forward
collision warning, blind spot warning, lane change warning,
etc., while being future proof and scalable to meet the
requirements of use cases of tomorrow, e.g., ADAS, where
vehicles can cooperate, coordinate and share sensed
information, and ultimately CAD.
V.

5G, MEC AND C-V2X

In this section, we propose/analyze an edge-computing
architecture based on 5G for C-V2X in light of some of the
standard use-cases discussed above.
The stringent latency requirements posed by the V2X
system can be satisﬁed by introducing Multi-access Edge
Computing (MEC) technology to the cellular network
architecture. Let us consider a MEC-assisted network
architecture, in which MEC hosts are collocated with
eNBs/gNBs. They can receive and process VRU messages at
the edge of the access network. Leveraging its ability to
provide processing capabilities at the cellular network’s
edge, an overlaid MEC deployment is expected to assist
vehicles in achieving low packet delays, due to its close
proximity to end users. By means of numerical evaluation, it
has already been observed that, for some of the investigated
system parameterizations, the proposed overlaid deployment
of MEC hosts can offer up to 80% average gains in latency
reduction as compared to the conventional network
architecture [16].
Focusing on the C-V2X technology, the architecture of
the cellular network is expected to have a vital impact on the
support of delay-intolerant V2X services. This occurs
because the End-to-End (E2E) latency of C-V2X signaling is
limited by the quality and dimensioning of the cellular
infrastructure, i.e., the capacity of backhaul connections, the
delays introduced by both the Core Network (CN), as well as
the Transport Network (TN). As one would expect, these
latency bottlenecks will be more prominent for high loads
corresponding to coverage areas of high vehicular/
pedestrian densities. MEC can play an important role in
overcoming these challenges and reducing the latency in
high density scenarios [16].
Figure 2 illustrates the typical network scenario where
MEC and 5G infrastructure will be deployed to support the
challenging requirements of C-V2X communication and
support the various use cases listed above. Another variant of
this network scenario can be where MEC, 5G and 4G
infrastructure co-exist. The edge supports some of the core
network functionalities that are hosted from the core
network. The existing eNB/gNB and/or the RSUs with
processing and storage capabilities can also be used to host
some of the core network functionalities.
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Very precise positioning and ranging to support
cooperative and automated driving.
High throughput and low-latency connectivity to
enable the exchange of raw or processed data
gathered through local sensors or live video images.
High throughput to build local, dynamic maps based
on camera and sensor data, which can then be
distributed at street intersections. For example, CV2X could be used to supply a driver or an on-board
computer with a bird’s eye view of an intersection or
see-through capability when driving behind a truck.
Very low latency and high reliability to support
high-density platooning [21] [22].
VI.

Figure 2. C-V2X Network Architecture with MEC and 5G

5G will support a broad range of V2X and non-V2X use
cases [18], including enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB),
massive Internet of Things (mIoT) and mission-critical
services. These use cases have diverse requirements,
including high data rates for eMBB, low power consumption
and high scalability for mIoT, as well as Ultra-Reliable and
Low Latency Communications (URLLC) for mission-critical
services [17]-[19].
Network slicing allows network operators to define
different types of services and dynamically allocate proper
resources to support this end-to-end service by configuring
different network segments. By using slicing technology, one
physical network can be divided into multiple virtual
networks, each supporting different service requirements or
even different customers [20].
V2N and communication via the network are typical use
cases for network slicing. For instance, autonomous driving
or safety/emergency services would require an URLLC
network slice. Meanwhile, some auxiliary/comfort or
personal mobility services would require either a best effort
slice or an eMBB slice in the case of streaming infotainment
videos. A given vehicle could access different slices at the
same time, with passengers watching an HD movie while a
see-through application detects a road hazard and triggers an
emergency message for the cars behind or nearby to slow
down or stop to prevent an accident.
C-V2X is designed to be fully compatible with 5G,
meaning investments in infrastructure and modules today
will not become obsolete for a long time to come.
The deployment of commercial 5G networks from 2020
onwards based on the 3GPP standards will enhance C-V2X
in several different ways [11]. In the 5G era, C-V2X will be
able to support:
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described various V2X use cases,
existing DSRC implementation for V2X communication, its
advantages and some of the challenges associated with it.
Also, we have covered the Cellular V2X, which is entering
the vehicular communication space, in competition with the
tried and tested DSRC.
Cellular V2X communication has the potential to
enhance the traffic safety, comfort and is going to play a
crucial role in supporting the future use cases towards
autonomous driving. However, under high load conditions, it
might not be able to meet the latency requirements for the
safety related use cases. The automotive industry, OEMs,
standard bodies need to work towards the co-existence of
these technologies to leverage the full potential, which will
make 802.11p and LTE-A/5G more compatible, and can
even consider the option to merge the two, to create a
heterogeneous vehicular networking system that leverages
the best of both – the ability of 802.11p to support safetyrelated use-cases, and the ability of LTE-A/5G to support
non-safety-related use-cases.
Widespread deployment of Multi-access Edge
Computing in 5G networks can help in achieving the latency
requirements to support safety-related use-cases and will act
as accelerators for autonomous driving cars. Network slicing
is also going to play an important role to meet the diverse
requirements of a variety of safety related and non-safety
related use-cases. However, security and safety aspects will
play an important role for V2X communication, be it DSRC,
LTE, MEC or 5G.
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Abstract—The steadily growing use of license-free frequency
bands requires reliable coexistence management and therefore
proper wireless interference identification. This paper provides
a realtime interference source classification method based on
semi-supervised deep learning. It uses Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI) samples collected by an 802.15.4-based wireless
sensor for formulating training data as well as online test data in
a factory environment. To address the issue of laborious process
on labeling the training data, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)based algorithm is used to help labeling the sample data. We have
trained a deep neural network with two hidden convolutional
layers using raw RSSI samples as inputs. The whole realtime
management system with the classifier is implemented on IEEE
802.15.4 System on Chip (SoC) and Linux-based system.
Keywords–Interference classification; Semi-supervised deep
learning; RSSI sampling.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the most important,
exciting, and transformational technology developments today.
IoT is global in impact, multi-disciplinary in nature, and spans
virtually all industry segments. Recent trends to introduce IoT
devices, such as sensors and cameras into factories have been
accelerated by a strong demand for improving productivity,
reducing labors and cost. For this reason, the digitalization
of the factories, as well as the connection of information on
production process and supply chain management within a
factory and across factories are becoming important.
There are several system applications, e.g., preventive
maintenance, management of materials and products, monitoring of movements and machine monitors, which are integrated
in the network. More efforts will be required for wireless
communication because of its limited and shared radio resources and the sensitive nature of the environment in which
it will operate in. One of the most common and frequent
wireless issues is related with interference, which is common
to all wireless short range networks operating in unlicensed
frequency band, such as IEEE 802.11, 802.15.4, 802.15.1, etc.
Interference issues are critical since multiple systems may
interfere with each other, and the number of nodes in the
unlicensed spectrum is increasing rapidly.
When deploying a sensor network in a factory, it has been
found that there exists different levels of interference, during
different times, and at different positions. This paper aims to
identify different interference sources in a factory environment.
By diagnosing different interference sources, either at the
network provisioning phase or during operation, IoT service
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providers can do better network planning, take countermeasures to solve the problem or avoid potential problems. Therefore, realtime state monitoring and automated trouble detection
are required for efficient operation and management services.
For instance, with the help of the resulting knowledge, the
system can adapt its communication by choosing a better
channel or other mitigation strategies.
The key idea is to use a low power, narrow band IEEE
802.15.4 wireless module to sample radio frequency (RF)
energy and identify the interference source by learned interference patterns. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines that an
Energy Detection (ED) value must be measured for the Clear
Channel Assessment (CCA) and channel selection [1]. It is an
estimate of the received signal power within the bandwidth of
an IEEE 802.15.4 channel. No attempt is made to identify or
decode signals on the channel. The ED time shall be equal to
8 symbol periods. This ED value is also widely known as the
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). By setting the sampler on different ZigBee channels, it can detect Wi-Fi, ZigBee,
Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), microwave oven, and
other magnetrons, which use the spectrum overlapped with the
sampler’s channel.
Many efforts have been made to classify interference
in wireless networks, such as in Wi-Fi systems or sensor
networks. Airshark [2] leverages powerful Wi-Fi hardware to
get the spectrum information to detect and classify non-WiFi interference. In [3]–[5], the authors propose methods to
classify interference by the observation that different interferences will result in different corruption patterns on received
packets. The authors in [6]–[9] study and extract features
purely from the time-domain RSSI sequence, and design a
classification approach to identify the existence of different
sources of interference. In recent years, deep learning has been
introduced to analyze the spectral data for signal identification.
In [10]–[12], spectral samples over frequency and time span
are collected for training using convolutional neural networks.
Most previous works face the problem of labeling the
interference source effectively. They often use human experience to label the training data or test data. Labeled data
is always very hard to get since human annotation is boring
and time-consuming. In our previous work [13], we study
the interference effect on the link condition and the network
performance and design a machine learning method to classify
the wireless channel errors into different categories. We also
conduct extensive experiments in office to study the RSSI
patterns and use deep learning to identify different patterns for
major wireless scenarios [14]. In this paper, we develop a semi-
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
gives an overview of deployment of the interference identification. In Section III, we describe the semi-supervised deep
learning with an auto-labeling method. Section IV provides
the test results. Finally, we conclude the work in Section V.
II.

D EPLOYMENT S CENARIO

The interference identification framework we propose in
this work can be deployed in industrial IoT where some example IoT applications include miniaturized sensors integrated
into critical equipment that monitor performance parameters to
proactively diagnose maintenance issues, enable trend analysis
of equipment performance, and optimize overall system operations.
Inspired by recent advances and the remarkable success of
deep learning in a broad range of problems such as image
or speech recognition and machine translation, we use similar
approaches in interference classification with a high rate RSSI
sampler to get RSSI traces as input. As a measurement of
the RF power level at the input of the transceiver, RSSI is
an important parameter to reflect a wireless channel condition.
When there is interference, the RF energy increases so it can
be used to detect the occurrence of interference.
In our implementation, a 95µs sampling interval (10.5kHz
sampling rate) is achievable. We use a TI CC2530 802.15.4
module and program it to read the built-in RSSI register
continuously to get the RSSI sampling data. The RSSI sampler
captures the energy in the channel due to the interferers’
emissions. It continuously reads the RSSI register of the sensor
nodes’ radio chip.
The interference analysis is done in a very short period to
reflect the fast-changing channel condition. We use the training
data collected from different channels to train a unified data
model, then this data model becomes channel-independent.
That is to say, when we run the online classification algorithm,
we use the same model for any sampling channel. The end user,
such as the network administrator or a network management
application, can generate a detailed report for every diagnosis
window or a report with statistical results over a longer period.
Figure 1 illustrates our deployment scenario where these
samplers are placed in the intended locations in a factory
environment. The RSSI sampler is connected to a small singleboard computer Raspberry Pi (RPi) 3 with an USB to serial
interface. The sampling results are easily accessible by the
interference analysis engine on the RPi. One or more samplers
can be placed in a certain area to get the channel information of
that area. The Network Management System (NMS), usually
implemented with a graphical user interface (GUI), or a Web
service, can remotely access the analysis engine on the RPi
through Internet. This management system can configure the
setting of the interference diagnosis and read the results of the
interference source classification.
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Raspberry Pi

RSSI sampler
(CC2530)

...

supervised deep learning mechanism to identify interference
types with focus on a factory scenario. Compared with our
previous work, one novel point is an auto-labeling algorithm
which can be done using training data collected from natural
environment instead of a controlled environment.

RSSI sampler
(CC2530)
Raspberry Pi

Figure 1. Deployment scenario of the interference classification system.

Another implementation choice is to implement RSSI
sampling function on a sensor node. In this case, there is no
dedicated node for sampling. The sampling function may be
activated during provisioning phase, analyzing phase, or as alltime monitoring.
In the investigated factory, we find out that the interference
sources mainly come from electromagnetic radiation caused by
the operating machines, and interference caused by the sparse
wireless communication signals from the sensor network deployment, such as beacons and sensor data. It has been shown
in many studies that industrial and factory equipment produces
electromagnetic interference (EMI) that causes a great deal of
damage on wireless performance [15].
Figure 2 shows four typical RSSI traces for different
interference scenarios in our factory, as well as a Normal
scenario (Figure 2a) meaning that channel is relatively idle
and clear of interference. Sometimes there will be a mix of
different patterns of these four.
The RSSI pattern in Figure 2b is a waveform with a cycle
of 20ms, which means the energy pattern is periodic with a
frequency cycle around 50Hz. Figure 2c has a similar pattern,
only that the period is about 10ms, leading to a frequency
cycle of 100Hz.
Figure 2d is the RSSI pattern for pulse-shaped wireless
communication signals. In factories where there is very sparse
traffic, the pulse-like signal pulses are mostly from beacons
(Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, BLE, etc.), or sensor data transmitting measurement results. These energy peaks also exhibit a periodic
pattern (with a 60+ms period in the figure). We define this
pattern as the result of wireless communication signals.
III.

I NTERFERENCE C LASSIFICATION WITH D EEP
L EARNING

Traditional machine learning has been used in error diagnosis or interference source identification in the wireless
systems in literatures while the results are not so promising.
Deep learning may be utilized to automatically extract more
low-level and high-level features and has been used in complex
applications [16]. It normally requires large amount of training
data, which can be achievable by the high rate RSSI sampling.
The RSSI samples in a detection window (20ms) form an
N -element input vector. Since a sampling rate 95µs/sample is
used, N = 20ms/95µs ≈ 210. This N -element input vector
is passed to a deep learning classification model to generate
an M × 1 output vector. M represents the number of classes
defined. In this paper, M = 4 representing Normal and 3 types
of interference sources.
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(a) Normal

(b) Magnetron with 20ms cycle

(c) Magnetron with 10ms cycle

(d) Wireless communication signal

Figure 2. Typical RSSI traces of difference cases.

A. Auto-labeling
Training data is collected on a 24-hour basis in a factory.
Several days of data are used to formulate the training data set.
Before training, we need to prepare all the input vector data
composed of RSSI samples together with their labels. This is
specifically challenging since it is unfeasible to find out what is
actually happening over the air on a 24-hour basis. This paper
uses Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to automatically label the
training data to avoid human annotation.
Due to the fact that all interference patterns in our factory
are found to be periodic, the proposed automatic labeling
utilizes FFT to find the spectrum characteristics of the RSSI
samples. Magnetron patterns and wireless communication signal patterns are quite different in that wireless communication
signals cover a much shorter time period and are very easy to
be overwhelmed by magnetrons or other noises. It happens that
magnetrons mostly happen in daytime, since they come from
machine noises. We collect sample logs for several days and
nights and separate them into daytime training data and night
training data. Daytime training data are used to find magnetron
patterns and night training data are for wireless communication
signals.
Firstly, we use FFT to find the ideal patterns for magnetrons
and for normal state. We use daytime training data and label
selected data automatically by FFT method. In detail, the
sample log is divided into sample sequences of length NF
corresponding to a period of time TF . TF can be considered as
a hyper-window size (multiple of detection window size) used
for FFT algorithm. For each hyper-window, NF -point FFT is
applied to find the fundamental frequency. NF is large enough
to guarantee the frequency resolution but not too large to have
a mixed RSSI pattern in a hyper-window. In our experiments,
NF = 5250, so TF = NF × 95µs ≈ 500ms. Sampling frequency fs = 1/95µs = 10.526kHz. The frequency resolution
df = fs /NF = 2Hz.
We group these hyper-windows by their fundamental frequencies, and count the number of hyper-windows for each
group over these sample logs. The number of hyper-windows
for each fundamental frequency is given in Table I. Hyperwindows with DC (direct current) component (0Hz) as fundamental frequency indicate samples in these hyper-windows
represent a normal state, so these hyper-windows belong to
Normal. It is useful to choose fundamental frequencies (except
DC component) with obviously higher number of hyperwindows than others. It implies that the interfering magnetron
waveform has a cycle with the corresponding fundamental
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frequency. As a result, two fundamental frequencies (50Hz
and 100Hz) with the most numbers of hyper-windows are
selected, which exactly matches our observation on Figure 2b
and 2c. Note here 50Hz or 100Hz frequency means that the
interference is a waveform with 50Hz or 100Hz cycle (20ms
or 10ms period). The carrier frequency of the interference
source is the same as that of the sampler. We label hyperwindows with 50Hz fundamental frequency as Interference
#1 and hyper-windows with 100Hz fundamental frequency as
Interference #2. Other hyper-windows are unlabeled for now.
TABLE I. N UMBER OF HYPER - WINDOWS WITH LENGTH TF GROUPED BY
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY

Fund. freq. (Hz)
# hyper-windows
Fund. freq. (Hz)
# hyper-windows
Fund. freq. (Hz)
# hyper-windows
Fund. freq. (Hz)
# hyper-windows

0
11879
22
4
42
3
98
8

4
63
24
18
44
17
100
87

6
9
26
4
46
15
136
1

8
3
30
1
48
38
142
1

10
3
34
1
50
236
150
40

12
7
36
1
54
1
188
3

16
2
38
2
80
1
200
18

20
2
40
2
88
1
250
2

We break up each labeled hyper-window into multiple
(500ms/20ms = 25) detection windows and label each 20msdetection window using the same label of hyper-window it
belongs to. Now we have three types of labeled training data:
Normal, Interference #1 and Interference #2.
Secondly, we use FFT to find the ideal patterns for wireless
communication signals using night training data. Unlike the
magnetron, the pulse-like wireless communication signal only
covers very short time. Due to the background noise, the
energy of the signal pulse cannot be identified by directly using
FFT. To identify pulse-like wireless signal, a filter (Figure 3)
is used to filter out noises before using FFT.
In our experiments, RSSI THRESHOLD = -80dBm,
NOISE FLOOR = -108dBm.
The new filtered RSSI trace is used to do FFT and
automatic labeling. For each hyper-window with length TF0 ,
FFT is used to find the fundamental frequency. NF0 = 52500,
TF0 = NF0 × 95µs ≈ 5s and thus d0f = 0.2Hz. TF0 is larger
than TF since wireless communication signals normally have
a period longer than that of the magnetrons. The fundamental
frequencies are rounded down to the nearest integer and the
count of hyper-windows for each rounded-down fundamental
frequency over these sample logs is listed in Table II. Similarly,
one or more fundamental frequencies which have obviously
highest number of hyper-windows are selected. Hyper-window
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Input: A sequence of RSSI values: {rssi0 , rssi1 , ..., rssin−1 }
Output: New sequence of RSSI after filtering: {rssi f ilt0 ,
rssi f ilt1 , ..., rssi f iltn−1 }
1: for (i = 0; i < n; i + +) do
2:
if rssii < RSSI THRESHOLD then
3:
rssi f ilti = NOISE FLOOR
4:
else
5:
rssi f ilti = rssii
6:
end if
7: end for

Input: Labeled data (Xl , Yl ), unlabeled data Xu .
Output: CNN model f : X → Y
1: f ← train using (Xl , Yl )
2: for x ∈ Xu do
3:
Predict using y = f (x)
4:
if y! = N ormal then
5:
(Xl , Yl ) ← (Xl + x, Yl + y)
6:
f ← train using (Xl , Yl )
7:
end if
8: end for

Figure 3. Pseudo codes for RSSI filtering

Figure 4. Semi-supervised learning algorithm

with selected fundamental frequency means that the samples in
this hyper-window indicate the existence of a periodic, pulselike wireless signal. Frequency 15Hz (actually ranging from
15Hz to 16Hz) has the maximum number of hyper-windows,
which corresponds to the ˜64ms period signal shown in Figure
2d. These hyper-windows are labeled as Interference #3. Then
all the RSSI samples are replaced by their original pre-filter
values.

model using labeled data, then predict on unlabeled data and
get a classification output. After each prediction, we add the
wanted input-output pair to the labeled data to form a new set
of training data and then train again until all unlabeled data
are checked.

TABLE II. N UMBER OF HYPER - WINDOWS WITH LENGTH TF0 GROUPED BY

Slightly different from Figure 4, in real implementation,
unlabeled data are put into iteration in batches for higher
efficiency. A final deep model can be achieved in the end.
By using semi-supervised learning, the training data amount
has been increased from 70,000+ to 100,000+.

FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY

Fund. freq. (Hz)
# hyper-windows
Fund. freq. (Hz)
# hyper-windows

0
2548
12
18

5
874
13
15

6
139
14
7

7
38
15
2582

8
534
16
46

9
55
19
9

10
59
20
13

11
34
...
...

We split the labeled hyper-window with length TF0
into multiple prediction windows. Only the prediction
windows which have samples with value greater than
RSSI THRESHOLD are chosen and labeled as Interference
#3. We put these new labeled data into training data. Other
data are left unlabeled and will be used in later semi-supervised
learning.
Finally, this auto-labeling process results in the initial
training data, each in a length of a detection window, with
four different labels. It’s necessary to balance the amount of
training data for each class before training.
One may ask why not apply the same labeling technique
to the test samples without learning process. The main reason
for using deep learning is that FFT can only find the typical
patterns of these interference source. There are large number of
unlabeled data due to FFT resolution errors, non-ideal RSSI
patterns, or mixed scenarios in a hyper-window. These data
cannot be solved by using FFT alone. Besides, most labeled
data are actually Normal. Semi-supervised learning is used to
utilize larger amounts of unsupervised labels, specifically nonnormal labels to improve the accuracy.
B. Semi-supervised Learning
When auto-labeling is done, there are data left unlabeled.
To make use of unlabeled data for training as well, each
unlabeled hyper-window is partitioned into multiple windows
in 20ms. We use a conventional semi-supervised learning
algorithm – self-training – to learn the deep model [17]. The
basic procedure is shown in Figure 4. We first train a deep
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C. Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is used in the semisupervised deep learning since it is applicable to array data
where nearby values are correlated, and it greatly reduces number of parameters for deep networks. CNN performs feature
learning via non-linear transformations implemented as a series
of nested layers. The raw RSSI samples organized into data
vectors are pipelined as input for classification. Traditionally
CNN is used mostly for 2-dimensional inputs, such as in image
recognition. In our case we just use one dimension – a vector
– as input. This can be considered as a special case and the
other properties for the network remain the same.
The goal of deep learning or more generally, machine
learning is to find a mathematical function f , that defines the
relation between a set of inputs X, and a set of outputs Y, i.e.
f :X→Y

(1)

The inputs, X = [x1 , x2 , ..., xK ]T , present a number of
distinct data points, samples or observations, where K is
the sample size, while xi is a vector of N measurements
of features for the ith observation called a feature vector.
xi = [xi1 , xi2 , ..., xiN ]T , i = 1, ..., K. The outputs, y, are all
the outcomes, labels, or target values corresponding to the K
inputs xi , denoted by y = [y1 , y2 , ..., yK ]T . Then the observed
data consists of K input-output pairs, called the training data
or training set S.
We use three main types of layers to build CNN architectures: convolutional layer, pooling layer, and fully-connected
(FC) layer (exactly as seen in regular neural networks). After
investigation on relevant literatures and numerous experiments,
we have settled with LeNet model, a CNN with two convolutional layers [18]. The configurations for the network
architecture are given in Figure 5, with a 210-element vector
as input and a 4-class output. The last FC layer [4 × 1]
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Input: 210x1

the average computation speed will be even faster. Therefore,
the RSSI samples can be fed into the trained CNN model to
get the diagnosis result in realtime with a RPi.

11x1 convolution
Convolutional layer: 20x200x1

Convolutional layer: 40x80x1

2x1 pooling

2x1 pooling

Pooling layer:
20x100x1

30 fully-connected neurons

Pooling layer:
40x40x1

4 fully-connected
output layer (softmax)
Output: 4x1

21 x1 convolution
ReLU

ReLU

ReLU

Figure 5. CNN architecture.

will compute the class scores where each of the 4 numbers
corresponds to a class score, among the 4 types of classes.
The very last layer is a Softmax classifier, which computes
the posterior probability of each class label over 4 classes as
ez
yˆi = P4 i
j=1

ezj

, i = 1, ..., 4

(2)

That is, the scores zi computed at the output layer are
translated into probabilities.
A cost function, C, is calculated on the last fully-connected
layer that measures the difference between the estimated
probability vector, yˆi , and the index encoding of the true class
label, yi . The CNN parameters, Θ, are obtained by minimizing
the cost function on the training set {xi , yi }i∈S of size K,
X
min

C(ŷi , yi )

Θ

(3)

To evaluate proposed interference source identification
scheme, extensive experiments are conducted in a factory
for several days. Test data and training data are collected
at different time to reduce the dependency of the data. The
RPi is used as a sample data collector, as well as a predictor
during online test phase. This system basically only consists
of ‘listening’ radio devices, which do not interfere with the
current wireless communication system.
Due to security and other reasons, any change of the
operating machines or change of the wireless system in the
field is not allowed. This leads to the difficulty to obtain
the ground truth of the environment. Nevertheless we have
randomly picked some RSSI traces from different times and
checked with the prediction result using human’s knowledge,
and the detailed prediction results (%) are compared with
observed results in Table III. As introduced in Section III-A,
three types of interference sources are: Interference #1 –
magnetron with 50Hz frequency cycle, Interference #2 –
magnetron with 100Hz frequency cycle, Interference #3 –
wireless communication signal. Note that some RSSI patterns
are unidentifiable by humans, so there is an additional observed
class named Unknown.
TABLE III. T HE CONFUSION MATRIX OF IDENTIFIED CLASSES

where C(yˆi , yi ) ≡ − ln(yˆi [yi ]) is the negative log-likelihood
cost function. Note that yˆi [yi ] means the yi -th element of the
vector yˆi .
All the RSSI samples are normalized to range [-1, 1] as
CNN inputs. In the training process, stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) is used with backpropagation with a mini-batch size of
500 and a learning rate 0.1, as well as L2 regularization to
avoid overfitting.
One advantage of this framework is that our data inputs
for learning and testing do not need feature extraction as most
prior arts do. Feature extraction may have a chance to lose
some hidden features in the data. We use raw RSSI samples
as input so that all information is conveyed to deep learning.
IV.

R ESULTS

We have implemented the off-line training on a Linux
based server, and an online realtime detection system with a
RPi, a ZigBee sampler, and a GUI on a PC.
With regard to the implementation on the off-line training,
Python 2.7 in combination with computation library Theano
0.9 is utilized. The CNN is trained and validated on a high
computation platform with 24-core CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) E52620 v2 @ 2.10GHz, with 128GB RAM and the Cuda enabled
GPU Nvidia Tesla K80.
When the model is trained, the calculation for classifying
a test instance into one of the classes is very fast since each
test instance needs to be compared against the pre-computed
model. The computation time for a single test data is around
8ms on RPi. If test data are input to the classifier in batches
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Observed class

i∈S

Normal
Intf. #1
Intf. #2
Intf. #3
Unknown

Normal
100
0
1.3
15.8
25.5

Predicted
Intf. #1
0
100
16.4
10.5
16.4

class (%)
Intf. #2
0
0
82.3
0
58.2

Intf. #3
0
0
0
73.7
0

The predictions for selected time periods are plotted in
Figure 6 with each plot having a duration of about 12 minutes.
The ratio of outputs for each of the 4 classes is calculated every
10 seconds. Only ratios of non-Normal results are plotted in
colored bars. Predictions for different time periods from two
days are compared. In early morning (6:00∼6:12), the predictions of all interference types are low for both days. During
10:00∼10:27, probability of Interference #2 increases for some
time on both days. Around noon (12:30∼12:42), predictions
for Interference #1 become dominant and show a very high
probability for both days. In the afternoon (17:00∼17:12), the
predictions for interference decrease while the results for Day1
and Day2 are slightly different.
Generally, the magnetron cycle is a combination effect
of the machine model, AC (alternating current) power cycle, transformer type, switching type, inverter type, etc. This
prediction can help manage, locate, or mitigate interference
caused by magnetron leakage or wireless systems in deployment scenarios.
V.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we collect extensive sample data from a
factory to study the RSSI trace patterns which are sampled
by IEEE 802.15.4 nodes for different interference sources.
A semi-supervised deep learning utilizing RSSI samples is
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(a) Day1 06:00∼06:12

(b) Day1 10:15∼10:27

(c) Day1 12:30∼12:42

(d) Day1 17:00∼17:12

(e) Day2 06:00∼06:12

(f) Day2 10:00∼10:12

(g) Day2 12:30∼12:42

(h) Day2 17:00∼17:12

Figure 6. Selected predictions on factory data.

proposed to infer the interference type. Automatic labeling of
training data is achieved taking advantage of the periodicity
of the interference patterns. Sample collection and the classification algorithm are implemented on RPi 3 to monitor the
wireless channel condition in a realtime fashion. Compared
with the spectral data from a spectral analyzer, RSSI samples
on the working channel are much easier to obtain.

[2]

The training procedure has to be performed when used
in different environments and must be validated in the field to
become a viable option as a classifier. This interference source
identification scheme opens up numerous other possibilities.
There can be a dedicated device or it can be embedded in
a sensor to do external interference avoidance mechanisms
based on the input from the sampling. Finally, the classification
result of a channel is not only informative, but can be used
to adapt the transmit parameters. Thus, an interference-aware
communication protocol that adapts its parameters to the class
of interference is a potential application for this algorithm.
Further validation of these prediction results in a factory
deployment and how to utilize these results remain for our
future research.

[4]

[3]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
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Abstract—We have been studying on applying the named data
networking technology to mobile ad hoc networks. We suppose
a type of ad hoc networks that advertise versatile information in
public spaces such as shopping mall and museum. The proposed
approach is a hybrid one where a proactive routing is used in
the producer side network, and a reactive routing is used in the
consumer side network. The proactive routing here has a
feature that only the name prefix advertisement is focused on.
In the reactive routing, only the first Interest packet is flooded
and the corresponding Data packet creates a routing entry.
Although we reported some results of the performance
evaluation of the proposed method previously, they are still
insufficient. In this paper, we show the results of performance
evaluation focusing on the node moving in the consumer side
network. The results indicate that our proposal has little
overhead both for Interest packet transfer and routing control.
Keywords- Ad Hoc Network; Named Data Networking; Hybrid
Routing; Proactive Routing; Reactive Routing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the Information Centric Network (ICN) is
widely studied as a future Internet architecture well suited for
large scale content distribution. The Named Data Networking
(NDN) [1] is adopted widely as a platform for ICN research
activities. The fundamental concept in NDN is the name of
required content, not the address of hosts containing content.
A consumer requesting a content sends an Interest packet
containing the content name. A producer providing the
corresponding content data returns a Data packet to the
consumer. NDN routers transferring the Data packet cache
the packet for future redistribution.
Originally, NDN is designed for wired network topology,
but it can be effectively applied to wireless multi-hop ad hoc
network topology. In wireless ad hoc network, the routing
mechanism is more important research topic than wired fixed
network, because network nodes move around. In NDN, the
purpose of routing is how to construct Forwarding
Information Base (FIB) for name prefixes, which specifies the
correspondence between a name prefix and an interface called
face (or a neighbor identifier) to the content with this name
prefix.
In the previous papers, we proposed a new NDN ad hoc
routing scheme [2][3], which is targeting at ad hoc networks
providing various useful information in public spaces, such as
station, shopping mall and museum. Content providers
advertise helpful information for users, such as location map,
advertising catalog, and exhibition details. The proposed
scheme adopts a hybrid approach, which has the following
features. First, in the type of ad hoc networks we suppose, a
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content producer side has a stable network where producers
and intermediate routers are located in fixed positions. On the
other hand, consumers are mobile nodes which change their
locations quite often. Therefore, a proactive routing is
adopted in a producer side network, because of its in-advance
route setting, and a reactive routing is adopted in a consumer
side network, because of its flexibility for mobility. The
second is about the procedure of proactive routing. The NDN
proactive routing procedures proposed so far [4]-[8] are
focusing on advertising both the network topology and the
name prefix. On the other hand, the proactive routing adopted
in our proposal is focusing on just the name prefix
advertisement. The third is about the procedure of reactive
routing. The reactive routing of our proposal uses both FIB
and PIT. Although the first Interest packet for a specific name
prefix is flooded, the corresponding FIB entry is created by
the returning Data packet and the following Interest packets
for the name prefix are transferred by this FIB entry.
Although the basic idea was presented in our previous
papers, the performance evaluation results described in those
papers and another paper [9] are limited, because they only
provide rather simple theoretical analysis and do not evaluate
detailed behaviors of routing protocols.
This paper describes the detailed results of the
performance evaluation for the routing control and Interest
transfer overheads focusing on moving consumer side nodes.
The performance evaluation is conducted with ndnSIM [10],
a widely used NDN simulator implemented over the ns-3
network simulator [11]. The rest of this paper consists of the
following sections. Section 2 shows the related work on NDN
routing. Section 3 describes our NDN ad hoc routing protocol.
Section 4 shows the implementation of the proposed protocol
over ndnSIM and the results of the performance evaluation.
Section 5 concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK ON NDN ROUTING
There are several proposals on the routing in NDN. For
the wired NDN topology, the proposed named OSPFN [4] and
NSLR [5] are examples introduced in an early stage. Both of
them are based on the link state routing protocol, which
maintains and advertises link statuses between neighbors,
shares the topology information, and creates routing tables
from it. The protocol in [6] is a relatively new proposal based
on the link state routing considering multipath routing.
In the case of the NDN based wireless ad hoc network,
both the proactive and the reactive approaches are proposed
[12]. This trend is the same as the IP based ad hoc network.
MobileCCN [7] and TOP-CCN [8] are examples of the
proactive routing mechanism. MobileCCN can be said an
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NDN version of Routing Information Protocol (RIP) [13].
TOP-CCN is an NDN version of Optimized Link State
Routing (OLSR) [14]. On the other hand, E-CHANET [15]
and REMIF [16] are examples of reactive routing mechanism,
which are designed based on Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance
Vector routing (AODV) [17]. In these reactive routing
mechanisms, FIB is not used at all, but Interest packets are
flooded to find producers or cached Data packets. Only
Pending Interest Table (PIT) is used for forwarding Data
packets.
The proactive routing can create FIB responding to an upto-date network topology, but has some overhead of routing
control message exchange. On the contrary, the reactive
routing has no overhead of routing, but has some overhead of
Interest packet transfer.
III. HYBRID ROUTING PROTOCOL FOR NDN AD HOC
NETWORK
A. Overview of Proposed Routing Protocol
We have adopted the following design principles for our
hybrid NDN based routing mechanism.
 As described above, we divide a whole NDN network
into the producer side and the consumer side. In the
producer side, NDN nodes including producers and
intermediate routers have their location fixed. So, a
proactive routing mechanism is introduced in this part.
On the other hand, the consumer side includes mobile
nodes working as consumers or intermediate routers.
Those nodes move around and the network
configuration often changes. In this part, a reactive
routing mechanism is introduced.
 For the producer side, our proactive routing focuses
only on name prefix advertisement. It constructs a
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) starting from each
producer. An FIB entry for a specific name prefix is
given by pointing upstream nodes traversing the
corresponding DAG in a reverse direction. If there are
more than one upstream nodes, both of them are
registered in the entry and used for multipath
forwarding [18].
 In order to create a DAG for a specific name prefix,
the corresponding producer issues a Name Prefix
Announcement Request (NPAreq) packet. It is
broadcasted, and if any receiving NDN nodes are on
the corresponding DAG, they return a Name Prefix
Announcement Reply (NPArep) packet by unicast.
 As for the consumer side, NDN nodes do not use any
control packets for routing. Instead, the FIB entry is
created by the first Interest packet for a name prefix.
The first Interest packet is flooded throughout the
consumer side, and after it reaches some node in the
producer side, this Interest packet is transferred to the
producer. When the corresponding Data packet
returned, a temporary FIB entry is created at the nodes
in consumer side. For the following Interest packets
for the same name prefix, this FIB entry is used.

B. Communication Sequence of Proposed Protocol
Figure 1 shows an example of communication sequence of
the proposed protocol focusing on the consumer side behavior.
Figure 1(a) is an example network, where the producer side
nodes construct a DAG whose root is producer node 2. As
shown in Figure 1(b), when consumer node p starts the content
retrieval for name prefix name, the first Interest packet is
flooded among the consumer side nodes. The Interest packet
arriving at node 6 is transferred according to the DAG, via
node 5 to node 2. When the corresponding Data packet returns,
the corresponding FIB entry is created at nodes q and p. The
following Interest packets will be transferred using these FIB
entries.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we describe the results of performance
evaluation using the ndnSIM simulator version 1.0.
A. Simulation conditions
Figure 2 shows the network configuration used in the
simulation. In the fields of 300 m by 200 m, four producer
side nodes are located in a grid configuration with 100 m
distance. The location of these nodes are fixed through a
simulation. In addition, ten consumer side nodes are deployed
1

2

3 nodes 1-6: producer side
nodes p-r: consumer side
q

4

5

6

p
r

(a) example network
2

5

6

q

r

p

Interest (name/001)
Interest (name/001)
ignore
Interest (name/001)

ignore

Interest (name/001)
Interest (name/001)

ignore

Data (name/001)
Data (name/001)
Data (name/001)
name, node:6
Data (name/001)
name, node:q
Interest (name/002)
Interest (name/002)
Interest (name/002)
Interest (name/002)
Data (name/002)
Data (name/002)
Data (name/002)
Data (name/002)
(b) communication sequence

Figure 1. Example of communication sequence.
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uses the IP based routing in intermediate nodes as shown in
our previous paper [19], and even if all consumers request the
same content, the Data packet caching is not effective. So,
when the same content is used, OLSR based NDN can be used
to estimate an IP based ad hoc network.
The following describe the details of the implementation
of three evaluated methods.

Producer side nodes
0
Consumer side nodes

50

100

150

200
0

100

200

300

Figure 2. Network configuration for simulation.
TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS.

randomly with the center of (200, 100). These nodes move
around according to a random walk model. All nodes
communicate with each other through ad hoc mode IEEE
802.11a protocol.
The details of simulation condition are given in Table I.
As for the radio propagation, we used a setting used
commonly in the ns-3 simulator. The data rate in IEEE
802.11a is 24 Mbps constant. The consumer side nodes move
around according to the 2 dimensional random walk model
with the constant mobility speed, where nodes change their
direction at every 2 second. We adopted the mobility speed
of 40 m/s, 20 m/s, and 10 m/s. Those values are large as a
moving speed of human, but they are adopted for changing the
wireless connection during a 15 second simulation run.
Among the producer side nodes, the node located at the
position (0, 0) works as a producer. As for the consumer side,
two, four, six, or eight nodes work as consumers requesting
different content or the same content. If each consumer
requests different content, the Data packet caching is not
effective in the simulation. If the same content is used for all
consumers, the caching will be used effectively.
B. Evaluated methods and their implementation details
The methods evaluated in this paper are the proposed
method, REMIF (simplified version), and NDN over UDP/IP
ad hoc network with OLSR routing (OLSR based NDN).
OLSR based NDN is used in order to estimate the
performance of TOP-CCN, because the exchange of Hello and
TC (Topology Control) messages corresponds to that of CA
packets in TOP-CCN. On the other hand, OLSR based NDN
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(1) REMIF
FIB is not specified, and Interest packets are always
transferred with the destination address set to broadcast MAC
address (“ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff”). On the other hand, PIT is used for
returning Data packets to consumers. When a new Interest
packet is received, the incoming face and the source MAC
address of the Interest packet is stored in a new PIT entry.
Since it is possible that the identical Interest packet is received
via a different path, the duplication is detected by the Interest
nonce stored in this PIT entry. A retransmitted Interest packet
from a consumer contains the same nonce as the original
Interest packet. In order to handle retransmitted Interest
packets properly, a PIT entry for which a Data packet is not
returned needs to be discarded when its lifetime expires. The
lifetime of a PIT entry is set to the lifetime of Interest packet,
500 msec in this evaluation.
Since REMIF uses the broadcast in transmitting Interest
packets, we observed a mis-ordering problem. The details are
described in our previous papers [9][19]. In order to avoid this
problem, we took the following way. In the PIT handling in
the ForwardingStrategy class, when a Data packet is received,
the records for incoming faces and outgoing faces are cleared,
and then the PIT entry is erased by setting the PIT entry
pruning timer. In the default, this value is set to 0 and the PIT
entry is removed instantly. In this evaluation, we set this timer
value to 50 msec. This means that our implementation ignores
duplicate Interest packets received during 50 msec from the
Data packet handling.
(2) Proposed method
In the performance evaluation here, we focus on the
protocol behavior and the routing overhead when consumer
side nodes move around. So, as for the routing protocols for
producer side nodes, we set the FIB by hand before simulation
runs start.
We implemented the FIB handling behavior in consumer
side nodes by extending the REMIF program described above.
At first, when a consumer side node receives an Interest
packet, it looks for an FIB entry matching the name prefix
included in the Interest packet. If there are no entries, it
creates a new entry for the name prefix with the default face
and the broadcast MAC address. A consumer side node
transmits s the received Interest packet according to the
corresponding FIB entry.
When a consumer side node receives a Data packet, it
registers the face from which the packet is received and the
source MAC address of the data frame containing the Data
packet in the corresponding FIB entry, if the MAC address in
the entry is the broadcast MAC address.
When the network configuration of consumer side nodes
changes, the FIB needs to be reconstructed. We implemented
this mechanism in the following way.
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 In order to detect the route change in consumer side
nodes, we use the PIT entry pruning timer described
above. When this timer is expired, the incoming and
outgoing faces in the PIT entry examined. If they
remain in the entry, we can decide that the Data packet
corresponding to an Interest packet is not returned.
These checks are executed in the PIT related class (the
PitImpl class, specifically).
 If this timeout occurs consecutively (three times in our
implementation), we decide that the route change
occurs. Then, the outgoing face in the PIT entry is
checked and, if the outgoing face has a unicast MAC
address, the routine for clearing FIB entry in the
ForwardingStrategy class is called.
 In the clearing FIB entry routine, the MAC address is
set to the broadcast MAC address.
(3) OLSR based NDN
The OLSR based NDN method is implemented the
approach using the TCP/IP protocol stack under NDN. We
can use the OlsrHelper class supported in the ns-3 simulator
and the IpFaceHelper supported in the ndnSIM simulator. It
should be noted that the calling of “Bing()” in the
“CreateOrGetUdpFace()” method in the IpFaceStack class
needs to be commented out, in ndnSIM version 1.0.
C. Evaluation results
(1) Overview
We conducted three kinds of performance evaluation. The
first is that using two consumers by changing the mobility
speed. The second is that changing the number of consumers
from two to eight with 20 m/s mobility speed. In these
evaluations, individual consumers retrieve their own content,
that is, no cache mechanisms are used. The third one is that
where all consumers request the same content. In this case,
cache mechanism is effective for REMIF and the proposed
method. The conditions of the third evaluation is similar with
that of the second evaluation.
In the evaluation for REMIF and the proposed method, we
evaluated the following features, by changing the mobility
speed of consumer side nodes or the number of consumers:
 the total number of Interest packets originated from
consumers,
 the total number of Interest packets actually sent from
consumers (including retransmissions),
 the total number of Data packets consumers received,
 the total number of forwarded Interest packets by all
nodes, and
 the total number of forwarded Data packets by all
nodes.
In the evaluation for OLSR based NDN, we evaluated the
following features:
 the total number of Interest packets originated from
consumers,
 the total number of Interest packets actually sent from
consumers (including retransmissions),
 the total number of Data packets consumers received,
and
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 the total number of Hello and TC messages used in
OLSR.
As for the sending interval of Hello and TC messages, we
selected 0.5 sec and 1 sec, respectively. In order to establish
routing information in the evaluation of OLSR based NDN,
we introduce 5 second period before starting the content
retrieval. In other word, simulation runs for OLSR based
NDN take 20 seconds, consisting of 5 seconds for routing
information setting, 10 seconds for Interest packet origination,
and 5 seconds for timeout retransmission.
(2) Results of evaluation by changing mobility speed
Figures 3 through 5 show the results of the first
performance evaluation. In the following figures, we
normalize the number of packets by the total number of
Interest packets originated from consumers. By adopting this
normalization, the number of Data packet received by
consumers shows the data delivery ratio.
Figure 3 shows the total numbers of Interest and Data
packets that consumers sent and received actually. The
number of Interest packets is one through four times of that of
the original Interest packets. The three methods have a similar
tendency. Similarly, the number of Data packets that
consumers received, i.e., the data delivery ratio, is 1 except the
case of OLSR based NDN with 40 m/s speed, in which case
the value is 0.99. With the 5 second retransition period,
almost all Interest packets are satisfied by the corresponding
Data packets.
Figure 4 shows the numbers of Interest and Data packets
forwarded by all nodes in the network. Except the Interest
packets in REMIF, the numbers are several times of the
original Interest packets. The number of forwarded Interest
packets in REMIF is more than twenty times of that of the
original Interest packets.
Figure 5 shows the overhead of OLSR, i.e., the numbers
of Hello and TC messages during the Interest origination and
retransmission period. From this result, it can be said that the
overhead of OLSR routing messages is not very large.
Those results with two consumers show that although the
number of forwarded Interest packets in REMIF is large, the
data delivery rate is high for three methods, and that the
mobility speed examined here does not affect the performance
so much.
(3) Results of evaluation by changing number of consumers
Figures 6 and 7 show the results of the second
performance evaluation. Here, we changed the number of
consumers, which request their own content, from two to eight.
The mobility speed is set to 20 m/s. It should be noted that
the vertical axis is logarithmic in those graphs.
Figure 6 shows the total numbers of Interest and Data
packets that consumers sent and received actually. The
proposed method and OLSR based NDN have a similar
tendency, but the data delivery ratio is high for the proposed
method. When there are eight consumers, the ratio of the
proposed method is 0.85 and that of OLSR based NDN is 0.52.
On the other hand, the performance of REMIF is worse than
the others. In the case of eight consumers, the number of
Interest packets actually sent by consumers goes to as high as
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Figure 3. Numbers of Interest packets actually sent from consumers and
Data packets received by consumers (normalized by originated Interests;
changing mobility speed).
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Figure 5. Numbers of OLSR Hello and TC messages (normalized by
originated Interests; changing mobility speed).

32.7 times that of original Interest packets, and the data
delivery ratio goes down to 0.27.
Figure 7, giving the total numbers of Interest and Data
packets forwarded through the network, shows similar results.
In the case of eight consumers, the total number of forwarded
Interest packet is 242 times of the number of original Interest
packets. The proposed method and OLSR based NDN also
give similar tendency in this figure.
From the results with changing the number of consumers,
it can be said that the performance of REMIF is worse than
the others according to the increase of consumers requesting
different content. It should be noted that the REMIF used in
this paper is a simplified version, which does not include the
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(4) Results of evaluation with Data packet caching
Figures 8 and 9 show the results of the third performance
evaluation. Here, all consumers request the identical content,
and therefore the Data packet cache is expected to work
effectively. The cache size of each node is 1,000 packets and
the other conditions are the same as in the second evaluation.
As described in Section 4, the caching does not work in OLSR
based NDN, and so, it indicates the performance of IP based
ad hoc network in this evaluation.
Figure 8 shows the total numbers of Interest and Data
packets that consumers sent and received actually. In this
figure, the results of the proposed method and REMIF
changed largely compared with Figure 6. The number of
actually sent Interest packets is up to around twice of the
original Interest packets. That of REMIF becomes less than
10 % of Figure 6 in the case of eight consumers. The data
delivery ratio of the proposed method and REMIF is 1 through
this evaluation. On the other hand, the result of OLSR based
NDN is similar with that shown in Figure 6. In the case of
eight consumers, the data delivery ratio is 0.59.
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5

Interest (Proposed)
Interest (REMIF)
Interest (OLSR)

of OLSR based NDN supposing TOP-CCN. Thirdly, when
the Data packet caching works effectively, the performance of
the proposed method and REMIF is improved largely. The
OLSR based NDN, which does not use the caching and
therefore emulates IP based ad hoc network, has poor data
delivery ratio than NDN based method. So, it can be said that
the data caching is effective.
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Data (OLSR)
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Abstract—The sophisticated internal communication of the
autonomous vehicle together with the various external
communications will greatly increase the attack surface and
widely open the door for even more security threats as
compared to the non-autonomous vehicle. This requires
further strict security measures and protection. This paper
attempts to secure the communications within the Perception
System. It aims to protect both the Environment and Location
Perception modules.
Both symmetric and asymmetric
cryptography will be used depending on the size of the
exchanged messages. Cryptographic protocols will be
provided.
Keywords— Autonomous vehicle; Cryptography; Perception
system security; Security protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicle accident statistics showed about six million
average car accidents per year occurring in the United States
[1]. Those that resulted in death were caused by driver’s
faults, such as alcohol drinking (40 %), speeding (30 %) and
reckless driving (33 %). According to the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), the financial cost
of crashes reached 242 billion dollars in 2010 [2]. For this
reason, scientists nowadays are more oriented towards how
to minimize the role of the driver. As a result, it should be
no surprise that the autonomous vehicle idea became a
reality. The autonomous vehicles are divided into five levels
of autonomy ranging from level 1 (low level driver
assistance) to level 5 (full automation) [3]. The autonomous
vehicle provides various benefits including reduced human
stress, improved productivity and mobility, traffic safety,
and reduced accidents costs [4]. In 2007, about six
autonomous vehicles (level 3) completed 90 Km test drives
[5]. The improvements resulting from these tests will
definitely contribute to having even more autonomous
vehicles on the roads during the years to come.
Autonomous vehicles are anticipated to provide safer
transportation with well-planned techniques to avoid these
large numbers of accidents. Undoubtedly, they will improve
human safety and reduce the accident costs. The way that
the autonomous vehicle functions could be compared to the
way humans analyse the environmental signals. In other
words, humans possess an action-perception reaction to the
environment. This process is handled by three systems: the
perception system (sensing the environment), the cognition
system (analysing the data and making decisions) and
finally the action system (implementing the decisions
resulted from the cognitive system) [6]. An autonomous
vehicle is supposed to function in a similar pattern.
The work of the autonomous vehicle is basically
dependent on three technologies: the embedded processors,
the sensors, and the communication systems [7]. The
communication technologies can be categorized into interand intra-vehicle. The first category allows for outside com-
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munications and the second is defined by different
communication techniques allowing data transmission
within the vehicle [8]. These increased levels of
communications of the autonomous vehicle make it more
vulnerable to security attacks [9].
In the past, vehicles were initially made to be isolated
mechanical devices [10]. This means that the attacks were
targeted to a specific vehicle because every vehicle was
operating independently. However, with the introduction of
connected and autonomous vehicles, inter-vehicle
communication increases the risk over multiple vehicles.
Hence, part of autonomous vehicle safety relies in providing
deterministic techniques to improve cybersecurity and
prevent cyber-attacks. Physical safety is the other part of the
autonomous vehicle’s security which ensures that
pedestrians and people in the vehicle are safe [11]. This is
achieved through well-designed navigation algorithms.
The use of various processors and networks by
autonomous vehicles opened the door wide for several
possible
vulnerabilities.
These
include
spoofing,
sender/receiver related errors, segmented network related
errors, and communication corruption [12] – [15].
Weaknesses of the Control Area Network (CAN), such as
the susceptibility to Denial of Service attacks (DoS), and the
absence of authentication, contribute to the majority of these
vulnerabilities. To avoid security attacks based on these
vulnerabilities, security requirements should have been
enforced prior to the actual design of these vehicles [16].
Message encryption techniques alone do not impose data
integrity and confidentiality [17]. To help with the
protection efforts, researchers have introduced a number of
tools to enrich the security of data transmission in both
inter-vehicle and intra-vehicle communications [18]. To this
end, Schlatowe et al. [19] suggested relying on trust
management and control. In a similar fashion, the use of
polices to govern the access to these resources was proposed
in [20]. Further attempts to enrich the security of the
autonomous vehicles included relying on the tamper proof
microkernel, proxy, and network stack to augment the
security of the vehicle networks [21]. Others suggested
adding more sensors to the autonomous vehicle to monitor
the chips’ performance to provide integrity and availability
[22].
As detailed in Section II, the autonomous vehicle relies
on three major components: Perception, Planning and
Control Systems. This paper aims at securing the Location
and Environment Perception subsystems of the Perception
System. Both symmetric and asymmetric cryptography will
be employed. The proposed security protocols will be
discussed. The reminder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II briefly presents an overview of the autonomous
vehicle. Section III introduces the proposed Perception
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System Security (PSS), and Section IV gives the security
requirements of the proposed protocol. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section V.
II. AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE OVERVIEW
Autonomous vehicles are intended to transport
passengers to their destinations without any human
interference. The function of an autonomous vehicle is
modelled by three major systems: Perception, Planning and
Control [8] [23]-[26]. These components are illustrated in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Major Systems of an Autonomous Vehicle.

Figure 2. Architecture of the Perception System of Autonomous Vehicle.
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The Perception System consists of the Localization and
Environmental Perception Subsystems. The Environment
Perception Subsystem collects information from the external
environment to pilot the detection and identification of the
vehicle surroundings. Its function is aided by four types of
smart sensors: Camera, Light Detection and Ranging Device
(LIDAR), Radio Detection and Ranging Device (Radar),
and Ultrasound. Cameras execute detections of lane lines
marking, road surface, and on-road objects. The LIDAR
constructs a map of the environment to discover obstacles,
and the Radar employs radio waves to detect obstacles.
Together, LIDAR and Radar grant more accurate
positioning of the obstacles on the road than each
functioning alone. The Ultrasound Sensor perceives objects
through ultrasound acoustic waves. The main purpose of the
Perception Module is to blend data coming from the four
sensors and prepare them for the next phase [24] [26].
The Localization Subsystem is in charge of determining
the autonomous vehicle's position and planning the global
path to the destination. An autonomous vehicle's location
can be relative, absolute, or hybrid [23]. Relative location
represents the location of the autonomous vehicle in relative
to its initial position and the absolute location is determined
by the Global Positioning System (GPS). The hybrid
location refers to the combination of both relative and
absolute locations for a more accurate position
determination. This is the technique currently pursued in
autonomous vehicles testing [23]. Once the hybrid location
is identified by the Location Module, the Map Matching
Module intermixes it with High Definition Mapping (HD).
The HD map is a high resolution map [27] acting as a
storage space within the Location Subsystem that saves
various types of information including information about
roads, traffic conditions, and traffic signs. This map is
updated constantly by the manufacturers. Note that this
reliance on high accurate maps stems from the fact that an
autonomous vehicle operates precisely in 3D space [28].
The final step in the Localization Subsystem is carrying out
global planning to the vehicle’s final destination. The
architecture of the overall perception system is illustrated in
Figure 2.
The Planning System employs artificial intelligence to
merge and analyse the data from the Environmental
Perception Subsystem, Location Subsystem and the outer
environment. It is similar to the way the cognitive system of
human beings functions. Planning is divided into three
stages: Mission Planning, Behavioural Planning, and
Motion Planning. The mission planning is accomplished by
implementing a search over the roads network connectivity.
Behavioural planning deals with the behaviour of the
autonomous vehicle based on road signs and traffic
conditions, and the motion planning stamps the most
important role that artificial intelligence plays in studying
the local positioning and making decisions on driving the
autonomous vehicle [26]. The control system of the
autonomous vehicle receives decisions made by the
planning system and implements them through many
Electronic Control Units (ECUs) [8] [23]. An overall
architecture of the autonomous vehicle is presented in
Figure 3.
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A. Localization Subsystem Communication
The communications between the modules in the
Localization Subsystem of the Perception System (LSPS)
are unidirectional (one-way communication). These include
communication between GPS/IMU modules and the
Location Module (LM), communication between the
Location Module (LM) and the Map Matching Module
(MMM), and communication between the Map Matching
Module (MMM) and the Global Path Module (GPM).

Figure 3. Overall Internal Architecture of Autonomous Vehicle.

III. PROPOSED PSS SECURITY APPROACH
The proposed security protocol will handle the
communication between the components of the perception
system in the autonomous vehicle. The perception system is
made up of two subsystems: Location Subsystem and
Environment Perception Subsystem. The parties involved in
this protocol and the notations used are illustrated in Tables
I and II. As mentioned above, the Environment Perception
Subsystem includes the Camera, LIDAR, Radar, and
Ultrasound sensors.
TABLE I. COMMUNICATION PARTIES
Party

Meaning

Si
GPS
IMU
iPM
MMM
LM

Environment Perception Sensors
Global Positioning System Module
Inertial Measurement Unit
Front/ Surround Perception Module
Map matching Module
Location Module

TABLE II. NOTATION USED IN PROTOCOLS
Party

Meaning

PUS, PRS
PUR, PRR
PUS-old, PRS-old
PUR-old, PRR-old
KOld
K
KSn
KSn-old
H
MAC
KMAC
E
D
TSi, where i=1 to 5
Ni
Mi
C

Public and private keys of sender
Public and private keys of receiver
Old public/private key of sender
Old public/private key of receiver
Old symmetric master key
Master key (symmetric)
Session key (symmetric)
Old session key (symmetric)
Hash
Message Authentication Code
MAC key
Encryption
Decryption
Time stamps
Nonce generated by sensor i
Message generated by sensor i
Cipher text
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In the GPS/IMU and LM communication, the GPS
module sends the coordinates of the autonomous vehicle,
known as GPS coordinates, to the Location Module. GPS
coordinates represent unique identification of the location of
the vehicle. They are expressed as a combination of latitude
and longitude. GPS coordinates embody the absolute
location of the autonomous vehicle. The IMU unit sends the
velocity, altitude and the position of the vehicle. However,
these represent the relative location of the autonomous
vehicle. The LM will then calculate the hybrid location of
the autonomous vehicle, which is the most accurate location
based on the absolute and the relative locations. LM sends
this hybrid location to the MMM. The MMM will match the
location of the autonomous vehicle with the electronic map
EM data. This matched location is sent to the GPM. The
GPM is responsible for planning the global path from the
starting point to the destination point. Hence, the message
transmitted within the above three communications is
converted into the real-time location of the autonomous
vehicle. Table III lists the different types of messages that
are exchanged between various components of the Location
Subsystem in the Perception System. The exchanged
messages, as represented in Table III, are small. This
justifies the use of asymmetric encryption. In other words,
since these messages are small, the communications within
the Location Subsystem lead themselves efficiently to
public key cryptography.
TABLE III. MESSAGES WITHIN LOCALIZATION SYSTEM
Operation

Message Type

GPS to LM
IMU to LM
LM to MMM
MMM to GPM

GPS coordinates (Absolute location)
Altitude, Velocity (Relative location)
Hybrid location
Hybrid location

Since the approach is similar for all of the above
communications, this protocol will adopt S for sender and R
for receiver. If LM is sending data to MMM, S is LM, and R
is MMM, and if MMM is sending data to GPM, S is MMM,
and R is GPM. The details of this protocol are presented
below.
1) Initialization and Key Distribution Stage
Each component in the Location Subsystem has its own
built-in public and private keys. In addition, components
also have built-in public keys of the receivers. To clarify this,
Figure 4 depicts the initialization phase once the vehicle
starts. The built-in keys will be referred to as old keys
because they will be replaced immediately with fresh new
keys for security purposes. Therefore, ‘old” will be added to
suffix to denote that.
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public key. Note that time stamp is used because S and R are
synchronized.
S  R: E (PUR-old, E (PRS-old, N2|| PUS || H(PUS)||TS1)) (5)
The receiver decrypts the received message with its
private key. It then decrypts it with the sender’s public key.
R then verifies the hash, ensure the time of the message is
still valid, and extracts the sender’s new public key (PUS).
The receiver follows the same procedure as the sender did to
create its public (PUR) and private (PRR) and sends its new
public key (PUR) to the sender. It uses new time stamp TS2.
R  S: E (PUS, E (PRR-old, N1 || PUR|| H(PUR) ||TS2))

(6)

The sender follows similar decryption steps to extract the
receiver’s new public key (PUR).
2) LSPS Message Exchange
The sender first encrypts a message (Table III) with the
receiver’s public key and applies the hash function to the
resulting message. Then, it encrypts it with its private key.
S  R: E (PUR, E (PRS, M || H(M) ||TS3)))

Figure 4. Initialization Stage of LSPS

The sender first generates a random number N1,
concatenates it with the ID of the receiver and its ID,
encrypts the concatenated message with the built-in private
key and then with the receiver’s public key. This represents
a request for communication. Note that || stands for
concatenation.
S R: E (PUR-old, E (PRS-old, N1||IDS || IDR))
Let X= E (PUR-old, E (PRS-old, N1||IDS || IDR))

(1)
(2)

The receiver decrypts X with its private key. It then
decrypts the resulting message with the sender’s public key.
This is done to extract the nonce N1.
R: D (PUS-old, D (PRR-old, X)) = N1 || IDS || IDR

(3)

The receiver generates its random number N2 and
concatenates it with N1, IDS, and IDR. The resulting message
is encrypted with its private key, then with the sender’s
public key to confirm the request received.
R  S: E (PUS-old, E (PRR-old, N1 ||N2||IDS || IDR))

(4)

Upon receiving the message, the sender decrypts it with its
private key. The resulting message is then decrypted with
the receiver’s public key to get the concatenated nonce. The
sender extracts the second nonce N2 and generates its new
public key (PUS) and private key (PRS). Furthermore, it
concatenates the public key, hash of the public key, the time
stamp TS1, and the nonce N2. The concatenated message is
encrypted with its private key and then with the receiver’s
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(7)

The receiver, R, decrypts the received message with its
private key. What is left from the original message is then
decrypted with the sender’s public key. The receiver, R,
verifies the hash and the time, and extracts the message M.
M could be the absolute location, relative location or hybrid
location of the autonomous vehicle.
3) LSPS Keys Update
After exchanging a fixed number of messages or after a
certain time, both parties will update their keys in a fashion
similar to (1) above. The current key will be the old key.
B. Environment Perception Subsystem Communication
The protocol for the Environment Perception Subsystem
of the Perception System (EPSPS) below is applied to the
messages sent by perception sensors (Camera, LIDAR,
Radar and Ultrasound) to the Perception Modules. There are
two types of perception modules: Front Perception Module
(FPM) and Surround Perception Module (SPM). The
encryption details will be similar for both. For this reason,
iPM will be used to refer to both.
The type of messages that are transmitted within the
Environment Perception Subsystem depends on the smart
sensor (LIDAR, Radar, Ultrasound or Camera) that sends
the message. Table IV identifies the messages transmitted
within this subsystem.
TABLE IV. MESSAGES WITHIN ENVIRONMENT PERCEPTION
Source

Message Type

Camera
LIDAR, Radar, US

Images
Vector of Distances to Obstacles
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Since these messages are large, the communications
within the Environment Perception Subsystem demands
symmetric
encryption.
The
protocol
for
these
communications is as follows.
1) Initialization Stage
The components of the Environment Perception
Subsystem have built-in master keys. They are preinstalled
at manufacturing time. This means that the Front and
Surround Perception Modules will have N built-in master
keys, where N is the number of smart sensors connected to
the Perception Module, whether front or surround
perception module. Once the system becomes in service, the
master keys need to be updated and the session keys need to
be generated.
2) Master Key Management
The approach begins with a handshake procedure followed
by key exchange. The detailed steps are represented in
Figure 5.
Each smart sensor generates a nonce, N1. This nonce with
IDSi and IDiPM are encrypted with the old master key and
sent to the corresponding perception module. Note that,
initially, the old master key is the built in key. Once the new
keys are created, the current keys will be old.
Si  iPM: E (Kold, N1|| IDSi||IDiPM)

(8)

The iPM confirms the request for communication. It
generates another nonce, N2, and concatenates it with N1.
The resulting value is encrypted with its master key.

iPM  Si: E (Kold, N1|| N2|| IDSi||IDiPM)

(9)

The smart sensor extracts the second nonce by decrypting
the received message with the old master key. iPM then
generates a new master key and concatenates it with the
hash of this key, its nonce, N2, and a time stamp. The
resulting expression is encrypted its old master key.
iPM  Si: E (Kold, K|| H(K) || N2 || TS3|| IDSi || IDiPM)

(10)

The smart sensor decrypts the received message with the
old master key, verifies the hash and time, and then extracts
the new master key. The master key is changed periodically.
3) Session Key Generation
Once the master key is generated, the Perception Modules
(whether front or surround) will generate the session key,
concatenate it with its hash and time stamp, all encrypted
with the old session key. The resulting message is encrypted
with the master key.
iPM  Si: E (K, E (KSn-old, KSn|| H(KSn) ||TS4))

(11)

The message is decrypted by the smart sensor using the
master key. The resulting message is decrypted using the
current session key. Having done that, the smart sensor then
verifies the hash and extracts the new session key. The iPM
then generates the MAC key, KMAC.
4) EPSPS Message Exchange
The smart sensor generates the MAC of the message. It
then concatenates the message, MAC of the message and the
timestamp. The resulting message is encrypted with the
session key and sent to the Perception Module.
X = E (KSn, Mi || MAC (KMAC, Mi) || TS5|| IDSi || IDiPM) (12)
Si  iPM: X
(13)
The received message (cipher text C) is decrypted using
KS. The result of this decryption represents the
concatenation of the message, Mi, and its MAC, timestamp,
IDSi, and IDiPM. The time stamp is checked to ensure that the
message is current. The IDs are verified and the MAC of the
message Mi is found and compared to the received MAC. If
they are the same, the message will be considered by the
Perception Module.
IV. AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

Figure 5. Initialization Stage of EPSPS
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Within the LSPS, the message integrity is ensured through
hashing the message. The hash typically provides integrity
of the exchanged data. If the data is changed by even one bit,
the hash will be invalid. This makes it hard for an attacker to
disturb the data. To ensure that only the receiver will
recover the exchanged message, messages are encrypted by
the public key of the receiver to achieve confidentiality so
that no one except the receiver can decrypt it. Message
authentication is ensured by encrypting the overall result
with the sender’s private key. This authenticates the sender.
For the EPSPS, the message integrity and the
authentication are enforced by applying the message
authentication code. The use of the MAC confirms that the
message received is coming from the sender without being
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modified [20]. Through this part of the protocol, symmetric
key encryption guarantees the confidentiality of the message
since no one, but the sender and receiver, know the
symmetric key used within each session. Moreover, the use
of the master key enhances the security level.
V. CONCLUSION
Autonomous vehicles are no more just ideas but are
finding their way to implementation. The autonomous
vehicle should be secured so that people can trust the use of
these technologies. The autonomous vehicle is considered
part of the Internet of Things (IoT). It works in a similar way
to the human being, but with much more focus. Enforcing
the security of the Perception System of the autonomous
vehicle was the focus of this paper. Both Environmental
Perception and Localization Subsystems were protected via
cryptographical protocols to secure the data transmission
within both subsystems of the perception system. The first
subsystem, the Localization Module, consisted of short
messages that caused the employment of public key
cryptography, while the long messages of the Environment
Perception Module necessitated private key cryptography.
This work concentrated on the security of the Perception
System. Future work will include securing the Planning and
Control Systems in addition to securing the communication
between the three systems.
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Abstract—The worldwide broadband demand is increasing.
However, often the research regards the demand for a better
broadband availability and higher broadband connection
speeds on the base of residential broadband demand, whereas
the need for higher bandwidths and estimation of the
broadband performance of enterprises are mostly
unconsidered. Since only a few market analyses explicitly
include the broadband requirements of companies, these
requirements have been given little attention in Germany up to
now. To deepen the research-based knowledge about the needs
of enterprises regarding the usage of broadband connections, a
survey of enterprises in Germany (with focus on the RheinMain area) has been performed. Based on the analysis, the
broadband performance, which are available for enterprises,
with special regard of the received broadband connection
speeds and the price-performance ratio, this study, shows that
the satisfaction of companies depends in particular on the
extent to which broadband access covers their future needs and
less on the current situation.

the performance of their current broadband access and if the
performance will be sufficient for the future by satisfying
the enterprise needs regarding the different kinds of
business purposes and activities.
Therefore, the paper is structured as follows. After the
introduction, the second section covers the literature review.
Here, the first subsection contains an in-depth definition of
broadband. The second subsection of the literature review
regards the challenges by the consideration of the enterprise
broadband demand. The following subsection compromises
the conceptual model and the set hypotheses. Based on the
structure of these three subsections, the next section presents
the methodology and research approach of the study.
Section 4 contains the data analysis and the main results of
the survey. In the fifth section, the results will be briefly
discussed.

Keywords-enterprise broadband demand; broadband connection
speeds; broadband performance; price-performance ratio.

A. Definition of Broadband
Broadband means an uninterrupted access to a great
number of services, using fast connection speeds [7]. Since
the access speeds and demand for Internet services are still
increasing the definition of the speed at which a broadband
connection is established must be adjusted from time to
time, with this (lower) limit being adjusted from 0.5 Mbps
to 4 Mbps in the period before 2011 [8]-[11]. This limit was
increased to (up to) 25 Mbps downstream in the last update
2015 [12].

I.

INTRODUCTION

On the base of the upcoming digitization of workflows
and an increasing linkage between different enterprise
locations and between enterprises and customers in the
virtual world, the broadband provision and the availability
of high broadband connection speeds get more and more
important for enterprises in the business and industry sector
[1]. Since the availability of broadband accesses is a key
factor for enterprise and private household settlement,
broadband accesses need to be stable, appropriate to the
needs and comprehensively available [2]-[7].
Based on the economic significance of a sufficient
broadband provision for enterprises, a situation analysis
about the current broadband provision of enterprises is
necessary. In this context, an online survey has been
conducted to figure out how the enterprises in Germany
(with focus on the Rhein-Main area) evaluate the
performance and sufficiency of their current broadband
provision. Here, information about the currently achieved
broadband connection speeds, the perceived priceperformance ratio and the satisfaction about the broadband
performance has been also collected by the survey. The
main intention was to identify how enterprises experience
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

B. Challenges
In general, the studies and reports from the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) [13] and Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) [14][15]
focus on the broadband provision of private households,
whereas the broadband supply of enterprises is often
unconsidered.
On the base that residential customers represent 80% of
broadband users [16], the focus on the consideration of the
broadband provision of private households is naturally.
However, since companies, for example as employers, have
a decisive influence on the (economic) importance of a
region, the significance of broadband connections for
business customers must be taken into account. In principle,
it can be assumed that business customers have a higher
demand for broadband and a higher willingness to pay than
residential customers [17]. In Germany, for example, users
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of broadband access with at least 100 Mbps are mainly
companies and a few private heavy users [18]. Generally,
enterprises have a strong necessity to send and receive large
amounts of data between different enterprise locations or in
the enterprise-customer communication.
On the expectation that enterprises have a greater
willingness to pay for higher broadband connection speeds
(compared to private households), network operators believe
that business customers have a significantly higher revenue
potential per line (compared to residential customers).
However, the network operators can only benefit from the
higher willingness to pay from the enterprises if they are
able to satisfy the enterprises broadband needs. This study is
intended to contribute to the question if the performance of
the current broadband access is sufficient to satisfy the
enterprise needs.
C. Conceptual Model
In this subsection, the conceptual model (see Figure 1)
for the comprehension about the enterprise perceptions
regarding the broadband access performance will be
deepened.
The core problem is that enterprises see the own
broadband access with connection speeds as one important
economical location factor, which they need to keep their
status in business competition [2]-[7]. From this point of
view, the presence of high quality broadband infrastructures
indicates a key factor for enterprises in their choice of
location, economic success and future (international)
competitiveness [19]. If the availability of broadband access
in a specific region or area do not satisfy enterprise needs,
the enterprises get directly limited by doing their business
purposes and they may choose another location for doing
their business activities. In this respect, a non-existent local
broadband provision directly deters the enterprise
productivity and service quality in the specific region.
In addition, the availability of broadband Internet builds
the base for the collection of information and exploiting the
potential of electronic markets in the digital world [10][20].
In this regard, a sufficient broadband access with high
connection speeds is the base for the national
competitiveness and profitability of enterprises [9][21]-[23].

Figure 1. Conceptual Model
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The technological progress of telecommunications
infrastructures allows the achievement of broadband
connection speeds of 100 Mbps and more. From the
technological perspective, the network operators should be
able to satisfy the bandwidth needs of the enterprises
[24][25].
Besides the availability of a high quality broadband
network, enterprises expect that the broadband access would
be also cover the enterprise needs in future. Furthermore,
the broadband access should have a (a) fair priceperformance ratio, (b) availability in other enterprise
locations, (c) guaranteed stable connections, and (d)
appropriate lead times [26]-[28].
The evaluation of the performance of the current
broadband access directly depends on the paid prices and
the network availability [29]. For example, the evaluation of
the perceived broadband access performance gives a direct
feedback if the needs of the enterprise are fulfilled.
In this context, the authors assume that the overall
broadband performance is rated as good if the broadband
connection speeds are sufficient to meet companies' current
and future broadband needs and if the price-performance
ratio is perceived as fair.
Based on this, the hypotheses for this paper are:
H1: A positive assessment of the speed performance of
the current broadband access by enterprises has a positive
impact on the overall perceived broadband access
performance.
H2: A positive assessment of the sufficiency of the
current broadband access for future needs positively affects
the overall perceived broadband access performance.
H3: A positive assessment of the price-performance-ratio
of the current broadband access positively affects the overall
perceived broadband access performance.
H4: A positive assessment of all the above-mentioned
performance parameters positively affects the overall
perceived broadband access performance.
III.

METHODOLOGY

To verify appropriateness of the hypotheses, the authors
have performed a survey about the current performance of
enterprises’ broadband accesses. Especially, the survey
captures information regarding (a) the current broadband
connection speeds in downstream and upstream, (b) the paid
prices and the perceived price-performance ratio, (c) the
level of Internet interruptions, as well as (d) the expected
broadband demand. The main intention is here to figure out
how the enterprises evaluate the total performance of the
received broadband access and how the different indicators
affect this evaluation.
As our university is located in the Rhein-Main area
(Hesse) in Germany, the survey was mainly distributed via
local multipliers located in the municipalities to reach all
types of businesses (from micro to large). For the
simplification of the data collection, a cross-sectional
online-survey (“one-shot survey”) have been prepared [30].
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Although an online survey can in principle reach a wide
range of potential respondents, the absence of a high
participation rate and the completeness and accuracy of the
answers cannot be guaranteed for such online surveys. In
addition, the questionnaire was designed in such a way that
individual questions can be skipped without ending the
survey. The survey was distributed during the period from
May to July 2018 and 364 companies had opened the
questionnaire. However, only 81 of the 364 companies have
completely passed the questionnaire.
In the first part of the survey, the enterprises were asked
about their industry, enterprise size and degree of Internet
usage in general. The second part covers questions about the
Internet provider, broadband technology, and the broadband
connection speed in downstream and upstream. The third
part include questions about the importance of different
Internet services. The following fourth part of the survey
deals with the question to what extent the current broadband
situation satisfies the needs of the company. These are
supplemented in the fifth part by questions on service
quality and fault frequency. The last part regards questions
about the price of the current broadband access and the
willingness to pay for a better broadband access.
The collected data were analyzed using quantitative
research methods and the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS) statistical program. To examine the
reliability and validity of the data, the estimation of the
Cronbach’s Alpha and the Exploratory Factor Analysis were
performed.
The questions regarding the broadband performance are
determined on the base of 5-Point-Likert-scale questions
[31]. Here, the measurement of the broadband performance
follows the scale from a very strong to a very weak
evaluation of the performance. Furthermore, the scope of
disturbances gives an overview about fault frequency of the
used broadband access (5-Point-Likert-scale: very rarely to
very often) [31]. Lastly, the price-performance-ratio (5Point-Likert-scale: very strong to a very weak performance)
and the willingness to pay (5-Point-Likert-scale: fully
disagree to fully agree) for a better broadband connection
are queried.
As introduced above, the used approach for assessment
the hypotheses partly deviate from the original model of the
Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 2
(UTAUT2).
IV.

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Result Conditions
The further analysis assumes that the participants of the
survey will answer these from their position as business
customers. In the following, first the descriptive results and
the correlation analysis are presented. After a validation of
the concepts used, the results of the validity and reliability
analyses are briefly discussed. Finally, the results of the
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ordinary least square regressions of the hypothesis test are
presented.
B. Descriptive Results
In the beginning of the analysis, the classification of the
involved companies will be discussed. 23.5% of the
responding enterprises are directed in the IT section,
whereas 17.3% of the enterprises are situated in provision of
services. The other participating companies are distributed
almost evenly across the other 11 industrial sectors and each
represents only a small proportion of the total distribution.
Regarding the classification of the enterprise size in
Table I, it can be seen that micro enterprises and small
enterprises take the biggest shares of the responding
enterprises with 38.5% and 37.2%, respectively. On the base
of the assumption that the distribution of the enterprises in
Germany in regard to their size would be quite similar with
the distribution of the enterprises in Hesse, it must be
admitted that the shares of micro enterprises in the survey is
underrepresented. Contrary, small, medium, and large
enterprises are overrepresented.
Although the distribution of enterprises does not coincide
with the distribution of enterprises in Germany and Hessen,
the available data can provide detailed feedback on the
broadband connections available to small, medium-sized
and large enterprises.
It can be assumed that larger enterprises tend to require
higher broadband connection speeds than small and
medium-sized enterprises, in particular due to the
connection of different business locations. On the base of
evolving Internet services and applications and by linking
these pieces of information in relation to the degree of
Internet usage, it is not surprising that in over 60% of the
companies surveyed, over 80% of employees have to use
Internet connections to perform their daily business tasks
(see Table II).
As shown in Table III, more than half of the companies
surveyed have only one business location. The remaining
approx. 45% of companies with more than one location
depend on a good quality of links between these locations.
Otherwise, problems could arise that lead, for example, to
loss of information, longer work processes or a delay in
processing business transactions.
The current broadband coverage of enterprises is
described below. Figure 2 shows that 60% of companies use
copper-based broadband connections. In second place are
fiber optic lines with just over 20%. (In contrast, coax cable
infrastructure is the second most important connectivity
technology after copper for residential lines in Germany).
Although fixed broadband connections are best able to
secure stable broadband connections with a defined
connection speed without frequency and weather
interferences, 5.2% of the companies surveyed still access
the Internet via mobile networks and 1.7% via satellite
connections.
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TABLE I. SIZE OF THE ENTERPIRSES
(EM = Employees) [33]
Size
Percentages
Percentages
in the
in Germany
Survey
Micro Enterprises (below 10 EM)
38.5%
89.5%
Small Enterprises (10-49 EM)
37.2%
8.3%
Medium Enterprises (50-249 EM)
17.9%
1.8%
Large Enterprises (250 EM and more)
6.4%
0.4%
TABLE II. PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES USING THE
INTERNET
Percentage of EM using the
Percentages of Enterprises in
Internet
the Survey
0% to 20%
8.6%
21% to 40%
9.9%
41% to 60%
9.9%
61% to 80%
11.1%
More than 80%
60.5%
TABLE III. NUMBER OF ENTERPRISE LOCATIONS
Number of Locations
Percentages in the Survey
1
55.1%
2 to 5
32.1%
6 to 10
5.1%
11 to 15
1.3%
More than 15
6.4%
5.2% 1.7%

10.4%

Copper
Fiber

22.4%

Coax
60.3%

Mobile Radio
Satellite

Figure 2. Distribution of the Broadband Access Technology

Only 20% of the companies have access speeds of 100 to
1,000 Mbps. Therefore, it is not surprising that about 70%
of the queried enterprises companies assume that their
current broadband connection speed will not be sufficient to
provide the services and products of the future business life.
In this respect, 77.6% of the companies surveyed
responded that they immediately needed higher bandwidths,
which is in line with the previous studies [1].
Since, the main part of the copper infrastructures in
Germany are provided by the incumbent, it is not wondering
that 69.6% of the enterprises are connected to broadband
Internet by the incumbent of the German broadband market.
As shown in Table IV, approx. 48% of the enterprises use
broadband connection speeds of less than 30 Mbps in
downstream. In earlier studies, for the German market,
values of about 40% of companies with broadband
connections of (up to) 16 Mbps are mentioned, which is
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compatible with the figures given in Table IV (27.3% less
than 16 Mbps and 47.8% less than 30 Mbps) [1].
TABLE IV. DISTRIBUTION OF DELIVERED BROADBAND
CONNECTION SPEEDS
Size
Percentages in
Percentages in
Downstream
Upstream
Less than 2 Mbps
2.7%
21.6%
Less than 6 Mbps
8.2%
12.2%
Less than 16 Mbps
16.4%
23.0%
Less than 30 Mbps
20.5%
14.9%
Less than 50 Mbps
5.5%
2.7%
Less than 100 Mbps
21.9%
10.8%
100 Mbps an more
24.7%
14.9%

The fact that over 50% (70%) of companies still have
download (upload) speeds of less than 50 Mbps is critical.
Especially in view of the increasing digitalization of society
and business activities, it can be assumed that such
bandwidths will not be sufficient in the near future [1].
The problems with broadband coverage are also
illustrated by the fact that 58.8% of respondents have not
changed their broadband contract in the last four years (see
Table V). In this context, it needs to be assessed whether
respondents could change their broadband access to improve
broadband coverage. In addition to the performance of
broadband access in terms of downstream and upstream
bandwidth, quality also depends crucially on how often the
service is unavailable. 44.3% of companies have stated that
they have interruptions in Internet access at least once a
month.
Although once a month sounds less dramatic, the duration
of the failures could be a critical problem. 54.4% of the
failures lasted at least 8 hours, which means that the
company was cut off from the commercial world for one
working day.
Although 77.6% of the queried enterprises are not
satisfied with their broadband access, most of the enterprises
are not able to change the current broadband provision,
which are shown in Figure 3. Nearly 60% of the queried
enterprises face the problem that a better broadband
infrastructure is not available. Round about 15.5% of the
queried enterprises do not want to change the broadband
access in regard the current access satisfies the broadband
needs. On the one hand, 22.4% of companies reply that they
have no need to use higher bandwidths.
On the other hand, only 15.5% of companies surveyed
said they did not want to change their broadband access
because it covers their current access. This means that some
of the respondents who do not need (directly) higher
bandwidths still want to change their current broadband
access as a precaution.
In the last step, the questions consider (a) the paid
monthly subscription fees and (b) the enterprise perceptions
regarding the price-performance ratio, as well as (c) the
degree of the satisfaction with the whole broadband access.
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TABLE V. DURATION OF BROADBAND ACCESS CONTRACT
Duration
Percentages in the Survey
Less than 2 years
23.5%
Less than 4 years
17.6%
4 years and longer
58.8%

Considering the monthly subscription fee in Table VI, it
can be noted that 58.6% of the enterprises pay a monthly
price below 100 Euro. 11.4% of the enterprises spend more
than 800 Euro per month. With regard to the priceperformance ratio perceived by enterprises, it can be noted
that 80.8% of the enterprises are not satisfied with the priceperformance ratio of their broadband access (see Table VII).
TABLE VI. DISTRIBUTION OF PAID MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION
FEES (EXCLUDED VAT)
Price Categories
Percentages in the Survey
Less than 25 Euro
2.9%
Less than 50 Euro
38.6%
Less than 100 Euro
17.1%
Less than 200 Euro
17.1%
Less than 400 Euro
7.1%
Less than 600 Euro
4.3%
Less than 800 Euro
1.4%
800 Euro and more
11.4%
70%
60%

59.75%

50%
40%
30%
15.58%

20%
10%

9.09%

7.79%

7.79%

Too
Expensive

Ordered

Other
Reason

0%
Not
Available

No Need

Figure 3. Reasons for the not performed Change of the Broadband
Provision

Due to this high level of dissatisfaction, companies are
increasingly willing to change the broadband infrastructure
and/or the network operators as far as this is technically
possible. The dissatisfaction is directly related to the fear of
the companies that they may not be able to carry out their
business activities in full scope due to the insufficient
Internet connections [1]. The shortcomings can lead to emails (e.g., with large file attachments) not being processed
at all or only very slowly, or video conferences with
customers/business partners not being possible, which
would have a negative effect on customer relations) [1].
Besides the consideration of the price-performance ratio,
the focus of this study targets on the evaluation about the
performance of the broadband access. In this regard, only
19.4% of the responding enterprises rates the overall
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satisfaction with their broadband access as good or very
good (see Table VII).
One quarter of the queried enterprises rates the broadband
performance on a medium ("neutral") level (see Table VII).
In summarizing the whole estimation of the total broadband
performance, it needs to be concluded that approx. 55% of
the enterprises are not satisfied with their broadband access
and rate the broadband performance as weakly or very
weakly (see Table VII).
TABLE VII. EVALUATION OF THE PRICE-PERFORMANCERATIO AND THE TOTAL PERFORMANCE
PriceTotal
Performance Evaluation
PerformanceBroadband
Raito
Performance
Very Weak
16.4%
33.3%
Weak
23.3%
22.2%
Neutral
41.1%
25.0%
Strong
12.3%
12.5%
Very Strong
6.8%
6.9%

In addition, it can be noted that some companies notice
large differences between the ordered/paid and the actual
connection speeds provided, which further exacerbates their
dissatisfaction
C. Correlation Analysis
Although a statistical analysis would normally begin with
a review of reliability and validity, it exceptionally begins
with a correlation analysis to find out which of the variables
correlate with broadband access satisfaction. Based on the
hypotheses, the authors assume that (a) the currently
received connection speeds, (b) the degree of Internet usage
in the company, (c) the failure rate, (d) the priceperformance ratio, (e) the (monthly) price, (f) the demand
for higher bandwidths, and (g) the estimate of whether the
connection speeds will cover broadband demand in the
future will influence the overall perception of the
performance of the current broadband access.
Correlation analysis measures the degree of relationship
between two individual variables. Here, it is necessary to
distinguish that a correlation analysis would measure the
proportionality between two variables instead of a degree of
dependency. A correlation coefficient of 1.000 shows a
‘perfect’ relationship. A correlation coefficient higher than
0.500 is classified as a good correlation. Below the mark of
0.300, the correlation coefficients are weak [32][33].
As shown in Table VIII, most variables fulfill the
assumption of significant linear proportionality (positive or
negative) to the variable evaluation of total broadband
performance. However, two variables, (1) the monthly
subscription fee, and (2) the level of Internet usage, do not
correlate significantly with the evaluation of total broadband
performance. For this reason, the presented conceptual
model in the second section will be adjusted and the two
named variables will be excluded, since on the base of a
missing significant correlation, an analysis regarding
dependency does not make any sense.
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In a further consideration of Table VIII, it can be seen
that most of the other variables present strong correlations
with the overall estimated broadband performance. Here, the
assessment of the extent to which the connection speeds can
cover the future demand shows the clearly highest
correlation coefficients (downstream: 0.789; upstream:
0.800). The price-performance ratio (0.648) and the need
for higher bandwidth (-0.669) also show high correlation
coefficients with respect to the overall rating of broadband
performance.
TABLE VIII. RESULTS OF THE CORRELATION ANALYSIS
Correlation Coefficients with
Variables
the Evaluation of the Total
Broadband Performance
Current Downstream Speed
0.631**
Current Upstream Speed
0.592**
Sufficiency of Downstream Speed
0.789**
Sufficiency of Upstream Speed
0.800**
Actual Monthly Subscription Fee
0.192
Price-Performance Ratio
0.648**
Degree of Internet Usage
-0.025
Need for Higher Bandwidth
-0.669**
Failure Frequency
-0.398**
**. Correlation p=0.01 (2-sided) significant. / *. Correlation p=0.05
(2-sided) significant.

Only for the frequency of failure, there is only a mean
correlation with a correlation coefficient of -0.398. Overall,
the variables appear to be good predictors for regression
analyses with the overall rating of broadband performance.
However, the correlation analysis cannot give any
information about the degree of dependency or the direction
of causality.
D. Explanation fo the Research Concepts
Before the results of the validity and reliability analyses
will be introduced, the four research concepts will be
explained. In general, all the research concepts include
variables, which are used to analyze the stated hypotheses
from the second section. The first research concept includes
the downstream and upstream connection speed of the
current broadband access. The second research concept
covers the questions about the sufficiency of the
downstream and upstream speeds and the need for higher
bandwidths in the future. The following third research
concept comprises the questions of the perceived priceperformance ratio and the overall broadband performance.
The subsequent last concept includes all correlating
variables from Table VIII and the dependent variable of the
perceived broadband performance. The following reliability
and validity analysis will verify the truthfulness of the
outcomes.
E. Reliability and Validity Analysis
Table IX and Table X illustrate the outcomes of the
reliability and validity analyses to verify if all the concepts,
which are used in the research model, stay valid and
reliable.
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To estimate the validity of the concepts and hypotheses,
an exploratory factor analyses will be performed. Here, the
factor analysis includes the examination of the KaiserMeyer-Olkin value (KMO), the significance test from
Bartlett, the consideration of the communalities and the
examination of the cumulative variance [34]-[38]. To
achieve a good validity, the estimated concepts should reach
significant p values below the mark of 5% in the BartlettTest and KMO values above 0.7 [34]-[38].
Further the communalities of the variables in the
considered concept need to exceed in average the value of
0.6. To verify the validity in a further step, the variables will
be split in so-called factors. Here, the validity would be
given if the cumulative variance of all factors (with
eigenvalue above 1), which show the degree of explained
variance in the research concept, of the different possible
factors achieve more than 50% [34]-[38].
It should be noted that the concepts are valid as they all
meet the Bartlett-Test (see Table IX). With regard to the
KMO values, only the concepts of perceived broadband
usage and total broadband performance achieve satisfactory
values (of at least 0.7). If (as recommended by some
references [34]-[38]) less stringent KMO limits are applied
and if it is assumed that KMO values from 0.5 are
acceptable, the research concepts of speed performance
(KMO value 0.677) and perceived broadband performance
(KMO value 0.500) can be classified as acceptable.
If one considers the results to date together with the
results of the municipalities and the cumulative variance, it
can be seen that all research concepts have a cumulative
variance above 50%, which indicates that the existing
variance can be explained quite well. Regarding the
communalities, only the concept with all included variables
do not achieve an average of the variable communalities
above 0.6. However, the average value of 0.593 is close to
the mark 0.6 and therefore the communalities of this
concept could be weakly accepted.
Overall, the stated research concepts describe a good
validity.
TABLE IX. VALIDITY ANALYSIS
KMO &
BartlettTest

Communalit
ies

Cumulative
Variance

Speed Performance

0.677
p < 0.000

Ø Com. >
0.6

73.805%

Perceived Broadband
Sufficiency

0.705
p < 0.000

Ø Com. >
0.6

81.799%

Perceived Broadband
Performance

0.500
p < 0.000

Ø Com. >
0.6

82.385%

Broadband
Performance – all
Variables

0.860
p < 0.000

Ø Com. <
0.6

59.951%

Research Concepts
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TABLE X. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
Research Concepts
Cronbach’s Alpha
Speed Performance
0.864
Perceived Broadband Sufficiency
0.445
Perceived Broadband Performance
0.781
Broadband Performance – all Variables
0.776

Table X shows the results of the reliability analysis.
Reliability is evaluated using Cronbach Alpha, whereby the
Cronbach Alpha of a research concept for good reliability
should be greater than 0.7 [39]-[41].
With the exception of the concept of the perceived
broadband supply, for which good reliability could not be
proven, all research concepts are to be classified as reliable,
since these have Cronbach alpha values of over 0.7.
F. Regression Analysis
The regression analysis is performed on the base of the
method of a multiple ordinary least square regression. Here,
the regression analysis examines the degree of dependency
and linear relationship between the dependent and
independent variables For example, it will be examined, in
which degree the predictor variables are able to explain the
values of the dependent variable [42].
In the taken regression analysis, the following four
indicators will be considered in deeply. Firstly, the r-square
describes the explanatory power of the whole regression
model. Here, the r-square presents the part of the dependent
variable, which can be explained by the independent
variables. Following Chin [43] and Cohen [44], the r-square
should be at least 33%.
Secondly, the Analysis of the Variances (ANOVA)
measures the model fit whereby the F-value needs to be
higher than 3 and the probability needs to be significant.
Thirdly, the regression coefficients of the independent
variables need to be significant (p<0.05). Lastly, the test of
multicollinearities by the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF)
needs to be performed to figure out, whether the variables
included in the regression analyses have an identical
relation. In case of existing multicollinearities, the VIF
values would exceed the mark of 10 (or in a stricter
definition 3). In this case, it must be assumed that the
outcomes of the regression analysis are biased [37][45][46].
Table XI identifies results of regression analysis of the
different independent variables and their degree of
dependency regarding the enterprise perceptions about the
overall performance of their broadband access. The r-square
of 78.3% describes a high explanatory rate of the dependent
variable. For example, the independent variables are able to
explain more than 3/4 of the result of overall perceived
broadband performance. The ANOVA analysis shows a
significant F-value higher than three, which indicates that a
good model fit is given and the assumed model is better than
a simple mean model.
The regression outcome shows that, three variables have
a significant influence on the evaluation about the overall
broadband performance. The price-performance have a
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positive significant regression coefficient of 0.266, which
means if an enterprise perceives a good balance of price and
performance, the overall performance of the broadband
access will be also well rated.
The sufficiency of the upstream connection speed is also
a significantly positive indicator for the estimation of the
overall broadband performance. For example, if enterprises
perceive that the upstream connection speed would be
sufficient, the overall broadband performance would be
rated positively.
Finally, it becomes clear that if companies find that they
need a higher bandwidth (than they currently have), they
will consider the overall performance of the (current)
broadband connection to be weak.
TABLE XI. REGRESSION ANALYSIS (ENTER MODE)
BROADBAND PERFORMANCE
Independent variables
Dependent: Estimation of the
Overall Broadband Performance
ANOVA = 29.313
R-Square = 78.3%
p<0.05
Regression
VIF
Coefficients with
Significance
Constant
0.681
Downstream Speed
0.078
3.416
Upstream Speed
0.040
3.154
Sufficiency of Downstream Speed
0.132
4.377
Sufficiency of Upstream Speed
0.253*
4.686
Failure Frequency
-0.108
1.189
Need for Higher Bandwidth
-0.623*
2.052
Price-Performance Ratio
0.266**
1.686
**. Correlation p=0.01 (2-sided) significant. / *. Correlation p=0.05
(2-sided) significant.

In other words, there is a "negative regressive
correlation" (due to the binary coding of these variables)
between (a) the need for higher bandwidth and (b)
satisfaction with the performance of the (current) broadband
connection.
However, it should be noted that the speed variable VIF
values are above 3, suggesting that multicollinearities could
influence the regression results.
In this respect, a stepwise regression analysis is carried
out. The stepwise regression analysis implements
systematically the significant independent variables in the
regression outcome. On the base of this approach, the
strength of the single independent variables as predictors for
the dependent variable can be identified. In addition, this
approach implies the exclusion of the insignificant
variables. For the reason of the exclusion of variables, the
bias problem of existing multicollinearities can be bypassed.
The results of the stepwise regression analysis in Table
XII show a high r-square of 77.0%, indicating a strong
model fit. Furthermore, four significant indicators for the
explanation of the dependent variable of the overall
broadband performance are presented. Since the stepwise
regression implements systematically the significant
indicators for dependent variables, the strongest predictor
for the overall broadband performance would be the
sufficiency of the upstream broadband connection.
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Furthermore, the price-performance ratio and the need for
higher bandwidth do also significantly explain the overall
broadband performance in the same way as in the regression
analysis on the base of the enter method displayed in Table
XI. Compared to the previous regression analysis, the three
indicators mentioned are slightly stronger in their impact on
the evaluation of overall broadband performance.
However, in contrast to the previous regression analysis,
the current downstream broadband connection speed would
be also seen as predictor variable for the perceptions
regarding the overall broadband performance. . The
regression coefficient of 0.139 shows that companies
achieving higher downstream speeds rate overall broadband
performance more positively. In the consideration of the
VIF values, all the significant parameters indicate VIF
values below 3. For this reason, multicollinearities can be
excluded.
TABLE XII. REGRESSION ANALYSIS (STEPWISE MODE)
BROADBAND PERFORMANCE
Independent variables
Dependent: Estimation of the Overall
Broadband Performance
ANOVA = 50.253
R-Square = 77.0%
p<0.05
Regression Coefficients
VIF
with Significance
Constant
0.481
Sufficiency of Upstream
0.343**
2.915
Speed
Price-Performance Ratio
0.303**
1.540
Need for Higher
-0.711**
1.949
Bandwidth
Downstream Speed
0.139*
1.560
**. Correlation p=0.01 (2-sided) significant. / *. Correlation p=0.05
(2-sided) significant.
Other variables are excluded from the regression on the base of
insignificance.

Given that broadband contracts contain fixed conditions
for the speed of downstream and upstream connections, it is
not surprising that these two speeds depend on each other
and present precisely high multicollinearities. To avoid bias
in the assumed regression models, the enterprise statements
regarding the current downstream and upstream speed will
be combined in the term of the access speed. This is done by
a simple average of the two variables. The same procedure
will be performed for the variables of the sufficiency of
downstream and upstream speeds. Here, the resulting
variable will be named sufficiency of access speed.
Table XIII presents the regression outcome regarding the
estimated overall broadband performance on the base of a
further model adjustment by the authors. The r-square with
78.1% presents a high explanatory rate of the dependent
variable. The ANOVA analysis identifies a working model
fit.
With the exception of default frequency, all the
implemented independent variables are significantly. The
results shown in Table XIII are quite similar to the results of
the first regression analysis (Table XII), especially for the
regression coefficients (a) price-performance ratio (0.264)
and (b) need for higher bandwidth (-0.637). In this respect,
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reference can be made here to the explanations given above
for Table XII.
Regarding the results of the “new combined” speed
variables, it can be seen that both kinds of variables do
significant positively influence the evaluation of the overall
broadband performance. Here, the sufficiency of the access
speed (regression coefficient: 0.385) has a greater impact on
the satisfaction with the overall broadband performance than
the current access speed of the companies (regression
coefficient: 0.114).
From this point of view, it can be concluded that
enterprises with a higher current access speed perceive a
better broadband performance. Here, it is independently if
the broadband connection speed mean the downstream or
upstream speed. Since both kinds of speed have normally a
(proportional) relation, it can be assumed if an enterprise
gets a higher downstream speed, it also gets a higher
upstream speed.
TABLE XIII. REGRESSION ANALYSIS (ENTER MODE)
BROADBAND PERFORMANCE (COMBINED SPEED PARAMETER)
Independent variables
Dependent: Estimation of the Overall
Broadband Performance
ANOVA = 42.125
R-Square = 78.1%
p<0.05
Regression Coefficients
VIF
with Significance
Constant
0.727
Access Speed
0.114*
1.703
Sufficiency of Access Speed
0.385**
3.430
Failure Frequency
-0.110
1.176
Need for Higher Bandwidth
-0.637*
2.028
Price-Performance Ratio
0.264**
1.660
**. Correlation p=0.01 (2-sided) significant. / *. Correlation p=0.05
(2-sided) significant.

Furthermore, if enterprises perceive that the current
access speeds would be sufficient to deliver the business
services in future, they evaluate also broadband performance
better. The same relation of access speeds and sufficiency of
access speeds in regard to the evaluation of the broadband
performance bases on the positive correlation of these both
variables. If enterprises get currently a higher broadband
connection speed, they perceive that the current access is
sufficient for the provision of the business services in future.
Despite the significant results in Table XIII, it should be
noted that the sufficiency of access speeds has a VIF value
greater than 3. For example, it could be that the results in
Table XIII are distorted by possible existing
multicollinearities.
Nevertheless, all four hypotheses (presented in the second
section) can be accepted.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

The statistical analysis has shown which indicators are
responsible for how companies evaluate their broadband
access. In general, the satisfaction of enterprises about their
broadband access depends in a larger degree on the
perception about the sufficiency of the broadband access for
the future business life, the price-performance ratio of the
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current broadband access and the need of the enterprise to
use higher bandwidths in future. In a lower degree, the
current access speeds in downstream and upstream would
affect the satisfaction regarding the broadband access.
Interestingly, the failure frequency of the broadband Internet
access does not sustainably affect the satisfaction regarding
the performance of the current broadband access.
Although further research will be necessary to get
responses of more enterprises and to rise the quality of the
results, it can be concluded that the enterprise satisfaction
regarding their broadband access is mostly affected by the
sustainability of their broadband access in future. In this
respect, it is less important for companies how they
currently assess their broadband access. Instead, it is much
more important how the current broadband performance can
meet future requirements from the companies' point of view.
If this is the case, broadband performance will be assessed
positively, otherwise it will be assessed negatively.
Network operators and government institutions should
therefore primarily pay attention to what broadband services
companies will need in the future in order to create the
appropriate conditions. Otherwise, companies will be
dissatisfied with their location and will think about moving
to another location.
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Abstract—The growth in cloud computing and network connectivity brings the opportunity for cloud-based game systems where
players interact through a lightweight client that only displays
rendered frames and captures input, while the heavyweight game
processing happens on the cloud server. Compared to traditional
game systems, cloud-based game systems present challenges in
handling network latency and bitrate requirements. This work
uses Drizzle, a custom cloud-based game system, to evaluate: 1)
time warp to compensate for latency, and 2) graphics streaming to
reduce network bitrates. A 30-person user study shows time warp
mitigates the effects of latency on player performance, and system
experiments show graphics streaming provides bitrate reductions
compared to the video streaming typically used by commercial
cloud-based game systems.
Keywords–latency compensation; QoE; cloud-based games.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Although still an emerging commercial market, cloudbased games are growing rapidly with the increase in the number of gamers and the global penetration of the Internet and
smart phones. Established companies like Sony and NVidia
are already invested in cloud-based game services, but other
big players such as Google and Microsoft are investing heavily
and looking to capture market shares.
Cloud-based games differ from traditional games in that
game clients are relatively lightweight, only sending user
input (e.g., key presses and mouse actions) and receiving
game output (i.e., images and sounds). The heavyweight game
logic – applying physics to game objects, resolving collisions,
processing Artificial Intelligence, etc. – and rendering are
done at the server, with the game frames streamed to the
client to display. A cloud-based game system offers advantages over traditional game systems including: modest client
hardware requirements, no required client game installation,
easier software piracy prevention, and fewer target platforms
for developers.
While promising, cloud-based games face two major challenges when compared to traditional games: 1) bitrates –
cloud-based games require significantly higher network bitrates
from the server to the client [1] than do traditional network
games; and 2) latency – cloud-based game clients cannot
immediately act on player input but must instead send the
input to the server, have it processed, the result rendered, and
frame data sent back to the client for display [2].
Approaches to reduce bitrates can leverage innovations in
image and video compression. However, the graphics-based
nature of games present an opportunity for additional bitrate
savings with only modest increases in client complexity by not
necessarily streaming rendered game images but instead sending drawing information so the client can do the rendering [3].
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Approaches to compensate for latency [4] have been widely
used in commercial games. However, there has been limited
scientific evaluation of their overall effectiveness and no specific evaluations covering the breadth of games and network
conditions. Moreover, latency compensation techniques have
not been studied with cloud-based game systems, which are
more restrictive in the techniques they can use given the
client’s limited knowledge of the game state and reduced
hardware capabilities.
This work makes three contributions to this area: 1) the
evaluation of a latency compensation technique, time warp,
in a cloud-based game system; 2) exploration of approaches
to cloud-based game streaming to reduce network bitrates;
and 3) evaluation using Drizzle, a cloud-based game system
designed and developed from scratch using the Dragonfly [5]
game engine.
Results of a 30-person user study show that time warp
for projectile weapons can ameliorate the effects of latency
on player performance, but with a cost in player perception
of inconsistencies (i.e., visual glitches) in the rendered game
world. Results of system experiments show graphics streaming
can significantly reduce network bitrates over video streaming,
but still has higher bitrates compared to traditional network
games. Both time warp and game streaming have considerable
CPU cost on the server, particularly as the number of game
objects increases.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes related work; Section III presents our methodology and
experiments; Section IV analyzes the results; and Section V
summarizes our conclusions and possible future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
This section describes research related to this work: architectures for cloud-based game systems (Section II-A), studies
of latency and games (Section II-B), and work on latency
compensation algorithms (Section II-C).
A. Cloud-based Game Systems
While there is no single agreed-upon cloud system architecture, a four-layer architecture defined by Foster et al. [6]
has often been used by researchers, with cloud-based games
(and Drizzle) at the application layer providing software as a
service.
Cloud-based game systems can broadly be classified into
graphics streaming and video streaming [7]. In graphics
streaming, as done by de Winter et al. [3], instead of sending
video, the server sends graphics commands to the client and
the client renders the game images. In video streaming, as
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described by Shea et al. [8], the server is responsible for
rendering the game scene, compressing the images as video,
and then transmitting to the client. Both approaches reduce
computation on the client versus a traditional network game
architecture because only the server manages the entire game
world. The video streaming approach is discussed the most
in cloud gaming research [8], [9] and is currently used by
most existing commercial cloud-based game systems since
it reduces the workload on the client more than graphics
streaming. Drizzle, our custom cloud-based game system,
supports both graphics streaming and video streaming, each
of which is evaluated in this paper.

renders the game frames as images, then encodes them into a
video stream and sends the stream to the client for decoding
and playing. In video streaming, the server applies intraencoding for each image as in image streaming, but also takes
advantage of the temporal redundancy in adjacent images,
applying inter-encoding for a higher compression rate. At the
bottom is graphics streaming, where the server does not render
individual images but instead sends graphics information for
each frame to the client whereupon the client renders the images. Unlike in image streaming or video streaming, graphics
streaming requires both the server and client to have a priori
knowledge of how to render the image from the underlying
image data.

B. Latency and Cloud-based Games
Chen et al. [2] discuss the effects of network latency
(and other parameters) on the cloud-based game systems
OnLive [10] and StreamMyGame [11]. However, the authors
did not explicitly measure player performance with latency.
Jarschel et al. [12] conducted a user study in an emulated
cloud game system, measuring the quality of experience for
games users selected to play. Claypool and Finkel [13] present
the results of two user studies that measured the objective and
subjective effects of latency on cloud-based games. Sackl et
al. [14] analyze the relationships between latency and player
experience for cloud gaming. While more closely related to
our work, these papers do not compare cloud-based games
with and without latency compensation.
C. Latency Compensation
Bernier [15] describes methods game systems can use
to compensate for network latencies, but does not provide
scientific evaluation of the techniques.
Ivkovic et al. [16] carried out a controlled study of aiming
in a first person shooter game with latency both with and
without an aim assistance latency compensation technique. Lee
and Chang [17] evaluated the effects of the latency compensation techniques time warp and interpolation on players in
a commercial first person shooter game. Lee and Chang [18]
continued evaluation of time warp with a custom first person
shooter game, providing a guideline of 250 milliseconds as a
limit for latency compensation.
While these papers are helpful in better understanding
latency compensation, and some of the techniques are even
used in traditional network games [19], latency compensation
techniques have not been applied to cloud-based games. Our
work applies a popular latency compensation technique, time
warp, to a cloud-based game and evaluates it with a user study
and system load measurements.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
This section presents our methodology to evaluate graphics
streaming and latency compensation in cloud-based games.
A. Cloud-based Game Streaming
There are generally three approaches to cloud-based game
streaming, depicted in Figure 1. At the top left is image
streaming, where the game server renders the game frames
to be displayed as individual images, compresses them (e.g.,
as a JPEG image) and sends them to the client for decoding
and playing. Next down, is video streaming, where the server
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Figure 1. Cloud streaming approaches. Top: image streaming, Middle: video
streaming, Bottom: graphics streaming.

The three approaches – image streaming, video streaming
and graphics streaming – have tradeoffs depicted in Figure 2
in the bitrates required by the network and the decoding and
rendering complexity needed by the client. At the top left
is image streaming, the simplest for the client, but with the
highest network bitrate owing to the only modest compression
afforded to the individual images. Video streaming requires
more client complexity in that both intra- and inter-image
decoding is needed, but with a significant bitrate reduction
attained by the inter-encoding. Graphics streaming requires
somewhat more complexity than video streaming in that the
client itself must render the images from graphics data, but
there is significant potential for lower bitrates than in video
streaming. For comparison, traditional games are at the bottom
right, having fairly low bitrates (5 kb/s to 124 kb/s [1]) but
require complex clients, capable of running a game engine
and doing a full render of the game world from game data.
B. Time Warp
Time warp is a latency compensation technique deployed
at a game server, as depicted in Figure 3. With time warp, the
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Figure 2. Cloud-based game streaming tradeoffs.

player acts (e.g., shooting) based on the opponent’s apparent
position, but when the server gets the input ∆t later, the
opponent’s actual position has moved. To compensate for this
latency, the server warps time (and the game world) back by
∆t, determines the outcome, and rolls the game world forward
to the present time.

Figure 3. Time warp – server rolls back game world ∆t.

C. Drizzle
Drizzle is based on Dragonfly – a text-based, 2d game
engine, full-featured enough to make a wide variety of arcadestyle games [20]. The core engine is written in C++ and includes graphics rendered with the Simple and Fast Multimedia
Library (SFML), basic kinematics (velocity and acceleration),
keyboard and mouse input, collision detection and resolution,
and audio (sound effects and music).
We extended Dragonfly to support networking – specifically a network manager that uses Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) sockets. Drizzle uses the network manager in
a heavyweight server that does the game computations and a
“thin” client that displays frames and transmits user input.
The server starts up the game engine and gets ready for a
client to connect by waiting on a well-known port. The client
connects to the Drizzle server using the hostname provided by
the player and the well-known port. Once the client connects,
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the server starts the game and does all the game computations – processing any game Artificial Intelligence, updating
positions of game objects, detecting and resolving collisions,
and composing frames. However, unlike in a traditional game,
there is no player sitting at the console viewing the game
and providing input. Instead, the server composes the game
stream (depending on if it is using image streaming, video
streaming or graphics streaming). The game stream data is
streamed down the network socket to the client. The client
receives the data and renders the frame depending on the type
of streaming. The client also captures keyboard and mouse
input from the player, sending all input back up to the server.
The server receives the player input and applies it to the game
as if the player were providing that input via the local keyboard
and mouse on the server.
Drizzle can be configured to do image streaming, video
streaming or graphics streaming. Image streaming is provided
by using the SFML capture() method, sending the resulting image as a JPEG image. Video streaming is provided
via the FFmpeg libraries. Graphics streaming is provided by
sending the bare minimum information needed by the client
to draw a game frame – the character to draw (1 byte), color
(1 byte), and (x,y) location (4 bytes each).
D. Cloud Saucer Shoot
We created a Drizzle-compatible game called Cloud Saucer
Shoot – an arcade-style shooting game set in space, where
the player pilots a space ship against an endless, and ever
increasing, horde of alien saucers. The player controls a ship
using arrow keys to move up and down and green saucers
automatically move right to left, spawning in greater numbers
as time progresses. If the player’s ship is struck by a saucer,
both are destroyed. The player fires bullets from the ship by
pressing the spacebar. Bullets When a bullet hits a saucer, both
are destroyed and the player is awarded 10 points. The player
also receives 1 point each second the ship is alive. The goal is
to shoot as many saucers as possible before being destroyed.
E. Experiments
Our user study was conducted in a windowless computer
lab with bright, fluorescent lighting.
Both the server and client ran on a laptop equipped with
a 14” display, Intel i7 CPU 4 GHz processor, and 8 GB of
memory running Windows 10. The system experiments were
conducted on the same laptop. Given the lightweight nature of
both the server, game and game client, the hardware was more
than sufficient to provide a playout rate of 30 f/s.
Participants were volunteers solicited among graduate students in the game development program. First, the users
heard a scripted brief about the study and signed an Institute
Review Board (IRB) consent form. Next, they were asked to
make themselves comfortable at the laptop by adjusting chair
height and laptop screen tilt. Then users filled out an online
demographics and gaming experience survey.
Users were told how to play the Cloud Saucer Shoot game
and then played through a 15 second version of the game for
practice. Results were not recorded for the practice session.
Immediately after the practice, users played 10 game
sessions, each with an added latency selected from the range
[0, 100, 200, 400, 800 milliseconds] using the network utility
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A. Demographics
Thirty users participated in the study. All users were 20 to
30 years old. Twenty-five identified as male and 5 as female.
Sixty percent of the users played online games every day, 25
percent once per week, and 15 percent once per month or less.
B. User Experience
Figure 4 depicts user game performance, measured by
game score, versus added latency, both with and without
time warp. The x-axis is the added latency (in milliseconds)
and the y-axis is the user score (a combination of Saucers
destroyed and seconds alive). There are two trendlines, one
for sessions with time warp on and the other for sessions with
time warp off. Each point is the mean score for all users at
that latency, shown with standard error bars. From the graph,
user performance decreases with added latency, both with and
without time warp. Without time warp, the trend is a clear
exponential decay. With time warp, there is an initial decline
in performance from 0 to 100 milliseconds of added delay,
but then performance does not decline appreciably from 100 to
400 milliseconds, before decreasing again at 800 milliseconds.
800 milliseconds is about the time it takes a Saucer to travel
completely across the screen in the game.
Time warp off
Time warp on

100

Score

80
60
40
20
0
0

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

Added Latency (milliseconds)
Figure 4. User game score versus added latency.

Figures 5 and 6 depict user opinions of the game sessions
in the presence of latency – specifically, responsiveness and
consistency, respectively. User opinions are on a 6 point scale,
from 0 (low) to 5 (high). In both graphs, the x-axis, data
points, error bars and trend lines are as for Figure 4. From
the graphs, the responsiveness of the game is about the same
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5

Responsiveness

IV. A NALYSIS
This section summarizes participant demographics (Section IV-A), presents analysis of the user experience with time
warp (Section IV-B), and analyzes system impact for the game
streaming options (Section IV-C).

with and without time warp, evidenced by the overlapping red
and blue trend lines in Figure 5. The inconsistency in the
game (i.e., presence of visual “glitches”) with time warp is
noticeable, however, seen by the clearly higher blue trend line
in Figure 6. The absolute difference in consistency between
time warp on and time warp off stays about the same (1 point)
for all latencies.
Time warp off
Time warp on
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Figure 5. Responsiveness versus added latency.
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Consistency

Clumsy. Five of the sessions had time warp on and the other 5
had time warp off. The game sessions were shuffled and users
were blind to the amount of added latency and time warp.
After each of the 10 game sessions, users were asked to
rate the responsiveness and graphics consistency (i.e., absence
of visual “glitches”) from 0 (low) to 5 (high).
Playing through all game sessions typically took less than
15 minutes.
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Figure 6. Consistency versus added latency.

C. System Impact
Figure 7 depicts the average downstream (server to client)
network bitrate (the y-axis) for different Drizzle streaming approaches. Each bar shown is the average bitrate measured over
a complete Cloud Saucer Shoot game session. From the graph,
image streaming is network intensive, needing an average of
almost 8 Mb/s. Video streaming has substantial bitrate savings,
about 20% of that of image streaming. Graphics streaming
has significantly reduced bitrates, about 20% that of video
streaming and less than 5% that of image streaming.
In order to provide a perspective on Drizzle bitrates, Table I
compares Drizzle bitrates to a commercial cloud-based game
service, traditional network games and video conferencing.
From the table, traditional network games have the lowest
network bitrates since the heavyweight client runs a full copy
of the game and only game object updates need to be sent over
the network. Drizzle image streaming has the highest bitrate,
but not substantially higher than commercial cloud-based game
streaming. Drizzle image streaming has bitrates around that
of video conferencing. Drizzle graphics streaming has bitrates
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the performance bottleneck the server instead of the network.
Using the same computer as for our user study, we analyzed the
CPU load for the Drizzle server for image streaming scenarios
from Figure 9 with 200 milliseconds of added latency and time
warp. The breakdown is as follows:

8000

Bitrate (Kb/s)

7000
6000
5000
4000

Time warp - each game loop (30 Hz), the server rolls back
the game world 200 milliseconds to compensate for client
latency, applies the user input, and (after Update) rolls the
world forward again.

3000
2000
1000
0
image

video

graphics

Figure 7. Network bitrates for Drizzle streaming approaches for Cloud
Saucer Shoot.

between video conferencing and traditional network games,
but closer to the latter.

Update - the server updates the game world (moving game
objects and resolving collisions).
Copy - the server copies the current game world, effectively
replicating every game object in the game to preserve it for
future time warping.
Stream - the server renders the game world and sends it to the
client.

TABLE I. NETWORK BITRATE COMPARISON
System
Traditional network game
Drizzle graphics streaming
Drizzle video streaming
Video conference
Commercial cloud-based game
Drizzle image streaming

Bitrate (Kb/s)
5 to 67
320
1520
2222
6339
7950

Citation
[21]–[23]

[1]

The game frames captured and sent by the server vary
in size based on the game scene complexity. Game scenes
with more game objects tend to be visually complex, not
compressing as well for image and video streaming and
requiring more commands for graphics streaming.
Figure 8 depicts the average network bitrate versus number
of game objects for different Drizzle streaming approaches.
The x-axis is the number of game objects and the y-axis is
the network bitrate. Each point is the mean bitrate required for
rendering a Cloud Saucer Shoot game frame with the indicated
number of objects. From the graph, the bitrate requirements
grow linearly with the number of objects. In all cases, image
streaming has the highest bitrates by far, followed by video
streaming and then graphics streaming.
Image
Video
Graphics

Bitrate (Kb/s)

7500

5000

Figure 9. CPU load breakdown versus number of game objects.

From the graph, as expected, total CPU load increases
with number of game objects. Once the CPU load exceeds
33 milliseconds (at about 260 game objects), the game engine
can no longer keep up with the 30 Hz game loop rate. Under
these conditions, the player experience would degrade from
a reduced frame rate and overall sluggish performance. Time
warp and streaming have the highest processing load by far.
Many traditional game servers have latency compensation,
but streaming adds an additional processing overhead unique
to cloud-based game servers. This suggests the processing
requirements for cloud-based servers are significantly higher
than that of traditional game servers.

2500
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Number of Objects
Figure 8. Network bitrates versus number of game objects with trendlines
for each Drizzle streaming approach.

Supporting games with a lot of game objects can make
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V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The growth in games and networking has provided the
opportunity for cloud-based games, where the server handles
most of the game processing and rendering, streaming game
frames to the lightweight client that primarily gathers and
transmits player input. While cloud-based games have some
advantages over traditional game architectures, the remote
processing of gameplay presents challenges in accommodating
latency and network bitrate requirements.
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This paper presents Drizzle, a lightweight cloud-based
game system that allows for the study of latency compensation
and game streaming approaches. Drizzle is written in C++
using the Dragonfly [5] game engine, adding a networking
component and a lightweight client for full cloud-based game
system functionality.
Addressing network bitrates, Drizzle is used to evaluate
different cloud-based game streaming approaches, comparing
the bitrates required by image streaming, video streaming and
graphics streaming. Results from our system experiments show
video streaming, the state of the art for most commercial
systems, provides a significant bitrate reduction over image
streaming but graphics streaming can reduce bitrates even
more.
Addressing latency, Drizzle is used to evaluate a wellknown (but not well-evaluated) latency compensation technique – time warp – wherein the game server rolls back time
to when the client provided input in order to accommodate
the server-to-client latency. While time warp is often used
by traditional game servers, e.g., Overwatch [19] (Blizzard,
2016), it has not been scientifically evaluated much nor has
it been applied to cloud-based games. Results from our 30participant user study show time warp with projectile weapons
can mitigate some of the effects of latency in terms of player
performance, but time warp has more visual inconsistencies
than without time warp. Analysis of CPU load shows time
warp and streaming dominate, suggesting cloud-based game
servers need more resources than traditional game servers.
Future work might look to optimize the processing of
streaming as well as latency compensation.
Future work could also evaluate time warp for hit scan (i.e.,
instant effect) weapons rather than for projectile weapons, as
was done in this paper. Other latency compensation techniques
such as aim assistance or time delay could be evaluated in a
cloud-based game system (e.g., Drizzle).
While Drizzle shows graphics streaming has potential to
reduce bitrates more than video streaming, future work could
apply graphics streaming techniques to systems other game
systems (e.g., Gaming Anywhere [7]) and explore the benefits
for a wider range of games and game conditions.
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Abstract—Loss-based congestion control protocols, such as TCP
CUBIC, can unnecessarily fill router buffers, adding delays that
degrade application performance, particularly streaming video.
Newcomer Transport Control Protocol (TCP) BBR (Bottleneck
Bandwidth and Round-trip propagation time) uses estimates of
the bottleneck bandwidth and Round-Trip Time (RTT) to try
to operate at the theoretical optimum – just enough data to
fully utilize the network without excess queuing. We present
detailed experimental results showing that, in practice, BBR can
misestimate the bottleneck bandwidth and RTT, causing high
packet loss for shallow buffer routers and massive throughput
variations when competing with TCP CUBIC flows. We suggest
methods for improving BBR’s estimation mechanisms to provide
more stability and fairness.
Keywords–TCP; congestion control; Raspberry Pi.

I. I NTRODUCTION
TCP is the most commonly used Internet protocol and, for
video, will account for 80% of all global traffic in 2019 [1].
Despite its prevalence, TCP is not optimized for video – video
streaming has real-time constraints such that the next packet is
often more important than a lost or in-flight packet. In contrast,
TCP blocks sender window progression until each packet is
delivered in order, possibly incurring playout delay at the
client [2]. This is especially true when TCP is configured to use
a loss-based congestion control protocol, such as CUBIC [3].
With TCP CUBIC, networks that would have Round-Trip
Times (RTTs) of milliseconds when uncongested bloat buffers
and can instead have RTTs of seconds. This increased RTT
can reduce video streaming Quality of Service (QoS) because
it can increase the time to detect and retransmit lost packets
or to switch video to lower encoding rates [4].
TCP BBR, a new congestion control protocol developed
by Google [5], aims to combat bufferbloat by estimating the
minimum Round-Trip propagation time (RTprop) and the maximum Bottleneck Bandwidth (BtlBw) for a given connection to
compute the Bandwidth Delay Product (BDP). BBR then caps
its inflight packets to a small multiple of the BDP and paces
its sending rate to match the estimated bottleneck bandwidth.
In theory, having a single BDP of packets inflight is optimal
for a network flow as it minimizes delay while maximizing a
connection’s throughput [6], and BBR’s inflight cap is set to
operate close to this optimal value.
In practice, BBR has been successfully deployed in
Google’s YouTube edge servers, increasing QoS [5]. Spotify
AB, an audio streaming platform, has found that BBR helps
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reduce streaming stutters [7] and Dropbox, a file hosting
service, has run preliminary BBR experiments that show an
increase in file download speeds [8].
Despite promising performance, BBR may not operate well
on pathways with shallow router buffers and when in direct
competition with loss-based congestion controlled flows, such
as TCP CUBIC [5], [9], [10]. In shallow buffers, BBR creates
high loss due to its too-high Congestion Window (CWND) cap
and persistence despite lost packets. This is especially problematic when it shares a bottleneck with loss-based congestion
control protocols. Even when router queues are not shallow,
BBR can induce significant throughput variation when sharing
a bottleneck with CUBIC.
This study seeks to answer the following questions:
A) Can an inexpensive hardware testbed be effective for
evaluating state of the art congestion control protocols?
B) Does BBR exhibit high loss rates when run over shallow
router buffers?
C) Is BBR unfair when run with competing CUBIC flows?
We set up a hardware testbed for controlled experiments
using the latest network OS code and create custom tools to
conduct a wide variety of network performance tests. These
tests vary: link capacities, network latencies, router queue
lengths, TCP congestion control algorithms, and number of
flows competing at a bottleneck.
Analysis of the results verifies prior work regarding BBR’s
performance in shallow buffers and in competition with CUBIC. It is crucial for experimental results to be reproduced by
others within the scientific community in order to generalize
the knowledge beyond the experience of the individual scientist. Our work goes further than previous research since our
wide variety of tests allows us to more precisely define and
identify BBR’s behaviors over a range of network conditions.
Specifically, we find that BBR’s high throughput variation and
high loss in shallow buffers are due to a static CWND cap and
erroneous minimum RTprop estimates.
The contributions of this work include:
• Configuration, software framework and validation of an
inexpensive testbed for conducting congestion control research
using the latest Linux kernel code.
• Confirmation of base BBR performance under known,
controlled conditions, validating Cardwell et al. [5].
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• Extension to understanding BBR’s behavior in shallow
buffers, validating Hock et al. [11], with new observations on
loss rate versus buffer size over a range of link conditions.
• Extension to understanding of BBR’s cyclic behavior with
deeper buffers and competing with CUBIC flows, validating
Scholz et al. [9] and Miyazawa et al. [10], contributing
new details on the BBR protocol features that cause this
cyclic behavior, and quantification of fluctuation and unfairness
versus buffer size.
• Suggestions for improving BBR by adjusting BBR’s RTT
estimation and adding a feedback loop to dynamically adjust
BBR’s CWND.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses prior work in TCP congestion control and BBR;
Section III describes our experimental setup to evaluate BBR
in a hardware testbed; Section IV analyzes the experiment results; and Section V summarizes our conclusions and presents
possible future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
This section defines the optimal network operating point
(Section II-A), and describes recent TCP congestion control
protocols (Section II-B), including BBR (Section II-C).
A. The Optimal Operating Point
Regardless of the number of hops, TCP views the network
path as a single link characterized by its Bottleneck Bandwidth
(BtlBw) and the minimum RTT (RTprop) it takes a packet
to propagate through the network in the absence of queuing
delay. The theoretical optimal operating point for a network
flow using TCP is when exactly one bandwidth × delay (the
Bandwidth-Delay Product, or BDP) of packets is in flight at all
times, and the arrival rate of packets at the bottleneck router is
close to the service rate (the limiting factor of the bandwidth)
of that router [6], [12]. If these conditions are met, then the
bottleneck router link is fully utilized with no extra queuing
delay. This operating point has been coined Kleinrock’s operating point after researcher Leonard Kleinrock.
This relationship can be seen in Figure 1, with the packets
inflight depicted on the x-axes and the RTT (including queuing) on the y-axis of the top graph and the delivery rate on
the y-axis of the bottom graph. The minimum RTT is labeled
RTprop, achieved when the inflight is less than or equal to the
BDP. When there is less than a BDP of packets in the network,
the bottleneck link is underutilized, seen with a delivery rate
less than the link capacity (labeled BtlBw). If there is more
than one BDP of packets in the network, the delivery rate stays
maxed out at the bottleneck link capacity, but the packets incur
queuing delay and the RTT increases beyond the minimum.
Thus, the optimal operating point achieves the maximum
throughput and the minimum latency. Note that loss-based
congestion control protocols, such as TCP CUBIC, operate at
the right side of this graph, increasing the amount of inflight
packets until the bottleneck router queue saturates and packets
are dropped.
B. Recent Congestion Control Protocols
Unfortunately, Kleinrock’s operating point has been proven
to be practically impossible to converge to for a distributed
algorithm [13]. Thus every congestion control protocol seeks
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Figure 1. Optimal operating point [9].

a “good” operating point, often favoring throughput over delay.
The different congestion control approaches include: lossbased protocols (Section II-B1) that maximize throughput,
utility-based protocols (Section II-B2) that adjust their operating points based on measures of utility, and measurementbased protocols (Section II-B3) that explicitly set parameters
in an attempt to match the theoretical optimal operating point.
1) Loss-based congestion control: Loss-based congestion
control protocols treat lost packets as congestion signals,
increasing the number of inflight packets until packet loss
occurs (indicating the network is saturated) whereupon they
decrease their inflight packets, and repeat the cycle. This
behavior means loss-based protocols generally operate to the
right of Kleinrock’s operating point as depicted in Figure 1,
resulting in high throughput, but also high latency.
TCP CUBIC [3], the de facto standard loss-based congestion control protocol, aims to maximize network utilization
by controlling the Congestion Window (CWND) with a cubic function. The cubic function’s convex nature allows the
CWND to quickly grow to utilize available capacity. In the case
of a congestion event (such as packet loss), the cubic function
adjusts such that the CWND increases in a concave manner as
it approaches the previous maximum, avoiding overshooting
the maximum network capacity and excessive packet loss. In
the absence of loss, the cubic function returns to the convex
profile to rapidly fill available network capacity. Together,
these two profiles seek high utilization and low loss.
2) Utility-based congestion control: Utility-based congestion control protocols evaluate their performance based on a
utility function, and adjust parameters to maximize utility over
time. Unlike loss-based congestion control protocols (such as
TCP CUBIC), utility-based congestion control protocols do
not have explicit responses for different congestion events,
but rather have just a general set of actions to take to
maximize their utilities. In general, using a utility function can
simplify protocol design since not every condition needs to be
explicitly handled, but rather only needs algorithm parameter
adjustments to improve utility.
The utility-based Performance-oriented Congestion Control
(PCC) [14] works under the assumption that networks are
too complicated to deterministically predict the effects of a
given action. The PCC premise is that it is infeasible for
a protocol to tune performance with a predefined action for
every congestion event, as does CUBIC. Thus, PCC treats the
underlying network as a “black box” and empirically observes
which actions provide better utility by continuously conducting
mini experiments. In a mini experiment, PCC reduces or
increases the sending rate and CWND and observes the utility
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Figure 2. BBR state transition diagram.

for this action. The observation informs its next action through
a gradient-ascent algorithm to adjust sending rates towards
the optimal. This decoupling of congestion events and actions
allows PCC to perform well even in networks with high
random loss, such as in some wireless networks.
Copa [15], another utility-based congestion control protocol, uses a simple set of rules to update the sending rate and
CWND towards an optimal utility value, creating little to no
queuing at the bottleneck router if all flows are using a similar
CWND updating method. Copa measures the queuing delay as
the difference between the observed and minimum RTTs, and
increases its sending rate until small queues are created at the
bottleneck. Copa implements a “competitive mode” if it detects
a competing buffer-filling flow. This addresses the problem
with delay-based utility functions, such as in TCP Vegas [16],
where full buffers cause a reduction in inflight packets to
reduce congestion, leading to unfairness when competing with
buffer-filling protocols.
3) Measurement-based Congestion Control: Loss-based
congestion control protocols are reactive, waiting until loss is
observed before taking an action to reduce congestion, and
utility-based congestion control protocols treat the network
as a black box, just taking actions to based on some utility
function. Conversely, measurement-based protocols attempt to
estimate the current network operating point and explicitly
adjust protocol parameters to try to meet the optimal. Examples
include TCP Vegas, discussed in this section, and TCP BBR,
discussed in Section II-C.
TCP Vegas [16] measures the observed throughput and
RTT to estimate how much bloat (excess queued packets) it
has created in the network. Vegas sets the expected throughput
to CW N D/RT prop and compares this value to the actual
observed throughput. If the actual throughput is lower than the
expected throughput by some threshold α, Vegas assumes it
has too small a congestion window, and increases the CWND
linearly for one RTT. Similarly, if the actual throughput is
greater than the expected throughput by some threshold β,
Vegas assumes the CWND is too large and decreases the
CWND accordingly.
In theory, this scheme should let Vegas operate near
Kleinrock’s operating point, but in practice Vegas tends to be
too conservative and cedes capacity to loss-based congestion
control protocols such as CUBIC because Vegas decreases its
CWND to minimize buffer bloat while loss-based protocols
increase CWNDs until loss occurs.
C. Bottleneck Bandwidth and Round-trip Propagation Time
Bottleneck Bandwidth and Round-trip propagation time
(BBR) [5] is a congestion control protocol designed to replace loss-based algorithms. BBR [5] aims to operate near
Kleinrock’s operating point (see Section II-A) by estimating
the BtlBw and RTprop parameters and setting the sending
rate and inflight packets accordingly. BBR operates using a
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series of states shown in Figure 2. After slow start, BBR
looks for increases to the bandwidth during PROBE BW every
8 RTTs, increasing the CWND and setting a rate multiplier
to send at a rate greater than the current BtlBw. The new
estimated BtlBw is set to the maximum delivery rate observed
during this probe. The RTprop estimation expires after 10
seconds, causing BBR to enter PROBE RTT to re-estimate
the minimum RTT. In Probe RTT, BBR briefly reduces its
inflight packets, draining any queue that it had built up. The
new RTprop estimate is set to the minimum RTT observed.
BBR always paces its sending rate at the estimated BtlBw
and caps its inflight CWND to two times the estimated BDP.
The CWND inflight cap is set to two BDP rather than the
theoretically optimal one BDP to accommodate delayed and
stretched ACKs in wireless networks. However, as we show
in Section IV, the larger CWND can cause high packet loss,
instability, and unfairness.
Because BBR relies on an estimated RTprop and BtlBw,
BBR has inconsistent behavior when it misestimates one
or both of these values. Hock et al. [11] find that when
multiple BBR flows share a bottleneck, BBR pathologically
over-estimates its fair-share of the bandwidth since each flow
measures the maximum available bandwidth over a time period. The sum of throughput’s derived from these estimates
is then always greater than the bottleneck’s actual maximum
bandwidth, causing persistent queues to build at the bottleneck
router until the inflight cap of 2 BDP is reached [11]. This
persistent queue is especially problematic when the bottleneck
router queue is smaller than a single BDP, whereupon BBR
attempts to build a queue of 1 BDP and ignores the massive
packet loss caused by overwhelming the bottleneck queue.
Scholz et al. [9] and Miyazawa et al. [10] show that BBR
also produces inaccurate RTprop estimates when it shares the
bottleneck with buffer filling protocols, such as TCP CUBIC.
When BBR over-estimates the RTprop, it drastically changes
its CWND and thus creates large amounts of loss. This loss
and mis-measurement leads to a cyclic behavior where BBR
and CUBIC each have constantly fluctuating throughput.
We confirm these prior BBR results but in a broader
range of network scenarios and provide additional explanations
in Section IV. We incorporate these new insights into our
suggestions to improve BBR’s performance in Section IV-E.
III. E XPERIMENTS
We set up a hardware testbed and develop a set of custom tools that enable a variety of network experiments for
evaluating TCP CUBIC and TCP BBR in a controlled environment. Because our testbed relies on off-the-shelf hardware and
software, it provides an attractive environment for congestion
control research that can be recreated at relatively low cost.
Our testbed, named “Panaderia” which translates to “bakery” or “bread shop” in Spanish, consists of 8 Raspberry Pi
computers, two network switches, and one Linux PC named
“Horno” (oven) functioning as a router. The use of hardware
(versus simulation) allows us to run the mainline Linux kernel
versions of BBR and CUBIC, thus ensuring adherence to
implemented protocol behavior. Further, the low cost allows
us to afford separate hosts for each flow, thus removing any
confounding factors from multiple flows originating from a
single machine.
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TABLE I. EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS.
Parameters
Number of Flows
Network Capacity
Congestion Control Protocol
Router Queue Size

Values
2, 4, 8
40, 80, 120 Mb/s
CUBIC, BBR
0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75,
2.00, 4.00, 8.00 BDP

The hardware is configured in a traditional dumbbell topology shown in Figure 3 – the Raspberry Pis are split into two
subnets of four machines (“churros” and “tartas” clusters).
Each Raspberry Pi is a model 3B+ running the Linux kernel
v4.17. Pilot tests (not shown) reveal an individual Raspberry
Pi has a maximum sending rate of about 225 Mb/s, limited by
the USB 2.0 bus speed. Below this throughput, we verified that
the network behavior of the Raspberry Pi performs similarly
to the network behavior of a Linux PC. We developed a series
of Python scripts to allow us to nimbly run experiments,
vital for comparing BBR’s behavior over a wide range of
network conditions. Details on the setup specifics, as well as
access to our configuration scripts, are available via our git
repository [17].
The router is a Linux PC, configured with an Intel i7 CPU,
12 GB of RAM, and Broadcom BCM5722 Gigabit Ethernet
PCI cards. The router uses NetEm [18] to add a fixed propagation delay of 24 ms giving a total round-trip propagation
time of 25 ms to align with previous research [5]. The router
also uses tc-tbf token bucket filters to control the bottleneck
bandwidth [19]. Since accumulated tokens can cause bursts of
traffic interfering with BBR’s bottleneck bandwidth estimate,
the router is configured with two token bucket filters with
small buckets to limit instantaneous bursts [20]. Receiving
and sending devices each collect pcap network traces, which
are subsequently analyzed for RTT, throughput, and inflight
packets. Additionally, the router records the number of bytes
queued and number of packets dropped.
Our experiments vary flows, protocols, network capacities
and router queue sizes, as shown in Table I.
Validation: When creating a novel testing environment, it
is important to validate testbed behavior against known results.
Similarly, for science, it is vital to confirm that prior work is
reproducible to ensure a knowledge foundation before making
improvements. We validate the Raspberry Pi’s TCP networking
by, among other methods, confirming that BBR follows the
behavior seen by Cardwell et. al [5]. Specifically, we ensure
that when multiple BBR flows share a single bottleneck, each
flow converges to a fair share of the maximum bandwidth, and
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(a) Synchronization of BBR from Figure 8 of [5].
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Figure 3. Hardware testbed topology.

that the flows synchronizes during their PROBE RTT phases.
Figure 4a depicts the throughputs of 5 simultaneous BBR
flows with staggered start times competing for a 100 Mb/s
bottleneck with a RTprop of 10 ms, as evaluated by Cardwell et
al. [5]. Each of the flows obtains a fair share of the bottleneck
capacity, 20 Mb/s, and after about 30 seconds, each flow enters
PROBE RTT at the same time, seen by the throughput dips at
about times 30 and 40 seconds. Figure 4b depicts our Panaderia
testbed’s behavior in similar conditions with 4 simultaneous
BBR flows with staggered start times competing for a 80 MB/s
link. Similar to Cardwell et al., our BBR flows synchronize
at a fair share of 20 Mb/s within about time 30 seconds,
repeatedly doing so every 10 seconds. Further validation tests
are not shown due to lack of space, but can be found in the
full report [21]. In total, this both confirms Cardwell et al.’s
measured BBR behavior (a first-class scientific contribution)
as well as supports the validity of the Panaderia as a network
testbed for evaluation of TCP congestion control protocols.

50
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(b) Synchronization of BBR in the Panaderia.

Figure 4. Comparison of Cardwell et al. [5] to our Panaderia testbed.

IV. R ESULTS
This section: validates BBR’s behavior (Section IV-A);
extends previous work in shallow buffers (Section IV-B) and
router queue sizes (Section IV-C);
evaluates BBR’s interplay
1
with CUBIC (Section IV-D); and proposes mechanisms to
improve BBR’s performance (Section IV-E).
A. Standard BBR Behavior
Prior work has shown that when there is more than one
flow competing for the same bottleneck, BBR tends to create
a 1 to 1.5 BDP standing queue [11]. We verify this by running
2, 4, and 8 BBR flows for 5 minutes at 40, 80, and 120 Mb/s
with a 25 ms RTprop and a large bottleneck queue.
Figure 5 depicts 4 BBR flows competing for an 80 Mb/s
link with the maximum router queue size set to 2 MBytes
(8BDP ). Only the steady-state behavior is analyzed (1 minute
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Figure 5. BBR and CUBIC in a large router queue.
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Figure 6. BBR’s loss rate in a small router queue.

of a 5 minute trial). For reference, we independently ran and
show on the same graph a TCP CUBIC flow to compare
behaviors. CUBIC, as a loss-based protocol, continues to fill
the queue until the 8 BDP maximum is reached. In contrast,
BBR creates a persistent queue of about 1.1 BDP, increasing
to roughly 1.5 BDP during bandwidth probing.
Over the full range of flows, capacities, and queue sizes
listed in Table I, analysis confirms that BBR creates a standing
queue of 1 to 1.5 BDP, similar to what is shown in Figure 5.
Results are not shown due to lack of space, but can be found
in the full report [21]. Note that while BBR’s RTT is low
(roughly 0.25 CUBIC’s), it is around double the RTprop since
the 1 BDP of packets queued at the router takes a full RTT to
process (BDP = BtlBw × RT prop).
B. BBR in Shallow Buffers
Since multiple BBR flows competing at a bottleneck create
about a BDP queue at the bottleneck router, when routers
have shallow buffers (i.e., a small router queue) BBR has the
potential to saturate the queue and create loss.
We evaluate a shallow buffer scenario with a bottleneck
bandwidth of 80 Mb/s and a RTprop of 25 ms, but with a
bottleneck router queue of just 0.5 BDP. Figure 6 depicts the
loss rate at the router averaged over 500 ms intervals. All
further loss rate graphs are calculated in the same manner.
From the graph, loss varies considerably over time, but persists
and averages over 10 percent.
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Figure 7. BBR’s loss versus router queue size.

C. BBR over Different Router Queue Sizes
We evaluate BBR’s loss rate over a range of router queue
sizes. Specifically, we run 3 identical trials at 40, 80, and 120
Mb/s, all at 25 ms RTprop for 5 minutes for each given queue
size: 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.25, 1.50, 2.00, 4.00, and 8.00 BDP. The
recorded packet captures at each host and the queue statistics
at the bottleneck router determine the aggregate behavior of
BBR given the bottleneck queue size.
Figure 7 depicts the results. The x-axis is the maximum
router queue length in terms of the BDP and the y-axis is the
loss rate during steady state (minutes 2 to 4 of a 5 minute
connection) averaged over the 3 trials.
Since BBR causes an extra 1.5 BDP of packets to be
enqueued at the bottleneck router, the loss rate is extremely
high when the buffer size is less than a BDP and is high unless
the router buffer size is at least 1.5 BDP. This result confirms
the findings of Hock et al. that in practice BBR’s inflight is
2.5 BDP [11], while providing specific analysis of the actual
loss rates realized versus queue size.
Since BBR does not respond to loss as a congestion signal,
the queue always grows to 1.5 BDP, even though BBR’s
throughput remains relatively high despite the loss (not shown
due to lack of space, but shown in the full report [21]). From
here on, we refer to buffers less than 1.5 BDP as shallow,
buffers greater than 4 BDP as large and buffers in-between as
medium. Note analysis of router queue size is relative to the
BDP – with high throughput, high RTT, a shallow buffer of 1
BDP could have a lot of bytes.
D. BBR’s Interplay with CUBIC
Another concern with BBR is when it competes with
CUBIC and other loss-based congestion control. BBR’s mechanism for controlling the bottleneck bandwidth is at odds
with CUBIC’s – CUBIC adjusts its CWND to minimize loss,
while BBR mostly ignores loss as a congestion signal. This
difference presents itself uniquely in each of the conditions
discussed above – shallow, medium and large buffers.
1) BBR and CUBIC in Shallow Buffers: By itself in
shallow buffers, BBR creates high amounts of ambient loss
by growing its CWND beyond what the network can handle
(see Figure 6). Because CUBIC treats such loss as congestion
in the same scenario, CUBIC shrinks its CWND in response.
Figure 8 depicts the relative throughputs of BBR and CUBIC
competing over a shallow (0.5 BDP) buffer in an 80 Mb/s
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Figure 8. Throughput utilization.
(a) Throughput for BBR and CUBIC. Cyclic.
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and 25 ms bottleneck. The loss rates are similar to Figure 6,
averaging about 10 percent. As seen in Figure 12, the relative
throughput for CUBIC is much lower than BBR because, again,
CUBIC responds to the loss whereas BBR does not. Similar
trials with 40, 80 and 120 Mb/s and 2, 4 and 8 flows show
similar results. These results are omitted due to lack of space,
but can be found in the full report [21].
2) BBR and CUBIC in Medium to Large Buffers: In
medium buffers, where BBR is not persistently inducing loss,
BBR and CUBIC display a cyclic behavior. We evaluate this by
running 2 BBR and 2 CUBIC flows through a 80 Mb/s capacity, 25 ms RTprop bottleneck and a router queue of 1.75 BDP.
Figure 9 shows the results, annotated to match the explanations
that follow. BBR and CUBIC exhibit cyclic performance –
they alternate which flows dominate the connection over a
regular 20 second period, confirming prior results by Scholz
et al. [9] and Miyazawa et al. [10]. We build upon this work
by explaining the factors that cause the cycles in detail.
CUBIC Dominates. When BBR has an accurate estimate
d . This
for the BtlBw and RTprop, it caps its inflight at 2 BDP
means that BBR allows just 1 BDP of packets to enqueue
at the bottleneck router for 8 RTTs. During this time, CUBIC
expands its CWND by an additional 0.75 BDP to fill the router
queue before encountering loss.
Since a flow’s throughput is proportional to the queue
share at the bottleneck router, as CUBIC gets more packets
enqueued, BBR observes a lower throughput and thus further
decreases its CWND, which is derived from the observed
throughput. This creates a positive feedback loop allowing CUBIC to continue to increase its CWND in response to BBR’s
decrease of its CWND as it observes a reduced throughput.
This behavior can be seen from time 0 to 10 sec. in Figure 9.
BBR takes over. Every 10 seconds without observing
a new minimum RTT (RTd
prop), BBR probes for RTprop
by reducing its inflight packets to just 4 packets to drain
the router queue [5] (e.g., time 28 seconds of Figure 9a).
BBR uses the minimum observed RTT as the new RTd
prop.
However, the queue length, shown in Figure 9b, does not
change significantly because most of the packets in the queue
are from the CUBIC flows. In other words, even when BBR
decreases its inflight packets, the queue stays relatively filled.
Figure 9d depicts the RTT over this period, where around time
28 seconds, the RTT is still much higher than the true RTprop
– around 60 ms rather than 25 ms. This causes the RTd
prop to
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Figure 9. BBR and CUBIC show cyclic performance in medium buffers.
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Figure 10. BBR and CUBIC’s interplay versus router queue length.

d , and thus CWND, is
be too large, and, because BBR’s BDP
derived from this RTprop, BBR greatly increases its CWND.
Because the router queue is already filled by CUBIC,
BBR’s increased CWND causes a large amount of packet loss
for both CUBIC and BBR. BBR mostly ignores the loss, but
CUBIC backs off, decreasing its inflight packets. This loss can
be seen at around time 10, 30, and 50 seconds of Figure 9c,
each of which corresponds to just after BBR increases its
CWND after an inaccurate RTprop probe.
This continues for 10 seconds, whereupon BBR again
probes for RTprop. This time, the probe obtains an accurate
RTd
prop of 25 ms, as seen at time 38 seconds of Figure 9b,
because the queue is fully drained, and thus BBR reduces its
CWND accordingly. This allows CUBIC to grow its CWND,
as discussed above, and the cycle repeats.
We analyzed this behavior over the full range of test
parameters in Table I, visualizing this interplay for 80 Mb/s,
25 ms, 2 BBR & 2 CUBIC flows with queue sizes: 0.25, 0.50,
0.75, 1.00, 1.75, 2.00, 4.00, and 8.00 BDP in Figure 10. The
x-axis depicts the queue size for each trial, and the y-axis
the throughput utilized by the flows grouped by congestion
control protocol. The thick lines depict the mean throughput
of BBR (red) and CUBIC (blue), with the thinner colored
lines showing the 25th and 75th percentiles, averaged over
half second intervals. From the figure, the behavior differs
drastically for router queue sizes below 1.5 BDP where BBR
creates persistent loss. Above 1.5 BDP, throughput spread
greatly increases from the cyclic performance described earlier.
As the bottleneck queue gets larger, BBR becomes more
limited by its 2 BDP CWND cap. This causes CUBIC to
progressively obtain more of the throughput as its CWND
grows beyond BBR’s CWND limits.
E. Improving BBR’s Performance
We have identified two performance weaknesses in BBR:
BBR’s static 2 BDP CWND, and BBR’s inaccurate RTprop
estimation. This section suggests fixes to these issues, with a
limited proof of concept evaluation. Note that the evaluation
is meant as an inspiration, not as a vigorous implementation.
1) CWND: Currently, BBR caps the inflight packets at 2
BDP, causing there to be 1 to 1.5 BDP of packets queued at the
bottleneck router and a high amount of loss in shallow buffers.
These results indicate that this 2 BDP CWND cap is sometimes
too large to suit the network conditions. However, when the
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Figure 12. BBR Shallow and CUBIC’s interplay versus router queue length.

bottleneck router queue is large and BBR competes with a lossbased congestion control protocol, BBR’s CWND cap limits its
queue share, and, hence, it’s share of the bottleneck bandwidth.
These results indicate the CWND cap is sometimes too small to
suit the network conditions. We suggest a feedback loop where
BBR dynamically adjusts its CWND cap based on the loss,
throughput and RTT measurements. This idea is similar to the
approach of Copa [15] which generally keeps a small CWND,
but increases it in response to competition from buffer-filling
congestion control protocols.
When encountering persistent, high loss, BBR can infer
that it is over saturating, and in response BBR can decrease the
CWND cap. However, if the observed throughput is less than
the measured bottleneck bandwidth (BtlBw), BBR can infer it
is underutilizing its share of the bottleneck capacity (or that
there are delayed and/or aggregated ACKs) and increase the
CWND cap. When the measured RTT is greater than the RTT
min, then the router queue must be saturated and the CWND
cap should be decreased.
We demonstrate that BBR’s inflight cap is responsible for
its capacity and shallow buffer loss by manually adjusting
BBR’s inflight cap to 1.5 BDP down from 2 BDP. We then
rerun our experiments with this modified “BBR Shallow” [22].
Figure 11 depicts loss rate at the router calculated with a
500 ms sliding window as in Figure 7. BBR Shallow induces
less loss in buffers smaller than 1.5 BDP because it attempts
to queue fewer packets at the bottleneck router, helping with
inter-protocol fairness by reducing loss.
When competing with CUBIC, the router queue size that
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provides for a fair share is smaller, as shown in Figure 12,
following the format of Figure 10. Instead of having a fair
share when the bottleneck router queue size is around 5 BDP,
the fair share is instead when the maximum bottleneck router
queue size is around 3 BDP. Thus, the CWND cap helps
determine inter-protocol fairness by limiting throughputs.
2) Improving BBR’s RTprop estimation: The RTprop
should be nearly constant for the same network path, only
changing after a route change. However, when BBR competes
with CUBIC, BBR increases the estimated RTprop when it is
unable to drain the queue, causing BBR to greatly overestimate
the BDP, and thus create high queuing and loss.
BBR could instead always use the historical minimum RTT,
basically never increasing the estimated RTprop. With this
change, BBR would no longer be responsive to route changes
that result in a higher RTprop. Either BBR could ignore route
changes completely (since they are uncommon, and most flows
are short) or BBR could only accept a higher RTprop if it
is consistently higher for many RTprop probes or drastically
higher for a single probe. This could allow BBR to detect a
route change without increasing its CWND erroneously.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
As TCP BBR becomes more widely adopted in streaming
audio and video applications, it is important that BBR provides
consistent behavior alongside existing protocols, such as TCP
CUBIC, and efficient behavior over a range of router queue
sizes. Currently, BBR’s high loss rates in shallow buffers
and throughput variations with CUBIC in deeper buffers can
be inefficient for throughput and disastrous for streaming
audio and video applications that rely on a consistent network
throughput for smooth playback.
Contributions of our work include: a) description and
software for an inexpensive testbed for congestion control
research; b) validation of base BBR performance [5]; c)
validation of BBR performance in shallow buffers, with new
contributions on loss rate versus buffer size; d) validation of
cyclic behavior when BBR and CUBIC compete [9], [10], with
new details on the BBR protocol features, and quantification
of variation and unfairness versus buffer size; e) original
analysis quantifying variation and unfairness of CUBIC and
BBR versus buffer size; and f) contemporary improvement
suggestions to BBR to address the above shortcomings.
In response to the questions posed in the Section I:
A) Raspberry Pi 3B+ end-hosts and a Linux PC configured as
a router can be used for congestion control research, having the
benefits of a controlled, network testbed and the latest Linux
kernel code as is used on the Internet.
B) BBR induces packet loss on congested links with a router
buffer sized smaller than 1.5 BDP, with loss increasing linearly
with a decrease in buffer size. Loss rates are 5.5% for a router
buffer size of 1 BDP, doubling to about 11% when the router
buffer size is 0.5 BDP, caused by BBR’s 2 BDP CWND cap.
C) BBR is extremely unfair when competing with CUBIC
in shallow buffers since CUBIC responds to the packet loss
by reducing rates while BBR does not. In deeper buffers,
BBR and CUBIC exhibit large 20-second throughput cycles,
with average throughput fairness achieved only for specific
router queue sizes based on the BDP. These cycles are caused
by BBR’s inaccurate estimate of the minimum RTT, with
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the unfairness caused by the tension between the difference
between the BBR and CUBIC operating points.
We suggest heuristics to improve BBR that include a
feedback loop to adjust BBR’s CWND and minimum RTT
measurements based on the network conditions. Future work
is needed to implement and test these proposed changes.
Future work could also verify that BBR’s unstable behavior
is present in competition with any buffer-filling congestion
control. Additionally, BBR evaluation over broader network
conditions such as 4G, 5G and satellite is important.
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Abstract— It is essential to synchronize the receiver and the
transmitter during any transmission. In a given receiver, the
sensitivity of the synchronization system is usually higher than
the sensitivity of the detection system. The performance of the
synchronization system and the detection system in a given
receiver depends on the signal to noise ratio at the input of the
receiver. Phase noise must be carefully considered when
applying any signal processing method, which involves
synchronization. The effect of amplitude noise on the sensitivity
of the receiver is a well-studied subject. On the other hand, the
impact of phase noise on the phase synchronization process is
not well-studied in literature. In this paper, the effect of phase
noise on the Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) modulator is
studied. The Bit Error Rate (BER) is used to demonstrate the
impact of the different phase noise levels. Based on the
simulation results we can conclude that the effect of phase noise
on the synchronization system is negligible.
Keywords- phase noise; synchronization; sensitivity; signal
processing; time synchronous averaging; Internet of Things; Low
Power Wide Area Network.

I. INTRODUCTION
The communication range and power efficiency are
considered among the most critical issues for system design
in the domain of Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN)
technologies dedicated to the Internet of Things (IoT)
communication.
All LPWAN standards and technologies, such as SigFox
[1], LoRa [2], Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) [3], try to increase
their efficiency in terms of both power consumption and data
range. There are strict limitations by communication
regulators like the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) [4] and the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) [5]. These factors are related directly to the
receiver sensitivity. Increasing the receiver sensitivity
improves the link budget, which increases (under certain
circumstances) the propagation distance.
A well-known technique to improve the receiver
sensitivity is to increase the bandwidth, which can be viewed
as a solution in the frequency domain. For example, in the
spread spectrum technique, a narrow-band signal spreads
over a wider frequency band. The power remains the same,
but the power spectral density decreased as the signal spreads
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over a larger band and the receiver sensitivity improvement
is related to the spreading factor.
Another solution to increase the sensitivity of the receiver
is to decrease the data rate. Retransmitting the signal and
process it later in the receiver is an example of this method.
This can be viewed as spreading the signal over the time of
the transmission (a time-domain solution).
In [6], the Time Synchronous Averaging (TSA) method
is proposed to increase the sensitivity of a digital receiver
based on the signal retransmission. It is shown that the
synchronization system limits the performance of the TSA
method. A new synchronization method was developed later.
The performance of the TSA method with this new
synchronization method is presented in [7]. Processing the
signals and extracting the synchronization information from
the transmitted signal with very low Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) (even signals with SNR smaller than 1) is possible
with this new synchronization method. TSA method is widely
used in communications [8], medicine [9], mechanics [10],
electronics and all scientific fields which treat periodic weak
signals corrupted by noise [11].
Generally speaking, in the TSA method, the sampling is
initiated by a trigger pulse as an input to the analyzer. These
trigger pulses must be synchronized with the periodic signal.
Time alignment is an essential parameter to the analysis of
the repetitive signals, especially in the TSA method [12].
The efficiency of the TSA method is limited by the
synchronization of the received data blocks. Synchronization
is divided into synchronization in phase and frequency. Phase
noise impacts the synchronization by varying the length of
the repetitive data. The oscillator phase noise is presented
briefly in Section II. Section III presents the applied method
to study and simulate the effect of phase noise. In Section IV,
the simulation results for the effect of the phase noise on the
MSK modulator are presented. In this section, the phase noise
effect is also simulated for a given transceiver, and the results
are compared with other RF components. We conclude the
work in Section V.
II. PHASE NOISE IN LOCAL OSCILLATOR
While an amplitude noise impacts the signal amplitude,
any random fluctuation in the phase of a waveform in the
frequency domain is presented by phase noise. Oscillator
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imperfection is one of the primary sources of phase noise.
The noise in the local oscillator could be some multiplicative
phase distortion during the up/down conversion at the
transmitter and the receiver. The intensity of this noise
depends on the quality of the RF component used in the
transmitter/receiver.
Phase noise could be regarded as either natural phase
noise caused by the local oscillator itself or “external” phase
noise caused by vibration. In both cases, it is an essential
problem for dynamic applications. The natural phase noise is
mostly because of the oscillator’s frequency instabilities. It is
relevant for both static and dynamic applications. Any net
changes in phase angle will result in an inaccuracy in the
output frequency. The stability of the output frequency of the
local oscillator is essential for any synchronization method.
The output signal of a typical oscillator in the presence of the
amplitude and phase noise is:
𝑉(𝑡) = 𝐴( sin(2𝜋𝑓( 𝑡 + ∆∅(𝑡))

(1)

A0 is the nominal peak voltage and will establish the SNR
and ∆∅(𝑡) represents the phase noise. Fig. 1 [13] presents the
effect of phase noise on the oscillator output signal.

𝑆∆∅ (𝑓J ) is the single-sideband output phase noise power
spectral density, F is the noise figure, k is the Boltzmann
constant and equals to 1.38x10-23 (J/K), T is the absolute
temperature, Psi is the input signal power, fm is the offset
frequency, fc is the corner frequency, f0 is the carrier
frequency, and QL is the loaded quality facture. The phase
noise curve based on (2) is illustrated in Fig. 2 [16].

Figure 2. Phase noise curve of a high Q oscillator

The phase noise shows various behaviours depending on
the frequency region and the distance from the carrier
frequency. For example, a 1/f 3 noise (30 dB per octave) is
respected for the frequencies which are very close to the
offset frequency. The Leeson model suggests increasing the
resonator Q and signal amplitudes as a solution to reduce the
phase noise. In this research, we are mostly focused on this
region.
III. METHODOLOGY

Figure 1. Oscillator output signal in the presence of phase noise

All oscillators have an amplitude limiting mechanism.
The amplitude fluctuations are usually significantly
attenuated and could be almost completely removed from the
carrier at some frequencies [14]. Despite amplitude noise, the
phase noise could not be reduced or filtered as it is very close
to the carrier. However, phase noise in an oscillator can be
reduced by various architecture choices and manufacturing
technologies. The bipolar transistor and the Heterojunction
Bipolar Transistor (HBT) are more efficient compared to the
Field-Effect Transistors (FET), for example.
The Leeson model is essential to illustrate the phase noise
spectrum concerning the carrier. The model is simple and
effective and forms the theoretical basis of an oscillator phase
noise. It is expressed as the following formula [15] and [16]:
S∆∅ (f4 ) =

567
89:;
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(2)

Regarding the application goal (synchronization for the
TSA method), the communication range, the receiver
complexity as well as the energy efficiency, the MSK
modulation technique was used in these simulations. The
simulations were done in Matlab by generating the
transmission data with time series. Amplitude noise and
phase noise were added to the transmitted signal via Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel and the phase noise
block, respectively. The schematic of the simulation model is
presented in Fig. 3. The simulation results are compared with
theoretical BER for the MSK modulation to examine the
accuracy of the proposed models.
Data
Data

MSK modulator
MSK demodulator

AWGN Channel
Phase noise

Figure 3. The presentation of the simulation model for the MSK
modulation with Phase noise block in Simulink

BER graphs are used to demonstrate the results. The
precision of the BER graph depends on the number of
transmitted bits. The Monte-Carlo [17] method is a common
technique for estimating the BER of a communication
system. The number of required data symbols to achieve the
desired accuracy is [18]:
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C

N ≈ MD O

N P

(3)

σn2 is the normalized variance of the estimation error and
Pe is the desired bit error rate. The small value of BER
requires a considerable number of transmitted symbols.
Otherwise, the estimation variation shall be significant when
the error is too small. For example, N ≈ 100/pe is needed
while counting 100 errors for σ = 0.1. Therefore, at least 108
bits are needed to study a system with BER of 10-6.
The BER was calculated by comparing the received and
the transmitted signals. Fig. 4 presents the BER result with
no additive phase noise in comparison with the theoretical
BER graph of the MSK modulation. From this figure, the
reliability of simulation models can be justified. The BER
result from the proposed simulation method follows precisely
the theoretical curve of the BER of the MSK modulation. To
calculate the BER with higher precision, we need to transmit
and process more bits, which will increase the time of
calculation significantly. The difference between the two
graphs of BER at the very low BER value is due to this issue.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The BER graphs at different phase noise levels were
traced for different values of the bit energy over the noise
variance (Eb/N0) to study the effect of phase noise on the
efficiency of the communication systems in terms of BER for
the MSK modulation. In each run of the simulation, Eb/N0
varied from 1 to10 dB for a constant level of phase noise. In
Fig. 5, the BER for different values of Phase Noise Level
(PNL) from -96 to -80 dBc/Hz are presented. These results
are compared with the BER for the MSK modulation in
theory. By varying the phase noise level from -96 dBc/Hz up
to -80 dBc/Hz, the bit error rate varies from almost the
theoretical BER (for -96dBc/Hz) to the weakest BER result
(at -80 dBc/Hz). The effect of phase noise on the MSK
modulator is negligible for PNL equal or below -90 dBc/Hz,.
It is possible to simulate the phase noise effect for a
specific RF component. In this case, a set of different phase
noise levels are attributed to different frequencies. This
information usually comes with the RF component datasheet.
The precision of the simulation increases by having more data
about the component phase noise level at different
frequencies.
MSK in theory
Simulated MSK without phase noise

Figure 5. Phase noise effect on the MSK modulator, PNL from -96 to -80
dBc/Hz

Here, we consider the phase noise level for ADF-7021-V,
which is a standard RF transceiver. The frequency offset
were: [10Hz, 100Hz, 1000Hz] and the corresponding phase
noise level for these frequencies were: [-71.5, -82, -92.5]
dBc/Hz. Fig. 6 presents the result of the simulation in the
presence of phase noise (in yellow) and without phase noise
(in orange), in comparison with the theoretical BER for the
MSK modulation (in blue).
MSK in theory
Simulated MSK without phase noise
Simulated MSK with phase noise

Figure 6. Simulated effect of phase noise on ADF7021 transceiver
(without phase noise (red) and with Phase noise (orange))

The simulation results with and without phase noise are
almost the same. As we can see, the phase noise does not have
a significant impact on the BER of the MSK modulation.
These results should be compared with the phase noise
level of other RF components. Tables I, II and III present the
phase noise level for a standard RF transceiver, a mixer and
a synthesizer, respectively. From these tables, we can note the
maximum phase noise level of presented components and
compare their phase noise level with the simulation results.
The highest phase noise level in these tables is equal to -106
dBc/Hz for Si4464 at 460 MHz with ±10 kHz offset.
Respecting the simulation results, we conclude that the
impact of the phase noise on the MSK modulator is
negligible. This conclusion is proven with experimental tests
for the transmission of a very noisy signal (SNR»0.3dB). The
results of experimental tests were published in [7].

Figure 4. BER of the MSK modulation in theory (blue) compared with
simulation result without phase noise (red)
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TABLE I. PHASE NOISE LEVEL FOR A GIVEN RF TRANSCEIVER

Device
number
Si4464

Fabricant

Description

Frequency
bands

Receiver
Sensitivity

Silicon
Labs

high-performance,
low-current
transceivers

from 119 to
1050 MHz

–126 dBm
at 500 bit/s

Phase noise in 460
MHz (dBc/Hz)
±10 kHz offset: -106
±100 kHz offset:-110
±1 MHz offset: -123

Phase noise in 169
MHz (dBc/Hz)
±10 kHz offset: -111
±100 kHz offset:-116
±1 MHz offset: -135

TABLE II. PHASE NOISE LEVEL FOR A GIVEN RF SYNTHESIZER

Device
number

Fabricant

Description

Frequency bands

Si4123

Silicon
Labs

Dual-band RF synthesizer
with integrated VCO

RF1: 900 MHz to 1.8 GHz
IF: 62.5 to 1000 MHz

TABLE III.

Device number

Fabricant

ADRF6655

Analog Devices

By comparing the phase noise level for standard RF
components and the simulation results, we can conclude that
the effect of phase noise on the MSK modulator is negligible.
Performing the TSA method during experimental tests on a
very noisy signal (SNR around 0.3dB) presents the same
results.
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Abstract – Multi-domain and end-to-end (E2E) capabilities are
major objectives in 5G slicing. A split is needed of the multidomain slice capabilities between several technological and/or
administrative domains while still preserving their individual
independency. Admission control is also necessary when a new
multi-domain slice is requested by an user/tenant, i.e., during
the slice preparation and instantiation phase or at run-time
when slice instances scaling is needed. The above tasks are
solved by the Management and Orchestration (M&O) system
for services, slices and resources (physical or virtual). The
M&O is performed at two scopes (global and local in each
domain) and can be organized using several layers depending
on the business model (actors) considered. This paper
contribution consists in the proposal and analysis of several
architectural solutions to organize the domain-level
management for a network segment of a multi-domain slice. In
particular, the functions splitting and interactions among the
layers of the domain management are studied in the context of
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software Defined
Networks (SDN), technologies used in the system architecture.
Keywords — 5G slicing; Multi-domain; Management and
Orchestration; Resource management; Software Defined
Networking; Network Function Virtualization.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The slicing concept applied to 5G networks (based on
virtualization and softwarization) enables the system to serve
in a dedicated way various verticals/use-cases. It also allows
programmability and modularity for network resources
provisioning, adapted to different vertical service
requirements (in terms of bandwidth, latency, etc.) [1-9]. A
Network Slice (NSL) is a managed logical group of subsets
of
resources,
Physical/Virtual
network
functions
(PNFs/VNFs) in the architectural Data Plane (DPl), Control
Plane (CPl) and Management Plane (MPl) [1][2].
Network Function Virtualization [6-8][10-12]
and
Software Defined Networks [13] architectures are used in
cooperation [14-16], to manage and control in a flexible and
programmable way the 5G sliced environment. Note that the
general topics of the NFV framework and SDN are not
detailed in this study; they are just used here in the 5G slicing
architecture.
The layered structure of the M&O 5G sliced systems
depends on the definition of business model and actors.
Several business models aim to support multi-tenant, multidomain end-to-end (E2E) and multi-operator capabilities. A
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basic and flexible model (see A. Galis, [9]) can be
composed of four main actors:
Infrastructure Provider (InP) – owns and manages the
physical infrastructure (network/cloud/data centre). It could
lease its infrastructure (as it is) to a slice provider, or it can
itself construct slices and then lease the infrastructure in
network slicing fashion. An InP may include several
technological domains (e.g., Radio Access Network (RAN),
Core network, Transport network) and could be represented
by a single Administrative domain.
Network Slice Provider (NSLP) – can be typically a
telecommunication service provider. It could be the owner
or tenant of the infrastructures from which network slices
can be constructed. Generally, the NSLP can construct
multi-domain slices, on top of infrastructures offered by
different InPs. It should also support multiple tenants.
Slice Tenant (SLT) – is the generic user of a specific
slice, including network/cloud/data centres, hosting
customized services. The SLTs can request from a NSLP
creation of new slices. The SLT can lease virtual resources
from one or more NSLPs in the form of a virtual network,
where the tenant can realize, manage and provide Network
Services (NS) to its individual end users. A network service
is a composition of Network Functions (NFs); it is defined
in terms of the individual NFs and the mechanism used to
connect them. A single tenant may have one or several
slices in its domain.
End User (EU) - consumes (part of) the services
supplied by the tenant, without providing them to other
business actors.
The business model is recursive (see Ordonez et. al.,
[3]), i.e., a tenant can, in turn, offer parts of its sliced
resources to other tenants. Other variants of business
models are presented in [9].
The actual running slices are Network Slice Instance(s)
(NSLI), i.e., specific, logically isolated, but full virtual
networks created by the NSLP (based on NSL templates) at
the request of an SLT or at NSLP's initiative. A
blueprint/template is a logical representation of NFs and the
resource requirements. It describes the structure,
configuration and work flows for instantiating and
controlling a NSLI. It
includes particular network
characteristics (e.g., bandwidth, latency, reliability) and
refers to the required physical or logical resources and the
sub-networks. A NSLI may be dedicated or shared across
multiple Service Instances.
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The 5G sliced networks M&O sub-system is usually
organized in a hierarchical fashion on several layers [7]. The
management can include the traditional functions; the
orchestration consists in a coordinated set of activities to
automatically select and control multiple resources, services
and systems [14].
The Life-Cycle Management (LCM) of a NSLI comprises
several phases performed by the Slice Provider: (1)
instantiation, configuration and activation, (2) run-time and
(3) decommissioning [6]. Actually, the LCM is preceded by a
preparation phase (0) of the network for the future
instantiation and support of a NSLI. Phase (1) is split into the
instantiation/configuration
sub-phase
(the
necessary
shared/dedicated resources, including NFs, are configured
and instantiated but not yet used) and the activation subphase (the NSLI handles traffic). The run-time phase focuses
on data traffic transport, reporting the network service
performance and possible NSLI re-configurations or scaling,
if dynamic conditions impose that. Phase (3) includes the
deactivation and termination of the NSLI and release of the
allocated resources.
The specific contribution of this paper is the proposal and
analysis of several architectural solutions, to organize the
domain-level (InP) management for a network segment
(controlled in SDN style) of a multi-domain slice (see
Section IV). In particular, the function splitting and
interactions among the SDN controller with an upper
management layer (Virtual Infrastructure Manager – VIM or
Wide area Infrastructure Manager – WIM) of the domain
management are studied. The business model adopted will
influence these interactions.
The paper structure is described below. Sections II and III
are preliminary. They serve to introduce and clarify the 5G
management and control framework, where the solutions of
the main Section IV will be applied, in the context of NFVSDN technologies. In particular, Section II presents a few
relevant examples of related architectural work to emphasize
the M&O elements for resources, slices and services in
multi-domain context. Section III details the slice creation
phase M&O interactions. Section IV proposes and compares
several architectural variants for the interface between the
domain controller (SDN-IC) and higher layer manager
(V/WIM). This interface determines how the mapping can be
done of the required slice segment resources upon the
network domain owned by the InP. The work is still
preliminary - at architectural level. Section V presents
conclusions and a future work outline.
II. 5G MULTI-DOMAIN SLICING ARCHITECTURES
This section presents a few examples of relevant 5G
slicing architectures, in order to outline the M&O entities
roles in a multi-domain environment and locate the
individual domain levels as a zone of interest for this study.
Many studies, projects, pilots, define variants of 5G slicing
multi-domain architectures in various contexts [4][6][7][14 17][18]. In all of them, the M&O functions are crucial for
coordination of the components.
The document (The European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) NFV Evolution and Ecosystem
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(EVE) 012 [6]) and The 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) Technical Report (TR) 28.801 document [7]
consider the ETSI NFV framework to which they added
three new management functional blocks dedicated for slice
management: Communication Service Management
Function (CSMF) - to translate the service requirements
into NSL ones; Network Slice Management Function
(NSMF) - to manage (including lifecycle) the NSLIs (it
derives network slice subnet requirements from the network
slice related requirements); Network Slice Subnet
Management Function (NSSMF) - to manage the Network
Slice Subnet Instances NSLSIs. These three elements
interact with the upper entity of the NFV Management and
Orchestration (MANO), i.e., with NFV Orchestration of the
NFV (NFVO).
The 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership
(5GPPP) Working Group details the architecture by
defining four planes [1]: Service, M&O, Control and Data
planes. The architecture also includes a Multi-Domain
Network Operating System containing different adaptors
and network abstractions above the networks and clouds
heterogeneous fabrics. It is responsible for allocation of
(virtual) network resources and maintains network state to
ensure network reliability in a multi domain environment.
The Service plane comprises the Business Support
Systems (BSSs) and business-level Policy and Decision
functions as well as applications and services operated by
the tenant. This plane includes an end-to-end orchestration
system.
The M&O plane includes a general Service
Management, the Software-Defined Mobile Network
Orchestrator (SDMO) and the ETSI NFV lower level
managers (i.e., VNF Manager - VNFM and Virtualized
Infrastructure Manager - VIM). The SDMO is composed of
a domain specific application management, an Inter-slice
Resource Broker and NFV-NFVO. The SDMO performs the
E2E management of network services; it can set up slices by
using the network slice templates and merge them properly
at the described multiplexing point. The Service
Management intermediates between the upper service layer
and the Inter-slice Broker; it transforms consumer-facing
service descriptions into resource-facing service
descriptions and vice versa. The Inter-slice Broker handles
cross-slice resource allocation. The domain-specific
application management functions could be, e.g., for 3GPP:
Element Managers (EM) and Network Management (NM)
functions, including Network (Sub-) Slice Management
Function.
The Control plane is “horizontally” separated in two
parts: intra and inter-slice control functions. “Vertically”, it
is organized in SDN style, i.e., with three planes: Control
applications (inter and intra-slice); SDN controllers; SDN
nodes (these are actually slicing control function blocks
realized as PNF/VNFs. Note here the flexibility of the
SDN-NFV cooperation: some slicing control functions are
seen and realized as SDN nodes. The SDN controllers are
two types: Software-Defined Mobile Network Coordinator
(SDM-X) and Software-Defined Mobile Network Controller
(SDM-C). The SDM-C and SDM-X take care of dedicated
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and shared NFs, respectively; following the SDN principles,
they translate decisions of the control applications into
commands to SDN nodes, i.e., VNFs and PNFs. Note that

also SDM-X and SDM-C, as well as other possible control
applications could be implemented as VNFs or PNFs.
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Figure 1. Run-time image of a multi-domain slicing architecture - example 1 (adapted from ETSI GR NFV-EVE 012 [6] and Ordonez-Lucena [3][18])
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The Data plane comprises the VNFs and PNFs needed to
carry and process the user data traffic.
A relevant multi-domain slicing architecture, viewed at
run-time phase, is presented in Figure 1 (adapted from ETSI
GR NFV-EVE 012 [6] and J.Ordonez-Lucena et. al. [3][18]).
The specific contribution of this paper (Section IV) will
be focused on the lower functional parts of such an
architecture or a similar one.
A multi-domain slice instance can span several InPs
and/or administrative or technological domains belonging to
different providers. Figure 1 shows several domains upon
which multi-domain slices can be constructed. Note also that
this architectural picture focuses on the transport and core
network domains, omitting the RAN domain.
The NSLP rents infrastructure resources owned by the
underlying InPs to construct NSL instances. The Resource
Orchestration (RO) manages the set of resources offered by
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different INPs (the resources are supplied under the control
of the underlying VIMs/WIMs), and optimally dispatches
them to the NSLIs aiming to satisfy their requirements but
preserving their logical isolation. The RO should have
information on resource availability in each domain whose
resources will enter the multi-domain NSLI. To construct a
multi-domain slice, some inter-domain interactions are also
necessary.
The highest layer NSL Orchestrator (NSLO) has a main
role in the creation phase of slices and also in the run-time
phase. In the creation phase, NSLO receives the order to
deploy a NSLI for a tenant (or the NSLP decides to construct
a slice). The NSLO should have enough information
(including on multi-domain resource availability) in order to
check the feasibility of the order. To accomplish this, it
interacts with RO (which aggregates resource information
from several domains (InPs)), and also accesses the VNF and
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NS catalogues. These catalogues contain VNF and NS
descriptors, exposing the capabilities of all the VNFs and
NSs that an NSL provider can select for the NSLs. If the
slice is feasible, then NSLO triggers its instantiation.
At run-time, the NSLO performs policy-based inter-slice
operations, e.g., it analyzes the performance and fault
management data received from the operative NSLIs to
check the fulfilment of their Service Level Agreements
(SLAs). In case of SLA violations, the NSLO decides which
NSLIs need to be modified and, if this is possible, sends
corrective management actions (e.g., scaling, healing, etc.) to
some specific NSL Managers.
Each NSLI has its own management plane (to get slice
isolation) composed of: NSL Manager, NS Orchestrator
(NSO), Tenant SDN Controller and VNF Manager (VNFM).
The VNFM(s) and the NSO perform the life cycle operations
(e.g., instantiation, scaling, termination, etc.) over the
instances of the VNFs and NS(s), respectively. Interactions
between these functional blocks and the RO are necessary.
The NSL Manager coordinates the operations on
management data obtained from Tenant SDN Controller and
the NS Orchestrator, to perform the fault, configuration,
accounting, performance, and security management within
the NSLI. Each tenant operates its NSLI instance (within the
limits agreed with the NSL provider) through the NSL
Manager.
Both in the preparation phase and at run-time the RO
should interact with each domain management entities (e.g.,
VIM or WIM) in order to apply Admission Control (AC)
before deciding on a new NSLI construction or later, on
NSLI possible modification. Naturally, each domain should
decide upon its resources availability. The specific
contributions of this paper are focused on a domain resource
management.
An SDN control is supposed to exist at domain level. The
SDN - Infrastructure Controller (SDN-IC) manages and
controls connectivity in its domain, under the directives of
the corresponding VIM/WIM. The VIMs and WIMs can act
as SDN applications, delegating the tasks related to the
management of networking resources to their underlying ICs.
III.

NETWORK SLICE CREATION

This section summarizes the general slice creation steps
in order to clearly identify the scope and role of the
management actions proposed in Section IV.
Before slice instantiation, preparation activities are
necessary. Catalogues of available services and resources
must be constructed in advance, usable by the tenants in
order to select a slice model fitted to their needs.
The general typical set of steps coordinated by the NSLO
and RO (see Figure 1) for a slice instance creation are
[7][17][18]: a. Service ordering; b. Network slice resource
description; c. Admission control; d. Optimization and
Resource Reservation; e. Network slice preparation.
Service ordering: the NSLP should construct a Service
Catalogue (business-driven), containing service offering
(service templates). The catalogue contains NSLs
specifications, optimized for different usage scenarios, like:
enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), massive Machine
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Type Communications (mMTC), ultra Reliable Low Latency
Communications (uRLLC), or other vertical-specific
applications. A service template includes all the information
required to drive the NSL deployment, e.g., the NSL
topology
(technology-agnostic),
NSL
requirements
(functional, performance, security), temporal, geo-location
and other operational requirements [18]. The NSL provider
offers application programming interfaces (APIs) to tenants,
giving them access to the Service Catalogue, where the
tenant can select the service template that best matches its
requirements. Some parameters and attributes can be
customized by the tenant. The result of this dialogue is a
catalogue-driven NSL service order containing information
to be mapped on technological segments (Radio Access
Network (RAN), transport, and core network) and also over
several administrative domains. The NSLO should process
such information.
Network Slice Resource Description: this step creates a
resource-centric view of the ordered NSL. For a higher
flexibility and better adaptation to the tenant needs, different
Levels of Implementations (NSL-IL) can be defined [18].
The NSLO extracts the relevant content from a resource
viewpoint (e.g., the NSL topology, network requirements,
etc.) and constructs an NSL-IL for the NSL instance. The
NSL topology serves to identify which NS(s) need to be
deployed for the NSL, retrieving the corresponding NS
descriptor(s) from the NS Catalogue; the deployment option
is selected for each descriptor (NS descriptor ID, NS
FlavorID, NS-IL ID), that best matches the features and the
performance level required for the NSL; an NSL-IL is
constructed by referencing the selected triplet(s).
Admission Control (AC): the target NSL-IL specifies the
resources needed for the tenant’s demands. Now, the AC will
be enforced on the ordered NSL-IL, from a resource
viewpoint, to decide acceptance/rejection for deployment.
Several types of information are needed in this process:
(1) NSLI resource requirements (resources to be
allocated for each VNF instance and virtual link,
affinity/anti-affinity rules applicable between VNF instances,
reliability requirements for each VNF instance and virtual
link);
(2) geographical region(s) where each VNF is needed;
(3) time intervals for activation of the NSL instance;
(4) information of the Points of Presence (PoPs) (and the
WAN network(s) connecting them) to which the NSLP is
subscribed. Such information is partially available at the
NSLO and partially at RO; therefore, these two functional
blocks need to interact within the AC actions.
Note that AC should be actually enforced at several
levels: at a global multi-domain level and at each domain
management level. This last aspect will be further analysed
in Section IV.
Optimization and Resource Reservation: if several
variants of NSL-ILs are found feasible by the AC, then RO
can run an algorithm to select an optimal solution (note that
this is a multi-criteria optimization problem). Afterwards,
RO may proceed with resource reservation; it sends resource
reservation requests to the underlying VIM(s)/WIM(s). The
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hard/soft nature of this reservation depends on the use case
and NSL provider’s policies.
Network Slice Preparation: it consists of setting up all
that is required to manage the NSLI throughout its life cycle,
i.e., from commissioning (instantiation, configuration, and
activation) to decommissioning (de-activation and
termination) (see for details, 3GPP TS 28.801 V.15.1.0 [7]).
The preparation comprises: a. preparation of the network
environment and b. designing and on-boarding the NSL
descriptor.
For the step a., the NSLO (see Figure 1) performs the
following tasks:
- negotiation with RO a priority level for the NSLI (this
allows the RO to manage the cases when several
NSLIs compete for the same resources, or to manage
the case of resources shortage);
- instantiation of a NSLI specific management plane
(NSL Manager, Tenant SDN Controller, NS
Orchestrator, VNFM(s)); it configures these functional
blocks, making them ready for the run-time phase.
In parallel to the network environment preparation, the
NSLO builds up the NSL descriptor, which is a deployment
template used by the NSL Manager to operate the NSLI
during its life cycle. This descriptor includes the following
parts: a set of policy-based workflows; the set of NSL-ILs
available for use, constructed in the Network Slice Resource
Description phase; VNF configuration primitives at
application level and VNF chaining management
instructions; information about management data, used for
performance management.
IV.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AT DOMAIN LEVEL

This section contains the specific contribution of the
paper. The focus will be on network segments of a multidomain NSL (e.g., InP2 and InP3 domains in Figure 1).
However, the framework proposed could be applied also
(with some modifications) for cloud-like segments like PoP1
or PoP3. The business model considered here will be
flexible. The domain manager and controller (here it will be
the SDN-IC) and the Virtual Infrastructure Manager
(VIM/WIM) could belong to the same administrative entity
of a domain. In this case, there is a clear separation between
administrative domains and the InP could offer virtualized
resources due to VIM/WIM capabilities. However, is it
possible that an InP keeps the classical functions as
equipment/infrastructure provider while virtualization tasks
and management could be delegated to a third-party
provider.
A. Function splitting between VIM/WIM and SDN-IC
An important architectural choice related to the slice
mapping onto network resources in a network domain is the
functional split among SDN-IC and WIM and consequently
the interface/relationship between WIM and SDN-IC with
respect to:
(1) the style used by SDN-IC to upload information
to VIM/WIM, about its available resources: on demand (OD)
or in proactive (P) style (at SDN-IC initiative);
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(2) the amount and depth of information uploaded
by SDN-IC on the network resources (graph, capacities,
etc.). Table I presents the resulting architectural variants of
the functional split and WIM/SDN-IC interface and Figure 2
presents architectural variants for mapping a slice on InP
domain network resources.
It is assumed that the network domain resources can be
represented by topology and Resource Availability Matrix
information, collected by the SDN-IC from the domain
network (e.g., ingress and egress points/routers, available
paths and network resources per path, supported traffic
classes to allow Quality of Services (QoS) enabled transport,
etc.).
Note that for each variant, and depending on monitoring
information at network level, a Resource Availability Matrix
RAM can be uploaded to VIM/WIM and also adjusted by
SDN-IC to improve the traffic engineering performances.
In turn, the VIM/WIM can express the requirements for
this network domain in the form of a Service order (or,
equivalent, Server Level Specification - SLS) request. The
generation of this request is actually done by the RO
(wanting to construct a new slice), after splitting the multidomain slice requirements in sets of requirements for
participating domains to the multi-domain slice. The details
of such a split at RO level is out of scope of this paper. An
example of connectivity set of requirements known by the
VIM/WIM (to be mapped onto domain resources) is a matrix
of Traffic Trunks (TT). Each VIM/WIM may have an
abstract view of its network and output links towards
neighbors in a form of a set of virtual pipes (called TTs). A
set of such pipes can belong to a given QoS class; so, this
approach allows a given multiple domain slice to belong to a
specific QoS class.
To simplify the notation, in the following, only the WIM
notation will be used.
Several variants of interactions and function splitting
between WIM and SDN-IC are proposed and discussed
below in terms of pros, cons and trade-off.
Proactive style: at the initiative of the SDN-IC,
(periodically or event triggered) the information that is
uploaded to WIM is: the Resource Availability Matrix
(RAM), i.e., full connectivity graph and capacities, or only a
summary called Overlay Network Topology – ONT [19].
• Pros: the SDN-IC is the most qualified to know when
to deliver network information to WIM, e.g., every time
when network re-dimensioning is performed; WIM has
at every moment all the information about network
resources.
• Cons: WIM can be overloaded with information that it
does not really need at a given time; it may keep or
discard some information, depending on its local policy
at WIM level; signaling overhead appears.
On demand style: WIM asks the domain RAM from the
SDN-IC when needed, in order to answer appropriately to
service order requests.
• Pros: the WIM decides when it wants RAM
information; this could lead to a better usage of WIM
Data Base space; SDN-IC doesn’t need to
systematically inform the WIM anymore.
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• Cons: higher delay in servicing the RO requests,
because WIM should first acquire RAM in order to
respond appropriately to RO, based on updated RAM
information.
High WIM role (HR): SDN-IC uploads to WIM its full
connectivity graph.
• Pros: WIM has deep control on the network resources.
It becomes in this way a major factor in assuring
efficient allocation and exploitation of network
resources in the future slice; more seamless
deployment, given the fact that mapping of the slice
onto network resources is outsourced to WIM;
therefore, not many changes have to be done in the
traditional networking SDN-IC functionalities;SDN-IC
is released of AC and mapping functions.
• Cons: overload at WIM level: it should make both
mapping of the slice requested resources onto network
nodes and perform AC; less clean architecture: actual
network related tasks are moved at WIM layer.
Medium WIM role (MR): SDN-IC uploads to WIM an
overlay RAM based on traffic trunks (similar to ONT):
• Pros: WIM has medium degree of control on the
network resources; it is still capable to apply
optimization techniques; routing tasks and mapping
real-paths to TTs are done at network level (natural

choice), where local SDN-IC policies can be
considered; clean architecture – WIM works at overlay
level only, making AC, thus being compliant with
abstraction principles.
• Cons: AC is performed at WIM level; it is more
difficult to consider the current status of the network
load; optimization at WIM level is not “the best”.
Low WIM role (LR): SDN-IC does not upload/disclose
any topology and resources to WIM but only ingress-egress
points IDs and answer Yes/No to an SLS request:
• Pros: WIM has simpler task to only download the SLS
parameters to SDN-IC and then ask SDN-IC about the
result; sophisticated optimization techniques could be
applied at SDN-IC level, considering local policies and
current network status; routing tasks and mapping realpaths to TTs are done at network level (natural choice),
where local SDN-IC policies can be considered; clean
architecture – WIM works at overlay level only, thus
being compliant with abstraction principles.
• Cons: all mapping and local AC is performed at SDNIC network level; SDN-IC is overloaded with
additional functions.
In practice, one of the six variants can be selected,
depending on the overall design objectives of the slicing
system, general set of requirements and business model
adopted.

TABLE I. VARIANTS OF COOPERATION BETWEEN WIM AND SDN-IC
Amount of available information (on CND resources) from SDN-IC for V/WIM

SDN-IC style to
upload info to
WIM about its
available resources
SLS request
matrix

Proactive (P) style
(OD) on demand
from WIM

High WIM role
(HR): SDN-IC
uploads to WIM
its full
connectivity graph
P-HR
OD-HR

Mapping +
Admission Control

Medium WIM role (MR):
SDN-IC uploads only an
overlay availability matrix
(similar to Overlay
Network Topology -ONT)
P-MR
OD-MR

ONT (CND1)
(CANMgr level)

Low WIM role (LR): SDN-IC does not
upload/disclose any topology and resources to
WIM but only ingress-egress points Ids and
answer Yes/No to an SLS request
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OD-LR

SLS request
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SLS request
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Traffic Matrix (for
CND1)
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Figure 2. Architectural variants for mapping of a slice on InP domain network resources (WIM role: High, Medium, Low)
CND1-Connectivity Domain1; TM - Traffic Matrix; ONT – Overlay Network Topology
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B. Local Resources Mapping
A design choice should be which entity has to perform
the mapping of the RO requested resources (for the slice
segment realized by this domain): WIM or SDN-IC? Two
variants are proposed below.
WIM determines the mapping of SLS requested resources
on the network resource matrix uploaded by the SDN-IC:
• Pros: SDN-IC does not need to run mapping
algorithms but only to dimension its network
conforming local policies; this way, a stronger
control on mapping optimality is kept at the WIM
level.
• Cons: more complexity at the level of WIM (AC for
different levels of QoS guarantees are necessary);
periodic or event-triggered updates are necessary to
update the WIM vision on the network resources
matrix, for the domain to which it is associated.
SDN-IC determines the mapping of SLS requested
resources on its network resource matrix:
• Pros: SDN-IC has full knowledge on the network
resource matrix, so the mapping can be optimized in
a refined solution; SDN-IC will not disclose to the
WIM any intra-domain topology; AC is enforced by
SDN-IC, which decides upon the actual mapping.
• Cons: overloads the SDN-IC with additional
functions.
C. Local Negotiation
An advanced solution could include a negotiation in the
functionality of the WIM - SDN-IC interface. A negotiation
protocol will be necessary here. The WIM could play the
client role and SDN-IC the server role. Several variants can
be considered and are discussed below in a comparative
way:
Basic two-step negotiation session: “proposal followed
by yes/no answer”, started with a client proposal and then
server accepting or rejecting it:
• Pros: simplest and fastest solution.
• Cons: non-optimal usage of resources; higher
probability of negotiation failure.
Multi-step negotiation session: initial proposal from the
client, revisions returned by the server, another proposal
from the client and so on, up to the termination of the
negotiation:
• Pros: higher probability of success for large
network slices (several possibilities of SLS
variants).
• Cons: lower speed wireless router two-step
negotiation; medium complexity solution.
Optional enhanced negotiation based on several variants
(alternatives) of negotiated objects values and selective
acceptance or rejection of different alternatives:
• Pros: most refined way to negotiate due to
selectivity of acceptance.
• Cons: high complexity and overhead; lowest speed.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper considered a 5G slicing system architecture
based on NFV and SDN cooperation and selected some
relevant layered examples, from those proposed in several
standards and projects. The general architectural framework
was described in Sections I-III.
Section IV developed the specific contribution, which
was on studying the domain-level management for a network
segment of a multi-domain slice.
The main management and control entities associated to
an administrative domain were an SDN-Infrastructure
Controller (SDN-IC) (playing also the role of an intradomain network manager) and a Virtual Infrastructure
Manager (VIM) (playing the role defined in ETSI-NFV
MANO framework, plus some slice-specific new functions).
Six variants of splitting the resource management functions
(related to mapping of the virtual requested resources on the
network domain ones) between two entities above, were
proposed in the paper and comparatively analyzed with pros
and cons comments. It has been shown that an additional
flexibility can be added to the above cooperation if
negotiations (related to resource availability) are introduced
between VIM and SDN-IC.
Future work would be a continuation of this study, for a
quantitative evaluation of the six variants in terms of
complexity, performance, response time and seamless
deployment capabilities. Also, refining the hierarchies and
scope of admission control actions among the multi-domain
Resource Orchestrator (higher level), VIM (middle level)
and SDN-IC (lower level) is still an open research topic.
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Abstract—Using off-the-shelf photonic computer-aided design
tool VPIphotonics Design Suite, a detailed analysis of opticalfrequency-comb-based fiber to millimeter-band wireless
interface in actual base station for emerging 5G access
networks of fiber-wireless architecture was carried out. The
simulation experiments to study fiber transmission of 1.25Gbit/s, 64-QAM signals in the bandwidth 37-43.5 GHz predict
that the needed transmission quality is supported at a distance
of optical cable between Central Office and Base Station up to
40 km, which is quite acceptable for an access network.

networks (see point 3 of the Table I). In this direction, wellknown Radio-over-Fiber (RoF) technology [10]-[12] is
considered as the most promising approach, which is
implemented based on Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) architecture.
TABLE I. THE MILESTONES IN THE WAY TO TRANSFORM 4G LTE TO 5G
No

1

Keywords-radio-over-fiber; base station; optical frequency
comb; recirculating loop; suppressed carrier single sideband
modulator.
2

I.

INTRODUCTION

Within the recent decades, an explosion of researches and
developments
referring
to
the
next-generation
communication networks known as 5G New Radio (NR) has
been observed [1]-[5]. Based on 4G Long-Term Evolution
(LTE) progress [6], 5G NR is in principle a novel stage of
unprecedented technological innovation with ubiquitous
speed connectivity. As a result, it is expected that 5G NR
will radically transform a number of industries and will
provide direct, super-speed connections between any users
and any sensors and devices.
At the present time, several reviews to analyze significant
changes in the 5G NR approaches as compared to the
existing 4G LTE networks have been published [7][8]
denoting a series of milestones. Developing this topic, Table
I summarizes the results of the advanced analysis adding the
investigations of the last 5 years.
A review of the current Research and development
(R&Ds) in 5G NR area convincingly demonstrates the
consistent achievement of the milestones indicated in Table
I, which is reflected in a vast number of publications and the
emergence of commercial products. Among them, much
attention is paid to radically expanding the available spectral
bands (see point 1 of the Table I), which is associated with
the absorption of the Millimeter Wavelengths (MMW).
Following
this
tendency,
currently,
the
local
telecommunications commissions of various countries are
proposing and harmonizing the plans of frequency allocation
in MMW-band, which will be reviewed this year at the
World Radio Conference (WRC-2019) [9]. Another
milestone of great importance is the development of access
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3

4

5

6

7

Designation

Short Description

Some super-wide bandwidth cases in 5G access
Radically
networks will require contiguous carrier
expanding the
bandwidths. To support them, additional carrier
available
frequencies (below 6 GHz), as well as millimeter
spectral bands
wave (mmWave) RF carriers will be required.
The answer is to use small-cell technology (from
Increasing
macro-cells to femto-cells) that enables carriers to
user
provide more users with lower latency, better
densification
mobile device battery life, and expanded cellular
coverage
Following the milestones of the points 1 and 2, it is
necessary to optimize the access network
Establishing
architecture so that at the same time provide highoptimized
quality communication with fixed and mobile users
access
and low charges for the building and maintenance
network
of networks. A promising candidate for solving the
architecture
problem is a fiber-wireless architecture, already
tested in 4G LTE systems.
Fixed Wireless Access provides users with more
Providing
alternatives for connecting to the cloud using
More Options wireless broadband data communication to
with Fixed
connect two or more fixed locations. In particular,
Wireless
the introduction of this type of service will be very
Access
feasible for the broad development of
telemedicine.
A future people life is able to revolve around a
new 5G smartphone. With high-speed mobile
Using a
broadband access and truly ubiquitous coverage, it
Mobile Phone
will enable devices to communicate directly with
as a Hub
each other, without routing the data paths through
a network infrastructure.
Following the tendencies of expanding the
available spectral bands and increasing user
densification, mm-Wave 5G wireless network
Using active
infrastructure can be erected with a lot of small
antenna
cell sites controlled by the corresponding remote
systems in
(base) station (RS). In order to avoid intermm-Wave
interference inside these cells, one of the
communication promising approaches is to equip the RS with
beam-steerable phased array antennas using
hundreds of antenna elements to form directional
beams.
Mission-critical services requiring very high
reliability, global coverage, and very low latency,
Providing
which may be more important than throughput in
low latency
some applications, will become more native to
support 5G infrastructure.
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A typical configuration of an RoF-based communication
network including Central Office (CO), set of Base Stations
(BS), and microwave or millimeter-wave band user radio
terminals, have been discussed in detail in numerous
publications (for example, in [10]-[13] and the papers cited
there), so it is not considered in this paper. An important
element of this network architecture is a base station, through
which an interactive fiber-wireless interface is implemented.
Taking part recent studies, we have proposed and previously
investigated two design concepts of cost- and power-efficient
base station for emerging FiWi networks [14][15], in which
for a multi-frequency conversion of a Radio-Frequency (RF)
carrier, an Optical Frequency Comb Generator (OFCG)
based on microwave-photonic technology was used. Namely,
it was designed on a long-wavelength Vertical Cavity
Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL) operating in the period
doubling state in the first case, and on an Optical
Recirculation Loop (ORL) technique using two Suppressed
Carrier Single Sideband (SC-SSB) optical modulators in the
second one.
Nevertheless, in the cited papers, as well as in the works
of other authors referred to this direction, there is no analysis
of the efficiency of the OFCG-based actual base station for
emerging FiWi networks that supports high-speed
multichannel digital RF-signal transmission. Meeting this
shortcoming, the remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. Section II demonstrates the models and setups for
simulation of a recirculation-loop-based OFCG and fiber to
MMW-band wireless interface using the well-known
software tool VPIPhotonics Design Suit [16]. Leveraging the
application of this OFCG for a realistic case, the simulation
results by the same computer tool imitating multiwavelength optical frequency comb generation and
transmission of quadrature amplitude modulated RF signals
through OFCG-based fiber-wireless interface of a FiWiarchitected base station are discussed in Section III. Section
IV concludes the paper.
II. DESCRIBING THE MODELS AND SETUPS FOR SIMULATION
A. Optical Frequency Comb Generator
Generally, the outstanding performance of OFCG has led
to a revolution in a lot of radio-engineering fields, from
radio-frequency arbitrary waveform generation to coherent
optical communications. The key R&D achievements in this
direction are summarized in [17]. In the paper, four layouts
of OFCG suitable to achieve a comb with a spectrally flat
envelope are reviewed consisting of cascaded intensity and
phase modulators, dual-drive Mach Zehnder modulator
(another name for the SC-SSB modulator), two-cascaded
phase modulators with linearly chirped fiber Bragg grating,
and three cascaded modulators: two intensity and one phase.
As a result, it was concluded that the ideal optical frequency
comb must be well conceived to target a particular
application. Nevertheless, the above-mentioned paper does
not consider the option of OFCG based on an optical
recirculation loop, which has been studied for more than 10
years as a good candidate for designing microwavephotonics multichannel oscillators and frequency converters
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[18][19]. The undoubted advantages of this technique
include simplicity of the scheme, stability, robustness,
tunability, low RF driving voltage, etc. However, its
important disadvantage is the relatively short comb length.
For example, as follows from [18], the output comb of the
device under study consists of only 5-9 teeth, that is, not
enough for a realistic 5G application in MMW-band. The
obvious way to create a multichannel fiber-to-wireless
interface in such environment is to “compact” the comb by
narrowing down the interval between frequency teeth.
Following this concept, Fig. 1 shows the VPI model and
setup for simulation of the OFCG scheme under study. There
are four units depicted in Fig. 1: the composed model of
ORL includes library models of optical X-coupler, SC-SSB
modulator, Optical Amplifier (OA), Optical Band-Pass Filter
(OBPF), as well as library models of Continuous-Wave
Semiconductor Laser (CW-SL) emitting at the frequency ν0
as an optical source, RF Generator (RFG) as a RF signal
source and library instrumental model of Optical Spectrum
Analyzer (OSA). In order to close the ORL, output of OBPF
through the service unit T and input of SC-SSB are
connected to X-coupler's port 'input2' and port 'output2',
correspondingly. During the simulation, RFG acts as a
source of the reference RF signal (fref), while using the OSA,
the output optical spectrum is recorded.
B. Optical-Frequency-Comb-Based Fiber-to-Wireless
Interface
Fig. 2 shows the VPI model and setup for simulation of
OFCG-based fiber to MMW band wireless interface while
transmission of quadrature amplitude modulated RF signals is
supported. The scheme represents the downlink channel of
FiWi-architected RoF system and consists of three units
imitating the operation of CO, BS, and 2-fiber optical cable
between them. The CO includes the same laser model, the
radiation of which is divided into two branches using a Ycoupler, library model of SC-SSB modulator with
suppressing lower sideband, and library instrumental model
of QAM RF Transmitter. The latter contains library models of
QAM generator and output unit for power control following
by electrical amplifier. This module generates an electrical
M-QAM signal up-converted at a given RF carrier frequency.
The Optical Cable includes two equivalent library models of
single-mode optical fiber. Such a remote optical feed reduces

Figure 1. VPI model and setup for simulation of the OFCG.
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Figure 2. VPI model and setup for simulation of OFCG-based fiber to MMW band wireless interface.

the cost of the BS. Besides the OFCG model (see Fig. 1), the
BS includes library models of optical amplifier, X-coupler,
photodiode, and electrical post-amplifier outputted to the
model of QAM RF Receiver. The latter detects the RF
signal, decodes an electrical QAM signal and evaluates
quantitatively the Symbol Error Rate (SER) and the ErrorVector Magnitude (EVM) of the output QAM signal. The
model of Numerical 2D Analyzer is used for twodimensional graphical representation of the data from the
QAM RF Receiver output.
III.

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

A. Reference Data for the Simulation
In this work, the subject of the study is a fiber to MMWband wireless interface and the device of the study is an
OFCG based on a SC-SSB optical modulator. A tool for the
computer simulation is the well-known commercial software
VPIPhotonics Design SuitTM. In the course of the research,
first of all, the possibility of creating a multi-frequency
OFCG with the closest arrangement of the teeth is checked.
Then, the transmission quality of a digital RF signal with
multi-position QAM through the downlink channel of the
base station using fiber to MMW-band wireless interface is
analyzed. Two limiting factors are taken into account during
the simulation procedure: fiber chromatic dispersion and RF
channel spacing. Table II lists the common reference data for
the OFCG under study. In addition, Table III lists the
reference data for the fiber to MMW-band wireless interface
under study.
TABLE II.

TABLE III.

REFERENCE DATA FOR THE FIBER TO MMW-BAND
WIRELESS INTERFACE UNDER STUDY

Parameter
Length of PRBS*

Value
215-1

Bitrate

1.25 Gbit/s

RF Carrier Frequency

40.2 GHz

Type of RF modulation

64-QAM

Optical Carrier

C-band

RF band

37-43.5 GHz

Type of optical modulation
Responsivity
Dark current
PIN-Photodiode
3dB Bandwidth
Optical Input Power
Gain
Post-amplifier
Noise Factor
Type
Length
Optical Fiber
Attenuation
Dispersion
Dispersion Slope

SC-SSB (up)
0.92 A/W
100 nA
50 GHz
Near 3 mW
30 dB
2 dB
SMF-28e+
Up to 50 km
0.2 dB/km
16e-6 s/m2
80 s/m3

* Pseudo Random Bit Sequence

B. Optical Frequency Comb Generator
Fig. 3 demonstrates an OSA’s spectrum of multiwavelength optical frequency comb output following the
setup of Fig. 1. As one can see from Fig. 3, the OFCG under
study includes 21 optical carriers with the spacing of 0.3
GHz and the level non-uniformity of less than 5 dB.

REFERENCE DATA FOR OPTICAL FREQUENCY COMB
GENERATOR

Parameter
Laser Source Frequency (ν0)
Laser Linewidth
Reference RF frequency (fref)
Type of modulator inside optical recirculating loop
Gain of Recirculating Loop (g)
Number of Up or Down Round Trips
Level Non-Uniformity of Output Comb Teeth
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Value
193.3 THz
10 kHz
0.3 GHz
SC-SSB (up/down)
0.8<g<1
Not less than 10
Not more than 5 dB
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Figure 3. A spectrum of multi-wavelength optical frequency comb output.
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C. Optical-Frequency-Comb-Based Fiber-to-Wireless
Interface
Our further studies were related to EVM analysis
depending on the length of the optical cable and the spacing
between the RF channels in the setup of Fig. 2. The results of
the simulations are presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5,
respectively. For a clear view, there are some insets in Fig. 4
showing constellation diagrams in specific points. In
particular, as one can see from Fig. 4, due to dispersion in
the optical cable, the EVM values increase with a slope of
near 0.17 %/km reaching a standard limit for 64-QAM of 8%
[20] at the distance of 40 km.
Besides, Fig. 5 demonstrates EVM vs RF channel
spacing characteristic at the fiber distance of near 12 km. As
a result, as the co-channel spacing shrinks, the EVM remain
at about 3% until 240 MHz. With a further reduction in the
RF channel spacing, the slope of the EVM curve begins to
increase reaching the standard limit at about 215 MHz.

Figure 4. EVM vs Optical Cable Length.

The following outputs can be derived from our study:
• When transmitting digital radio signals with 64-QAM
on millimeter-wave RF carriers (37-43.5 GHz), even when
using a single-sideband modulator with a suppressed optical
carrier, dispersion in an optical cable has a significant impact
on the quality of the received signal. However, the error is
within the standard limit up to a distance of 40 km.
• With a fiber-optic link length of up to 12 km, it is
acceptable to shrink the interval between RF channels from
300 to 215 MHz.
IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a detailed analysis of optical-frequencycomb-based fiber to millimeter-band wireless interface in
actual base station for emerging 5G access networks of fiberwireless architecture was carried out using off-the-shelf
computer-aided design tool VPIphotonics Design Suite. The
specific goal of the research was to assess the possibility and
efficiency of creating a downlink channel of a multi-channel
base station using a multi-wavelength optical frequency
comb generator with a close arrangement of optical carriers
based on a cost- and power-efficient optical recirculation
loop including carrier-suppressed single-sideband optical
modulator. Following this goal, firstly a computer model and
a setup for simulation were proposed and described.
Simulation experiment predicts that OFCG including 21
optical carriers with the spacing of 0.3 GHz and the level
non-uniformity of less than 5 dB can be realized. Leveraging
the application of this OFCG for a realistic case, the model
and setup to simulate fiber to millimeter-band RF interface
were proposed and described. The simulation experiment
predicts that the needed transmission quality is supported at a
distance of optical cable between Central Office and Base
Station, which is quite acceptable for an access network. In
the course of another simulation experiment evaluating the
effect of RF co-channel interference, it was shown that the
number of RF channels within the same frequency band
could be increased 1.4 times.
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Abstract— In wireless communications, signals are affected by
multipath fading in the transmission channel, which causes
amplitude fluctuation and phase fluctuation at the receiver
front-end. Unfortunately, the Frequency Domain Equalization
(FDE) using pilot subcarriers, which is ordinary used in
conventional Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex
(OFDM) systems, cannot apply the OFDM system with
Constant Amplitude Zero Auto-Correlation (CAZAC)
precoding, CAZAC-OFDM. In this paper, we propose a method
to improve the negative effect of multipath fading by applying
transversal filter using Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm to
CAZAC-OFDM systems. We have confirmed that the CAZACOFDM system with the proposed transversal filter maintains
enough low Bit Error Rate (BER) performance under flat
fading and frequency selective fading channels.
Keywords-OFDM; CAZAC sequence; Frequency domain
equalization; Transversal filter; LMS algorithm.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the spread of smartphones, tablet
terminals and PCs, the demand for wireless communication is
expanding. Furthermore, with the advent of video distribution
and streaming services, the amount of data has increased
rapidly. Therefore, an Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplex (OFDM) scheme is widely used in wireless
communication, due to its great advantage of high spectrum
utilization that is about twice spectral efficiency compared
with single carrier scheme. Moreover, the OFDM scheme has
resistance properties to multipath fading.
Unfortunately, OFDM scheme has high Peak-to-Average
Power Ratio (PAPR). Many kinds of method have been
proposed to solve this PAPR problem [1]. The OFDM scheme
with Constant Amplitude Zero Auto-Correlation (CAZAC)
precoding, CAZAC-OFDM, is a known modulation
technique aimed at alleviating the PAPR problem [2][3]. It
has been reported that one CAZAC sequence in cooperation
with Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) process converts
the PAPR of the M-array Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
(M-QAM) OFDM signal into the PAPR of an M-QAM
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single-carrier signal [4]-[7].
In wireless systems under multipath fading environment,
interference between delayed waves makes amplitude
fluctuation and phase fluctuation at the receiver front-end. The
Frequency Domain Equalization (FDE) using pilot subcarriers,
which is ordinary used in conventional OFDM systems,
cannot apply the CAZAC-OFDM. In the CAZAC-OFDM
scheme, IFFT input signal for each subcarrier includes all
QAM signal components, and each subcarrier carries
uniformly distributed QAM data. The CAZAC-OFDM has a
nature of spread-spectrum just like a Code Division Multiple
Access (CDMA) or convolutional coding. Therefore, the
CAZAC-OFDM scheme cannot have any pilot subcarriers
although it has a frequency diversity effect itself.
In this paper, we study a fading compensation technique
by applying a transversal filter using Least Mean Square
(LMS) algorithm to the CAZAC-OFDM. A waveform
equalizer represented by a transversal filter equalizes the
transmission channel characteristics by inserting it in front of
the receiver. When the characteristics of the transmission
channel are dynamically changing and not in the steady state,
an adaptive equalizer must be used. In this case, the training
signal should be sent periodically. The tap coefficients of the
filter are iteratively updated so that the output signal
converges to the transmission signal. One type of adaptive
algorithm used in the adaptive equalizer is the LMS algorithm
[8]-[10].
We have confirmed that the CAZAC-OFDM system with
the proposed transversal filter maintains enough low Bit Error
Rate (BER) performance under flat fading and frequency
selective fading channels.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we describe the CAZAC-OFDM system. In Section 3, we
describe the method of channel estimation. In Section 4, we
describe the transversal filter. In Section 5, we describe LMS
algorithm. In Section 6, we show how convergence is
achieved by updating the tap coefficients of the filter. In
Section 7, we describe the effect of the proposed transversal
filter in the CAZAC-OFDM system. Finally, we conclude this
paper in Section 8.
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II.

CAZAC-OFDM SYSTEM

A. OFDM System
OFDM system is a kind of multi-carrier modulation
scheme that digitally modulates and multiplexes a number of
orthogonal subcarriers in the frequency domain. In the OFDM
system, data signals are mapped by digital modulation such as
QAM or PSK. Then, it is converted from frequency domain
signal to discrete-time domain signal by 𝑁𝑁 size IFFT. The
discrete-time OFDM signal 𝑥𝑥[𝑛𝑛] with 𝑁𝑁 subcarriers is
represented as follows.
𝑁𝑁−1

2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
1
𝑥𝑥[𝑛𝑛] = � 𝑋𝑋[𝑘𝑘]𝑒𝑒 𝑗𝑗 𝑁𝑁
𝑁𝑁

(1)

𝑘𝑘=0

where 𝑗𝑗 = √−1, 𝑛𝑛 is the discrete-time index and 𝑋𝑋[𝑘𝑘] is the
frequency domain signal [11].
In general, OFDM has high PAPR. PAPR is the ratio of
peak power to average power and is defined by the following
equation.
max |𝑥𝑥[𝑛𝑛]|2
(2)
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 10 log10 0≤𝑛𝑛≤𝑁𝑁−1
[dB]
mean |𝑥𝑥[𝑛𝑛]|2
0≤𝑛𝑛≤𝑁𝑁−1

The value of PAPR increases as the peak power increases
compared to the average power. As PAPR increases, power
consumption of the transmitter increases, so PAPR should be
reduced as much as possible.

(a) Transmitter

where 𝐿𝐿 is the sequence length and 𝑟𝑟 is the sequence number.
Assuming that 𝑟𝑟 = 1 and 𝐿𝐿 = 𝑁𝑁 2 in the above equation, the
Zadoff-Chu sequence is as follows.
𝜋𝜋𝑘𝑘 2
(4)
𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘 = exp �𝑗𝑗 2 �
𝑁𝑁
where 𝑁𝑁 is the number of subcarriers. Using the above
equation, CAZAC precoding generates an 𝑁𝑁 × 𝑁𝑁 square
matrix 𝑴𝑴.
𝑐𝑐0
𝑐𝑐1
⋯ 𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁−1
𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁
𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁+1
⋯ 𝑐𝑐2𝑁𝑁−1
1
(5)
𝑴𝑴 = � ⋮
⋮
⋱
⋮ �
𝑁𝑁
𝑐𝑐(𝑁𝑁−1)𝑁𝑁 𝑐𝑐(𝑁𝑁−1)𝑁𝑁+1 ⋯ 𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁2 −1
The transmission data sequence 𝑿𝑿 with 𝑁𝑁 subcarriers is
expressed as follows.
𝑋𝑋0
𝑋𝑋
(6)
𝑿𝑿 = � 1 �
⋮
𝑋𝑋𝑁𝑁−1
When the transmission data sequence 𝑿𝑿 is multiplied by the
square matrix 𝑴𝑴 , the output by CAZAC precoding 𝑷𝑷 is
expressed by the following equation.
𝑷𝑷 = 𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴
𝑐𝑐0
𝑐𝑐1
⋯ 𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁−1
𝑋𝑋0
𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁
𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁+1
⋯ 𝑐𝑐2𝑁𝑁−1
1
(7)
𝑋𝑋1
= � ⋮
⋮
⋱
⋮ �� ⋮ �
𝑁𝑁
𝑐𝑐(𝑁𝑁−1)𝑁𝑁 𝑐𝑐(𝑁𝑁−1)𝑁𝑁+1 ⋯ 𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁2 −1 𝑋𝑋𝑁𝑁−1
When IFFT is performed on the output by CAZAC precoding
𝑷𝑷, the time signal of CAZAC-OFDM 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 is expressed by the
following equation.
𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 = 𝑐𝑐�𝑁𝑁−𝑛𝑛�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑋𝑋�𝑁𝑁−𝑛𝑛�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
(8)
2

2

Therefore, as shown in Figure 2, the time domain signal of
CAZAC-OFDM is obtained by rotating the phase of the
mapping data while maintaining the amplitude of the mapping
data. As a result, CAZAC-OFDM has reduced PAPR
compared to conventional OFDM.

(b) Receiver
Figure 1. CAZAC-OFDM system.

B. CAZAC Precoding
Figure 1 shows the configurations of CAZAC-OFDM
transmitter and receiver. CAZAC-OFDM reduces PAPR by
performing precoding using Zadoff-Chu sequence, which is a
type of CAZAC sequence. The Zadoff-Chu sequence is
expressed by the following equation.
⎧ exp �𝑗𝑗 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋(𝑘𝑘 + 1)� (𝐿𝐿 is odd)
⎪
𝐿𝐿
𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘 =
2
(3)
⎨exp �𝑗𝑗 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝑘𝑘 �
(𝐿𝐿 is even)
⎪
𝐿𝐿
⎩
𝑘𝑘 = 0,1, ⋯ , 𝐿𝐿 − 1
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(a) Conv. OFDM
(b) CAZAC-OFDM
Figure 2. Time domain signal.

In the conventional OFDM, the mapped value 𝑿𝑿 is directly
input to the IFFT. Therefore, in the frequency domain, each
data is allocated to each subcarrier as shown in Figure 3a. On
the other hand, in CAZAC-OFDM, 𝑷𝑷 obtained by multiplying
the mapped value 𝑿𝑿 by the matrix 𝑴𝑴 generated from the
Zadoff-Chu sequence is input to the IFFT. In this case, the
data loaded on the subcarrier is represented by the sum of the
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components of 𝑿𝑿 with different phase rotations. Therefore, in
the frequency domain, as shown in Figure 3b, all data are
included in each subcarrier. This is the frequency diversity
effect.

(a) Conv. OFDM
(b) CAZAC-OFDM
Figure 5. Pilot subcarriers insertion.

(a) Conv. OFDM
(b) CAZAC-OFDM
Figure 3. State of data.

III.

CHANNEL ESTIMATION

A. Channel Estimation in Conventional OFDM
In wireless communication, amplitude fluctuation and
phase fluctuation occur in the transmission channel due to the
influence of multipath fading. Therefore, the error rate of data
becomes large. So, in the conventional OFDM, pilot
subcarriers are used as a method to estimate the characteristics
of multipath fading. The pilot subcarriers are known signals
on the receiving side added for channel estimation, and is
periodically inserted into the data subcarriers as shown in
Figure 4. By examining how much the pilot subcarriers are
fluctuated on the receiving side, it becomes possible to
estimate the characteristics of multipath fading at that time.

Figure 4. The example of pilot subcarriers.

B. Pilot Subcarriers in CAZAC-OFDM
As described above, in the conventional OFDM, the
characteristics of multipath fading are estimated by inserting
pilot subcarriers, and correction is performed accordingly.
However, this method cannot be used in CAZAC-OFDM.
This is due to the frequency diversity effect of CAZACOFDM. In the IFFT output after CAZAC precoding, all data
in the time domain will be distributed to each subcarrier.
Therefore, even if pilot subcarriers are inserted as shown in
Figure 5, in the IFFT output, the information as the pilot
subcarriers is dispersed to all the subcarriers, so that it cannot
function as pilot subcarriers. Therefore, CAZAC-OFDM
cannot correct the effect of multipath fading. Therefore, it is
necessary to correct the influence of multipath fading without
using pilot subcarriers.
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IV.

TRANSVERSAL FILTER

A. Structure
The model of the transversal filter is shown in Figure 6. The
transmitted signal is received under the influence of multipath
fading. Therefore, by inserting the transversal filter in front of
the receiver on the receiving side, it is possible to estimate the
transmission signal and correct the influence of multipath
fading.

Figure 6. Transversal filter.

B. Principle
In the transversal filter of Figure 6, the output signal 𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡)
is expressed by the following equation.
𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡) = 𝒙𝒙𝑇𝑇 (𝑡𝑡)𝒘𝒘(𝑡𝑡)

(9)

The input signal 𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) and the tap coefficient 𝑤𝑤(𝑡𝑡) are
respectively expressed as follows.
𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡)
𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡 − 1)
(10)
𝒙𝒙(𝑡𝑡) = �
�
⋮
𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑁𝑁)
𝑤𝑤0 (𝑡𝑡)
𝑤𝑤 (𝑡𝑡)
(11)
𝒘𝒘(𝑡𝑡) = � 1 �
⋮
𝑤𝑤𝑁𝑁 (𝑡𝑡)
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where the number of taps is 𝑁𝑁 + 1 . The input signal is
assumed to be in steady state. Here, let the training signal be
𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡). An error signal ε(𝑡𝑡), which is the difference between the
output signal and the training signal is expressed by the
following equation.
𝜀𝜀(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡)

(12)

𝒘𝒘𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐 = 𝑹𝑹−1 𝑷𝑷

(13)

𝑷𝑷 = 𝐸𝐸[𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)𝒙𝒙(𝑡𝑡)]

(15)

The tap coefficient 𝒘𝒘 is set such that the error signal ε(𝑡𝑡)
is minimized. As a result, the optimal tap coefficient 𝒘𝒘𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐 is
as follows [10].
where 𝑹𝑹 and 𝑷𝑷 are the following formulas, respectively.
𝑹𝑹 = 𝐸𝐸[𝒙𝒙(𝑡𝑡)𝒙𝒙𝑇𝑇 (𝑡𝑡)]

(14)

where 𝐸𝐸[∙] is the ensemble average. This equation is the
solution of the Wiener filter. From the above equation, the
optimal tap coefficient can be determined by examining the
autocorrelation of the input signal and the cross-correlation
between the input signal and the training signal.
However, to determine the correlation of signals, it is
necessary to collect the input signal for a long time, so it takes
a long time to determine the tap coefficient. In addition, it is
assumed that the signal is stationary, and it is decided to be the
only optimal tap coefficient, so it cannot cope with the case
where the characteristics of the transmission channel change
dynamically. Therefore, these problems are solved by using
an adaptive filter.
V.

VI.

CONVERGENCE BY UPDATING TAP COEFFICIENTS

We simulated the convergence of constellation and time
domain signals on the receiving side by updating the tap
coefficient using MATLAB / Simulink. The simulation results
are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Note that as the
constellation and the time domain signals progress from
Figure 7a to 7d, it indicates that time has elapsed.
The following figure shows that the constellation and the
time domain signals converge as the tap coefficients are
updated iteratively. As a result, communication becomes
possible as usual only after convergence.

LMS ALGORITHM

In the adaptive filter, by iteratively updating the tap
coefficient, it gradually approaches the optimal value.
Therefore, if the change of the signal characteristics is slower
than the convergence time of the adaptive filter, it can
correspond to the change.
The steepest descent method is used as a method to update
the tap coefficient iteratively so as to minimize the error. This
is to update the tap coefficient in the direction of decreasing
the gradient of 𝐸𝐸[𝜀𝜀 2 (𝑡𝑡)] at a certain time 𝑡𝑡, and is expressed
by the following equation.
𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇[𝜀𝜀 2 (𝑡𝑡)]
𝒘𝒘(𝑡𝑡 + 1) = 𝒘𝒘(𝑡𝑡) −
(16)
2𝜕𝜕𝒘𝒘(𝑡𝑡)
= 𝒘𝒘(𝑡𝑡) + 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇[𝜀𝜀(𝑡𝑡)𝒙𝒙(𝑡𝑡)]
where 𝜇𝜇 is the step size parameter, which is the parameter that
determines the size of the slope down in one update. As the
above equation shows, it requires ensemble average.
Therefore, frequent updating of the tap coefficient cannot be
performed. Therefore, LMS algorithm uses instantaneous
estimates instead. As a result, the equation for updating the tap
coefficient is as follows [9].
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𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜀𝜀 2 (𝑡𝑡)
(17)
2𝜕𝜕𝒘𝒘(𝑡𝑡)
= 𝒘𝒘(𝑡𝑡) + 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇(𝑡𝑡)𝒙𝒙(𝑡𝑡)
The convergence condition of the LMS algorithm is as
follows [10].
2
(18)
0 < 𝜇𝜇 < ∗
𝑁𝑁
where 𝑁𝑁 ∗ is the maximum value of the eigenvalues of the
correlation matrix of the input signal. When the step size is
increased, the convergence speed becomes faster but the
steady-state error after convergence is increased. On the other
hand, when the step size is reduced, the steady-state error after
convergence is decreased but the convergence speed becomes
slower. Therefore, it is necessary to decide the step size in
consideration of the tradeoff between the convergence speed
and the steady-state error.
𝒘𝒘(𝑡𝑡 + 1) = 𝒘𝒘(𝑡𝑡) −
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 7. Convergence of time domain signals of CAZAC-OFDM.
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Figure 9. Transmitter configuration.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Receiver configuration.

Table I shows the simulation specification.

(c)
(d)
Figure 8. Convergence of 16QAM constellation.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BY SIMULATION
A. Simulation Specification
In this paper, in order to confirm how much the error rate
of the signal is improved by using the transversal filter, the
BER performance of CAZAC-OFDM and conventional
OFDM are compared using MATLAB / Simulink.
Figures 9 and 10 show the configurations of CAZACOFDM transmitter and receiver, respectively. In addition, the
transmitter and receiver configurations of the conventional
OFDM, which does not use CAZAC precoding are structures,
which removed the block of CAZAC precoding from Figures
9 and 10.
On the transmitting side, mapping (16QAM) is first
performed on transmission data. Then, CAZAC-OFDM signal
is generated by performing parallelization by serial-to-parallel
conversion, CAZAC precoding and IFFT. At this time, if
IFFT is performed without CAZAC precoding, a conventional
OFDM signal is generated. After that, guard intervals are
inserted, serialized by parallel-to-serial conversion,
quadrature modulation is performed, and the signal is
transmitted.
On the receiving side, fading in the transmission channel is
corrected by passing through a transversal filter after
quadrature demodulation. Then, received data is generated by
serial-to-parallel conversion, removal of guard intervals, FFT,
CAZAC decoding, parallel-to-serial conversion, and
demapping.
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TABLE I. SIMULATION SPECIFICATION.
Mapping
16QAM
FFT Size
64
Carrier Frequency
120 MHz
Data Rate
32 Mbps
Number of
59
Data Subcarriers
Guard Interval
16
Step Size
0.1
Flat Fading (Rayleigh)
Frequency Selective Fading
Channel Model
(Rayleigh)
AWGN
B. Simulation Results
We compared the BER performance without fading
channels. The simulation results are shown in Figure 11. From
this result, it is proved that CAZAC-OFDM can obtain almost
the same BER performance as conventional OFDM when the
transversal filter is used.

Figure 11. BER performance (without fading).
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We compared the BER performance under flat fading and
frequency selective fading channels. The simulation results
are shown in Figure 12. From this result, it is proved that
CAZAC-OFDM can obtain almost the same BER
performance as that of the conventional OFDM by using the
transversal filter even under fading environment. That is, it is
concluded that CAZAC-OFDM is effective even under flat
fading and frequency selective fading channels by using the
transversal filter.
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T. Onoda, R. Ishioka, and M. Muraguchi, “Proposal of Power
Saving Techniques for Wireless Terminals,” in AICT’2018, pp.
115-120, 2018.
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Transmission,” IEEE Wireless Communications, vol. 12, no. 2,
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Figure 12. BER performance (with fading).

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method to improve the
negative effect of multipath fading by applying the transversal
filter to CAZAC-OFDM system. Moreover, it has been
confirmed by simulation that the CAZAC-OFDM system with
the transversal filter maintains enough low BER performance
under flat fading and frequency selective fading channels. The
result shows that the CAZAC-OFDM system is effective
under fading environment.
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Abstract— Ordinary Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) receivers acquire OFDM symbol
synchronization in the preamble period and retain
synchronization by using correlation of guard-intervals. In this
paper, we propose a new technique of OFDM symbol
synchronization for Visible Light Communication (VLC) using
OFDM scheme with Constant Amplitude Zero AutoCorrelation (CAZAC) precoding, CAZAC-OFDM, which
enables to avoid the use of the preamble and guard-intervals.
Moreover, we can find out an accurate OFDM symbol timing
after checking only two symbol size of Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) points with arbitrary start timing, even though those
stride over two adjacent OFDM symbols.
Keywords-OFDM; FFT; CAZAC; VLC; Synchronization.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the rapid development of wireless
communication technology, various communication services
are deployed, but as the communication traffic volume
increases, frequency bands available for communication are
being exhausted. Therefore, studies on VLC technology
using Light Emitting Diodes (LED) are under way [1][2].
This is because LEDs have features, such as high-speed
responsiveness, low power consumption, and ease of
dissemination due to low cost [3].
However, depending on the frequency characteristic of the
LED, the usable bandwidth is limited, and it is difficult to
obtain enough communication speed. Therefore, a VLC
technique utilizing an OFDM scheme capable of improving
frequency utilization efficiency has been studied. Here, the
OFDM scheme is commonly adopted in wireless systems,
Wireless Fidelity (WiFi), Long Term Evolution (LTE),
Digital Video Broadcasting - Terrestrial (DVB-T), etc., due to
its great advantage of high spectrum utilization that is about
twice the spectral efficiency of a single carrier scheme.
The OFDM scheme, however, requires highly accurate
OFDM symbol synchronization, and if the synchronization is
not performed accurately, demodulated data will be collapsed
because of losing orthogonality between subcarriers.
Therefore, ordinary OFDM receivers for burst packet
transmission systems, such as the 802.11 Wireless Local Area
Network (WLAN) systems, acquire symbol synchronization
in the preamble period and retain synchronization by using
correlation of Guard-Intervals (GIs). On the other hand,
continuous (non-burst) transmission
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systems, such as Digital TeleVision (DTV) systems, acquire
symbol synchronization mainly by using correlation of GIs,
because those systems cannot employ preamble scheme [4].
As OFDM signal is essentially a sum of multiple subcarrier
signals aligned in frequency domain, its probability density
function in time domain resembles Gaussian distribution. The
CAZAC precoding makes time-domain signal of M-ary
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (M-QAM) OFDM signal
into time-domain signal of M-QAM single-carrier signal with
some phase rotation [5] - [9]. This single-carrier wave-form
in OFDM with CAZAC precoding, CAZAC-OFDM, enables
superficially normal data output through the FFT and the
CAZAC decoding even though the FFT processing executes
by using sample points over two adjacent OFDM symbols,
although the output data becomes a value of incorrect signal
point in the M-QAM constellation. Among various input
data, null data is still null at the output ports of the CAZAC
decoder, and if we allocate null data at a fixed position in the
OFDM symbols, we can estimate the deviation from the
aureate symbol timing position by checking the null data
port-number of the CAZAC decoder.
In this paper, we propose a new technique of symbol timing
estimation for visible light communications using CAZACOFDM scheme, which enables to avoid the use of the
preamble and guard-intervals. In the case of visible light
communications, which is one of typical Line-Of-Sight
(LOS) communications, it is not necessary to employ the GI
aiming at preventing interference between adjacent OFDM
symbols because we do not need to consider multipath
channels. Moreover, the GI has a demerit of leading to a
decrease in data rate.
By simulations, we have acquired an accurate OFDM
symbol synchronization after checking only two symbol size
of FFT points with arbitrary start timing, even though those
stride over two adjacent OFDM symbols. Here, we used only
one null data per one OFDM symbol, and did not use a
preamble or guard interval. Therefore, our symbol
synchronization technique makes it possible to maximize
throughput of visible light OFDM systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized into sections as
follows: Section 2 gives an overview of symbol
synchronization in a conventional OFDM scheme and
Section 3 gives an overview of CAZAC-OFDM. Section 4
presents the proposed scheme that makes use of the features
of CAZAC-OFDM and Section 5 presents the performance
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evaluation and simulation results of the proposed scheme.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.
II.

VISIBLE LIGHT OFDM

A. Visible Light Communication (VLC)
Visible light communication is a communication
technology utilizing light visible to the human eye.
Communication is enabled by modulating this visible light.
The transmitted light is received by a light receiving element,
such as a photodiode, and the data is reproduced by
demodulating. As a light source, LEDs are mainly used for
their characteristics, such as high-speed responsiveness and
low power consumption. Also, since LEDs are widely used
as lighting in various places in everyday life, visible light
communication using LEDs is expected because existing
infrastructure equipment can be used for communication as it
is.
B. OFDM scheme
The OFDM scheme is a type of multicarrier modulation
and is a scheme in which data is divided into several
subcarriers and transmitted in parallel.
On the transmission side, data is divided into N data by
serial-parallel conversion, quadrature modulation is
performed, and data is transmitted on different carrier waves.
At this time, Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) is
performed after primary modulation of the data sequence. An
input signal after mapping by primary modulation is defined
as X (length N), and a nth OFDM time signal corresponding
thereto as x[n] is defined as
𝑁−1

2𝜋
1
𝑥[𝑛] = ∑ 𝑋[𝑘]𝑒 𝑗 𝑁 𝑘𝑛
𝑁

(1)

𝑘=0

where 𝑋[𝑘] is the frequency-domain signal, and N is the
number of subcarriers. After IFFT, a guard interval is inserted
and the OFDM symbol is generated.
On the receiving side, the data is restored by demodulating
the signal by the reverse procedure of the transmitting side
using the corresponding n subcarriers.
Also, in the frequency domain, since the peak values of the
respective subcarriers are arranged to satisfy mutual
orthogonality, it is possible to efficiently use the frequency
band and send the data.
C. Symbol synchronization
In the OFDM scheme, when FFT processing is not
performed at the correct position, the data collapses on the
receiving side. Therefore, highly accurate symbol
synchronization is indispensable for demodulating data.
There are mainly two symbol synchronization methods in
the OFDM scheme [4].
As shown in Figure 1, by using the fact that the correlation
value becomes maximum when the signal matches the known
sequence, the head of the symbol is detected, and
synchronization is enabled.
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Figure 1. Symbol synchronization method using preamble

As shown in Figure 2, the other is a synchronization
method that is performed by autocorrelation using guard
intervals.

Figure 2. Symbol synchronization method using Guard Interval

This is since the rear part of the symbol is copied and added
to the head and the correlation with the waveform delayed by
the original one symbol length is maximized, the beginning
of the symbol is detected, and synchronization can be
performed.
III.

CAZAC-OFDM

The CAZAC sequence is also called a constant amplitude
zero auto-correlation sequence, and is a sequence having
characteristics that the amplitude is constant in both the time
domain and the frequency domain [5].
The OFDM scheme precoded using this CAZAC sequence
is called CAZAC-OFDM. In the OFDM precoding process, a
Zadoff-Chu sequence, which is one type of CAZAC sequence,
is used.
The Zadoff-Chu sequence 𝐶(𝑘) is defined as
𝜋𝑟𝑘 2
)
𝐿
𝐶(𝑘) =
𝜋𝑟𝑘(𝑘 + 1)
exp (𝑗
)
𝐿
{
exp (𝑗

∶ 𝐿 is even

(2)
∶ 𝐿 is odd

𝑘 = 0,1, … , 𝐿 − 1
where 𝐿 is the sequence length, 𝑟 is the sequence number,
and 𝑟 takes an arbitrary integer value prime to 𝐿. In this case,
when CAZAC precoding is used for OFDM, the sequence
length 𝐿 is a power of 2. The reason for this is based on the
FFT size in OFDM.
Therefore, if 𝑟 = 1 and 𝐿 = 𝑁 2 in (2), since 𝐿 is an even
number, the Zadoff-Chu sequence 𝐶(𝑘) can be expressed as
(3).
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𝐶(𝑘) = exp (𝑗

𝜋𝑘 2
)
𝑁2

(3)

𝑘 = 0,1, … , 𝑁 − 1
From (3), CAZAC precoding is expressed by (4) using 𝑁th
order complex square matrix 𝑀 . Here, the matrix 𝑀 is
obtained by rearranging (3) in the row direction.
1
𝑀= [
𝑁

𝑐0
𝑐𝑁
⋮

𝑐1
𝑐𝑁+1
⋮

𝑐(𝑁−1)𝑁

⋯
⋯
⋱
𝑐(𝑁−1)𝑁+1 …

𝑐𝑁−1
𝑐2𝑁−1
⋮ ]
𝑐𝑁2 −1

Figure 4. Symbol configuration before and after

(4)

On the transmission side, precoding is performed by
multiplying the matrix of (4) with the mapping data before
IFFT, so that a time signal in CAZAC-OFDM can be obtained.
The signal 𝑋 ′ after CAZAC precoding in the case where the
data string to be transmitted is 𝑋 = [𝑋0 , 𝑋1 ,⋅⋅⋅, 𝑋𝑁−1 ] is
given by (5).
𝑋′ = 𝑀 ⋅ 𝑋
1
= [
𝑁

𝑐0
𝑐𝑁
⋮

𝑐(𝑁−1)𝑁

𝑐1
𝑐𝑁+1
⋮

⋯
⋯
⋱
𝑐(𝑁−1)𝑁+1 …

𝑐𝑁−1
𝑋0
𝑐2𝑁−1
𝑋1
⋮ ]⋅[ ⋮ ]
𝑐𝑁2−1
𝑋𝑁−1

(5)

Since IFFT processing is performed on this equation, the
time signal 𝑥(𝑛) of CAZAC-OFDM of the nth sample after
the IFFT can be finally defined as (6) [5].
𝑥(𝑛) = 𝐶(𝑁−𝑛)𝑚𝑜𝑑(𝑁) ⋅ 𝑋(𝑁−𝑛)𝑚𝑜𝑑(𝑁)
2

2

(6)

Therefore, the signal point at this time is as shown in
Figure 3.

From Figure 4, it is confirmed that the positions of the
values before and after the CAZAC precoding and the IFFT
processing are exchanged and uniquely determined. Also,
before and after CAZAC decoding and FFT processing on the
receiving side, they are exchanged in the same way.
In the symbol synchronization method proposed in this
paper, we use the characteristics where this value is swapped.
IV.

PROPOSED METHOD

A. Proposed symbol composition
In the ordinary OFDM scheme, symbol synchronization is
performed by using correlation characteristics of preamble
and guard-interval. However, we do not need to consider the
multipath environment in visible light communication, so we
assume that the guard-interval, which is originally intended
to absorb delayed waves due to multipath, is unnecessary.
Therefore, utilizing the characteristics of the transmission
waveform by CAZAC precoding, symbol synchronization is
achieved by inserting null data instead of guard-interval on
the transmitting side and detecting null on the receiving side.
Therefore, the configuration of the symbol is as shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5. Proposed symbol composition

Figure 3. Time domain Signals of OFDM and CAZAC-OFDM

From Figure 3, it is confirmed that the waveform of the
time signal of CAZAC-OFDM is obtained by phase-rotating
the value of the mapping data, and the amplitude becomes
constant as compared with ordinary OFDM.
Also, from (6), the relationship between the symbols
before and after the CAZAC precoding and the IFFT
processing on the transmission side is shown in Figure 4.
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Here, one symbol is composed of 64 subcarriers, one null
for synchronization and one pilot signal are inserted in the
last part of the symbol in the time domain. We consider that
at least one is enough to detect nulls, so the number of nulls
inserted is one.
In the ordinary OFDM scheme in wireless communication,
four pilot signals are inserted, but this time we have proposed
one symbol configuration. The reason is that the main role of
the pilot signal is phase correction and amplitude correction,
and usually we do not consider that the amplitude and phase
rotation abruptly change in a short period of symbol time, so
we think that enough estimation and correction are possible
by taking the moving average of the pilot signal.
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Here, the symbol configuration before and after
modulation on the receiving side is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Symbol configuration before and after
CAZAC decoding and FFT.

As shown in Figure 6, when CAZAC decoding and FFT
processing are performed on the receiving side, the null data
is outputted with the value being 0 being replaced with the
center position.
By utilizing this fact, synchronization is enabled by
detecting the null and correcting the position of the FFT
processing.
B. Null detection and synchronization method
In the ordinary OFDM scheme, there is a problem with
data collapsing when FFT points stride over two adjacent
OFDM symbols. Even though we insert nulls on the sender
side, we cannot detect nulls without accurate synchronization
and FFT processing at the correct position. Therefore, highly
accurate timing estimation is necessary, and FFT processing
cannot be performed at an arbitrary timing.
However, in CAZAC-OFDM, even though FFT points
stride over two adjacent OFDM symbols, data does not
collapse, and the values of signal points at different points are
output. Among them, null data is output as it is null and the
direction and amount of deviation from the proper
synchronous position can be accurately detected from the
output port number.
Here, in FFT processing the received data, the case where
it is performed at the correct position and at an arbitrary
position are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. FFT points position

Here, ① and ③ are cases where FFT processing is
performed at the correct position, and ② and ④ are cases
where FFT processing is performed at an arbitrary position.
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Moreover, ① and ② are ordinary OFDM scheme without
CAZAC, and ③ and ④ are CAZAC-OFDM with CAZAC.
The output of two symbols after FFT processing at this time
is shown in Figure 8. The waveform is the absolute value of
the value of the data.

Figure 8. The contents of data in two symbols after FFT

As shown in Figure 8, since FFT processing is performed
at the correct position in ① and ③, the output data does not
collapse and outputs completely the same value, and the null
is output to the place of X (33).
It can be seen that, if the FFT processing is performed at
an arbitrary timing in the output of ② in the ordinary OFDM
scheme, the data collapses and the magnitude of the
amplitude becomes uneven. Also, the null inserted on the
transmitting side is completely collapsed, it cannot be
detected, and synchronization cannot be performed.
However, in the proposed method with CAZAC, even
though FFT processing is performed at an arbitrary position
that is not a correct position, the data does not collapse, and
the data is exchanged between the symbols, but the null data
is output as null. Also, from Figure 6, since the positions of
the values before and after the CAZAC decoding and the FFT
are uniquely determined, by comparing with the position of
the null after performing the FFT processing at the correct
position, we can estimate the deviation.
Here, in ④ in Figure 8, nulls are output at the location of
X (10), so it is seen that the FFT points are shifted by 24
samples as compared with the place of null in ③.
Therefore, in the proposed CAZAC-OFDM, it is
unnecessary to estimate the timing of highly accurate
symbols before performing FFT processing, and even though
FFT processing is performed at arbitrary timing, highly
accurate synchronization is achieved.
Detection of null is done by minimum value judgment, as
follows: perform CAZAC decoding and FFT processing at an
arbitrary timing, and then take the absolute value and make
the minimum value determination. Since null has a value of
0 and no data other than null has a value of 0, null can be
reliably detected by performing the minimum value
determination.
However, this is a case of a communication environment
in an ideal state, and some noise occurs in actual
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communication. When noise is added, data other than null
may be detected by the minimum value determination,
making it difficult to detect the correct null.
Therefore, before the minimum value judgment is made,
the system configuration is constructed in which the value of
the flowing data is accumulated in the section where one
symbol and the minimum value judgment is made for the
cumulative sum. As a result, even though the detection of the
null is mistaken for the data of one symbol, the accuracy of
detection of the null can be improved by accumulating the
data of the next symbol.
We provide an example to explain the minimum value
judgment when two symbols are accumulated after adding
noise. The waveforms of (a) and (b) of Figure 9 are obtained
by dividing the received data for two symbols into data for
each individual symbol. When the minimum value is
determined for each piece of data, the position of the
minimum value is detected. Here, the correct detection
position of this null is assumed to be the 26th position. In (b),
the position of the minimum value is the 26th position and
the null detection succeeds, whereas in (a) the position of the
minimum value is the 18th position, and the null detection is
incorrect.
As described above, when noise is added, the detection of
null may fail in the minimum value determination with only
one symbol. To solve this, take the cumulative sum. Figure
10 shows a waveform of a data value obtained by taking the
cumulative sum of two symbols.
When accumulating the data values of (a) and (b) in Figure
9, it becomes as shown in Figure 10, the minimum value
clearly appears and the detection of null succeeds.

Table I. The simulation is performed in MATLAB using
communications system toolbox.
Also, the system configuration of the transmission and
reception proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 11.
TABLE I.

SIMULATION SPECIFICATION.

Primary modulation

16QAM

Secondary modulation

CAZAC-OFDM

Data Rate

58.125 Mbps

Bandwidth

15 MHz

Carrier frequency

15 MHz

Data size

62

Number of pilots

1

Null data length

1

FFT size

64

Figure 11. The proposed CAZAC-OFDM system

(a) Data value for 1 symbol
(b) Data value for 1 symbol
Figure 9. Minimum value determination for one symbol

B. Simulation result (BER)
Figure 12 shows the BER characteristics when the
proposed method is simulated with the specifications in Table 1.

Figure 10. Minimum value determination
with cumulative sum of 2 symbols

Therefore, even though the detection of the null is
mistaken for the data of one symbol, the accuracy of detection
of the null can be improved by accumulating the data of the
next symbol.
V.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BY SIMULATION

A. Simulation specification
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method,
simulation was performed according to the specifications in
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Figure 12. BER characteristics

Figure 12 shows the BER characteristics when a signal is
received at the correct timing at which there is no
synchronization deviation from the beginning by inserting
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one null and one pilot. From this result, it is understood that
the error rate, which is the reproducible range, falls within the
range of 10−3 or less when SNR is 16 or more.
Even though the receiving side performs FFT processing
at an arbitrary timing, null is instantaneously detected by the
minimum value judgment, and the cutout position of the FFT
points is corrected. Therefore, it can be confirmed that the
BER characteristic almost agrees with the value shown in
Figure 12 regardless of the timing at which the FFT
processing is performed.
C. Simulation result (Null detection success rate)
Figure 13 shows the detection success probability of null
when simulated with the specifications in Table 1. Here, for
detection, we compared the detection success probabilities of
nulls when the minimum value judgment is performed on the
cumulative sum for one symbol and two symbols, giving
three symbols.

Figure 13. Comparison of null detection success probability

From the result of Figure 13, when null detection was
performed only for one symbol, the probability of success
became 100% when the SNR was 20 or more. Likewise, in
the case of the cumulative sum of two symbols, the success
probability became 100% when the SNR was 16 or more, and,
in the case of the cumulative sum of 3 symbols, the SNR was
13 or more.
From this result, it is found that the detection success
probability of null improves as the number of symbols to be
accumulated increases. Therefore, it was confirmed that
highly accurate synchronization can be achieved by
increasing the number of symbols required for detection even
in an environment with great influence of noise with low SNR.
Moreover, from the results in Figure 12, SNR was 16 or
more in the proposed method where the error rate falls within
the range of 10−3 or less. Therefore, when the SNR is 16 or
more, the detection success probability becomes 100% when
the number of symbols to be accumulated is at least two.
From the above results, it was confirmed that highly
accurate symbol synchronization can be performed without
failure by judging the cumulative sum of the two symbols by
the minimum value.
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VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we show that the amplitude of the OFDM
signal is constant by using CAZAC precoding and inserted
null data can be extracted as null. Also, we verified that null
data can be extracted without corruption even though FFT
points that stride over two adjacent OFDM symbols. We
verified that, by using this characteristic, it is possible to
perform synchronization with enough performance after
checking only two symbol size of FFT points with arbitrary
start timing.
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Abstract – Uveal melanoma is a malignant tumor originating
from melanocytes of an eye vascular tract. Depending on the
cellular composition, the tumor is classified as a spindle cell (A
or B), epithelioid cell or mixed cell. The presence of epithelioid
cells reflects an unfavorable vital prognosis. The study of the
cellular composition of the tumor is subjective and results in
disagreements about the type of individual cells in 13% of
cases among qualified pathologists. The discrepancies in
diagnoses are due to the use of different classifications, which
can lead to an incorrect assessment of the vital prognosis and
incorrect tactics of patient treatment. Machine learning can be
used to objectify the criteria of pathomorphological study of
uveal melanoma, but currently there are no published works
on machine analysis of pathomorphological images of this type
of tumors. Our solution is based on the use of conventional
neural network for the classification of images of uveal
melanoma cells. We obtained an average F-score value of 0.75
to differentiate spindle cells nuclei from epithelioid cells nuclei
and developed a visualization interface to explain differences
between various types of cells with color mark-up of cell nuclei,
probability of belonging to a certain class and deconvolution
maps.
Keywords-E-learning; artificial neural networks; pathology;
uveal melanoma.

intermediate, and epithelioid cell tumors present the most
unfavorable prospects. A greater number of epithelioid cells
in the field of view is associated with a worse vital
prognosis [4]. The morphological characteristic of the tumor
composition is subjective, and the quantity of epithelioid
cells required to identify tumors as epithelioid or mixed type
has not yet been universally defined. Disagreements among
qualified pathologists regarding belonging of individual
melanoma cells to a certain type are on average 13%, which
is due to the lack of objectively measurable signs and the
presence of intermediate-type cells that have signs of
several cell types. McLean and co-authors found that
differences in the classifications used led to differences in
diagnosis in 32% of cases [3]. Machine learning can be used
to objectify the criteria of pathomorphological study of
uveal melanoma.
The article is organized as follows. In Section II, we
present the state of art concerning machine learning use in
digital pathology. Section III discusses our training set,
method specification and performance metrics. In Section
IV, the use of the trained network is discussed. Finally, the
paper is concluded in Section V.
II.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Uveal melanoma is the most common primary
intraocular malignant tumor in the adult population [1].
Tumor cell dissemination is a frequent occurrence with
uveal melanomas. Even with complete removal of the
primary tumor, metastatic foci are detected in 50% of
patients. In case of tumor metastasis, the vital prognosis is
substantially worse, with the average survival rate during
the first year falling to 20% [2].
The tumor cell type is an important prognostic factor.
The McLean classification is used currently, including
spindle-A, spindle-B, epithelioid and mixed tumors [3].
Studies have shown that spindle cell tumors offer the best
vital prognoses, while for mixed cell tumors the outlook is
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STATE OF ART

A. Machine Learning
Machine learning is applied in every field of human
activity where digital data is used. Various articles have
been published recently concerning the use of artificial
intelligence for the purposes of classification, regression and
segmentation in medicine and particularly in pathology.
Machine learning and deep learning are self-learning
methods used to analyze complex data and find patterns and
interdependencies without explicit programming. Due to
this, they are sometimes called "artificial intelligence".
Machine learning includes models and algorithms that
mimic the architecture of biological neural networks.
Artificial neural networks are of great interest in the field of
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machine learning, particularly networks based on deep
learning. This is due to their capacity for working
effectively with complex and multidimensional databases,
along with the increasing availability of databases and the
performance of graphics processors.
B. Digital Pathology
Recent developments in the field of digital pathology,
related to the access of medical institutions to digital
microscopes and slide scanners, allow us to carry out
scientific work with digital data, including gigapixel images
of pathological specimens. The availability of such data
allows the use of a range of machine learning methods to
process it and to obtain new unified diagnostic criteria and
prognoses for the passage of malignant diseases that are
unavailable in a classical pathology study [5]. Recent
studies have shown that convolutional neural networks
reveal a high accuracy in the identification of pathological
images of certain types of cancer, including the pathology of
the prostate gland, lung, mammary gland, large intestine,
and ovaries [6]-[10]. The unit of learning is usually a small
image of about 100x100 microns or larger. This approach is
convenient to identify tissue patterns in the images under
study and can be used to determine the predominant cell
population in the image, but to characterize individual cells,
the size of one image should be comparable to the size of
one cell – 10-20 microns.
No published articles devoted to the machine analysis of
pathomorphological images of uveal melanoma are
available at the moment. The articles that are the closest to
our work in terms of purpose and methodology are devoted
to the study of images of melanoma of the skin, which,
despite the similarity of origin, has a different metastatic
potential, responds differently to treatment and has different
immunological and genetic characteristics. The primary
tumor focus of melanoma of the skin lies in the depth of the
tissues of epidermal origin, and uveal melanoma – in the
tissues of mesodermal origin, which results in their different
histological characteristics [11].
Effland et al. provided variational networks to
differentiate tumor nuclei from the nuclei of immune cells.
Tissue samples were tinted with immunofluorescent dyes,
giving a different color signal while interacting with CD45
antigen of immune cells, gp100 protein antigen of tumor
cells and adenine–thymine rich regions in nuclei, which
allowed to form a training sample without using a manual
marking process [12]. In [13], Rexhepaj et al. used Melan-A
dye for immune staining of melanoma cells; they created
training samples of tumor and non-tumor cells and analysed
them using support vector machine. This experiment can not
be used to differentiate different types of uveal melanoma
cells due to the fact that there are no dyes specifically
staining epithelioid or spindle cells.
Liu et al. used SetSVM – support vector machine
modification – to solve a number of diagnostic problems, in
particular, the differentiation of dysplastic nevus from
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malignant melanoma of the skin. The approach provided the
use of cell nuclei features to categorize each case [14]. The
method showed high accuracy in the classification of groups
of homogeneous cells (up to 82.01%), but can not be used
for mixed cell cases as well as to characterize individual cell
elements.
Our contribution is to create and train an artificial
convolutional neural network that would allow the less
malignant cellular elements (spindle-shaped cells) to be
distinguished from the most malignant (epithelioid cells).
Determination of the cellular composition of a tumor is a
routine event, but it is difficult to characterize individual
cells, especially in mixed tumors. Our solution should help
to improve the diagnostic skills of students and pathology
specialists.
III.

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK LEARNING PROCESS

The first stage of neural network training is the preparing
of the training set. For this purpose, 52 patients who
underwent enucleation from 2005–2006 were selected and
their pathology reports and clinical records were studied.
Being faced with the task of classification between two
groups of cells, we selected for the training sample only
those tumors that, according to the reports, were spindle or
epithelioid. Inclusion in the training sample of mixed
tumors would require labor-intensive process for marking
various cells in the tumor site. The use of tumors with a
homogeneous cell composition would allow the markup to
be applied to the tumor site as a whole. According to current
classifications, spindle cell tumors can contain up to 10% of
epithelioid cells and vice versa, so we decided to evaluate
the possibility of marking mainly homogeneous tumors after
digitizing their histological slides.
By excluding mixed cell tumors from the training set, we
had 23 patients and 37 histological slides for them. All
samples were digitized using a Leica ScanScope CS2 slide
scanner, producing 37 gigapixel images in .svs format.
After reviewing the digitized images, we decided to use the
following for further training set: 24 gigapixel images from
12 patients – spindle cell tumors; 4 gigapixel images from 3
patients – epithelioid cell tumors. In total, 28 images were
used. Nine images from 8 patients could not be used in the
training set since it proved impossible to isolate nodes of
homogeneous cell composition. We plan to use the images
not included in the training set for further control of the
classifier.
Each gigapixel image was marked using Aperio
ImageScope by a qualified pathologist. The marking was
performed by complete encirclement of the tumor node with
further exclusion from the marking area of non-tumor
tissues and empty spaces. Convolutional neural networks
require a large number of images in the training sample, so
the problem of the small number of cases was solved by
dividing the gigapixel images into smaller images of 240 x
240 pixels. The common term for such smaller images is a
patch. One .svs image gave the output of a number of
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patches from 2,573 to 57,554; the total number of patches
was 605,375, with the average number of patches per image
of 21,620.
The original files in .svs or .scn format are a set of
pyramidal images. The base layer is 240x240 pixel images
compressed using the libjpeg application library. The top
layers comprise 4–16 images combined of lower layers
with lost pixel density, up to the topmost image of
approximately 2000x2000 pixels. Such a composition
allows prompt navigation due to simultaneous displaying of
approximately
10
small
images
instead of a number of images from the lower layer.
Individual patches are extracted from a pyramidal image file
using the same library.
For further processing, we scanned individual 240х240
patches with a 48х48 pixel scanning window, in increments
of 8 pixels, and with an overlay round mask. Neural
network ResNet-101 was used for image cell identification.
The weight for the neural network was taken from weights
which produced the best results on 2018 Data Science Bowl
for cell nucleus localization [15]. During training, 48х48
pixel images with a round mask containing one cell were
fed to another neural network input. The second neural
network had 18,490 parameters and used the Adam(lr=0.01)
optimizer and categorical_crossentropy loss, as well as three
Conv2D blocks:
 The first Conv2D block was composed of two
foldings with 3х3 kernels, relu activation,
BatchNormalization and dropout functions. The
first Conv2D block had the convolution kernel size
of 8, the first convolution stride of 2, and dropout
rate of 0.2.
 The second Conv2D block had the convolution
kernel size of 16, the first convolution stride of 2,
and dropout rate of 0.4.
 The third Conv2D block had the convolution
kernel size of 16, the first convolution stride of 2,
and dropout rate of 0.4.

Figure 1. Mark-up of most and least probable nuclei location
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Also, there are two fully connected layers with 32
parameters, relu activation, BatchNormalization and dropout
functions. The last layer has two neurons and softmax
activation.
To validate the results, a 4-fold approach was used,
whereas the training set was randomly divided into 4 equal
parts. Alternately, 3 parts were submitted to the training,
and 1 was used for control.
When the training was complete, we calculated the F1scores for 4 folds of this model and obtained the following
values: 0.76, 0.82, 0.79, and 0.62, respectively. The mean
F1-score for 4 folds of our model was 0.75.
I.

USE OF TRAINED ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK

The marking in Aperio is stored for each gigapixel image
as a file in .xml format. A trained neural network allows to
mark each patch on a gigapixel image of uveal melanoma or
on a selected part of the image and present such machineaided marking as an .xml file. In the .xml file, each marking
color corresponding to a single class (predominant cell
elements) is represented as a list of polygons described as an
enumeration of its boundary points.
This marking method is very similar to the method used
by pathologists to assess the cell population ratios judging
by predominant cells in a number of fields of vision in the
light microscope (usually approximately 20), but it ensures
rough assessment of the ratio, taking into account the tumor
node as a whole.
The data to which the neural network responds may be
presented as mark-ups to patches and gigapixel images.
Mark-ups may be intensity maps, cells with their boundaries
and the probability of belonging to a certain class,
deconvolution maps with features marked which contributed
to the decision to include a cell into a certain class.
As seen from Figure 1, the areas of most probable nuclei
location are marked with red mark-up and those of least
probable
location
with
blue
mark-up.
Figure 2 shows another variant of a visual mark-up

Figure 2. А color chart of the probability of cell belonging to a certain
class
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Figure 3. Deconvolution Map

presentation: a color chart of the probability of cell
belonging to a certain class, where a bluish color represents
the least probability and a reddish color corresponds to the
highest probability. The last but the most diverse variant of
data presentation is a map of contributions into the decision
to include a cell into a certain class. Figure 3 shows an
example of a deconvolution map for spindle-shaped and
epithelioid cells. The patches show that spindle-shaped cells
look like parallel folds rising above the plane of probability.
Epithelioid cells are broken rounded folds. While comparing
maps of contributions from parallel filters, it is obvious that
higher probability folds for one class correlate with lower
probability for the other. It can be assumed that this pair of
filters mirrors inherent cell geometry, where epithelioid
cells have a rounded nucleus and sphere-like shape and
spindle-shaped cells have elongated nucleus and shape.
A Web-based interface where anyone can upload a
gigapixel image and see its machine-aided interpretation
with a mentioned mark-up is being developed.
II.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Even small groups of patients may be used in digital
pathology for training in convolution neural networks. This
is possible due to the fact that each gigapixel image contains
several thousand smaller images – patches, which in turn
have two-three dozens of cells – training units. Our further
work will be dedicated to training set extension and tests of
images not included in the training sample.
The mean fold F1-score was 0.75. The result may seem
unassertive if we do not take into consideration the fact that
images in training sample very often had cells from another
class. This aspect is very difficult to eliminate in pathology.
The fact that machine-aided cell marking quite often
contradicts the initial patches marking allows to assume that
the classification accuracy is higher than this figure.
Acquisition of more images with uniform cellular
composition will allow us to assess more accurately the
metrics of the classifier. In our opinion, the most appropriate
mark-up to explain the differences between various types of
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cells is color mark-up with cell boundaries and the
probability of belonging to a certain class. Even an
experienced pathologist sometimes finds it difficult to
differentiate between spindle-shaped and epithelioid cells.
Thus, it can be assumed that there are a number of cell
subtypes which are similar to cell classes. The presentation
of each cell as corresponding to a certain class (with the
probability indicated) allows us to visualize this trend.
Mark-ups in the form of contribution maps are more
appropriate for a research work and advanced pathologists
training. Their non-obviousness makes their use in specialist
training possible only with explanations.
We assume that the best solution for processed data
demonstration is a Web-based interface in a browser with
two synchronized windows, where one window shows raw
data and the other window demonstrates the results of the
functioning neural network (predicted classes, cells with
their boundaries and the probability of belonging to a certain
class, maps of features which contributed to the decision to
include a cell into a certain class).
Although our work is devoted to the visualization of
cellular signs of uveal melanoma, this approach can be used
for automated pathomorphological diagnosis of uveal
melanoma, which requires further study of the material base
and methodology.
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Abstract—Telecommunications operators continuously adapt
their services offerings to new services usage trends in order to
expand their customer base and enhance business models.
With regard to existing services usage patterns, it is possible to
select services that are suitable to users’ needs and to create
stronger business models. This is especially important given
the fact that, despite numerous advantages arising from the
new Internet of Things (IoT) solutions, a majority of operators
still have not defined adequate IoT offers and related strategies
for the deployment in the telecommunication markets. In this
paper, the process of selection of telecommunications services
is examined considering predictive modeling processes which
are based on the time series data representing services
adoption rates. The given forecasted results indicate an
effective choice for creating adequate business models based on
IoT services offerings and a reduction of modeling risks which
are often related to the deployment of new services on the
market.
Keywords - telecommunications services; services usage;
prediction models; business modeling.

I.

INTRODUCTION

An overall boost in the volume of network traffic and the
evolution towards the next generation networking based on
advanced information and communication technologies
(ICT) encourage telecommunications operators to consider
and improve their existing business planning and modeling
approaches according to market trends and services usage
patterns in the existing network settings. Due to a vast
number of possible options and existing requirements related
to quality, efficiency, and performance of novel
telecommunications services, an optimal selection of
services becomes a very challenging task for operators.
Although services quality will be additionally addressed by
intelligent algorithms for adapting resource management and
implementation of adequate techniques for content
offloading, given accelerated trends in services development,
there is often not a lot of time to closely consider customer
requests related to services offerings before launching
services on the markets. This last aspect is particularly
important considering the fact that a vast number of
operators are currently searching for the best solutions for
positioning on the Internet of Things (IoT) services markets.
The prediction-based planning, services selection, and
business modeling processes present significant challenges
for operators under new market conditions. Therefore, the
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selection of adequate models for services offerings based on
analytics of adoption of similar types of telecommunications
services can effectively contribute to the optimization of
business planning processes, as presented by analyses results
gathered in this paper, as well.
Telecommunications services analytics usually takes into
account time series data reflecting usage rates of particular
services. That could point to valuable communication
services, which reflect the specific needs of particular types
of end users. If taking data representing services usage
patterns into account to derive useful knowledge within a
certain environment, suitable prediction models must be
defined.
In this paper, the analytics of telecommunications
services adoption processes is conducted using several
predictive models which take into account only the cases
with small sets of available time series data. In Section 2, an
overview of current trends in telecommunication services
adoption is presented. In Section 3, the importance of usage
of the models for prediction of telecommunications services
adoption in optimal business modeling is accentuated, and an
overview of several common, as well as some additional
predictive models, is presented. In Section 4, the defined
models are applied to several collected data sets, and the
collected results are presented and analyzed. In Section 5, in
order to reduce the business modeling risks, optimal
approaches in making decisions are indicated when shortterm business planning is necessary under fast-changing
market conditions.
II.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES ADOPTION TRENDS

The majority of current forecasts and market estimates
reflect operators’ high expectations for scale and scope
arising from advanced telecommunications services
offerings, and especially IoT services offerings. The positive
expected results represent a major incentive for advanced
services development and implementation processes. These
expectations introduce new research challenges across
different telecommunications settings.
The majority of businesses based upon usage of
advanced telecommunications services monitor metrics that
reflect improvements in supply levels and customer quality
of experience rates. Higher levels of availability and quality
of services could induce additional growth of services
adoption, which is closely correlated with profitability gains,
as presented in Figure 1 [1].
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Figure 1. Internet services adoption rates and revenues.

Figure 2. Internet services packages.

Therefore, the analyses and comparisons of possible
business models involving various telecommunications
services are important for the business planning processes of
every telecommunications operator on the market since a
timely application of relevant data and new knowledge
represents an important advantage within every business
modeling process, and can help in reducing churn rates.
Intensive adoption processes of a wide range of Internet
services are currently taking place, as illustrated in Figure 1
[1]. One of the main drives behind the further anticipated
traffic growth is the usage of audio and video-on-demand
services and increase of the video content resolution [2]. So,
audio-visual media streaming will account for the majority of
overall network data traffic. In addition to these factors, other
factors that are expected to impact the overall future traffic
demand comprise an increase in the bit-rates and quality of
experience. Moreover, the exchange of data traffic among
end-user devices, terminal network equipment, servers and
storage in the cloud will continue to grow.
The IoT solutions have the potential of becoming major
contributors to the upcoming change in developing ICT
business concepts. As part of the IoT solutions, Machine–
to–Machine (M2M) services, which include automated
communication and data transmission among two or
more ICT entities, also have the potential of becoming
one of the fastest growing segments for the Internet usage
and increased mobile data demand. Although common
characteristics of IoT and M2M are based on remote
access to devices, IoT is expanding the concept of M2M
because it can be integrated into comprehensive, scalable,
and flexible business solutions. While IoT is focused
more on software solutions and the IP network, M2M
communication is predominantly oriented on embedded
hardware and mobile networks. M2M communications
are based on installing a SIM card or pulling a fixed line,
but considering the fact that M2M with internet protocol
represents a part of IoT, the common M2M/IoT services
adoption trends can be closely analyzed.

As presented in Figure 2, many different forms of
telecommunications services offerings are currently
available in the markets [1]. Although the stand-alone
service offerings have kept a strong position in the
markets, services packages comprising more than one
type of service have also achieved intensive adoption
rates. These are, for example, any service packages
where two (i.e., the 2D packages) or three (i.e., the 3D
packages) electronic telecommunications services (e.g.,
the Internet, telephone or/and TV services) are provided
to users jointly. The 4D packages, which have recently
been introduced in the markets, mainly comprise a
combination of telephone services in the fixed network,
telephone services in the mobile network, Internet
services, and TV services. As can be seen from the
services adoption rates presented in Figure 2, the 4D
packages note for fast adoption growth, mainly based on
their total value. This goes in line with the concept which
suggests the creation of all-inclusive services offerings
for the end users, and a specific definition of the services’
features [3].
Many advanced telecommunications networks implement
necessary features that allow simultaneous management of
various services, applications, and devices with different
network and traffic requirements, and defined the quality of
services. The methods that can be considered necessary for
the selection of adequate services offerings to achieve
optimal business models are based on the usage of predictive
models and accurate forecast of services adoption rates.
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III. PREDICTIVE MODELS
The models for prediction of telecommunications
services adoption rates are increasingly important for optimal
business modeling. The various predictive models whose
implementation contributes to accurate business modeling
are used [4].
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An overall increase in network traffic has encouraged
telecommunications operators to search for the best
approaches to handle available data traffic, apply analytics
over gathered data, and derive useful knowledge. Some
efficient processes that can be used for the selection of
adequate forecasting methods are described in [5].
For processing time series data, one of the most
commonly used methods includes data classification. There
are many examples of successful usage of data classification
processes, some of which are used in adapting the mobility
management mechanisms [6], prediction of applications’
data consumption [7], and user activity [8].
In this paper, the several commonly used models for time
series data analytics, described for instance in [9], and some
additional models, described in more detail in [10], are taken
into account. In [10], the analysis is conducted to point to the
fact that the presented models enable an adequate forecast of
the number of future service users.
However, the aim of the analysis conducted in this paper,
unlike the one conducted in [10], is to demonstrate that the
predictive modeling processes can also be used for selecting
the best service offerings for chosen scenarios. This is
particularly important for enhancing business planning
processes and the selection of the most effective business
models.
A. Common Models Used in Predictive Modeling
The scope of this paper covers the analyses of several
common models [9], as well as additional predictive models
[10], with the objective to compare their predictive accuracy.
1) Simple Logistic model
The simple Logistic model is a commonly used model
for the forecasting of service market adoption, and is
defined by the following expression:
M



L(t; M , a, b) 
1  ea (t b)
where L represents the number of broadband users per
capita over period t. The model is defined by the following
parameters: M, which reflects the market capacity; a, which
reflects the speed of broadband adoption; and b, which
positions the graph on the timescale.
2) Richards model
Richards model is called the Logistic model of four
parameters, and is defined by the following expression:


R(t; M , a, b, c) 

1  e

M



 a ( t b ) c





where R represents the number of broadband users per capita
over period t. The model is defined by the following
parameters: M, which reflects the market capacity; a, which
reflects the speed of broadband adoption; b, which positions
the graph on the timescale; and c, which positions the
model’s inflection point.
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3) Bass model
The Bass model represents the most commonly used
model for prediction of new services, and is defined by the
expression:


B(t; M , p, q, t s )  M 

1  e  ( pq )(t ts )
 
q ( pq )(t ts )
1  e
p

where B represents the number of broadband users per capita
over period t. The model is defined by the following
parameters: M, which reflects the market capacity; p, which
reflects the coefficient of innovation (p> 0); q, which reflects
the coefficient of imitation (q ≥ 0); and t, which reflects the
time when the service was introduced in the market (t≥ts).
4) Gompertz model
The Gompertz model is a special case of a Logistic
function, and is defined by the following expression:

G (t; M , a, b)  M  e  e



 a ( t b )





where G represents the number of broadband users per capita
over period t. The model is defined by the following
parameters: M, which reflects the market capacity; a, which
reflects the speed of broadband adoption; and b, which
positions the graph on the timescale.
B. Additional Predictive Models
In order to expand the analysis and compare features of
additional models, combinations of some other parameters
are taken into account and combined models are derived, as
described in more detail in [10], using the following
expression:

BB (t )  M 



e 1e



 a ( t b ) d

e 1 e



 a ( t b ) c





where BB(t) denotes the number of broadband users,
and M a total capacity. These modified forms take into
account several additional combinations of parameters’
values, previously defined in [10], as presented in Table I.
TABLE I.
Models:

OVERVIEW OF ADDITIONAL PREDICTIVE MODELS
Parameters values:
Parameter c:
Parameter d:

Notes:

Logistic (L)

1

0

Bass (B)

1

1

Richards (R)

c  0,

0

0

1

Subcases of c

1

0

for d=0 and d=1

GB

1

1

GR

c  0,

0

Subcases: (c=0, d=0)
and (c=1, d=0)

GBR

c  0,

1

Subcases: (c=0, d=1)
and (c=1, d=1)

Gompertz (G)

For c=1: R ≡ L
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1) GB model
The GB model combines the features of the Gompertz
(G) and Bass (B) models. Like the Gompertz model, it has a
fixed inflection point and the three parameters, M, a, and b,
respectively.

GB (t ; M , p, q, t s )  M 
e

 ( p  q )( t t s )



 q ( p  q )( t t s ) 
1 e

 p


 

It models the fast growth. Moreover, this model can also
be expressed by the parameters p and q, comprised within
the Bass model.
2) GR model
The GR model combines the features of the Gompertz
(G) and Richards (R) models and models fast growth. Like
the Richards model, it has a flexible inflection point and the
four parameters, M, a, b and c, respectively.


GR (t ; M , a, b, c)  M 

e1e

e



 a ( t b ) c



GBR (t ; M , a, b, c)  M 

e 1e
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Comparison of standard models and GR model
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Figure 4. The number of users of the M2M/IoT services [1].

IV. MODELING OF SERVICES ADOPTION PROCESS

Comparison of standard models and GR model
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As can be seen from the results presented in Figures 3-5,
the fitting processes comprise the adjustments of models
parameters to best describe the default time series values
(denoted as ‘Data’) representing the number of users and
revenues, respectively. The results point to the fact that the
Bass model can model faster growth, but its accuracy
improves as the number of known data points, i.e., the ones
used for training, increase. All other models show similarly
good properties in the presented cases, despite somewhat
scattered data set for quarterly periods presented in Figure 3.
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All these models are suited for modeling of services
adoption trends. For the given models, the analyses that point
to the accuracy of fitting and forecasting processes are
conducted. The estimated parameters can be used to generate
the prediction of future values based on the known ones.
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Figure 3. The number of users of the 4D services packages [1].



The predictive models can be additionally modified
using more explanatory parameters. Although certain
generalizations of the existing models expand their features’
description, additional parameters require larger sets of
known data points used in the predictive modeling process,
which limits their usage.
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B. Forecasting Process
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Figure 6. The number of users of the 4D services packages.
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n
where n is the number of prediction errors which are used for
the calculation, and forecast error, E, is the difference
between the actual value and the forecasted value in the
corresponding period t. A smaller value of the mean
deviation denotes the model's better prediction performance.
The sample data set is divided into subsets which
comprise the training data (shaded in Figures 3-5) - used for
the model parameters fitting, and the testing data (all other) used for determination of the accuracy of the forecasted
values. The chosen available data sets comprise the number
of users of the 4D services packages [1], the number of users
of the M2M/IoT services [1], and the global revenue of IoT
[2].

C. Overview and Analysis of Results
Considering the gathered results of the conducted fitting
processes presented in Figures 3-5, and the conducted
forecasting processes presented in Figures 6-8, the primary
difference among the models’ fitting and forecasting
accuracy is caused by different positions of the models’
inflection points.
As presented in Figures 3-8, the Bass model shows
limitations both in fitting and in the forecasting of the initial
short-term upper market capacity. All other models show
good fitting properties, as presented in Figures 3-5.
Moreover, the Logistic model is less accurate in the
forecasting of accelerated growth, as presented in Figure 8,
and is more suitable for modeling of slower growth. It can
also be noticed that, in the slower growth phase, the simple
Logistic model gives the most accurate forecasting results, as
presented in Figure 7. Furthermore, the good forecasting
properties of the Richards model within the growth phase are
caused by its flexible inflection point, which can be
accurately adapted to the given changes in the modeling
values, as presented in Figures 6-8. Finally, the Gompertz
model shows a good accuracy in forecasting within the
growth phase since it adequately models the accelerated
growth of values, as presented in Figures 6-8.
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A number of measures are used to determine the
accuracy of forecasts [6]. Statistical criteria can be selected
only after making the decision about the general type of
forecasting method. There are mainly four types of forecasterror metrics: scale-dependent, percentage-error, relativeerror, and scale-free error metrics. The chosen statistical
metrics that describe the accuracy of forecasted time series
values are the forecast error and the mean absolute
deviation, as good metrics to use when analyzing the error
for a single output, and considering the fact that the
prediction errors are in the same unit as the original series.
The Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD), also commonly
called the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), is the measure of
aggregate error defined by the expression:

4
x 10 Mean error deviations of standard and combined models
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Figure 8. The number of users of the M2M/IoT services.

The additional GB, GR and GBR models combine the
features of the Gompertz (G), Bass (B), and Richards (R)
models. The combined models that have the features of the
Gompertz model accurately predict the fast growth.
However, the lack of the Gompertz model relates to the fact
that it can not limit the excessive growth in the long run, and
this can reflect the forecasting accuracy of the combined
models, as well.
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Since the Bass model has difficulties in assessing the
exact upper market capacity limit in the initial growth
phase, the forecasting accuracy of the Bass model combined
solely with the Gompertz model, i.e., the GB model, is also
not adequate, as presented in Figures 6-8.
However, the model that combines the features of the
Bass model with the Gompertz and Richards models, i.e.,
GBR model, is more accurate for forecasting of the longterm adoption of the services since having a flexible
inflection point which limits the accelerated growth in
values, as presented in Figures 6-8.
The combined models that use the features of the
Richards model, i.e., the GR and GBR models, generally
show good forecasting properties even if the minimum
number of values is used in fitting, as presented in
Figures 3-5.
The Richards model accurately forecasts significant
growth in the long run since it uses a flexible inflection
point in order to adjust growth to the last existing training
value, which can be seen for the GR and GBR models, as
presented in Figures 6-8.
For a sum-up of the presented results, the models that
combine the features of the Richards model with the
Gompertz model achieve good fitting to fast growth and
show good forecast results in all presented examples.
V. CONCLUSION
Since fast changes in the telecommunications markets
around the world impact services development and adoption
trends, users’ demand for services features continuously
changes. Advanced telecommunications services bring many
advantages and added value to end users, so further growth
in their adoption is inevitable. However, given the
accelerated trends in services development, there is often not
a lot of time to thoroughly consider users’ requests related to
services offerings before launching services in the markets.
So, one of the challenges operators currently cope with is the
way which makes it possible to select the best services
offerings based on accurate forecasts of changes in market
conditions and to estimate the adoption trends of novel
telecommunications solutions. With regard to the
presumption of usage patterns of novel services, it is possible
to track usage patterns of similar services to create stronger
business models.
In this paper, the analytics of telecommunications
services adoption processes are conducted for the gathered
smaller sets of time series data, i.e., for the short-term
modeling period. For the chosen case study examples, the
analyses of services adoption trends are compared based on
the accuracy of forecasted model parameters. An overview
and comparison of the accuracy of the predictive modeling
of broadband services adoption using common adoption
growth models are given. Alongside standard models,
additional combined models are used to present their
predictive capabilities, and to compensate for some lacks of
the commonly used adoption models (for instance, of a Bass
model which is not suitable for modeling of services
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adoption in the initial services' introduction on the market).
The presented results point to fast expected growth in the
number of services users.
Moreover, the presented results could be used to define
adequate M2M/IoT services offerings. Based on the given
results, the conclusion that can be taken as a guideline for the
business modeling process is the fact that, despite their
expected growth, and due to general risks related to slower
demand for novel services, the M2M/IoT services can be
offered within the packages combined with other types of
services that already have their strong user base, which was
presented as a good solution, considering the fast adoption
growth of the package services.
Business models can be modified accordingly to enhance
broadband adoption, boost revenue, or limit user churn rates
in order to improve overall market dynamics.
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Abstract— Web apps have a big impact in most of our activities
nowadays. Unfortunately, they are also a target for illegal
actions. When attacking Web apps, a hacker will try several
means of compromising the applications, paying special
attention to the database driven Web apps. The Structured
Query Language (SQL) Injection Attacks (SQLIAs) are one of
the most common methods of data theft on Web apps. SQLIA
is a hacking technique that attackers use to compromise the
database in most of Web apps, by manipulating SQL queries to
change their behavior. Concomitantly, the attackers get full
access harvesting sensitive information and taking control over
the application for their personal benefit. The aim of this work
is
to acknowledge multiple security methods, such as
parameterized statements, parameterized stored procedures,
customized error messages and input validation type as
efficient means for preventing SQLIA simulated on an onlinebased database application, MoviesBox. The successful
prevention of the attack was confirmed through conducting a
series of performance tests after the injection of malicious
codes and Quality of experience (QoE) methods
implementation.
Keywords-Web Application; SQL Injection; Cyber Security;
Defense; Database Security.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The growth of corporate Web applications (Web apps)
provides many opportunities for e-businesses to grow faster.
These have become a significant communication channel
among different kinds of service providers and clients over
the Internet. However, the beneficial opportunities of Web
apps also increased the security issues of a third party
interfering. Even though there are many approaches for us to
test the flaws and vulnerabilities, Web apps demand a more
technology-independent solution.
Web apps are frequently vulnerable to attacks due to time
and financial constraints, poor programming skills and lack
of security awareness. These flaws provide opportunities for
accessing sensitive information data that can lead to serious
consequences and great damage. Therefore, an attacker can
compromise this configuration faults and gain a full illegal
access to user sensitive data. For this reason, governments, as
well as many corporations and research communities, are
paying increased attention to this issue in order to prevent its
progression [1].
One of the top ten most dangerous attacks on Open Web
Application Security Project (OWASP) is the SQL Injection
Attack. This type of attack can do serious damage to
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database-driven applications, such as manipulation of the
user input data, silent spying and monitoring, even corrupt
and delete an entire database and gain unauthorized access to
other network servers. Normally, this attack is done by
injecting some malicious SQL code to the actual query
driven by the application program in order to traverse, insert,
update or delete the data. Even though there are number of
mechanisms to detect the SQL injection attack, serious
research has to be carried out to reveal the hidden and
unexploited paths of these mechanisms, which may
strengthen the defense against SQLIA. Based on literature
review, our research did not find sufficiently favorable
results concerning coding flaws level. Thus, there is a solid
need to provide additional “rules” to the developers to secure
Web apps from attacks. Numerous organizations have spent
a great deal of money on antivirus programs, data leakage
prevention systems and network firewalls on the off chance
that software engineers follow the appropriate guidelines,
hopefully saving a considerable amount of cash on cyberattack prevention. As mentioned earlier, the coding flaws are
crucial and they can lead to serious vulnerabilities in Web
apps simply because they are easy to discover and abuse [2].
Therefore, the purpose of this work is to serve as basic
guidelines to programmers to write code in a more secure
manner, with the end goal of shielding Web apps from
cyber-attacks.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section
II, there is a detailed overview of the latest studies published
regarding the SQLIA and the preventive approach that will
be established in contrast to the already proposed methods.
Section III gives a general idea and benefits of using Web
apps, a detailed description of security, as well as types of
malicious attacks and a background detail of SQLIA. In
Sections IV, V, VI and VII, a vulnerable Web app made for
SQLIA testing is presented and a method is proposed for
protection of the aforementioned attack, execution of the
proposed method and a penetration testing [3] that will prove
the effectiveness of the implemented prevention techniques.
Section VIII includes a test of the performance of the
proposed Web app conducted on thirteen people. Sections IX
and X present the conclusions and future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

Because of the significant impact of Web apps in modern
networking, attempts must be made for ensuring their safety.
Following this prospect, many computer engineers are
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constantly trying to establish new and improve the already
used techniques for prevention of SQLIA. A detailed
overview of the studies published concerning these attacks
has shown that, so far, promising efforts have been made in
these fields, which guarantee the safety of Web apps and
serve as tools for decreasing the rates of data theft.
A. Input validation attack including SQLIAs and Cross Side
Scrpting (XSS)
An application is considered vulnerable when it does not
properly filter or validate the entered data by a user on a Web
page [4].
B. Static analysys and automated reasoning
Static analysis is one of the most often used techniques
for analyzing the code [5] [6]. These techniques are used to
detect the vulnerable code by scanning the Web app with the
use of heuristic or information flow analysis. Moreover, they
can also produce a false positive and false negative result
because of the conversion of suspicious input. A
combination of static analysis and automated reasoning
techniques is the most suitable for detection of queries that
contain tautologies by the Web app.
C. Encryption of confidential data
Encryption of confidential data stored in a database will
not allow an unauthorized user to read confidential data
even if it gets access by employing any kind of malicious
technique [7].
In contrast to other published papers regarding
investigations of SQLIA techniques and concisely
describing each one of them, in this paper, SQLIA will be
described in detail supported by appropriate examples.
Additionally, the exploited vulnerabilities used for injection
of malicious queries will provide knowledge to Web
developers about the most exploited vulnerabilities, at the
same time briefly describing the impact of SQL Injection.
As opposed to [8]-[12], this paper will also propose useful
guidelines and will illustrate a different approach to
differentiate types, techniques and tools of SQLIA.
III.

WEB APPLICATION AND SECURITY

Web development is generally associated with building
Web sites for the Internet. It includes the development of a
wide range of applications from simple plain text Web pages
to complex Internet applications, mostly intended for
electronic businesses and social networks. In scientific terms,
a Web application is any computer program which uses Web
browsers or technology as means for performing various
tasks on the Internet.
The security of Web apps is the most important
component of any e-commerce corporation, but, when
deployed online, it is in the Internet’s nature to expose
properties for attacking Web apps from various locations
using different levels of scale and complexity. Therefore,
Web application security is essential and it deals specifically
with security surrounding Websites, Web apps and Web
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services. Common methods of attacks, or "vectors", range
from targeted database exploitation to large-scale network
disruption. Such methods are:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) – attack where the
hacker attaches code at the end of the Websites
URL or it posts directly onto a page with user
content and that attack will mostly execute when the
victim loads the Website. Moreover, XSS is a
client-side code injection attack.
SQL Injections Attacks (SQLIAs) – typically occur
by sending malicious SQL queries to an Application
Programming Interface (API) endpoint provided by
a Website or service, allowing the attacker to gain
root access to a machine.
Denial-of-Service (DoS) and Distributed Denial-ofService (DDoS) – type of cyberattack where the
hacker is able to perform traffic attack on a targeted
server. The server then will no longer process
incoming requests effectively and eventually deny
service to legitimate users’ incoming requests.
Memory Corruption- this happens when a memory
location is unintentionally changed and attackers
take advantage of it to perform code injections or
buffer overflow attacks.
Buffer Overflow – by injecting malicious code into
the memory, the buffer's ability to overflow can be
exploited, potentially creating faults in the target
machine.
Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) – type of attack
that accidently tricks a user to change passwords,
emails or transfer funds, which allows attackers to
take control of the Web application.
IV.

SQL INJECTION ATTACK

In this paper, more details will be given about SQLIA.
Right now, SQLIA stands among the most dangerous
threats to databases and Web apps. It typically includes
malicious updates, modification of the user SQL input,
either by changing the structure of existing conditions or by
including additional conditions. Figure 1 demonstrates how
an SQL Injection Attack is performed.

Figure 1. SQL Injection Attack

a) A user is accessing a Web application by typing the
address in the URL.
b) The attacker injects malicious code to the Web
application.
c) The malicious SQL-query is passed to the database
server from the Web server.
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d) The database management system sends the results
based on the injected code back to the Web server. The
results can be some data or error message or confirmation,
depending on the injection type.
e) The Web server sends/shows the same result back
to the attacker.
V.

WEB APPLICATION AND SQLIA IMPLEMENTATION

MoviesBox is developed as an online database Web app,
which is later used for SQLIA simulation. It contains three
pages front-end written in Hypertext Markup Language 5
(HTML5), Cascading Style Sheet 3 (CSS3), Java Script and
Bootstrap framework. For the server-side functionality, we
used Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) Language, MySQL-an
Oracle-backed open source relational database management
system (RDBMS) based on Structured Query Language
(SQL), MySQL database and The Movie Database 3
(TMDb3) API. The application uses three types of
authentication such as guest session, user and admin
authentication.
In Figure 2, the Back End (Server side) and the Front
End (Client Side) are presented.

OR 1=1 LIMIT -- '] for the username field; xxx as
password. The new dynamic statement will be:
SELECT * FROM users WHERE username =
'xxx@xxx.xxx' OR 1=1 LIMIT -- '] ' AND password = 'xxx';
•

xxx' ends with a single quote, which is a character
limiter in SQL. With ' we delimit strings and we
can test if the strings are properly escaped in the
application or not.
•
OR 1=1 LIMIT is a condition that is always true
and limits the returned results to only one record.
•
--'] is an SQL comment that removes the password
part.
2) Union- Based Blind: type of attack that attackers use
to obtain information from the database by extending the
original query results. In other words, the attacker takes
advantage of the UNION operator, which is used in SQLIA
to join a query to the original, intentionally forged by the
tester. The tester can access the values of columns of other
tables by joining the results of the forged and original query.
This means, the attackers are using this technique because
they are not able to edit the original query to obtain what
they want and this is the only way of running two or more
SELECT statements into a single result.
SELECT username FROM userdata WHERE id=’23’;
The injected query will look as follows:

Figure 2. Back End (Server side) and Front End (Client Side)

A. Types of SQLIA
In order to prevent SQLIA, it is necessary to know the
various techniques by which the attackers explore the
vulnerabilities of the code and find the way to attack. They
can be executed in the following ways:
1) Boolean-Based Blind: SQL injection technique that
relies on statements that are always true. It is based on
Boolean values (true or false), as suggested by the name, so
the queries always give results by evaluating the condition
WHERE.
SELECT * FROM users WHERE username = 'john' AND
password = '1234';
In this scenario, it was assumed that the user had John as
username and 1234 as password. This code can be exploited
by adding a condition that is always true and just comment
out the password part. By inputting the following, the
attacker can easily gain access as user: xxx@xxx.xxx'
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SELECT username FROM userdata WHERE id=’ ’
UNION
SELECT * FROM userdata.
This code will return all the detailed information of the
table userdata.
3) Time-Based Blind: If there is a possibility when the
hacker has no other way to retrieve information from the
database server, the time-based blind method is used. The
attacker uses an SQL statement which contains a particular
database function to cause a time delay. The possibility of
obtaining some information depends on the time it takes to
get the server response. This kind of attack is not only used
for determining the vulnerabilities, but also for extracting
data from the server by integrating a time delay in a
conditional statement. Consider the followin SQL
statement:
SELECT * FROM users WHERE id=2;
By using time-based blind technique, the new injected
query will be:
SELECT * FROM users WHERE id=2-SLEEP(20);
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With the injected query, the attacker can only identify if
the parameter is vulnerable to SQLIA. As mentioned before,
time-based blind technique can not only check Web app’s
vulnerability, but also verify its database version and extract
data from it. If the server responds in 20s, it can be
concluded that the database is running on MySQL 5.0
server. This is done by using the malicious query:
SELECT
*
FROM
users
WHERE
IF(MID(VERSION(),1,1) = '5', SLEEP(20), 0);

id=2-

4) Error-Based Blind: this technique is based on errors.
Getting these errors indicates that the Web app is connected
to a database and it is vulnerable to SQLIA. The injection of
malicious code in the query that produces errors is done by
sending or typing additional text to the server by Uniform
Resource Locator (URL). After getting the error, it can be
assumed what target is going to be next. To test whether the
Web app is vulnerable, we can just put a single quote at the
end.
VI.

SQL INJECTION PREVENTION TECHNIQUES

1) Parameterized Queries
The use of parameterized statements, also known as
prepared statements, can reduce the SQLIA by constructing
the SQL-queries in a more secure way. If used exclusively,
these statements completely remove the risk of all the
SQLIA types such as tautology, timing attack, end of line
comment and piggy backed attacks. Besides securing the
Web app, prepared statements have another advantage
because they help increase the work speed when executing
the same or similar statements repeatedly.
$q = $conn->prepare(“SELECT * FROM userdata WHERE
Username = ? && Password = ?”);
$->bind_param(“ss”, $username, $password);
$q->execute();
In this code, implemented in MoviesBox, it is obvious
that for the prepared statement we use a question mark (?) to
substitute the parameters (integer, string, double or blob
value). The second function binds the parameters and it is
sending information to the database about what the
parameters are. The “ss” informs the database server that the
parameter is a string. The last function executes the
parameters, where a dangerous SQL string will look as
follows:
$q = "SELECT * FROM userdata WHERE Username =
'$username' && Pass = '$password'";
The main difference is the $q->execute(); method
where the data is being passed. In the code with prepared
statements, the parameterized string and parameters are
passed to the database separately, enabling the driver to read
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them correctly, while the SQL statement in the second code
is created before invoking the driver, meaning it is
vulnerable to malicious parameters. This method can be
very useful against SQLIA.
It is safe to say that these methods are currently the only
and fundamental way to defend Web apps from this attack.
2) Parameterized Stored Procedures
Another prevention technique is using parameterized
stored procedures. This includes a prepared SQL code that
can be saved and reused as many times as needed without
having to duplicate. Furthermore, they help reduce the
network traffic between the database server and Web server
just by sending the name of the stored procedure without
having to send the SQL statement. As far as the security of
the Web app is concerned, these procedures write the query
in advance by placing parameter markers, so that data can
be collected later.
/*!50003
CREATE
DEFINER=`root`@`localhost`
PROCEDURE `validate_login`(
IN _username varchar(20),
_pass VARCHAR(50)
)
BEGIN
SELECT * FROM userdata WHERE Username =
_username && Pass = _pass;
END */$$
DELIMITER ;
Second, in order to execute the stored procedure, a call
function is used in the php code.
$q = $conn->prepare("CALL validate_login(?,?)");
$q->bind_param("ss", $username, $password);
$q->execute();
The main idea on how parameterized stored procedures
work concerning security is that we can allow access to a
stored procedure that updates a table, but forbid access to
the table itself. This means, users would not have direct
access to the database tables, but can only execute particular
stored procedures.
3) Customized Error Messages
Error messages are also flaws that attackers use to gain
access. Errors are visible when an invalid SQL statement is
performed. This means, for any invalid SQL instruction that
is identified when executing, the database will produce an
error. By getting these messages, attackers gain information
regarding the database and how to easily attack the Web
app. It should also be noted that some powerful SQLIAs are
entirely based on database errors such as unexpected quote,
incorrect table name, etc. If these errors are completely
removed, then attacking will become a difficult task. In
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order to prevent this, the use of customized error messages
will reduce the possibility of SQLIA.

TABLE I.

if ($conn->connect_error) {
die("Error:
There
is
something
error".$conn>connect_error);
} else {
echo "";
}
As mentioned before, error messages are retrieved from
the SQL server as a response to any error query that is sent.
The hacker can get important information about the target
and retrieve table’s name, stored procedure’s name, etc. By
using this method, we are not giving the attacker full access.

#

4) Input Data Type Validation
There are two ways on how SQLIA can be performed.
The first is by injecting a command into a numeric
parameter and the second into a string parameter.
Programmers can avoid small attacks even if they do a
simple input checks. The correct validation of the input data
type such as string or numeric type plays a great role in the
prevention of getting attacked. For example, if the user
enters the input data incorrectly, then the incorrect input
would be rejected due to the declared data type.

SQLMAP TEST RESULTS FROM VULNERABLE WEB APP

SqlMap results on vulnerable pages of MoviesBox
SQL Injection
type

Login Form

Register
Form

1

Error-based
Blind

√

√

2

Booleanbased Blind

√

√

3

Time-based
Blind

√

√

4

Union-based
Blind

TABLE II.

SQLMAP TEST RESULTS FROM PROTECTED WEB APP

SqlMap results on protected pages of MoviesBox
#

SQL Injection
type

Login Form

Register
Form

Request Form

ꭕ

Error-based
Blind

ꭕ

ꭕ

In the code above "ss" specifies the variable type, which
is: “string, string”.

2

Booleanbased Blind

ꭕ

ꭕ

3

Time-based
Blind

ꭕ

ꭕ

4

Union-based
Blind

VII. PENETRATION TEST AND RESULTS FROM PROPOSED
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√

With implementing the abovementioned prevention
techniques in MoviesBox, a penetration testing in SqlMap
has been made by testing the login, register and request
parameters; it showed great success (Table II).

1

Penetration testing, also known as pen test, is an
authorized simulated cyberattack on a computer system for
its security evaluation. It identifies the weaknesses as well
as strengths.
To execute the proof of demonstration, SqlMap and
WebSpy Chrome plug-in were used for penetration testing.
SqlMap is an open source penetration testing tools that
automates the process of detecting and exploiting SQL
injection flaws and taking database servers, while WebSpy
monitors HTTP GET/POST requests of any Website and
allows them to be viewed and to be tested.
Firstly, the penetration testing was made on vulnerable
MoviesBox. After testing and analyzing the Web app
MoviesBox, it can be concluded that most of the parameters
in the pages are vulnerable to Boolean-based blind, Errorbased, Time-based and Union-based blind injections (Table
I). Besides, SqlMap was able to fetch the versions and type
of the technology used. After more simulations, SqlMap
obtained information not only about the database wanted,
but all databases and tables on the server.

√

√

$q->bind_param("ss", $username, $password);

TECHNIQUES

Request
Form

ꭕ
ꭕ

The evaluation of the proposed techniques though the
penetration testing showed that our preventive approach is
effective. Table II shows that various SQLIA simulated on
the Web app after implementing parameterized queries,
stored procedures, customized error message and input
validation. The SqlMap testing tool cannot exploit the
parameters, which means that our approach is effective.
Furthermore, extended security analysis was made through
an entire Web app, not just the mentioned, and spotted a
number of injectible points, which later on were corrected
with the aforementioned techniques. Figure 3 presents
various SQLIA simulated in the penetration test on the Web
app after implementing the preventive methods. As it can be
noticed from the tables, SQL Injection type, Login form,
Register form, and Request form presented a suitable
approach for this research.
For each of these issues, Error-based blind, Boolean
based blind, Time-based blind and Union-based blind are
included for testing. SqlMap test results on vulnerable pages
of MoviesBox are performed and commented in Table I.
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The SqlMap test results from the protected Web app are
presented and commented in Table II. The Error-based blind
concept enhances the Login Form, Register form and
Request form in both scenarios. Additional testing will be
done on this Web app once is in production to detect
possible server or hosting failures. The evaluation of the
proposed techniques though the penetration testing show
that our preventive approach is effective.

the concept of Security gives the best results based on
Quality of Experience Analysis and tests performed.
A. Usability Test
The usability performance for MoviesBox showed that
87.0% of the people (Figure 4) answered that the Web
application is easy to use.

Figure 4. Usability Test

Figure 3. Results from pen test on protected MoviesBox.

VIII. QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE (QOE) FOR WEB APPS
PERFORMANCES

Performance testing is an important aspect when running
a Web app. The main goal is to evaluate user experience on
the Web app.
Quality of Service (QoS) refers to the technical and
operational aspects of a service, such as time to support
services, capacity, and transport. Quality of Experience
(QoE) measures the difference between what users expected
and what they actually received. Using the QoE is beneficial
to estimate the perception of the user about the quality of a
particular service and it depends on the customer’s
satisfaction in terms of usability, accessibility, retaining
ability and integrity of using a specific service. QoE means
overall acceptability of an application or service, as
perceived subjectively by the end-user and represents a
multidimensional subjective concept that is not easy to
evaluate. In this work, QoE evaluation is used in order to
measure the quality of the Web apps performances.
This test establishes whether the App meets user
expectations such as: speed, usage, security, etc. Similarly, a
test has been performed among 100 users from our
university in order to evaluate the performance of the Web
app MoviesBox. The results for testing the Usability, Load
Time, GUI and Security, are presented in the following
figures. The results were obtained according to a survey sent
to university staff and students. As it can be seen later on,
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The instructions provided in the Web app are clear and
satisfy its purpose. As far as user task analysys is concerned,
MoviesBox showed excelent results regarding efficiency
and accuracy. The provided main menu on each page was
graded as user friendly, as well as the content. 13.0% of the
people where not satified and proposed that more content
will improve the Web app.
B. Graphic User Interface (GUI)

Figure 5. Graphic User Interface Test

GUI test showed favorable results since 90.0% of the
people answered that the font used is readable, the
alignment of the text is proper, as well as the color of the
font (Figure 5). Regarding the GUI elements such as size,
position, width, length and acceptance of characters and
numbers in the inputs fields in MoviesBox, users were
satisfied. GUI is an important concept of great interest for a
large number of users. That is why this concept was tested
for this application as well.
Interfaces are an important part of each application
performance. The graphic display of the interface is
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important, especially with users’ experience of this kind of
applications.
Tests have also shown that the images used in
MoviesBox had good clarity and error messages were
displayed correctly. 10.0% of the people did not like the
font and the colors used, as well as the error messages.
C. Load Time Test

Figure 6. Load Time Test

After simultaneous usage by thirteen different accounts,
this Web app showed huge rates of success. As shown in
Figure 4, to 95.0% it took 3000 ms to load the Web page
and it showed no error. It is known that usually users wait
10s and give up. Users were also satisfied with the short
time for login (2505 ms). 5.0% were not satisfied and
suggested implementation of a cache buster parameter to the
URLs, which will make the request to bypass any full page.
D. Security Test

based application firewall, which is useful for detecting and
blocking anything malicious.
IX.

X.
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FUTURE WORK

For future work, this application is planned to be
working on Cloud of Things (CoT), due to many benefits
including a small amount of disk storage, memory and
resources necessary for execution of the app itself. Also, it
can be approached by different users regardless of location
and device with full support on different platforms and
operating systems. There is independence of the app’s
upgrades from those of the machine software. Moreover,
migrating this app on CoT will contribute to the reduction of
the inconveniences (cost and other complexities) of direct
hardware management. One major concern is that the CoT
environment is susceptibility to cyberattacks. Therefore, the
implementation of the aforementioned methods for SQLIA
prevention is inevitable.
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Figure 7. Security Test
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Abstract—This article discusses the influence of an effective
energy management strategy in nodes of elastic optical networks
on the loss probability for calls of individual traffic classes. The
structure of the network node is based on the architecture of a 3stage optical Clos switching network. A key feature of the energy
management strategy consists in switching off unused switches
of the middle stage of the switching network.
Keywords–Optical switching network; Energy saving; Loss probability; Clos switching network.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Backbone networks are comprised of multiple facilities that
transmit large amounts of data between the network access
points over long distances through interconnected smaller
networks, such as local or metropolitan networks. Typically,
backbone networks offer large transmission speeds. For example, one fiber optic link is capable of transporting up to
560 channels in a C-band or 360 channels in the L-band. The
possibility of effective use of such a large number of available
channels to achieve high bitrates (along with different bitrates
depending on different demands by users) is provided by
a successful implementation of the concept of Elastic Optical
Networks [1]–[3]. For competitive provision of services with
high bitrates backbone networks demand huge amounts of
energy necessary for sustainable transmission of signals in
the optical fiber. The bulk of network devices that serve as
backbone network nodes are designed with the assumption
that traffic offered to inputs of devices has constant value. The
reality is, however, that this traffic is changeable in time. This,
in turn, leads to a situation where the system does not need
as much network resources to service a given traffic intensity.
When this is the case, constant power supply to all elements of
a device/network node is not necessary. With the application of
an appropriate energy management strategy, that can be based
on temporary disabling of elements of active network nodes,
we are in position to decrease the amount of supplied energy
to devices when traffic load offered to them is slight). Then, in
a situation where network traffic offered to the nodes increases,
additional active elements of a device can be activated.
The issues of energy saving in network devices, as well as
in systems/elements used in constructing nodes of the network
are highly topical, while the increasing number of relevant
publications that have been published over the years clearly
testifies the interest in this innovative field [4]–[9].
In this article, the authors show the influence of the applied energy management strategy in a 3-stage Clos switching
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network on the loss probability for calls in this network. The
structure of a large number of present-day network devices
that serve as network nodes is based on the Clos structure.
The investigated energy-saving management strategy will be
based on switching-off individual switches of the middle stage
in a 3-stage Clos switching network. Then, the influence of the
number of active switches of the middle stage of the optical
network on the values of loss probabilities for individual call
classes that are offered to the network will be investigated.
The article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
the method for allocating network resources in elastic optical
networks and proposes a definition of the frequency slot unit.
Section 3 discusses the structure of the optical switching
network and the structure of traffic offered to the network and
presents a description of the path choice algorithm used to find
an optimal sequence of choices to reach a certain connection
in optical switching networks. Section 4 includes a description
of the simulator (input data, simulation algorithm and the
condition of termination). Section 5 shows the results of the
simulation experiments for the optical switching networks in
which the switches of the middle stage were switched off.
Section 6 concludes the article.
II. E LASTIC O PTICAL N ETWORKS
According to the information given in [2], fixed and
flexible Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM)
frequency grids are available. The advantage of the flexible
grid architecture, that forms the basic underlying structure for
Elastic Optical Networks (EON), is the possibility of using
elastic allocation of network resources. The optical spectrum
(e.g., C-band or L-band optical spectrum) available for EONs
is divided into frequency slots with fixed spectral width equal
to 12.5 GHz [2]. In thus defined slots optical connections
are allocated, while the number neighboring frequency slots
occupied by them depends on the demanded bitrate and on
the applied modulation technique. According to the elastic
frequency grid, standardized by the ITU-T [10], channel bands
are allocated following a given nominal center frequency fnom
and the channel width ω which is the multiple of 12.5 GHz:
ω = 12.5 × m,

(1)

where m is a positive integer number, whereas 12.5 GHz
is the so-called Frequency Slot Unit (FSU) [11]. The center
frequency for particular channels (slots) is determined on the
basis of the following formula:
fnom = 193.1 + n × 0.00625,

(2)
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Figure 1. Structure of 3-stage optical Clos network

where n is an integer number, whereas 0.00625 is a fixed
frequency shift, expressed in THz. To sum up, in order for an
optical channel to be created in an EON network, beside the
allocation of the value of the central frequency fnom (similarly
as in the allocation of wavelength in Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (WDM)), the spectrum ω occupied by it should
be also allocated.
III. S TRUCTRURE OF SWITCHING NETWORK
A. Structure of 3-stage optical Clos network
Figure 1 shows a 3-stage Clos switching network. The
network is composed of square υ × υ switches. The switches
of the first and third stages make it possible for both the
frequency slot (wavelength) and the output of a switch (optical
fiber) to be changed, whereas the switches of the middle stage
allow a change to be introduced in the output only. Each link
in the switching network has the capacity equal to f FSUs.
In addition, one link from each of the switches of the last
stage belongs to one of υ directions. The energy management
strategy introduced in the switching network allows us to
switch off unused middle stage switches.
B. Structure of offered traffic
The switching network (Figure 1) is offered m independent
Erlang call streams with the intensities: λ1 , λ2 , ..., λi , ..., λm .
The demanded FSUs related to particular traffic classes are:
t1 , t2 , ..., ti , ..., tm , respectively. Service times for calls of all
classes have exponential distributions with the parameters:
µ1 , µ2 , ..., µi , ..., µm .
C. Path choice algorithms
Two algorithms for the point-to-group and point-to-point
connection path choice can be used in the switching network.
One of the two path choice algorithms in the switching network
should be selected prior to the activation of the simulation
program.
The point-to-group algorithm performs the following
steps [12]:
Step 1: The counter of the attempts of setting up a connection is set to l = 1.
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Step 2: Determination of the switch of the first stage at the
input of which a call of class i appeared.
Step 3: Finding the switch of the last stage that has a
free output link and has ti free (consecutive)
FSUs in the demanded direction. If none of the
switches of the last stage have free ti FSUs in
the demanded direction, the call is lost due to the
external blocking. In the instance where there are
more than one switch of the last stage that have a
free output link in the demanded direction, one of
them is chosen randomly.
Step 4: An attempt to set up a connection between the
selected switch of the first and last sections.
◦ If successful – the connection is set up. The
operation of the algorithm is terminated. When
there are more than one connection paths between the switches of the first and third stages,
then one connecting path is chosen randomly.
◦ If unsuccessful, and the counter of attempts is
l < υ, the algorithm returns to Step 3 and the
number of attempts is increased l = l + 1.
◦ If unsuccessful, and the counter of attempts
is l = υ, the call is lost due to the internal
blocking. The operation of the algorithm is
terminated.
The point-to-point algorithm works as follows [13]:
Step 1: Determination of a switch of the first stage at the
output of which a call of class i appeared.
Step 2: Finding a switch of the last stage that has a free
output link and has ti free (consecutive) FSUs
in the demanded direction. If none of the switches of the last stage have free ti FSUs in the
demanded direction, the call is lost due to the
external blocking. In the case where more than
one switch of the last stage have a free output link
in the demanded direction, one of them is chosen
randomly.
Step 3: An attempt to set up a connection between the
selected switches of the first and last stages.
◦ If successful – the connection is set up. The
operation of the algorithm is terminated. When
there are more than one connection paths between the switches of the first and third stages,
then one of them is selected randomly.
◦ If unsuccessful, the call is lost due to internal
blocking. The operation of the algorithm is
terminated.
IV. O PERATION OF THE SIMULATION PROGRAM
A. Input data
The simulator was written by the authors in C++ language
using process interaction method. The input data for the simulator are the capacity and structure of the switching network.
For each traffic class, the number of demanded FSUs and
service time are given. The average value of traffic offered to a
single FSU in the system is also given. To perform simulation
tests in the switching network composed of the switches with
υ × υ links in which the capacity of a single link is f FSUs,
the values of the following parameters are to be introduced:
• the number m of offered traffic classes,
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• the number ti of demanded FSUs necessary to set up a
connection of class i and average service time µ−1
for a
i
call of class i,
• average traffic a offered to a single FSU in the output
direction,
• the number of first-stage, middle-stage and last-stage
switches.
On the basis of these parameters, the intensity λi of calls
generated by sources of a given type of traffic stream can
be determined in the simulator. Therefore, the parameter λi ,
depending on the average traffic offered to a single FSU, can
be determined on the basis of the following formula:
m
X

λi /µi ti = af υυ.

(3)

i=1

The parameter determined on the basis of Formula (3) can
be treated as the exponential distribution parameter that describes the process of the occurrence of new calls of individual
traffic classes.
B. General simulation algorithm
The general algorithm according to which the simulation
program is performed can be illustrated in the following steps
that are in line with the process interaction method:
Step 1: Initial configuration of a simulation model – creation of a list of all sources generating calls of
different traffic classes.
Step 2: Resetting the count of system time to zero.
Step 3: Activation of traffic sources and placement of
events (occurrence of a new call) in the list.
Step 4: Checking the condition of termination for the
simulation. If the condition of termination is satisfied, the simulation is terminated and the results
are stored in a file.
Step 5: Updating system time to the time of the occurrence
of the first event from the list (occurrence of a new
call, termination of call service).
Step 6: Execution of the first event from the list.
Step 7: Removal of the first event from the list and return
to Step 4.
Two events are then identified and defined for the switching
network simulation model: occurrence of a new call and
termination of call service. According to the process interaction method these events are serviced by one function. Thus
described approach allows us to define a large number of traffic
classes in the system.
Consider then a system in which m Erlang traffic classes
have been defined. In the initial configuration of the system,
it is necessary to plan (predict) the occurrence of a call of
class i. The function that executes events related to Erlang
traffic sources for the point-to-point selection (in the case of
the point-to-group selection step 2(b) has to be repeated for
each free link of the demanded output direction, if the earlier
attempt failed to execute the connection) can be described as
follows:
Step 1: Planning (prediction) of the occurrence of a new
call of class i according to exponential distribution,
where the parameter is the intensity λi . Placement
of the event in the list.
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Step 2: Checking if the system has enough resources for
the call to be admitted for service:
a) Checking if any of the links in the demanded
output direction have at least ti free (neighboring) FSUs. If not - the call is lost due to the
external blocking.
b) Checking if there is a connecting path between
the input link at which a call has occurred and an
output link in the demanded output direction that
has at least ti free (consecutive) FSUs, where
free FSUs are meant to be finding the same
frequency slots between switches of the first and
the second stages and switches of the second and
the third stages. If not – the call is lost due to
the internal blocking.
If any of the conditions a) or b) are not satisfied,
the next steps are not executed.
Step 3: Occupancy of the resources demanded by a call of
class i.
Step 4: Planning of the termination of service according to
the exponential distribution, where the parameter
is the intensity λi . Placement of the event in the
list.
Step 5: Service termination and release of resources.
C. The condition of termination in the simulation
The condition of termination for the simulation experiment
is, with a determination of the loss probability, the counted
appropriate number of generated calls of the least active class
(typically, it is the class with the highest number of demanded
FSUs). The mean result is calculated on the basis of 5 series.
In practice, to obtain 95%-confidence intervals of not more
than 5% of the mean value of the results obtained on the basis
of simulation experiments, about 1,000,000 calls of the least
active class are necessary to be generated. Confidence intervals
are determined in the following way:


σ
σ
X̄ − tα √ ; X̄ + tα √
(4)
r
r
where X̄ is the arithmetic mean calculated from r results (simulation courses), tα is the value of the t-Student distribution
for r − 1 degrees of freedom. The parameter σ that determines
standard deviation is calculated from the following formula:
r
1 X 2
r
σ =
x −
X̄ 2 ,
1 − r s=1 s r − 1
2

(5)

where xs is the result obtained in the s-th course of the
simulation.
V. R ESULTS
The simulator makes it possible to investigate switching
networks with any number υ of inputs/outputs in a single
switch and any number υ of outer-stage and arbitrary number
of middle-stage switches in the switching network.
The number of demanded FSUs necessary to set up a
connection of individual traffic classes not only depends on the
required transmission speed, but also on the type of applied
modulation format or range. For example, using the data given
in [3], Table I shows the number of FSUs demanded by calls of
traffic classes in relation to the type of modulation and range.
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100

TABLE I. NUMBER OF FSUs IN DIFFERENT CONNECTIONS
DEPENDING ON REQUIRED BITRATES AND MODULATION
FORMAT [3].
Bitrate
(Gb/s)
40
40
40
40
100
100
100
100
160
160
160
160
400
400
400
400
600
600
600
600

Maximum distance
(km)
685
1024
1677.9
2585.2
546
847.2
1342.5
2007.3
475
756.5
1170.5
1710.9
335
579.6
835.1
1133
274
501.4
686.7
877.3

Modulation
format
64-QAM
32-QAM
16-QAM
QPSK
64-QAM
32-QAM
16-QAM
QPSK
64-QAM
32-QAM
16-QAM
QPSK
64-QAM
32-QAM
16-QAM
QPSK
64-QAM
32-QAM
16-QAM
QPSK

Loss probability

Number
of FSUs
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
5
3
4
4
8
7
8
10
20
10
12
15
30
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Figure 4. Loss probability for class 3 calls in System 1 with point-to-group
selection and given number of middle stage switches
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Figure 3. Loss probability for class 2 calls in System 1 with point-to-group
selection and given number of middle stage switches
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The findings presented in the article represent data referring
to the investigations related to the influence of applied energy
saving strategy in optical switching networks on the loss
probability in individual call classes offered to the network.
The following systems were investigated:
System 1: ◦ Structure of offered traffic: t1 = 5 FSUs,
−1
µ−1
1 = 1, t2 = 10 FSUs, µ2 = 1, t3 = 20
−1
FSUs, µ3 = 1,
◦ Structure of switching network: υ = 4, f =
120 FSUs,
◦ Path choice algorithm: point-to-group.
System 2: ◦ Structure of offered traffic: t1 = 4 FSUs,
µ−1
= 1, t2 = 8 FSUs, µ−1
= 1, t3 = 12
1
2
FSUs, µ−1
3 = 1,
◦ Structure of switching network: υ = 4, f =
120 FSUs,
◦ Path choice algorithm: point-to-point.
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Figure 5. Loss probability for class 1 calls in System 2 with point-to-point
selection and given number of middle stage switches

Figure 2. Loss probability for class 1 calls in System 1 with point-to-group
selection and given number of middle stage switches

Loss probability

10−2

Figures 2-7 show the results for the loss probabilities in
relation to traffic a offered to a single FSU in the switching
network for individual traffic classes. In each of the figures the
results for a different number of switches of the middle stage
(from the minimum number 1 to the maximum number υ = 4)
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assess when and with what load switches of the middle stage
can be switched off in order to save energy. In future, the
program can be used to verify analytical models of elastic
optical switching networks in which an energy saving strategy
is used.
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are indicated with a separate line in the graph. Figures 4 and
7 show the loss probability for the classes that demand the
highest number of FSUs to set up a connection. It is easily
noticeable that with a decrease in the number of switches of the
middle stage to 3, the loss probability increases significantly.
A different situation occurs with the case of the classes that
demand the least number of FSUs (Figures 2 and 5). Here,
switching off one or two switches in the middle stage is
obviously followed by an increase in the loss probability, even
though the obtained values for low loads of the system are
still acceptable from an engineering point of view. Decreasing
the number of middle stage switches has less impact on the
increase in the blocking probability for classes requiring a
smaller number of FSUs. For classes requiring a larger number
of FSUs, the impact is already significant.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This article presents the results of a study on the influence
of energy management strategies on the loss probability in
optical Clos switching networks. The simulation program
presented in the article makes it possible to determine the
loss probability in optical switching networks to which Erlang
traffic is offered. The program can be applied to evaluate and
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